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7orld's Largest Self-Integrated 
uxygen Lance Designers and Builders 


METAL COMPANY 
HARMONY, PENNSYLVANIA 16037 
TEL.: 452-8040 • AREA CODE 412 


December 21, 1967 


Mr. Frank E. Johnson 
Chief - Office of Minerals Exploration 	 Re: OME 6570 
United States Department of the Interior 	 Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. 
Room 4460, Interior Building	 Georgetown, Colorado 
Washington, D. C. 20242 


Dear Mr. Johnson: 


Enclosed is our Financial Report for the year ending October 31, 
.	 1967. 


This is an outstanding report. It shows steady growth and an 
unusually profitable operation. We are highly regarded by the 
entire steel industry for our creative ability, engineering, 
and integrity. 


This report supports my statement on December 18, "that we have 
a gold and silver mine in our business and, therefore, cannot 
afford to waste our time and money on a potential under 
$550005000.00." 


It is quite apparent that there is no necessity for us to look 
upon Anglo Saxon as an opportunity to "strike it rich". On the 
contrary, we consider it a legitimate, worthy, and meritorious 
undertaking. 


These facts, plus the fact that we are now paying your government 
• quarter million dollars in taxes annually, places our request on 
• plane much higher than the great majority of applications for 
assistance: first because of its outstanding merit and secondly 
because we are financially able to carry on into production after 
completion of the exploration stage. 


L
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We have furnished you with such a vast amount of data that it 
creates a problem of finding time to properly digest, assimilate, 
and evaluate it. It is our belief that every vital statistic 
you need for evaluation is contained in either written or map form. 


There is no question about the merit of this project. The 
problem is to select the best method of exploring it with due 
consideration to the economical aspect and the production phase 
that must follow exploration. 


After due consideration of all related factors, we suggest for 
your consideration the following exploratory program: 


PRIMARY OBJECTIVE 
REOPEN UPPER AUNT JACK TUNNEL AT ELEVATION. 97601 


Objectives 


To explore approximately 72 vein intersections 
northeast of Saxon Saddle. 


To explore the downward extension of the rich ore 
shoot formed by the junction of the Anglo Saxon 
and Federal veins. This exploratory area is 612' 
below surface and 540 1 below former productive areas 
which extended approximately 72' below surface and 
produced an estimated one million dollars of very 
rich silver ore. That production came northeast of 
Saxon Saddle Fault and northeast of the junction. 
The proposed exploratory area is related in that it 
too is northeast of the fault and northeast of the 
junction. The ore shoot rakes northeast with the


7 P '3 junction due to the north 0° dip of the Anglo Saxon 	 O. 
vein and a south 750 to 85 u dip of the Federal vein.


, 
To explore the northeasterly extension of the rich  


Ve'. oxidized area within which rich silver minerals 
(see assay record) were found on the southwest side 
of the Saxon Saddle Fault.- in (1c)SP nrrnirnif.T frf- - 
in biotite gneiss which is not conducive to forming 
ore shoots. It can be reasonable expected that this 
rich mineral showing will form an ore shoot on the 
northeast side of the fault and vein junction - in 
Silver Plume Granite - as contrasted with spotty 
mineralization in the biotite gneiss on the southwest 
side of the fault and vein junction. 


0
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It is important to note that this is the area 
recommended for exploration by Professor G. E. Goodspeed, 
head of the geology department of the University of 
Washington, together with George H. Garrey, co-author 
of Professional Paper 63, U.S.G.S. Both of these out-
standing geologists plotted this downward extension of 
the ore shoot based upon their observations of the dip 
and strike of the veins. 


It is also important to note that this is a part 
of a general area suggested for exploration by 
Del. Rio in Mineral Resources of Colorado (1960 p. 101) 
and by T. S. Lovering in P.P. 223 U.S.G.S. (1950 P. 191). 


Hopkins, Prommel and Gabelman concurred. 


On November 25, 1967, Hopkins reported (p. 4) "Surface 
mapping in the area east of the Saxon Saddle and a 
reconnaisance further to,.the.north and east, indicates 
that the granite intiusive body of the "Silver Plume 
Granite" and other intrusive material including tertiary 
porphyries should be or are formed at the surface or 
shallow depths. Accordingly, this area'is considered 
as the more favorable area for the development of rñajor 
ore bodies when compared to the potential for development 
at relatively shallow depths west of the same Saxon 
Saddle where the lithology is a mixture of granite, 
granite porhyry, granite gneiss, pegmatite and biotite 
gneiss. Projection of exposed rock lithology from 
exposures immediately to the northwest of the Saxon 
Saddle to the Anglo Saxon and Federal workings of the 
1870 - 1890 period indicate that the ore production there 
was apparently at least in part controlled by the lithology. 
The early production apparently came from the granite and 
porphyry rock as distinguished from the biotite gneiss 
of the 1967 nomenclature of U.S.G.S. Bulletin 1231." 


Hopkins states (p. 7) "During the field work, seven (7) 
veins were found in the Saxon Saddle area. If one 
numbered from north to south, numbers 1, 2 and 3 would 
correspond to the Federal, Anglo Saxon, and Anglo •Saxon 
Extension veins as presently known. Veins numbered 
4 to 7 are parallel veins with a northeasterly strike 
and apparently steep northerly dip. Veins numbered 8 
and 9 are the Algonquin and Molly Gibson respectively." 
(northwesterly) 
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Hopkins states (P. 10 - 11) "The correlation of the 
field work thus indicates that there are a number of 
veins to be found either in the Saxon Saddle or to 
the south. Continuity of the veins is indicated by 
the number of apparently related prospect pits 
and/or adits driven along their strike lines, a 
distance of 1200 to 1500 feet in several cases. 
During the field work, other mineralization or 
indications of mineralization were found in this 
general area, i.e. east of Saxon Saddle. The 
location of these veins are indicated by float or 
dump material found at the several prospect pits or 
tunnels. These have been platted and thus define a 
subordinate objective for exploration in the area 
after penetrating the Anglo Saxon and Anglo Saxon 
Extension veins during a diamond.drilling program. 
The dump material in leached, hence not indicative 
of values to be encountered at depth. However, the 
dump material is vein breccia, resilicified with 
pseudomorphs of sulphides (Galena? Pyrite?) in the 
quartz. Reconnaissance to the east has shown gossan 
areas that indicate vein structure or structures are 
to be expected in this area." 


Probable -Cost 


770' New portal and new tunnel to station 
N15 (see accompanying drawing) 
@ $80.00 per foot -- -  - - - -- - - - $ 61 3 600.00 A 


770' Retimbering old	 00 . drift @ $7 
per foot 7-' -------------4,445.00/ 


600' Drifting @ $80.00 per foot 7 - -	 485000.00
1300'. of diamond drilling @ $12.00 


per foot	 -------------15,600.00 
Total Cost of Primary Objective - - - - 	 $1295645.00


Comment 


We have been hesitant in presenting this program for 
fear the reopening of an old tunnel would be looked 
upon with disfavor. On the contrary it must now be 
looked upon favorably when we compare costs and 
benefits with other programs presented:
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$ 29 8 3535.84 Total cost of development at the Tipper 
•	 Aunt Jack level - elevation 9760' 
$333,400.98 Total cost of development at the Lower 
•	 Aunt Jack level - elevation 9360' 
$3 22 5 675. 00 Total cost of development at the Beaver 
•	 Creek Tunnel site 
$574 352 5. 00 Total cost of development by Shaft 
•	 from surface 


$12 93 645.00 COMPARATIVE TOTAL COST OF THIS PROPOSAL 


Thq cost of reopening the old tunnel is materially offset by 
Berry Metal Company who now agrees to furnish buildings, roads, 
tools and equipment. This eliminates the liability of loss to 
OME. 


Berry Metal Company and Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. have already 
expended over $450,000.00 on the development of this property 
which comprises a block of about 1000 acres of nearly virgin 
ground with a multitude of veins. 


.From every point of view the exploratory method now proposed is 
the most practical, the most feasible and the most economical 
method to explore the area of interest as contracted with the cost 


• of exploration by surface drilling in an inaccessible area re-
quiring either costly road construction and transportation, or 
helicopter operation at prohibitive cost. 


It must be born in mind that surface drilling is not as satisfactory 
as underground exploration, nor does it expose ore for immediate 
production which is the primary object of 'the OME program. 


In addition to big cost savings - and immediate production 
possibilities - this program makes available for immediate use 
a $100,000.00 ore separation and ore storage building. 


Under this program ore exposed by exploration can be immediately 
mined, sorted, stored and shipped. 


Gentlemen you have everything you need to approve this program: 


1. The mine that focused attention on this area for 
silver production by the discovery of ore at 
surface that assayed $28,000.00 per ton. 


2. The mine that produced some of the richest silver 
ore found in Colorado - about $1,000,000.00
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3. The mine referred to in U. S. Government "Executive 
Documents as one of the richest mines in a county 
referred to as containing the most valuable and 
extensive silver veins in Colorado. 


k. The mine whose past history is well documented. 


5. The mine studied and recommended for development 
by such outstanding geologists as George H. Garrey, 
Professor G. E. Goodspeed, John W. Gabelman, 
H. W. C. Prommel, and Paul M. Hopkins. 


6. The mine located in a geological area recommended 
for exploration by S. M. del Rio and T. S. Lovering. 


7. A mine owned by outstanding, successful people of 
unquestioned integrity and sound financial stability 
whose only interest is to bring this property into 
production. 


8. A mine recommended by Professor G. E. Goodspeed 
who stated, 


"Based upon the geological evidence and microscopic 
examination of the specimens gathered, it is not at all 


.	 hard to believe - that more ore shoots may be picked 
up below that portion of the vein where mining stopped - 
that when you realize Anglo Saxon was mined to a depth 
believed not to exceed 120 feet, they just barely 
touched it - that production records are ample proof 
that a considerable amount was taken out - that there 
are several veins on the property, some with spectacular 
outcroppings of 'Gossan' which would indicate they are 
strong fissures - that a development tunnel driven. 
600 or 700 feet below surface would explore the vein 
Where ore shoots of rich silver ore might be expected - 
that such depth is conservative because similar veins 
in the Georgetown mineral district have enjoyed. considerable 
profitable production at depths 100 to 1600 feet below 
surface - a'nd that there is a decided run for your 
money in the devlopment of this mine." 


9. , A mine - not worked out -.or endeavoring to produce 
ore at low horizons where veins are tight and where 
ore bodies are of limited horizontal extent. 


0
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SECONDARY OBJECTIVE 
DIAMOND DRILLING AT LOWER AUNT JA.CT TUNNEL - EL. 9360' 


Objectives 


To explore approximately eight veins and in the 
vicinity of eighteen vein intersections by diamond 
drilling. See Hopkins map 5,720,000 - 2,810,000. 


The area to be explored lies adjacent to, and northeast 
of, an area that produced over $250,000.00 on the Anglo 
Saxon Extension and Bull Doze veins. 


Proceeds from production in this area can be utilized 
for further exploratory work on the Prdmary Objective 
at elevation 97601. 


Probable Cost of Diamond Drilling 


400' to be drilled S50E from tunnel Y @ $12.00 
per foot	 $ 4,800.00


1000' to be drilled S800  from tunnel Breast 
@ $12.00 per foot	 123000.00


75' to be drilled S150E to cut ore 50' below 
point where found in Anglo Saxon Extension 
Vein cross-cut @ $12.00 per foot 	 900.00 


S	 Total Cost of Secondary Objective 	 $17,700.00 


SUMMARY OF PROBABLE EXPLORATORY COSTS 


$129,645.00 Total Cost of Primary Objective 
17,700.00 Total Cost of Secondary Objective 


$147,345.00 Total Cost of Both Objectives 


Respectfully submitted for consideration by: 


ANGLO SAXON MINES, INC. 
Division of Berry Metal Company 


Walter V. Berry 
President 


WVB: sjw 


Enclosures: Financial Report 
Georgetown Pictorial 
Map
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ROY C. HAMERLY 


CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT


124 IVYLAND DRIVE • P1T1 781317JGfl, PJNNSYI4VANLA 152.35 • 2470()


MEMUER. A,M II(1ëJAN AND LENN°Yl.vANIA LNMPITtJTIc4 oi" tiEHPRI'I h110 1UI1L&O ACCOUNTANTS 


Decembr 13, 1967 


Berry Metal Company	 .	 .... 


Harmony, Pennsylvania 16037	 2. 


Gentlemen: 


I have examined the balance sheet of Berry Metal Company as of 


October 31, 1967 and the related statement of income and retained 
earnings for the year then ended. My examination was made in 


accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and 


accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and 


such other auditing procedures as I considered necessary in the 


circumstances. 


In my opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and statement of 
• •	 income and retained earnings present fairly the financial position 


of Berry Metal Company at October 31, 1967, and the results of its 	 • 


•	 operations for the year then ended, in conformity with generally 


accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with 


•	 that of the preceding year.


Yours very truly, 


•	
• 


•	 ied Public Att 


•0







Berry Metal Company
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Balance Sheet - 
As of October 31, 1967 


•	 ASSETS 
Current Assets: 


Cash on hand and in banks $386,946 
Accounts receivable 249,456 
:Merchandise inventories: 


Finished goods $	 32,382 
Finished parts 46,885 
Work in process 41,835 
Raw materials. 78,481 199,583 


Prepaid expenses 13,945 
Total current assets $	 849,930 


Plant, Property and Equipment: Depreciation 
Cost to Date Net	 f 


Tools and small equipment $	 25,781 $ 20,069 $	 5,712 
Machinery and equipment 422,404 185,003 237,401 
Automobiles and trucks 86,290 21,968 64,322 
Office equipment 47,093 13,631 33,462 
Buildings 5773299 54,652 522,647 
Land


Totals
325721 


$1,191,588 $295,323
32,721 


$	 8961265. 


Other Assets: 
Shares of Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. (Note 1) $ 32,102 


•	 Patents and deferred patent costs 9,832 $	 41,934 
Total assets *1788,129 


LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY 
Current Liabilities: 


Accounts payable, trade $ 26,421 
Tax deductions payable 21867 
Provision for income taxes (Notes 1 & 3) 171,127 
Other accrued taxes and expenses 61,126 
Portion of long-term liabilities due 


within twelve months 339975 
Total current liabilities $	 2952516 


Long-Term Liabilities: 
Long-term portions of mortgages payable to Mellon 
Natl. Bank, P.I.DIA., Z.I.D.C., lII.B. Engineering, • 
Inc., H.I.B. Trust, East Park S. & L. Assn. and First 
Fed'l. S. & L. Assn. of Bellevue 4472823 


•	 Total liabilities $	 7143,339 


Stockholders' Eauitv
Class "A" shares, par value 250: 3,707, 246 shares 


unissued, 214,322 shares issued & outstanding 
Contributions in excess of par value 
Retained earnings 


Total stockholders' equity 


1	 Total liabilities and stockholders' equity 


•	 Subject to footnotes on next page.


$ 53,581	 •	 • 
19,302 


9713907
1,4,790 


$12 788,12 
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Berry Metal Company
Footnotes to Accompanying Statements 


1. Of the $75,000 invested by Berry Metal Company for a 90016 interest 


in Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc., $47,664 has been expensed for mining 


exploration and development expenses. Berry Metal Company has 


expensed its 90% share of this amount, or $42,898, leaving the 


stated balance of $32,102 in its investment account. Berry Metal 


Company is filing a consolidated Federal income tax return.with 


this subsidiary company, so that income taxes as set forth are 


after deduction of the $17,661+ mentioned above. 


2. The $31,500 of incentive bonuses paid for the current year 


continue a practice begun two years earlier. Since these figures 


were not set forth separately in prior reports, they are stated 


below:


Year ended October 31, 1966	 $22,800 


Year ended October 31, 1965	 25,000 


•	 These bonuses have been paid to all regular employees except 	 • 


officers who are major stockholders. 


• 3. The investment credit provision reduces Federal income tax for the 


•	 year by $7,722, all of which has been treated as a reduction of	 • 


income tax liability and expense for the year.	 •
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Berry Metal Company 
Statement of Income and Retained Earnings 


For the Year Ended October 31, 1967.  


Net sales	 . $1,730,24O 


Cost of Goods Sold: 
•	 Inventories, October 31, 1966 •$	 94,550 


•	 •• 	 Manufacturing costs incurred during current year 	 9122206 


Total manufacturing costs $1,006,756 
Less inventories, October 31, 1967 199,583 


Cost of goods sold 807,173 


Gross profit on sales . $	 923,067 


Selling and administrative expenses 276,003. 


Net operating income $	 6Ii7,o6L 


Interest and discounts earned


$.	 652,56.'. 
Other Expenses: 


• .	 Interest on mortgages $	 26,203 •	 • 
Incentive bonuses to employees •(Note 2) •	 31,500 •	 •, 
Loss on abandonment of leased plant 22,852 •	 •	 .	 .. 
Loss on Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. (Note i) 423%898 •	 •. 
Adjustments for prior years 5,1261 129,0114 


•	 Net income before income taxes • $	 523214142 


Provision for income taxes (Notes 1 & 3) 26,1403. 


Net income . $	 267,039 


Retained Earnings:	 . •	 . 
Balance, October 31, 1966 704,1868 


Retained earnings, October 31, 1967 
/


$	 9711907 


Subject to footnotes on preceding page. .	 .	 ..
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Berry Metal Company 
For the Year Ended October 31 1 1967 S. 


STATEMENT OF SOURCES AND APPLICATION OF FUNDS 


Funds Provided: 5; 


Operations: 
Net income for the year $267,039 
Add charges to operations not I 


requiring funds: 
Depreciation and amortization 131,908 
Leased plant abandonment loss 221652.. 


Loss on Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. 14289.7 
Total fundsprovided $14614,696 


Funds Applied: 
To purchase of real estate $	 9,333 


Less mortgage financing 6,600 2,733 
To purchase of machinery and equipment 167,031 
To reduction of long-term debt 62,099 
To investment in Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. $ 75,000 


• Less portion advanced last year 10,969 6143031 
Total funds applied 295,894 


Increase in working capital $168,802 


0
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN WORKING CAPITAL 


• Changes	 in 
As of October 31: Working Capital 


1967 1966 Increase Decrease 
• Current Assets: . 


•	 Cash on hand and in banks $386,946 $303,749 $ 83,197 
Accounts receivable 249,456 2221625 26,831 
Merchandise inventories 199,583 914,550 105,033 
Other current assets 1339145 10820 3,125 


Total current assets $8493930 $631,71414 


• Current Liabilities: • 
Accounts payable $ 29,288 $ 28 3 382 $	 906 
Accrued taxes and expenses 2321253 183,1914 149,059 


•	
S Current portion of long-term debt 33,975 314,556 $	 581 


Total current liabilities $2953516 $21463132 • 


Working Capital	 . $551454114 $385,612 S 


• Increase in working capital  168,802 


$218,767 $218,767
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Berry Metal Company 
Comparative Balance Sheet 


As of October 31, 1967, 1966 and 1965


As of October 31: 


ASSETS 1967 1966 1965 
Current Assets: 


Cash on hand and in banks $	 386,9 46 $	 303,7 49 $)4oi,)418 
Accounts receivable 2)49,)456 222,625 136,435 
Merchandise inventories 199,583 94,550 59,772 
Other current assets 13,945 lo,820 9,108 


Total current assets $	 849,930 $	 631 , 7)4)4 :$6064733 
Plant, Property and Equipment: 


Tools and small equipment $	 25,781 $	 20,214 $ i6,8oi, 
Machinery and equipment 1422,)4O)4 358,978 202,063 
Automobiles and trucks 86,290 50,085 28,911 
Office equipment )47,093 26,)4)49 1 ,186 
Leasehold improvements -0- 39,288 739913 
Buildings 577,299 535,219 
Land 32,721 31,629 5,000 


Totals at cost $1,191,588 $1,061,862 $341,874 
Less depreciation to date 295,323 188,176 13,587 


•	
Total plant, property & equipment $	 8969265 $	 873,686 


$	 10,806
$1882287 
$ 121378 Patent costs less amortization $	 9,832 


Other assets 323102 10,969 _O_ 


Total assets $127882129 $1 95272 295 $807,398 


LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY 
Current Liabilities: 


•	 Accounts payable $	 29,288 $	 28,382
S 


$ 


14)4,677 


Accrued taxes and expenses 232,253 183,194 230,016 
Current portion of long-term liabilities 33,975 3)4•,5 ________ 


Total current liabilities $	 295,516 $	 246,132 $274,693': 
•	 Long-term liabilities 4473823 503,322 -0-


•	 Total liabilities	 • $7)43,339 $	 7)49 2 145)4 •$271+,693 
Stockholders' Equity: 


Contributions for Shares:
$	 53,581 $	 53,581 $ 53,581 •	 •	 Par value portion 


In excess of par value 192302 19,302 192302 


•	
•	 Total contributions for shares $	 72 2 883 $	 72,883 $ 72,883 


Retained earnings 971907 704,868 1459,822 


Total stockholders' equity $l,0414,790 $	 777,751 $532,705 
•	 •	 Total liabilities & stockholders' equity $1,7882129 $1,527, 205 807,9B


•	 Book value per share	 $14.87	 $3.63	 $2.149 







•	 .	 Berry Metal Company 
•	 Comparative Statement of Income and Retained Earnings . .	 .,	 . 


For the Years Ended October 31, 1967 ) 1966 & 1965  


For the Years Ended October	 31: 


1967 1966 1965.. 


-	 •
Net sales	 .	 . $1,730,214o $1 1 14141 3 092 $l,1477,383 


Cost of Goods Sold: 
•	 Beginning inventories $	 914,550 $ 59,772 $	 52,673 


Manufacturing costs incurred during the year 9121206 832,258 8903026 


Total manufacturing costs $1,006,756 $ 892,030 $ 
Less ending inventories 199,583 914,550 .	 5.91772 


Tota-1 cost of goods sold $	 8073173 797,1480 $	 882,927 


Gross profit on sales $	 923,067 $ 6143,612 . $	 5914,1456. 


Selling and administrative expenses 276,003 185,11414 128686 


Net Operating income $	 6147,0614 $ 1458 ,1468 $	 1465,770 


Net of other income and other expense* 123,622* 73197 .	 16,472* 


Net income before income taxes $	 523 3 1442 $ 1465,665 $	 14149,298 


Provision for income taxes 256,1403 2202619 232,701 


Net income	 . $	 267,039 $ 2145,0146 $	 216,957 


Retained Earnings: . .	 . 
At beginning of the years 7014,868 1459,822 2143,225 


Retained earnings at end of years $	 971 3 907 $	 7014,868 $	 1459,822. 


Per-share of outstanding stock: 
Net operating income before income taxes $3.02 $2.114 •	 .	 $2.17 


Non-operating items and income taxes -1.77 -1.00 116 


• Net earnings .	 $1.25 $i.114 .. $i.01







F'ikes :peak or Bust 
The Colorado mining towns of the Nineteenth Century have 
by now, a hundred years later, found their place in the his-


tory of the winning of the West. These new settlements in 
a mountain wilderness were unique in that they were built 
eight hundred miles from the established America of the 
day. Supplies were hauled from the border towns of Mis-
souri, Iowa, Nebraska, and Kansas by oxcart across the Great 
American Desert through Indian country. From the distri-
bution point, the settlement of Denver, they were trans-
ported up the steep canyons of the Rocky Mountains to the 
high mountain country by wagon, pack train, and on the 
backs of sturdy miners. The railroad came to Denver in 
1870 and to Georgetown in 1877. 


Upper Clear Creek Valley slopes spotted with mine dumps. Silver Plume, 
foreground, Georgetown beyond. 


-	 L. C. McClure photo, Western History Dept., Denver Public Library
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.4. E. Mathews Lithograph, Western History Dept., Denver Public Library 


Earliest Picture, 1866. - 


)	 \


The Griffiths 
George and David Griffith, members of the Plattsmouth 
Party, reached Denver City October 25, 1858, the first year 
of the Pikes Peak Gold Rush. They came from Bourbon 
County, Kentucky, where they had been farmers. Early in 
May, 1859, the Cherry Creek settlement went wild with the 
news that John H. Gregory had discovered gold where Cen-
tral City is today.. The Griffith boys joined the rush for the 
mountains but found the more promising claims already 
staked. George began on his own to prospect the surround-
ing country. In August, 1859, he discovered the Griffith. 
Lode at a spot within Georgetown today, some twenty-five 
miles from Gregory Gulch. 


The Griffith boys built a stamp mill, started a town named 
for brother George, and sent home for two older brothers, 
John and William, John's wife Elizabeth, and their father. 
The boys staked out the valley below town as a homestead 
for their father and built him a cabin. A few years later, 
as with many pioneers, three of them drifted to other parts 
of the West. David died in Georgetown in 1882.


I







L. C. McClure photo, Western History Dept., Denver Public Library 


Boom-day Buildings, Georgetown. 


Hard Rock Miner. 


Western History Dept., Denver Public Library


Before 1867. 


W. G. Cha,nI,erItzi,, photo, 
J('.cter,, Ills/or;' De/'/., Denver Public library 
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Library of Congress 
Boom-day Buildings, Looking West. 


-----


The discovery of silver near Georgetown in 1864 and the 
rich Anglo-Saxon strike here in '67 ($23,000 a ton) boomed 
Georgetown. In 1868 Clear Creek County was the third 
largest in the Territory, outranked by Arapahoe County 
(Denver) and Gilpin County (Central City).	 - 
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W. G. Chamberlain photo, Western History Dept., Denver Public Library 


Georgetown, 1867, Looking North. 


The year 1867 was a banner one. There were new silver 
strikes almost daily. A newspaper, The Colorado Miner, was 
started. Georgetown became the Clear Creek County seat. 
Buildings sprang up all over the half-mile wide valley. In 
1864 there had been only four log houses. - Chamberlain and. 
Dillingham Ore Company opened a mill for high grade ore 
and J. 0. Stewart built a smelter at Chimney Rock. The 
Episcopal Church, the town's first, was erected, blown down 
in the Big Wind, and re-erected. There was a disastrous fire. 
Four Masonic and Odd Fellows lodges were chartered. The 


yoso Saloon was the . scene of a shooting fracas. A lynch- 1. 
ing followed and the I cemetery was opened'. Chicago to 
Georgetown, via Concord Coach, $196.50. 


Georgetown School Before 1874. 


Western History Dept., Denver Public Library 
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(Above) Alpine Street decked 
with flags and bunting, Fourth 
of July Celebration, 1880's. 


(Right) Parade coming up Taos 
Street, seen from window of Mc-
Clellan Opera House. In back-
ground, brick school building 
with belfry, built in 1874. To 
left, the town's only three story 
building, Cushman Block . (re-
cently restored).
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Western History Dept., Denver Public Library 







Western History Dept., Denver Public Library 


Strobridge Lithograph, 1874.


Pack Trip Off For Summit Of Gray's Peak, Altitude, 14,274 Feet. 


'Western History Dept., Denver Public Library 
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Western History Dept., Denver Public Library 


Rare photo showing Barton House and Opera House in 
lower right hand corner, July 3, 1873. 


Taos Street after burning of McClellan Opera House, 1892, 
which stood left corner of picture. 


Western History Dept., Denver Public Library 
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Georgetown's adjacent silver 
mining region, "The Argentine," 
contributed to its wealth as did 
mines at nearby Silver Plume. 


Located in one of the most inac-
cessible places, 12,000 feet in alti-
tude, in Gray's Peak Basin, the 
Stevens Mine (left) has pro-
duced almost continuously since 
1867. (W. G. Chamberlain 
Photo, Western History Depart-
ment, Denver Public Library) 


The famous iPelican-Dives feud, 
during which miners on both 
sides went to work armed (be-
low), lasted ten years and made 
"most of the lawyers in the Ter-
ritory rich." 


Western History Dept., Denver Public Library 
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Wester,: History Dept., Denver Public Library 


Rocky Mountain Mill. 


Important in the history of Georgetown mining was the es-
tablishment in 1867 of the Colorado-British Mining Bureau 
in London by Robert Orchard Old. Professor Old perhaps 
did more than any other one person to develop foreign capi-
tal for Colorado mines. His ore exhibits in London, as well 
as those of the famed geologist J. D. Whitney at the Paris 
Exposition of 1867, brought Colorado mineral discoveries to 
the attention of the world. 


the riches of the New West caught the imagination of rich 
men in our own country as well. Jay Gould, Marshall Field, 
P. E. Studebaker, Felix Stoiber, and Charles Rothschild were 
among the wealthy men who visited Georgetown and in-
vested in its mines in the 1870's. 


Ore from the fabulous veins was crushed and milled in the 
Georgetown valley in establishments like the Rocky Moun-
tain Mill. Much of the concentrate was shipped to Denver 
for smelting and forming into silver bullion bars. Clear 
Creek County mines produced $1,635,371 in 1882.
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Charles Rockwell photo 
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In the 1870's and 1880's it would have been hard to realize 
that one day most of Colorado's-silver mines would be worth-
less. In 1877-78 the Leadville bonanza produced the greatest 
mining camp.in 'the world. By-the . 1890's the price of silver 
had declined and the "Silver Question" became a public issue. 
William Jennings Bryan brought it to a climax with his 
famed "Cross of Gold" speech. The Gold Bugs won and in 
1 893 the Silver Crash all but ruined he West. The Panic 
of 1897 provided the finishing blows for the destruction of 
Georgetown, "The Silver Queen." 


- Georgetown had sprung into being almost overnight. It had 
mushroomed with adventure and excitement. It came to its 
reckoning as swiftly. Families moved away, leaving their 
homes behind them. By 1900 there were less than a hundred 
pupils in school; the proud populationwas counted in hun-
dreds;	 - 


(Below) Mining claim certificate issued to James Peck, 
builder of the famed Peck House, Empire, Colorado; now 
restored as the Hotel Splendide.


Benjamin Draper collection 
r --	 -	 ----------------------	 -	 - -----------------	 ----------- - --	 ----	 - 
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Hotel Life 
When William Barton opened his hotel (below) August 5, 
1867, the Rocky Mountain News reported it "second to none 
in the Territory." Hard rock miners, millionaires, statesmen, 
English and French noblemen, Governors, and a President, as 
well as most of the other great and near great who came to 
Upper Clear Creek Valley, slept and ate at the Barton House. 
General Grant, on three different occasions, visited George-
town and was entertained there. Jay Gould owned the rail-
road and visited the mines. John Torrey, Asa Gray, Charles 
C. Parry, Frederick V. Hayden, Alfred Russell Wallace, and 
Alice Eastwood, all scientists of the period, were guests as 
they explored the high mountain country. Rich men, out 
of curiosity, boredom, or seeking investments, rubbed elbows 
with other adventurers and lively members of traveling the-
atrical troupes, artists, and writers. At table they tasted and 
savored trout, partridge, venison, elk, buffalo, and bear as 
well as Eastern delicacies. 


ul







Horses were transportation indispensables in the mining 
• camps. Oxen, used on the plains, were of little use in the 


Colorado Rockies. Miners, judges, doctors, and bosses with 
the payroll, traveled on horseback. The presence of horses 


- in towns brought flies and created jobs for street cleaners. 
Manure was packed down around the fire hydrants to keep 
them from freezing in below zero winters. 


When the railroad came to Georgetown in August 1877, 


travel time to and from Denver was cut by half. Within 
eight years the annual number of visitors had risen to fifteen 
thousand. Colorado's Alpine region was referred to by writ- 
ers as "the Switzerland of America." Tourists and health 
seekers alike came up narrow Clear Creek Canyon to spend 
a week or the balance of a lifetime. Two trains a day de-
posited passengers at the brick depot in "lower town." They 
were met by the livery, forerunner of the hotel bus or taxi. 


Clara Holcombe Geiger p11010 
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Colonial Dames photo 


The story of ""the mysterious Frenchman," Louis Dupuy, has been dug 
from history by scholars since his death in 1900 and the subsequent bur-
ial of his housekeeper, Sophie Gallet, beside him in Alvarado Cemetery. 
The headstone is inscribed Deux Bons Amis." Louis came to Georgetown 
in the early 1870's  and opened a restaurant, enlarging it until by 1875 
the Hotel Dc Paris had been created essentially as it is today ---- a two-
story, twenty room stone and stucco building with cast iron decorations 
and pressed metal trim. 


For twenty-five years the Hotel De Paris was famed for comfort and 
cooking. Louis attracted guests not only by culinary ability but with 
talk of art and literature. He was philosopher, atheist, socialist, and gour-
met. Madame Janauschek, the Bohemian tragedienne, stayed up all night 
in front of the tile-faced fireplace in sheer joy of conversing in French 
with Louis. 


While it may not, have been the town's top hotel, it certainly was the most 
exclusive. Louis served only those who pleased him. His hostelry is again 
famous, restored as a museum by The National Society of the Colonial 
Dames in the State of Colorado.







Georgetown Loop 


The University of Chicago Libraries 


A narrow gauge railroad that climbed up the canyon and 
looped back over itself three hundred feet above the valley 
floor to gain altitude! Four miles of track for one mile as 
the crow flies! 


Narrow Gauge Train In Clear Creek Canyon. 
L. C. McClure photo, Benjamin Draper collection 
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Theatre 


Georgetown Courier photo, Benjamin Draper collection 


Drop Curtain, McClellan Opera House. 


By 1869 the McClellan Opera House was an established institu-
tion. This two story frame building, erected by Erskine McClel-
lan, stood on the corner of Taos and Alpine Streets, next to the 
Hotel De Paris. 


Traveling companies played the mining camps after engagements 
at the Tabor Grand in Denver. From 1876 to 1882, Georgetown 
boasted two opera houses. The third floor of the recently restored 
Cushman Block was a theatre during this period. Heyday offer-
ings included Mrs. Scott-Siddons, Josh Billings, Ilma de Murska, 
Soldene Comic Opera troupe, Mrs. E. L. Davenport, Denman 
Thompson, Minnie Palmer (a one-woman show), and the Swiss 
Bell Ringers - all reviewed with relish by Jesse Randall, editor 
of the Georgetown Courier.
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1881 


McC1c11a Opera, House, Goorgotown, 
Friday and Saturday, June 24 & 25. 


served, Seats for sae at Wood's Book Store, 


Fred and Jo Mazzulla collection, Denver







FORRESTER OPERA HOUSE 
N. C. FORRFSTER, Psoritteox.


F. FITZGERALD, Manager.	 -	 -- WM. SEYMOUR, Stage Manager. 


FIRST APPEARANCE IN DENVER OF 


LAWRENCE BARRETT, 
SUPPORTED BY HIS OWN CALIFORNIA COMPANY. 


THIS WEDNESDAY EVENING, 
FIRST TIME IN THIS CITY OF 


$ 


'rraaslated from the Spanish expressly for Lawrence Barrett by W. D. Howells. Esq.. and 
acknowledged by the press and public to be the Greatest Play since Shakespeare. 


MR. BARRETT AS YORICK, THE COMEDIAN. 
WiSER 1W THE C'4tiT-





Scene—Globe Theatre, London. Time, i600. Dramatis Person,- Actors of the Globe Theatre. 


MASTER YORICE, aCemian of the Globe Th*tre	 MR. LAWRENCE BARRETT. 
MASTER HEYW000, Manager of the Globe Tbcatre ........MR. WILLIAM SEYMOUR. 
MASTER WALTON. Leading Actor in the Globe Theatre ........\Ik. JOHN WILSON. 
MASTER EDMUND, a Protege olYorick's ..............\IR. W. H. FITZGERAI.D. 


W	 I) MASTER 000FOR, Author of a New Play".............. MR. I)ION MARHELLE. 
MASTER THOMAS, Prompter in the Globe Theatre..............MR. S. PIIILLEO. 
GREGORY, an'Old Servant of Yorick's...........................MR. C. E. TYLER. 
MISTRESS ALICE, Wit. of Y•rIck - - 	 -	 MISS ADA OILMAN. 
DOROTHY, Maid to Alice ......................MISS NF.I.LIE WITTTNGALE. 


Employes, Actors, Spectators, Servants, Etc. 


PWAT EYZ., J1.1r 1$,  


On which occasion he will appear as CASSIUS in 


Jt7IArt7 
SUME3 &.A.Ts I	 - 


HLkMOOZL
sLN, OTB a,srm O]exLxae'n 


Enee offuend in De-el  
WEBER, HOWI..AND I 


	


Ou Laelw Street. sees ,tuuet. I __-	 4. :-: 
532 LARIMER ST 


First-class Work at Lowest Prices. Shirts, 


Princeton Theatre collection 


The great Lawrence Bar-
rett	 played	 a	 one-night 
stand in Georgetown, July 
25, 1879, in a drama writ-
ten especially for him, A 
New Play., Madame Jan- , ..	 . 
auschek appeared in 1880  
and again in 1882. -


Crawford 
Yale University 







Crawford collection, Yale University 


William F. Cody 


Buffalo Bill in July, 1879 
brought his theatrical combina-
tion and played two nights: 
Monday evening, May Cody, or 
Lost and Won and Tusay, 
The Knight of the Plains, or 
Buffalo Bill's Best Trail. In 
1 886 his play, The Prairie Waif 
was backed up with Indians, 
cowboys, and exhibition rifle 
shooting; favorably reviewed in 
the Georgetown Courier. 


Advertisement in Georgetown Courier, 
April 1, 1886


2d SILVER BENEFIT. 
McClellan Opera HouBe,


One Night Only. 


Saturday Evening, April 3d. 
THE ONLY AND ORIGINAL 


'- (V xzz 
HON. W. F. CODY, 


Late Chief of the Senate of the I). S. Areny, 


"The Prairie Waif," 
Bank Taylor, King .f the Cowboys. 


A Genuine Band of Pawnee Indians, 


24 Flint Clan Artists. 	 New and BeauWlil Scenery 


a 


THE GEORGETOWN 


- Public Ore Market, 
eileeN k Wittita. Poni.e...
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LIawJorc( c011ectiOn, Yale UfliVe?SUy 
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COLORED MINSTRELS! 
-1 1 11( )(1 IIM t I ii IIN F:\ :NI N(I.-


r	 EM't 
THE GREAT PEDESTAL DANCER........ . WM. ALLEN 


THE ALABSMA IDIOT .................... ALEX. BROWN 


"TI1-iAR 1100- :E-YE" 


BARNYARD ECHOES .......................... BOB MACK. 


THE TWO PICCANINNIES...... . SYKES A WOODSON 


-liii: II...\II'.>\ N	 -Kxu'I;IIK. 


--till: II(.IV NlI A II • i 1: -Il -


Ti OHE ER.QTHES, 


UNCLE BEN'S TWINS.


Minstrel shows and Uncle Tom's 
Cabin companies were a part of the-
atrical fare. There was even a Boston 
Double Uncle Tom's Cabin Com-
pany with two sets of characters 
speaking in unison. This troupe in-
cluded two trick donkeys and six 
monster bloodhounds!" 


Georgetown's theatrical history came 
to a sudden close January 10, 1892 
when the McClellan Opera House 
burned to the ground. 


In 1946, the little moving picture 
show on Alpine Street was restored 
as a public gathering place and 
named McClellan Hall. Erskine Mc-
Clellan's admonition, No Improper 
Persons Admitted," was lettered on 
the box office.
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Elmer Moss photo 


Many of the beautiful and historic houses have been restored 
to their period beauty by new owners and are filled with 


• Victorian treasures. (Above) The Frank Maxwell house, one 
of the ten best examples of American Victorian architec-
ture, is a private summer home. (Below) The residence of 
General "William Hamill, mining millionaire of the 1880's, 
is today a museum.


Elmer Moss photo 
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Benjamin Draper photo 


For a few months each year the high mountain country is in 
the grip of winter - snow, biting winds, and zero weather 
bring skiing, a new economic attraction. (Above) Looking 
north from Leavenworth Gulch trail. (Below, left) Belfry 
of Grace Church (oldest Episcopal edifice in Colorado, built 
in 1867-69) is anchored to the hillside because the Big Wind 
of 1867 blew it down. Georgetown, in boom days, was a 
great Catholic community with a splendid church, school, 
and hospital. 


(Below, right) Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic Church, built 
in 1917, after a disastrous fire destroyed the old building. 


Charles Rockwell photo	 Charles Rockwell photo 
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Ehner Moss photo 


The Georgetown Public School (above), pride of Clear Creek 
County in 1874, with three hundred scholars, is today empty, 
replaced by a modern building. In the Georgetown revival, 
following World War II, square dancing became popular, 
encouraged by exhibitions and teaching by such groups as 
the D. U. Promenaders (below), Mabel S. Ruling, director. 


University of Denver photo 
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Charles Rockwell photo 


(Above, right) James Grafton Rogers, Chairman of the 
Board of the State Historical Society of Colorado, and his 
wife Cora 'Peabody Rogers, daughter of a Colorado governor, 
own and live in the historic Robert Orchard Old house. 
(Above, left) Arapahoe Basin ski lift, operating the year 
around, gives visitors a closer look at the rugged rocky ter-
rain at 13,000 foot elevations. (Below) The St. James Bar, 
with its Eugene Field salute, written in Denver in 1882, 
was for several seasons a lively part of' summer activities. 


Charles Rockwell photo 
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Charles Rockwell photo 
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Museums 
The quiet streets of Georgetown today echo the lx 
quaintness, and pleasures of eighty years ago. The Hotel 
De Paris is intact from glory days. (Below) Hazel Burk-
holder McAdams, for many years owner of the Hotel, shows 
one of Louis Dupuy's treasured silver 'pieces to a visitor. The 
Hotel still contains his walnut furniture, steel engravings, 
richly bound books, Haviland china, carpets, and other me-
mentoes of gracious' living in the midst of the Georgetown 
heyday, the 1870's and 1880's.


Charles Rockwell photo 
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Charles Rockwell photo 


Drawing Room - Hamill House Today. 


Not Epilogue -1 - Revival 
The Hamill House is open for the public to look upon treasures of 
bygone days. Thousands of summer Visitors throng the streets of 
Georgetown today to Visit antique shops, modest museums, and re-
stored homes - enjoying the good things of the past. Fine motels 
and restaurants cater to these visitors and to hikers who explore the 
surrounding mountains. McClellan Players offer summer theatre. 
Winter evenings are filled to -the bursting with skiers who enjoy the 
warmth of restored saloons. The new Interstate Highway brings 
visitors as the railroad once did. 


Georgetown, still the county seat of Clear Creek County, has a year-
round population of three hundred. But it has found new vigor as 
one of the finest living museums of the Colorado mining camp era 
and as a center of winter sports. New boom days, albeit another, 
kind of heyday, have come to Upper Clear Creek Valley.
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FOZ0770rd 
The author's interest in Georgetown began in 1921 on his 
first trip around the Georgetown Loop; heightened in 1929 
by the purchase and restoration of the historic Erskine Mc-
Clellan home. Materials for this record were first collected 


• in 1936 for a Master's thesis at the University of Denver; 
abstracted in 1940 for a booklet; long since out of print. 


• Encouragement and direction in these early efforts were 
generously given by Professor Levette Jay Davidson. 


Close association with Anne Evans and Ida Kruse McFarlane 
in the Central City Opera House Association did much to 


• enlarge his. interest in the Rocky Mountain West as did 
work with Maria Davies McGrath, Margaret Evans Myers, 


• and George D. Begole in establishing the Denver . Museum. 
The years 1945-48 were spent in promoting and restoring 
Georgetown as a tourist attraction 


Miss ma T. Aulls, retired head, and Mrs. Alys Freeze, pres-
ent head of the Western History Department of the Den-
ver Public Library have been for many years close associates 
in historical pursuits. James Grafton Rogers, Chairman of 
the Board of the State Historical Society of Colorado, heads 
a host of Georgetown citizens who have made the valley a 
fine place in these modern times. Professional photographers 
Philip Hyde, Theodore Metzger, Elmer Moss, and Charles 
Rockwell have taken and, supplied pictures of Georgetown 


• • .	 today as a labor of love . for which grateful acknowledg-
ment is tendered.	 . 


San Francisco, 1964	 Benjamin Poff Draper 
- • • • •••	 •	 Library of Congress Catalog Card No. 64-24001 


Copyright 1964 
•	 Old West Publishing Company	 •• 


• •
	 1228 EAST COLFAX AVENUE, DENVER, COLORADO
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Argentine Mining Region. Up the Green Lake Road, bearing right. Famed silver 
mines. Ghost town of Waldorf. Historical Marker. Mount Wilcox. Argentine 
Pass. Guanella Pass. Duck Lake. 


Green Lake Region. Colorado Central Mine. Ghost town of Silverdale. Green 
Lake, once famed resort. Clear Lake. Beaver meadows, fishing. Naylor Lake. 


U. S. No. 6 to Loveland Pass. Town of Silver Plume. Bakersville. Side trip to 
Gray's Basin, Stevens Mine, and trail to Gray's and Torrey's Peaks. Picnic areas, 
Loveland Ski Area. SummitLoveland Pass, altitude 11,995 feet. Over the Pass 
to Arapahoe Basin Ski Area. 


Berthoud Pass Region. Four miles back to U. S. No. 40. Town of Empire, re-
stored Hotel Splendide. Berthoud Pass Ski Area. Over the pass into Middle Park. 


Georgetown Loop Site. A pleasant walk from town on the railroad grade to gran-
ite foundations of the High Bridge. Historical marker on Silver Plume road. 


Alvarado Cemetery. Below town four miles on old road. 


CAUTIONS FOR VISITORS: Don't enter old mines. Stay on 
trails. Don't explore alone. Be careful with matches, cigarettes, 
and camp fires. 


GOOD BOOKS ABOUT COLORADO 


Bancroft, Caroline Gulch of Gold A history of Central City. Sage Books, 1958 


Castle, Marian. Roxana. A novel, William Morrow & Company, 1955. 


Haf en, Leroy, and Hafen, Ann. The Colorado Story. A history. The Old West 
Publishing Company, Denver, 1953 


Homer, John Willard.' Silver Town (about Georgetown). Caxton Printers, Ltd., 
1950 


Moody, Ralph Little Britches A story for boys Norton, N.Y., 1950 


Raine, William MacLeod.. Colorado. Doubleday & Co., N.Y., 1928. 


Warner, Ann Spence. Days of Gold; A novel for girls. Bobbs-Merrill, Indianap-
olis, 1931.* 	 .	 . 


Warner, Ann Spence Gold Is Where You Find It Bobbs Merrill, Indianapolis, 1932
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•	 OME 6570 
Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. 


Georgetown, Colorado 
Division of Berry Metal Company.


Harmony, Pennsylvania
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9uld's Largest Self-integrated 
Uxygen Lance Designers and Builders 


METAL COMPANY 
HARMONY, PENNSYLVANIA 16037 
TEL.: 452-8040 • AREA CODE 412 


November 3Q, 1967 


Mr. Frank	 Johnson 
Chief Minerals Exploration 
United States Department of the Interior 
Room 4460, Interior Building	 td. 


Washington 25, D. C.


Subject: OME 6570 
Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc.
Georgetown, Colorado 


Division of Berry Metal Company 
Harmony, Pennsylvania 


Dear Mr. Johnson: 


This amends, revises and supplements, our August 16, 19665 
application for financial assistance in minerals exploration 
as well as our communications dated January 3, 1967, and 
April 22, 1967. 


You will note in the Exploration Budget that we deleted buildings, 
tooling, mining equipment, timber, tunnel work such as cross- 
cutting or drifting, road maintenance, legal fees, engineering 
expense, and other items incidental thereto. 


In substitution we propose a diamond drilling program that 
establishes many more targets for ore which materially enhances 
the chance for success. 


Continuing field work and mapping proves that the area eat of 
10 M Saxon Saddle continues to offer the greatest potential for the 


a development of major ore bodies in areas adjoining rich productive 
ore shoots on the Anglo Saxon, Anglo Saxon Extension, Tunnel and 
Federal veins.	 This potential 
new veins that were mapped.


also applies to the many parallel


PQ^ 
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Mr. Frank E. Johnson	 -2-	 November 30, 1967 


These galena - sphalerite veins are part of an almost continuous 
highly productive mineralized area that includes the Georgetown - 
Silver Plume area to the southwest, the Freeland - Lamertine and 
Idaho Springs	 Central City areas to the northeast. 


All diamond drill holes are projected into the vicinity of vein 
intersections. On page 143 of U.S.G.S. Professional Paper 223, 
Lovering and Goddard state, "it has been common knowledge almost 
since mining started in the district that junctions of veins are 
likely to be the site of ore shoots". 


On page 142 of Professional Paper 223 the same authors state, "the 
northwesterly premineral faults seem to be the master fissures respons-
ible.for the localization of the district". It will be seen from our 
mapping that these northwesterly fissures comprise the Molly Gibson, 
Algonquin, Master Key, two unnamed veins in the northwest corner of 
claim "THIS" survey 18678, and probably others such as the Gold Bug, 
survey 18737. 


These seven northwest fissures form intersections with the north-
easterly Anglo Saxon, Anglo Saxon Extensions, Federal, Tunnel, 
Oscar Wilde, 4, 5, 63 7 and many other veins of limited exposure. 
In addition, the Federal vein also forms intersections with all 
the above named northeasterly veins. It can be readily seen that 
this multitude of intersections provide unusual potential for 


.	 developing many ore shoots in areas adjacent to bonanza production. 
For this reason we conclude - Anglo Saxon property has the potential 
of becoming one of Colorado's all time great producers of rich 
silver ore. 


Our belief in this potential prompted the following investment: 


$3675000 prior to 1951 
77,381 since July 1, 1966, for road construction, 


engineering, buildings, machinery, equipment, 
payroll, taxes, contract services, supplies, 
truck expense, development expense, tunnel 
rehabilitation, cross cutting and drifting. 


$444 5 38l Total Expenditure 


The equipment at the mine includes: Caterpillar Bull Dozer, 
Caterpillar Front End Loader, Air Compressor and Receiver, 
Ventilating Fan, Generator, Mucker, Jackhammer, Drifter, Stoper, 
Slusher Hoist, Chain Saws, Lamps, Rail, Steel, Pipe, Hose, Trammer, 	


1• 


Charger, Cars and other incidental equipment. 


The November 25, 1967, report with supporting maps of Paul M. 
Hopkins, Consulting Mining Geologist and Engineer, is enclosed. 


0







Mr. Frank E. Johnson	 November 30, 1967 


Also enclosed are: 


Map of Anglo Saxon Mines Property 
Area Enlargement from the Geologic Map of the 


Front Range Mineral Belt, Colorado, compiled 
by Lovering and Goddard and shown in U.S.G.S. 
Professional Paper 223, Plate 2 (South Half) 


Letter from Benjamin Draper dated December 3, 1940, 
pertaining to historic background of the Anglo 
Saxon Mine 


Mr. Hudson and I will be in your office between 10:00 and 10:30 
on Monday, December 18, 1967, for discussion of the project. 


Yours truly, 


ANGLO SAXON MINES, INC. 
DI V SION OF BERRY METAL COMPANY 


Walter V. Berry 
President 


Enclosures 


0







ANGLO SAXON MINES, INC. 
Exploration Budget 
November 30, 1967 


$ 253000.00 


214,200.00


Contract with Anglo Saxon Mines, 
approximately 2* miles of road to 
sites described.


Inc. for 
the drilling 


Contract with Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. for 8925 
feet of holes at $24.00 per foot. 


.


12,800.00 Supervision and engineering 


$252 , 000 . 00 Total Contract 


EXPLANATION OF BUDGET 


Road Construction. Contractor estimates road cost at 
$8O,000.00sing our own equipment -.now at the mine - 
Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. will contract construction 
at $25,000.00. 


Diamond Drilling. Typical contract prices are set forth 
in attached quotation from Boyles Brothers. They 
prefer to quote separately on the many unknown cost 
factors. Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. will assume all costs 
at $24.00 per foot including the establishment of 
adequate drill stations, compressed air, air lines, 
water haulage, road maintenance, and other costs. 


Supervision and Engineering. The $12,800.00 stated will 
cover salary of Mr. Hudson, and engineering expense, 
for the entire project.


ANGLO SAXON MINES, INC. 
DIWSION OF BERRY METAL COMPANY 


falter V. Berry 
President 


0







DIAMOND CORE DRILLING '.... 	 General Offices and Plant 
DIAMOND DRILLING EQUIPMENT 	 ,-_)oyIE5 E31"1356	 1624 Pioneer Road	 P. 0. Box 58 
FOUNDATION TESTING	


.	 'DRILLING COMPANY	 SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84110 MINING 


QUARRYING	 S 	 Phone 487-7595 
SHAFT SINKING 
TUNNEL DRIVING .	 . CONTRACTORS-ENGINEERS-GEOLOGISTS ....... 	 BRANCH OFFICES 
MINE PLANT DESIGN	 .	 .	 ARIZONA (PHOENIX)  


	


AND FABRICATION
15865 West 5th Avenue	 CALIFORNIA (AUBURN) 


COLORADO (GOLDEN) 
GOLDEN, COLORADO 80401 	 . NEVADA (SPARKS) 


	


Phone (303) 279-7913	 WASHINGTON (SPOKANE) 
CHILE (SANTIAGO) 


S	 . 	 . .


	 CABLE: BOYLESBROS	 S 


MEXICO. D.F.	 .	 S 


PERU (LIMA) 
S	 CABLE: BOYLESCOP 


November 22,1967 


Berry Metal Company	 .	 .	 . 
Harmony,	 Pennsylvania	 16037	 .	 .. :....	 .....	 ..	 . .	 . -	 .	 . 


Attention	 Mr. Walter V. Berry - President 


Dear Sir:	 .	 . 


We propose the following schedules of charges for your drilling pro-
gram, near Georgetown, Colorado. 


Schedule #1	 . 
Drilling Underground 


1.	 Mobilization of men and equipment, lump sum. $ 250.00 
NX BX AX 


2.	 Drilling 0 to	 250 feet, per foot. 	 $7 0	 ' $90 $ 740 


250 to	 500 feet, per foot. 7.80 6.90 
500 to	 750 feet, per foot. 	 ... : 8.4o 7.80 
750 to 1000 feet, per foot. 	 ' .. 8.80 8.4o 


3.	 Reaming, all sizes, 0 to	 500 feet, per foot. .. $ 3.80 
500 to 1000 feet, per foot. •'$ 4.60 


k.	 Cementing,.plus cost of cement, per hour.. . . $ 13.50 
50.	 Standby, as requested, per hour. . $ 12.50 
6.	 Cardboard core boxes, to-hold 10 feet of core, each. $ 1.00 


7., 'Lost casing will be charged at cost, at job site.  
Drill stations of adequate size, compressed air, air lines, water and 


road maintenance, to be furnished at no cost to Boyles Bros. Drilling Co.







O 
DIAMOND CORE DRILLING 	 c.;)	 .	 General Offices and Plant 
DIAMOND DRILLING EQUIPMENT
	 Eavies G ras ROUTING	


1624 Pioneer Road	 P. 0. Box 58 


FOUNDATION 
MINING 	


TESTING	 DRILLING COMPANY	 SALT	 84110 


QUARRYING	 Phone 487-7595 
SHAFT SINKING 
TUNNEL DRIVING 
MINE PLANT DESIGN	


CONTRACTORS-ENGINEERS-GEOLOGISTS ........... .' 	 BRANCH OFFICES 


•	 AND FABRICATION	 .	 .	
.	 ARIZONA (PHOENIX) 


	


15865 West 5th Avenue	 CALIFORNIA (AUBURN) 


GOLDEN, COLORADO 80401 	
COLORADO 


A (KS) 


•	 Phone (303) 279-7913	 WASHINGTON (SPOKANE) 
CHILE (SANTIAGO) 


CABLE: BOYLESBROS 


	


-,	 . ..	 .	 MEXICO. D.F. 
PERU (LIMA)


CABLE: BOYLESCOP 


Schedule #2	 ..	 .	 .	 . 
Surface Drilling 	 .	 .•	 .	 ...	 •. .. .•.	 . .	 .	 -	 .	 .	 •.	 .	 .	 . 


1. Mobilization of men and equipment, lump sum. . .... . 	 $250.00 


2. Overburden drilling, plus cost of bits, perhour. 	 .	 $ ik.00 


	


NX	 BX	 AX 


3. Bedrock to 500 feet, per foot. $7.90	 $ 7.60	 $ 7.15 


	


500 to 1000 feet, per foot.	 9.20	 7.60 


	


1000 to 1 250 feet, per foot.	 10.50	 9.20 


k. Reaming, alisizes, if required. 	 . 


	


0 to 500 feet, per 'foot.	 .'	 .. ' .	 . .	 $ 3.80 


	


500 to 1000 feet, per foot. ,	 . . .	 ,	 $ 4.60


5. Cementing, plus cost of cement or cement substitutes, 


	


including drill mud and, additives, per hour..	 •."	 $ 111.00 


	


• 6. Standby, as requested, per hour., 	 $ 12.60 


7. . Cardboard core boxes, to hold 10 feet of core, each. 	 $ 1.00 


8. Lost casing will be charged at cost, at job site. 	 . 


9. Water haul, if , required would be charged-at , truck	 . • 


rental rate of $225. 00 per month, plus $.12 per mile, 


driver's wages and payroll taxes, if driver is required/........, .... 


10. Drill stations androads to be prepared and maintained at .• . .. .	 • 


no cost to Boyles Bros. • 


Should this meet with your approval, we would appreciate as early noti-


	


fication as possible, to enable us-to schedule crews and equipment. 	 . 


Thank you for your consideration of our company. 	 .	 . 


Very truly yours,  


BOYLES BROS. DRILLIW COMPANY 


	


George Ee Lensch, District Manager 	 . •
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STATE OF ILLINOIS


, .	 .	 . .	 JOHN STELLE. GOVERNOR	 •	 . ,	 .	 . 


.	 .	 DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE  


ILLINOIS TAX COMMISSION 


t 33 No LASALLE STREET 
CHICAGO 


. RAMA H. SWUT, CHAIRMAN	 .	 .	 . .	 I .. 
C. W TIRRY	 ADoR8s Al&. cOMMUNtC*T1ON$ TO ThB COMMI$SON 


GIORGEW MITCHELL	
December 3,	 1940 1 


Walter V. Berry 
7742 18th Avenue Northeast .	 . .	
Seattle	 Washington	 .	 .	 .	 ..	 :	 . . ,	 S 	 • 


Dear Mr. Berry: 


I •	 .	 .' Thank you for your letter of November 29th. 	 •	 .	 . .	
: 


! Yes there are copies' of my Master's thesis both in 	 • . ,	 .	 ' 
. . .	 the Western Collection-of the Denver Public Library	 . .


: •	 . and in the Mary Reed Library at the University of  
. 


Denver.	 It . is entitled-	 Cultural Life of Georp etown,	 . 
:	 •	 • Colorado, 1859-19006 . . (A rather forbidding title	 .


. 


and you may find it dry----reading.)  


I've • looked through the manuscript for a book 	 .	 . . .	 .	 . . 
1.	 . •	 . 	 lonce wrote,on Georet own (unpublished) to find out	 .	 . -	 :	 •	 . 


.	 . a bitmore about that Anglo-Saxon mine.-of yours. It  
is the firstxeälly .significantdiscovery of silver	 •	 . .•.,. ... 
on the grand scale -- indeed I would say that the 
discovery by Campbell and Darnell of the Anglo-Saxon 
in 1867 was the event that turned the attention of 
all Colorado Territory to silver possibilities and. 
to the Georgetown region in particular. 


I should be very happy to talk with you if you 
are in Chicago.	 My office is in the Loop and you 
can find me here almost all day, every day., 	 Drop 
me a imp if''you	 are in these parts. 	 We might put 
our heads together-and-work out some material on 
your mine	 and at all events chewing the fat over 
Colorado yarns and pay-streaks is a pastime that 
Is a very plQasant One.	 I 


incereiy,	 I, Ic 
r


Re s arch As 
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World's Largest Oxygen Lance Builders
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METAL C( MAY. r1V	
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HARMONY, PE NA 
AREA CODE 2-42O4O 


INITIALS CDE 
omE 6570 


Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. 
Georgetown, Colorado 


Division of Berry Metal Comp  
Harmony, Pennsylvania







ESTIMATED COST OF PROJECT 


$ 73,556.00


Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. 


Form 40	
0UNITED STATES	


Budget bureau NO. '+2-1i.,oö


Jan. 65 Approval expires Dec. 31, 1968 


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 


APPLICATION FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE IN MINERALS EXPLORATION 


Pursuant to Public Law 85-701 (72 Stat. 700; 30 U.S.C. 641) 


NAME OF APPLICANT (Full legal name andmailing address as they should 
appear on contract if one is executed.)	


[CA TUSEILK, 


DOCKET NUMBER 


An.glo'Saxon Mines, Inc. 
Georgetown, Colorado 
A Subsidiary of 
Berry Metal Company 
Harmony, Pennsylvania


DATE RECEIVED 


REGION 


DIVISION CODE 


BUSINESS ORGANIZATION LIST CORPORATE OFFICERS OR PARTNERS HERE, IF APPLICABLE 
(Check one)	 NAME	 ADDRESS


	 TITLE 


INDIVIDUAL 


CORPORATION 


PARTNERSHIP 


OTHER (Specify) 


STATE IN WHICH FIRM IS 
ORGANIZED


Walter V. Berry, President 
William W. Berry, Vice President 
James A. Ayers, Treasurer 
Idun Y. Berry, Secretary 


Berry Metal Company 
Harmony, Pennsylvania 


MINERAL(S) FOR WHICH YOU WISH TO EXPLORE
	 PROPERTY


	 LOCATION 
Silver
	 NAME


	 COUNTY	 STATE 


GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 


Before filling out this application please read the OME 
Regulations for Obtaining 'Federal Assistance in Financing 
Explorations for Mineral Reserves (30 CFR Chap. Ill). To 
assure prompt action, your application must provide all 
applicable material and information specified on the back 
of this application form. Avoid unnecessary correspondence 
and delays by submitting complete and accurate information. 
Please submit two copies of this application and all accom- 
panying paper: except as otherwise noted. Place your name 
and address on each sheet. Each item of information, maps, 
and reports required as a part of this application is described 
on the back of this form. Identify each attached statement 
by the item number to which it applies. If an item does not 
apply to your application, show the item number on your state-
ment and after it write "not applicable." Maps or sketches


should be used to supplement narrative descriptions of the 
property location and boundaries in item 2, existing mine 
workings and geology in item 3, and the proposed exploration 
work in item S. When this information is not too complex, 
all of it may be shown on one map or sketch. All documents 
'and other attachments submitted as a part of this application, 
except those in item 3(g) which you mark to be returned, 
become the property of the Government and will not be re-
turned to the applicant. Send true copies, not originals. Of 
leases, contracts, and other documents which are an essen-
tial part of your business records. File this application 
with the Office of Minerals Exploration, Department of the 
Interior,


Washington, D. C., 20242, or with 
the nearest ONE Field Office. 


CERTIFICATION 


The undersigned, whether as an individual, corporate officer, 
partner, or otherwise, both in his own behalf and acting 
for the applicant, certifies that the information set forth 
in this torm and accompanying papers is correct and corn-


April 22, 1967 
DATED


plete, to the best of his knowledge and belief, and that 
he would not ordinarily undertake the proposed exploration 
under current conditions and circumstsnces at his sole 
expe e.


BY (Signature) 


President  
TITLE 


A wilfully false statement or certification to any Department or Agency of the United States Government is a criminal offense. 
U. S. Code, Title 18, Sec. 1001.







INFORMATION REQUIRED WITH THIS APPLICATION 


1. Financial Eligibility: 
(a) Submit evidence of efforts made within 90 days pre-


ceding the filing of this application to obtain credit from 
your bank of account and at least one other banking institu-
tion or other private source of credit. Such evidence shall 
Include true copies of correspondence which show: (1) date 
of loan request, (2) amount and terms requested, (3) pro-
posed use of loan funds, and (4) the replies from credit 
sources. If the loan was offered under terms which you con-
sider unreasonable, state why you consider them so. 


(b) List names and addresses of affiliated, parent, or 
controlling companies or organizations and state extent and 
nature of their interest. 


(c) State how you propose to furnish your share of the 
cost of the exploration work. 


2. Applicant's Rights in Land: 
(a) State your interest in the land and mineral rights, 


whether owner, lessee, purchaser under contract, or other. 
If you are not the owner, submit one true copy of the lease, 
contract, or other document (with address of owner) under 
which you control the property. Describe all liens, mort-
gages, or other encumbrances on the land and state book and 
page number and official place where recorded. 


(b) State the legal description (section, township, and 
range; metes and bounds; patent number of claims) of the 
land upon which you wish to explore and all adjacent land 
which you own or control. Describe any part of the land or 
workings which should not be subject to Government royalty 
and liens. If the land consists of unpatented claims, state 
book and page 'number for each recorded location notice, 
including amended locations, and official place where re-
corded. State all the names by which you know the property. 


(c) For all land or mineral rights encumbered or not owned, 
submit five copies of Lien and Subordination Agreements on 
MME Form 52. U the agreements cannot be obtained, state 
reasons and provide copies of letters of refusal. 


3. Physical Description: 
(a) Describe in detail and illustrate with maps or sketches 


all mining or exploration operations which you know have been 
or are being conducted upon the land. Include existing mine 
workings and all production facilities. 


(b) State your interest, if 'any, in operations described 
in (a). 
• (c) State, if you know, the past and current production, 
supporting your statement with copies of settlement sheets, 
mine -records, or published data if available. 


(d) Describe known ore reserves, giving quantities and 
grades and sampling methods used. Support your statement 
with copies of assay certificates and assay maps if available. 


(e) Describe by narrative and maps or sketches the geo-
logic features of the property, including ore minerals, geologic 
formations if known, and type of deposit (vein, bedded, 
etc.).


(f) State your reasons for expecting to find ore, and if 
you have sampled the area you propose to explore, show 
where the samples were taken, describe sampling methods 
used, and provide copies of assay certificates. 


(g) Send with your application at least two copies of all' 
geologic or engineering reports, assay maps, or technologic 
information . which you have, indicating whether you require 
their return. 


4. Accessibility of Property: 
(a) To aid the OME representative who may examine the 


property, state name and address of person who will meet him; 
give directions for 'reaching the property; and describe ac-
cessibility of property and of any mine workings. 


(b) Name the shipping and supply points and state the 
distances to th4 property. 


. 5 Exploration Work: 


	


(a) Describe fully the proposed explo 	 work giving 


	


individual footages and sizes of openings	 each item of


work. Use narrative, mapp, plans, and sections as neces-
sary. Show location of the proposed work as. related to geo- 
logic features such as veins, ore-bearing beds, contacts o 
rock formations, etc. Show also the relation of the proposed 
work to any existing mine workings and to land boundaries 
or to the closest identifiable corner. 


(b) If an access road must be built, show the proposed 
location on the property map and state the length, type and 
construction methods proposed. 


(c) If an OME contract is executed, state how soon there-
after work would be started and finished. State your antici-
pated average daily or monthly rate of progress for each 'type 
of work. 


6. Experience 
State your operating experience and background to conduct 


this, exploration work and also that of the person who will 
supervise the work. 


7. Estimate of Costs: 
Furnish detailed estimates of the necessary costs for each 


item of the work proposed in 5(a) under the 'headings listed 
below with a total for each heading and the estimated total 
cost of the work. Costs for any work to be performed by an 
independent contractor should be listed separately under 
category (a) below. Costs for. any work that is not to be per' 
formed by an independent contractor should be listed under 
categories (b) through (g). 


(a) Independent contracts. State the total host of any pro-
posed independent contract for all or any part of the, work, 
and the number of units and the unit cost for each type of 
work, such as per foot of drilling, per foot of drifting, per 
hour of bulldozer operations, or per , cubic yard of material 
moved. Cost estimates should be supported by bids from 
three contractors if possible. (Note—If none of the work is 
to be contracted, write "none" after this item.) 


(b) Personal services. The cost of supervision, engineer-
ing and geological services, outside consultants, and labor 
should be itemized by numbers and classes of employees; 
rats' of wages, salaries or fees; and periods of employment. 
State whether these services are available. 


(c) Operating materials and supplies. List items of mate-
rial, and supplies giving quantity and cost of each. Include 
under this heading power, water, and fuel, and units of equip-
ment, and tools costing less than $50 each. 


(d) Operating equipment. List items of equipment and tools 
costing $50 or more per unit. Give specifications and indicate 
how each item is to be acquired—Le., rented, purchased or 
provided by the applicant. If rented or purchased, state the 
estimated rental or purchase price. If furnished by the appli-
cant, state condition and present fair market value. 


(è) Initial rehabilitation and repairs. Describe the type and 
the cost of initial rehabilitation or repair of existing buildings, 
fixtures, installations (exclusive of mine -workings), -and 
movable operating equipment now owned b 'the applicant 
which will be used in. the exploration work. 


(f) New buildings, fixtures, installations. -Describe each 
building, fixed improvement, and installation to be purchased, 
constructed, or installed for the exploration work, stating 
specifications and cost including labor, materials, and super-
vision.


(g) Miscellaneous. Describe the type and estimate the 
cost of repairs and maintenance of the operating equipment 
listed in 7(d). Do not repeat initial repairs listed in 7(e). 
Show also the costs of analytical work, accounting, work-
med's compensation and employees' liability insurance, 
payroll taxes, and other required costs that do not fall within 
the previous categories. [Note—The Governme.it will not con-
tribute to costs incurred before the date of the contract, or 
to costs of or incident to: (1) acquiring, using, or possessing 
land and any existing improvements, facilities, buildings, in-
stallations, and appurtenances, or the depreciation and 
depletion thereof; (2) general overhead, corporate management, 
interest and taxes (other than payroll and sales taxes), (3) in-
surance (other than employees' liability insurance); and 
(4) damages to persons or - perty (other than authorized 
repair to or replacement Of rnent or other property used 
in the work)]


INT.-DUP. SEC. • WASH., D.0
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7orld's Largest Self-Integrated 
oxygen Lance Designers and Builders 


METAL COMPANY 
HARMONY, PENNSYLVANIA 16037 
TEL.: 452-8040 • AREA CODE 412 


(	 April 22 5 1967 


IT	 #' 


LIS 


Mr. Frank E. Johnson 
Chief-Office of Minerals Exploration 
Room 4460 Department of Interior 
Washington, D. C. 


Dear Mr. Johnson:


Subject: OME 6570 
Anglo Saxon Mine 
Georgetown, Colorado 


We submit herewith a new application together with cost estimate 
for exploration assistance to replace the application submitted 
on August 16, 1966. All the data and reports submitted at that 
time are applicable to this application. 


Since the date of the original application, we have proceeded 
with the program at our expense and invested approximately 
$4o,000 in buildings, road, equipment and tunnel preparation. 
As a consequence, the cost of the project has been substantially 
reduced. 


Mr. Hopkins recommendations with accompanying map is attached. 


The program outlined will be Phase One of a continuing program 
of exploration to be executed as findings may warrant. 


Sipc erely, 


//Lh2 
Walter V. Berry-
President 


WVB: sj 1
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PAUL M. HOPKINS 
CONSULTING MINING GEOLOGIST AND ENGINEER . 


REGISYCRED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER AND LAND SURVEYOR 


2222 ARAPAHOE STREET 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 P. 0. BOX 403 


cREsTvIcwa23I3	 . .....--..	 _.:...............................
GOLDEN,COLO..  


April 22, 1967	 . 


Mr. Walter V. Berry, President . 
Anglo-Saxon Mines, Inc. 
Georgetown, Colorado	 .	 . 


Dear Mr. Berry:	 . 


I recommend the following program. of exploration on Anglo-Saxon 
Mines, Inc. property. from the Lower Aunt Jack Tunnel at elevation 
9360'.	 •0 


'Work Preparation  


Rehabilitate280' of tunnel from portal to bend. It is to be 
noted .that 90' of this work has already been completed.. 


From bend in tunnel to face clean up tunnel and lay track. 


At face blast out a diamond drilling station. 	 . 


Provide air, water and ventilation lines and drainage ditch. 
Timber where necessary. 	 ..	 .	 . .	 • 1 


Exploration	 .	 .	 . 	 . .	 .	 .. 


Target No. 1	 .. .	 ..	 . 


Diamond drill 600' on N38E Course to intersect-near junctions the 
following veins: Idun Marie, Oscar Wilde, Pixley and Anglo Saxon. 


Target No. 2 


Diamond drill 800' on N81-3 0E Course to intersect near junctions the 
following veins: Idun Marie, Oscar Wilde, Anglo Saxon extension 
and tunnel.  


•	 Target No. 3	 . 
• 	 .I	 . 


Diamond drill 600' on S77-3 0E Course to intersect near junctions 
the following veins: Anglo Saxon extension, Idun Marie, Tunnel 
and two unnamed new veins.. 	 . 


--,.-•,-.-..- ....................--.----.-•- •-•------..-*..---.-------
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Mr. Walter V. Berry	 -2-	 April 20, 1967 


Target No. 4 


Diamond drill 450' on S56E Course to . intersect near junctions the 
following>veins: Anglo Saxon extension, two unnamed new veins, 
Molly Gibson and Tunnel. 


Target No. 5	 .	 . 


Cross cut 100' south from bend .in tunnel to the Anglo Saxon extension 
vein within the eastern .extend Of productive area. Drift 151 easterly 
and 15' westerly on the vein. 


This work is shown on Anglo Saxon Drawing ASM-S attached. 


The program submitted will open sufficient ground for study and 
determine whether or not commercial ore is present. The findings 
will serve as a basis for determining the economic value of further 
exploration.	 . 


Yours very truly, 


H	 ..
Paul M. Hopkins
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ANGLO-SAXON MINES, INC. 
Lower Aunt Jack Tunnel El. 9360 


Proposed Exploration Budget 
April 22, 1967 


MINING EQUIPMENT 
1- Air Receiver (used) 
1- 300 Gallon water tank 
1- G-D Slusher (used)o 
8- 20 cubic foot mine cars (used) 


VENTLINE 
750'- 6" Metal 


- 6" Couplings 


AIR LINE 
800 1 - 2" Black pipe 


WATER LINE 
800'- 1" Black pipe 


POWDER, ETC. 
1- Ton powder 


25- Boxes blasting caps 
3- Reels fuse 


FUELS & OILS 
4000- Gallon gasoline 
100- Gallon Motor oils 


8000- Gallon diesel fuel 
55- Gallon compressor oil 


SUPPLIES 
6- Pieces drill steel 
1- Vane axial fan 
2- Lamps chargers @ $57.00 ea.tK 
1- Single drum hoist 


EQUIPMENT RENTAL 
Compressoi8 mos. @ 900.00/mo. 
Jackleg	 3 mos. @l25.00/mo. 
Trammer	 3 mos. @ $300.00/mo.6Pc


$	 300.00 
125.00 
500.00 


	


1 ,900 . 00	 5 
Total	 $ 25825.00 


$ 1,200,00 
120.00 


Total	 $ 1532000 


$	 450.00 
Total	 $	 450.00 


$	 320.00 
Total	 $	 320.00 


$	 550.00 
125.00 
120.00 


Total	 $	 795.00 


$ 1,200.00 
100.00 


1,700.00 
50.00 


Total	 $ 3 3 050.00	 F. 


$	 130.00 
815.00 
171.00-
500.00 


Total	 $ 1,616.00	 -5 


$ 7,200.00 
375.00 
900.00 


Total	 $ 85475.00







$ 500 .'00 
$	 160.00 
$	 800.00


$l,46o.00 


$ 1,075.00 
110.00 
250.00


Is  
$ 1,445.00 


$ 2,250.00
1,500.00
2,000.00
3,000.00


29,000.00
600.00
000. 00


$39,350.00 


$	 400.00 
100.00


$	 500.00 


dr


Sheet 2 Continued	 • 


TIMBER 
50 .- Sets, 5 000 brd.. ft. @ $100.00/M 


'400-i Ties @ 40 ea. 
1000- Lagging @ 80 ea.


Total 


TRACK 
7- Tons 20# rail (used) @ $125.00/ton 
3- Kegs track spikes @ $40.00/keg 
Fish plates for rail


Total 


CONTRACT EXPENSE 
Slabbing- 225' @ $10.00/ft. 
Clean-up &track laying, 300' @ $5.00/ft. 
Timbering, 50 sets @ $40.00/set 
Cross-cutting, 100' @ $30.00/ft. 
Diamond drilling, 2450 ' @ $10.00/f t,( 
Drifting, 30' at$20.00/ft. 
Assaying, 200 at $5.00 ea.


Total 


INSURANCE & SAFETY 
Workmans Compensation $4.32/per $100.00 
Three fire extinguishers


Total


n 


ENGINEERING
	


$ 1,500.00 
Total
	


$ 1,500.00 


MANAGEMENT 
Salary, compressor man, 8 mos. @ $500 .00/mo. $ 43000.00 
Salary, manager, 8 mos. @ $750 . 00/mo.	 6,000.00 
Social security payments


	


	 450.00 
Total o,45o.00 


TOTAL ESTIMATED COSTS
	


$73,556.00 


David C. Hudson 
Division Manager
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Mr. Frank E. Johnson, Chief 
Office of Minerals Exploration 
Room 4460 
United States Department of Interior 
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Subject Ome-6570 (Silver), 	 çJLL_'p 
Berry Metal Company 


Gentlemen:	 Anglo Saxon Mines y 


1141	


l 


Clear Creek Countççjad2. 
IV 


Two copies of Mr. Hopkins' December 14, 1966 Supplementary Engineer-
ing Report - with maps - were delivered to Mr. Hasler's office by 
David Hudson our Division Manager.


Torld's Largest Self-integrated 
uxygen Lance Designers and Builders 


HARMONY, PENNSYLVANIA 16037 
TEL.: 452-8040 • AREA CODE 412 


JAL January
COPY 


o.	 •r


0", T` 


This finalizes our exploration proposal which is the result of 
considerable study together with discussions in your office and 
the Denver office, 


The Lower Aunt Jack Tunnel, ituated at elevation 9360 1 , was 
selected as the most economically attractive location having the 
greatest tonnage potential. 


Accompanying Map.l (Our ASM-4) shows this location to be ideally 
situated between the Colorado Central-Silver Plume Mines on the 
southwest and the Joe Reynolds-Lamertine-Freeland Mines on the 
northeast. The elevation of 9360' provides an average mining 
depth of 700' to 800' below surface at the target area. 


This lo cation permits exploration of: 


The Anglo Saxon Extension Vein, easterly and beyond the area 
that produced $250,000.00. 


The downward extension of the Anglo Saxon ore shoot which 


.
produced $700,000 of exceedingly rich ore in shallow workings 


--	 72' below surface,







H2. Mr. Frank E. Johnson, Chief - 1/3/1967 


S
.	 The downward 


$100,000 of 
surface.


extension of the Federal Ore Shoot which provuced 
exceedingly rich ore in shallow workings 72' below 


The downward extension of the "Tunnel Vein" Ore Shoot encountered 
in the Prospecting Tunnel driven at elevation 9760' which 
encountered a mineralized area - supported by the assay record-
extending from a point 1514 feet from portal to 1707 feet where 
the ore was cut off by a post mineral::.: fault. The ore in 
this area appeared to be from the top of an ore shoot which 
Professor Goodspeed described as follows: 


"The ore in the floor of the exploratory tunnel averaged 
about two feet in width and did not give any indication 
of narrowing downward on the west side of the north-south 
post mineral fault zone." 


Attached is the Assay Record of mirralization encountered on the 
"Tunnel Vein". This Assay Record is supported by two shipments 
of ore obtained in driving the drift of a size to permit timbering 
down to 5' x 7' in the clear. This necessitated mining a consider-
able amount of waste rock which diluted the ore in the following 
shipments: 


98.11 tons direct to AS&R at Leadville for which they settled 
on the basis of 9.6 oz. of silver per ton. 


65.2 tons to Silver Spruce Mill in Idaho Springs. Head assays 
showed 9.33 oz of silver per ton; 07 oz gold per ton; and .657o 
lead per ton. This was rethced to 1426 pounds of concentrates 
which were shipped to AS&R. Sett1eient was made per smelter 
sheet #1636 attached. The mill reported considerable silver 
ws lost in water soluable compounds that would necessitate a 
change in grinding and milling procedure, 


204 pounds of the ore was shipped to Denver Equipment Co. for 
a laboratory ore test. A copy of their test report ZC-8574 
dated 5/5/48 is attached. It is significant to note that this 
ore came from the oxidized zone - above the water table - which 
should upgrade the value of ore encountered in the Eploration 
Project. It also indicates that the new exploratory tunnel, 
located 400 feet below this zone, at or near the bottom of the 
water table, will encounter the best ore, 


Accompanying Map 2 (our ASM 3) shows the four veins proposed for 
development which have had rich production and/or are supported 
by Assay Records. Not shown is the multiplicity of veins and vein 
intersections that have had no development or production. This 
multiplicity of expected vein intersections can be expected to 
have an influence on ore deposition and therefore materially 
enhance the potential of t he project.







.1	 3. Mr. Frank E.	 nson, Chief	 1/3/1967 


CONCLUSIONS 


A study of all data submitted indicates that an excellent proba-
bility exists for the discovery and production of a considerable 
tonnage of ore that can be mined at a profit. 


expended $367,000 on the 
He ran out of money when
The last $20 2 000 (bank 


lete ore development by drift-
fault; sinking on ore; and 


The owner of the property previously 
property over a period of 15 years. 
success was apparently within reach. 
borrowings) was insufficient to comp 
ing thru the fault; raising thru the 
diamond drilling. 


The owner is financially able to pay for his part of the program 
and go beyond the program requirement in fully developing the 
mine. 


The accompanying Financial Statement shows the amazing growth of 
the company which started manufacturing operations with a $40,000 
SEA loan. You will note that in the last three years Income Taxes 
totaled $590 2 478 - a splendid return to the Government for the 
SBA loan which has been repaid. 


That record is fully indicative of the character of the company 
now requesting OME assistance in the meritorious exploration 
program outlined. 


Add the character of Mr. David Hudson our division manager - as 
indicated by the attached Army Commendation - and you have all 
the essential prerequisites for granting the OME financial 
assistance requested. 


An extra copy of Hopkins' December 14, 1966 Supplemental Engineering 
Report is enclosed for yourpreliminary review pending receipt of 
Mr. Hasler's report.


Si c rely yours, 
hComp any 


WAITER V. BERRY 
President 


Enc: 
Report with Maps 
Financial Statement 


Hudson Commencation 
Assay Report 
Denver Eqpt. Report
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BERRY METAL COMPANY 


Harmony, Pennsylvania 


REPORT OF EXAMINATION


October31, 1966 


ROY C. 11AM ERLY 
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ROY C. FUAM:ERLY 


.	 Cinrrxrrin Puurio ACCOUNTANT 


124: IVYLANI) D1IVE • PITTS13IJRO11, PENNSYLVANIA 15235 • 241-700() 


7%T12NT13ER, AMERICAN AND PENNSYLVANIA INSTITCIT 14)5 OF C14)R'I'IIl'IJOl) I'EJIILIC ACCOUNTANTS 


December 27, 1966 


Berry Metal Company 


Harmony 9 Pennsylvania 16037 


Gentlemen: 


I have examined the balance sheet of Berry Metal Company as of 


October 31 9 1966 and the related statement of income and retained 


earnings for the year then ended. My examination was made in 


accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and 
accordingly included such tests of. the accounting records and 


such other auditing procedures as I considered. necessary in the 


circumstances. 


In my opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and statement of 


income and retained earnings present -fairl y the financial position to 


of Berry Metal Company at October 31, 1966, and the results of its 


operations for the year then ended, in conformity with generally 


accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with 


that of the preceding year.


Yours very truly, 


Certed. Public Acooitant 


V 







Berry Metal Company
Balance Sheet 


As of October 31 9 1966


0	 Page two, 


ASSETS 
Current Assets: 


Cash on hand and. in banks 
Accounts receivable 
Merchandise inventories: 


Finished goods 
Work in process 
Raw materials 


Prepaid expenses 
Total current assets 


Plant, Property and Equipment: 


Tools and small equipment 
Machinery and equipment 
Automobiles and trucks 
Office equipment 
Leasehold improvements 
Buildings 
Land


Totals 


.LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS 9 EQUITY 
Current Liabilities: 


•	 Accounts payable, trade 
• Employee tax and other deductions payable 


Provision for income taxes (Notes 2-1 4) 
Other accrued taxes and expenses 
Portion of long-term liabilities due 


within twelve months 
Total current liabilities


$303,749 
222,625 


$	 27,078 
25,115 


	


42,351	 94,550 
10820


$ 631,744 


Depreciation 
Cost -	 to Date Net 


$	 20 9 214 $ 16,152 $	 4,062 
358 2 978 1209935 238,043 
50 9 085 14,860 35,225 
26 9 449 8,148 189301 
39 9 288 102365 289923 


535 9 219 17,716 5179503 
31 9 629 31,629 


$1,61862 $188,176 $	 8fl,686 
$	 109806 


10,969 


$1,527,205


$ 23,642 
4,740 


146,342 
36,852 


34,556
•$ 246,132 


Patents, net of amortization 
Advance to Anglo Saxon Mines (Note i) 


Total assets 


Long-Term Liabilities: 
Long-term portion of mortgages payable to 
Mellon National Bank 9 P01.D.A., ZOI.D.CG9 
H.I.B. Engineering, Inc., H.I.B. Trust and. East 
Park Savings & Loan Association 


Total liabilities 


Stockholders 2' Equity: 
Class "A' 9 shares, par value 25: 3,707,246 shares


unissued., 214,322 shares issued. & outstanding 
Contributions in excess of par value 
Retained. earnings 


Total stockholders ? equity 


Total liabilities and stockholders' ? equity 


Subject to footnotes on next page.


503,322 
$ 749,454 


$ 53,581 
19,302 


7049868
777,75]. 


!,527 ,2Q5 
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1 Page three 


Berry Metal Company
Footnotes to Accompanying Statements 


1. ' $10,969 has been advanced toward the formation and operation 


of a Colorado corporation to be known asAnglo Saxon Mines, 


which is planned to be a 90% owned subsidiary of Berry Metal 


Company. 


2 A contingent liability exists for approximately $64,000 of 


additional Federal income taxes for the years ended October 31, 


19 62 9 19 6 3 and 19 64. This contested amount has not been 


provided for in these statements. 


3. In the immediately preceding year, Berry Metal Company 


provided for a $20 9 000 loss, net of taxes, on the planned 


abandonment of leasehold improvements. As subsequent 


developments have required the continued use of the facility 


at Mars, Pennsylvania, the $14 9 39 2 applicable portion of 


that loss was returned to income in the year under review. 


4 The investment credit provision reduces Federal income tax 


for the year by $6 9 856 9 all of which has been treated as a 


reduction of income tax liability and expense for the year. 


0
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	 Page four 


:8erry Metal Company 
Statement of Income and Retained Earnings 


For the Year Ended October 31, 1966 


Net sales	 $19441,092


Cost of Goods Sold: 


Inventories 9 October 31 9 1965	 $ 599772 
Material purchases	 2522010 
Labor	 2209480 
Other manufacturing costs 	 359768 


Total manufacturing costs	 $892,030 
Less inventories, October 31, 1966	 942550 


Cost of goods sold	 797,480 


Gross profit on sales	 $ 6439612 


Selling and administrative expenses 	 185,144 


Net operating income	 $ 4589468 


Other expense, net of other income	 7,195 


$ 451,273 
Reversed portion of prior abandonment loss (Note 3)	 14,392 


Net income before income taxes	 $ 4659665 


Provision for income taxes (Notes 2 & 4)	 220,619 


Net income	 $ 245,046 


Retained Earnings: 
Balances October 31, 19 6 5	 459,822 


Retained earnings, October 31, 1966	 $ 704,868 


Subject to footnotes on preceding page. 


.


n







As of October 3,1: 


1966	 1965	 1964 


$	 303 9 749	 $4019418 $2459735 
222 9 625	 1369435 192,486 


94 9 550	 59,772 529673 
10 9 820	 9,108 4,456 


$ 6 319744	 $606,733,	 $495,350 


$	 20 9 214 $ 16 9 801 3 119669 
358 9 978 2029063 749617 


50 9 085 28,911 199381 
26 9 449 159186 9035 
39 9 288 739913 329109 


5359 21 9 -0- -0-
31,629 5,000  


$1 9 061 9 862 $3419874 $147,211 
188 9 176 153,587 101,802 


$	 873,686 $1882287 L451409 
$	 10,806 $ 12,378 3 13,745 


_ -0- 12560 
5279 205 $80LJ,98 $5563064 


$	 28 9 38.2 $ 44 9 677 $- 77v768 
183 9 194 2309016 1619474 


- 34_,_55_. -0- 714 
$	 246 9 132 $274,693 $239,956 
_503,322 -0- -0-


$ 749,454	 $274,693,	 $23,9995,6 


$	 53,581 
302 


$	 72,883 
704,868 


i__777 


1,5L205,


$ 53,581 
19,302 


$ 72,883 
459,822 


$5329705 


$807


$ 53,581 
199302 


$ 72,883 
243,225 


$316,108 


1556,064 


..	 S
	 Page five 


Berry Metal Company 
•Comparative Balance Sheet 


As of October 31, 19 66 , 1965 and 1964 


ASSETS 
Current Assets: 


Cash on hand and in banks 
Accounts receivable 
Merchandise inventories 
Other current assets 


Total current assets 
Plant, Property and Equipment:


Tools and small equipment 
chinery and equipment 


Automobiles and trucks 
Office equipment 
Leasehold. improvements 
Buildings 
Land' 


Totals at cost 
Less depreciation to date 


Total plant,. prop. & equipt. 
Patents cost less amortization 
Other assets 


Total assets 


LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS V EQUITY. 
Cdrrent Liabilities: 


Accounts payable 
'Accrued taxes and expenses 
Current portion of long-term liabilities 


Total current liabilities 
Long-term liabilities 


Total liabilities 
Stockholders 2 Equity: 


Contributions for Shares: 
Par value portion 
In excess of par value 


Total contributions for shares 
Retained earnings 


Total stockholders' equity 


Total liabil. & stockholders 2 equity


0
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Berry Metal Company
Comparative Statement of Income and Retained Earnings 
For the Years Ended October 31, 19 66 9 19 65 & 1964 


Net sales 


Cost of Goods Sold: 


Beginning inventories 
Raw material purchases 
Labor 
Manufacturing expenses 


Total manufacturing costs 
Less ending inventories 


Total cost of goods sold 


Gross profit on sales 


Selling and administrative expenses 


Net operating income 


Net of other income and other expense* 


Net income before income taxes 


Provision for income taxes 


Net income 


Retained Earnings: 
At beginning of the years 


Retained earnings at end of years 


•	 For the Years Ended October 31: 


1366 1965 1964 


$1,4419092 81,477,383 $J,070,827 


$	 59 9772 $	 52 9 673 $	 519454 
252 9 010 2749965 1569250 •	 220480 2279395 1619119 
359 2768 387,666 388,806 


$	 892 9 030 $	 942 9 699 $	 7579629 
945.50. 599772 52,673.. 


$	 797 2 480 $	 8821927 $	 704,956 


$	 643 9 612 $	 594 9 456 $	 365,871 


1 859144 12811686 962405 


$	 458 9 468 $	 465 9 770 $	 2699466 


7 197 16,1 472.* 4o6 * 


$	 465 9 665 •$	 449 9 298 $	 269,060 


220 9 619 2329701 1379158 


$	 245,046 $	 216 9 957 $	 1310902 


459 -	 243,225 1112323 


$	 704, $	 459 9 822 $	 12439225


1^1
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IS OFFICIALLY. CO-AMMENDED 
FOB 


CTJTSTANDING PERFORMANCE  RATING FOR THE PERIOD 6 JUNE 1965 TO 30 JUNE 1966. MR. HUDSON, AS 


DIRECTOR CF EDUCATION, CANT BEARD EDUCATION CENTER, 2D INFANTRY DIVISION, HAS PERFOR}TED HIS 


DUTIES IN AN OUTSTANDING MMIITER DURING THIS PERIOD. HIS INITIATIVE, DYNAMIC LEADERSHIP AND 


GUIDANCE, ENTHUSIASM, DILIGENCE, DEVCfiION TO DUTY AND UNTIRING EFFORTS CONTRIBUTED NATERIAL 


LY TO THE HIGH STAI!DARDS OF EFFICIENCY AND TO THE SUCCESS OF THE DIVISION EDUCATION PROGRAM. 


SUCH SERVICE  IS IN THE BEST TRADITION OF THE CIVIL SERVICE.


. 


OCTOER 1966
F0 W. OSETH 
COLOEL GS 
CHIEF OF STAFF 
2D UWAN3TRV DIVISION
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ASSAY RECORD 


•
ANGLO SAXON MINES, 	 INC. 


COMBINED VEIN 
Width Oz. of 


Sample Listed Corrected of Silver 
Number Location Location Sample Position	 in Vein Per Ton 


1514 1504 18" Right side of vein 52.7 
18" Center of Vein 41.7 
18" Left side of Vein 44.9 


2 1560 1550 24" Right side of Vein 51.0 


24" Left side of Vein 5.8 


3 1570 1560 17*7" Right side of Vein 1.8 
• 17" Center of Vein 1102 


• 17" Left side of Vein 15.6 


• 4 1575 1565 42" Face of Vein 24.6 
12" Right side of Vein 110.6 


5 1580 1570 36" Face of Vein 129.0 


6 1585 1575 66" Right side of Vein 9.8 


18" Center of Vein 12.6 
24" Left side of Vein 70.2 


FEDERAL VEIN? 


• 7 1595 1585 30" Federal Vein Face at 
Junction 104.1 


8 1600 •	 1590 30" Face of Federal	 Vein	 •	 • 6.9 


9 •	 1605 1595 4" Seam on Federal Vein 86.0 
• • 20" Face of Federal Vein 0.75 


• 10 1612 1602 24" Right side of Federal	 Vein 2.7 
24" Left side of Federal Vein 17.6 


11 1615 1605 34" Face of Federal Vein 22.6 


12 1618 1608	 • 28" Left side of Federal Vein 8.4 


• 37" Face of Federal Vein 3.2 


14 1625 1615 30" Face of Federal Vein	 • •	 4,8 


15 1628 1618 24" Face of Federal	 Vein	 • 8,9 


21 1650 1640 36" Face of Federal Vein	 • 5.5 


24 1655 1645 30" Face of Federal Vein 21.4







S	 .
Oz. of 
Silver 
Per Ton 


Width 


Sample Listed	 Corrected of 
Number Location Location	 Sample	 Position in Vein 


CROSS CUT TO ANGLO SAXON VEIN? 


. 


.


12A 1618 1608 36" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 


Branch 29.8 


14A 1625 1615 24" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 
Branch 15.6 


16 1630 1615 2011 Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 


Brnch 37.0 


17 1633 1618 36" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 
Branch 14.7 


18" Right side of Anglo Saxon 
Vein Branch 127.6 


18" Left side of Anglo Saxon 
Vein Branch 126.2 


18 161+1 1626 30" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 
Branch 48.2 


19 161+1+ 1629 2+" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 
Branch 53.1+ 


ANGLO SAXON VEIN? 


7A 1595 1585 18" Anglo Saxon Vein Face at 
Junction 71.1 


9A 1605 1595 28" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 112.2 


13 1620 1610 12" Right side of Anglo Saxon 


Vein 191.0 
12" Right side of Anglo Saxon 


Vein . 1+6.1 
12" Left side of Anglo Saxon 


Vein 107.2 
12" Left side of Anglo Saxon 


Vein 3.1+ 


Extra .	 1623 1+8" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 21+4.9 


20 1649 1634 16" F...ce of Anglo Saxon Vein 271.2 


22 1652 1637 6" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 1767.1+ 
18" Right side of Anglo Saxon 


Vein 3.8 


23 1651+ 1639 18" Right side of Anglo Saxon 
Vein 22.3 


25 1656 1641 20" Left side of Anglo Saxon 
Vein 15.6 


26 1658 1643 36" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 124.7







.


	


.
Width 


Sample Listed Corrected of 


Number Location Location Sample 


27 1660 161+5 4" 


1+8" 


28 1675 1660 30" 


29 1685 1670 2711 


30 1690 1675 20" 


31 1695 1678 20" 


32 1696 1681 20" 


33 1698 1683 


31+ 1700 1685 2411 


35 1707 1692 1+0"


Oz. of 
Silver 
Per Ton 


Left side of Anglo Saxon 


Vein
	


1790.1+ 


Face of Anglo Saxon Vein
	


45 • 6 


Face of Anglo Saxon Vein
	


49.6 


Face of Anglo Saxon Vein
	


12.8 


Face of Anglo Saxon Vein
	


31.4 


Face of Anglo Saxon Vein
	


34.3 


Face of Anglo Saxon Vein
	


130.4 


Face of Anglo Saxon Vein
	


188.8 


Left side of Anglo Saxon 
Vein
	


6.8 


Face of Anglo Saxon Vein
	


0.4 


^ 0







FORM C-247 
3M 1-40 7105 'AMERC SMLTNG AN RFUN G CO. 


ARKANSAS VALLEY PLANT	 LEADVILLE, COLg 12, 194.8 


	


BOUGHT OF Anglo Saxon Mines Inc.,	 LOT No. I SMELTER_ _163 6_ 


JD	 -	 _...___CLASS_Sax Ore 	 SHIPPING 
OTATIONS	 LA.33._CoPPER______ 


GOLDS ILVER	 LEAD	 COPPER	 INOL.	 IRON - M ANGANESE	 LIME	 7.I1IC	 SULPHUR ASSAYS	 OX. PER TON 07.. PER TON 	 PER CENT	 r'ER CENT	 PER r;ENT	 rEP CENT	 PER CENT	 PER CENT	 r'Erl CENT	 PER CErIT 


	


- A. S. & R. co.	 QO	 .43.L03_J.90..6.....	 95 	 I	 - 
lVitne L0D 3.L3_: .Z09.1... Q.P..... . 42 	 10 . 2 	 .l0 


UMPIF . &S 1o03 ___._ -.	 _•_ _____ ___- ___	 ___ ___ 


	


SETTLEMrNT ASSAY	 12 0	 UL81 19 85 00 i .2 o4.5	 9.85  	 7.0	 10.14. 
CAR INITIAL	 NUMBER	 WEIGHT	 FROZEN WT.	 PAYMENTS PER TON	 DEDUCTIONS PER TON 


	


_TmckA	 - 1.533	 ________ .2.s.32 ...3182 	 @	 32 NASh_CHARSE	 5--,150 


	


72.6J USOLUDLE	 240 


	


L1I 5ES9 O%_@ 	 PER UNIT	 559k ZINC  


COPPER, LESS	 PER UNIT	 SULPHUR	 1• 850 


	


GROSSVALUEOFMETALS	 0_•_89 EXCESSVALUE  


WEIGHT OF LOT 1533_ ________________________________ ____________ IRONCREDIT  


WEIGHTOF	 _ SACKS


---


 LIMECREDIT  


WEIGHT  --WET
_LESS MOISTURE 7_ 0_0/ LESS TOTAL DEDUCTIONS 10•_10 TOTALDEDUCTIONS 10 0 100 


DRY WEIGHT
_


_14-26
_
__. __...@_$_4.SO.79PER TON _321.41 


Rec
Tio t C


_a 7/26/4.8
orit p4n_31-1


FREIGHT ADVANCED, © 
oi1v e• .ozs


MOISTURE____________________________________________________________________________ 
SAMPLING.


__
10,00 


FROZEN ORE* _C 0 0 SParker&Co_6,op 
_UMPIRE _Beach _&_Co_3.00 


C 
CHECKED %ROYALTY


RATES, EXCEPT ON CONTRACTS. SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
WITHOUT NOTICE;	 NET PROCEEDS_S_9 "s • . 
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} I	 NVEREQUIPMENT COMPANY 
h	 ORE TESTING DWISION 
lDenver Colorado 


l	 May 5, 1948 


Mr. W4ter v Berry 
I jl	 An10 Saxon Mines, Inc. 
1 q 	 do Hotel Edmonñ eany 


University District 
Seattle 5, Washington


Reference Ore Test ZC-5574 


Dear Sir 


I	 We are pleasea to submit the following report of results,or laboratory 
ore tests conducted upon your sample of silver ore. 


DESCRIPTION OF T 8AMPI2 .	 ------------------------------- 


l	 On April 10, 1948 i	 Walter V. Berry personally delivered three sacks 
1


	


	 of ore samples to the Ore Testing Division of the Denver . Equipment Corn- 
pany These sicks contained an ore sample weighing 204 pounds from the 


i	
Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc., Georgetown, Color 	 . ado	 - 


!	 The sample was to be tested uiier Ore Test Number ZC..874. 


I 1


	


1	 TEST	
r 


l	 The object of the test was to determine the amenability of the sample 
ti	 to concentration by bulk flotation inc1udin, Unit Cell- Flotation or 


:


	


	 Denver Mineral Jig and Pilot Table treatment A silver and gold assay 
was requested. 


3


	


	 It is reported that the sample contains argentite, iron and a trace of 
gold. 


Examination of the ore revealed the presence of leed. values chieflj in 
oxide form Therefore, suiphidizatlon was inelu'ed in the f1oat1on 
test r.ork in order to determine the possibility of revering the t,xtd.e 
lead values present 


-THE SMUTLE; PRE'ARATION OF 


The . entire sample , sub m itted consisting of mixed coarse and fine material 
of 4 inch inaxiriiuni s.LLe was crushea to 3/4 inch size in the enver Taw 
Ci usher TIle 3/4 inch material was thoroughly mixed and split into 2 
equal portions One-half of the 3/4 inch material was reduced to 1/4 
inch site in Denver Crushing Rolls.. This:1/4 inch material was thor- 
oughly mixed and s plit nto 2 portions. One-half of the 1/4 inch ma- 
terial was reduced to minus 10 rresh size by means of the Denver Crush- 
ing Rolls i n closed circuit with 'a Denver Dillon Screen A head sample 
was out out of the minus 10 mesh portion All reject portions were re- 
served for possible future test work 


	


W	 ALL RECOMMENDATIONS AND OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN THIS REPORT ARE BASED ON METALLURGICAL RESULTS OBTA(NED IN THE ORE TESTING LABORATORY OF THE DENVER EQUIPMENT COMPANY AND APPLY ONLY TO THE TREATMENT OF MATERIAL CONFORMING TO THE SAMPLE SUBMITTED ST THE SUBJECT COMPANY 


	


I	 1	 3	 }I 	 1 1	 ;I	 3	 I,I	 tII'1'	 i '"Ij	 jtIH
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The ore reDres6nted by the aamDle suh'nitted contauis silver aria lead11
vluea in a siliceois gangue. A carefully ianned concentrate con-I.


ii!	


11 


I	 ii 


tamed argentite, galena, cerrusite, sph1orite a'id e small aiount o1.
manette in a siliceous gangue No free g11 ws observed In the1 .


. . , ,. I I. • • • , panned. concentrat•9. The chier angie .xainerai appeared to; be chlorite. .'I 


IICbemial tests disc o qerl the presence of water so]uble ch'orides andI.
suiphates The specific gravity of the ore Is 2.74 and when a por-I.
tion of the minus 10 mesh matQriaj is pulped with an equal weight of


^ ^
I	 '.	 .., -,,I -,_ , *,. ^ tenver city water having a pR of 7.4, the resu1t1ig pulp has a pH ofI I.


I i I I .: 	 . 


^ ..
	 - .^ ,^ -


7.8. 


A partial analysis of the head santp]e	 the follow]ng results 


Gold, ounces per 
Silver, ounces per ton---------24504111.1
Total lead, per cent-----------------1,90 
Oxide lead, per , cent-----------------1.101.
Zinc, per cent---------------------0.I.


'it	


^11 


Iron, per cent-------------------------1.
Insoluble, per cent----,------93,85 _4-1,;.	 .. •.	


. 	 .
I 


Is


 


t,


	
I _,^,	 ^	  .	 i,Sulphur, per cent---------------------0.37 


RESULTS OF PFS 


Results of the test work conducted will be dicus9ed below. Addi-I.tional infor'nutlofl pertinent to th tests v'] 1 be found tabulated on 
attached Data Sheots fl-i through D-7. 


TEST__NBER 1	 . .1.__________-	 DE 1TR "STJB.A" FLOTATI0J 
MD	 VER	 VITY :%L'. 


A 2500 gram charge of minus 10 nesh ore was subjected to treat yrient1.
comparable tO a Denver Mineral Jig in the ball miil.ciassif ler ctr- 


•	 cuit of a regular commercial operation. The jig concentrate produced I.
• 	 after one cleaning assayed 760.3 ounces of silver per ton and 39.6 


per cent lead representing a recovery of 60.2 percent ofthe àta1: 	 •I.
• .	 silver and 40.6 percent of the total lead. The jig tailings ound . 


.11
- • 	 to.65.mesh size were subjected o Denver"Ski .A" Flotation prdducing 


•	 a suiphide concentrate which assayed 448.7 ounces ...of silver per ton1.
and 41.0 percent lead reprsenting a recovery o? 28.7 percent of the.1.•	 .	 total silver and 34.0 percent of the total lead. 	 .	 .1.


After rcrnova]. of the su1ohide conceritate, the pulp was conditioned
it


 


1


ill 


with soiurn sJfhydrate. Thi.s suipici:Lztion treatmeit resulted in 
a concentrate assaying 3,6 ounces of silver per ton and 12.4 oercont1.I*;.., ,
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II


lead andreprsentin	 an additional recovery of 3.3 per c , 	 of the tota]	 silver and 1t09 percent o	 the total lead. 
II


FlOtt1on tai1jns subjected to Denver (ravitj Table treatment suited in re- table concentrate which assayed 42.4 ounces of silver per',ton and 3. percent lead representing a recovery o1 2.51 of the total si	 percent lver ad 2398 percent of the total load. 
As is shown on flata She et D-4, the concentrates also co a	 ntifled nnno, mounts	 f gold 


' ---  '1
1RAMER 2	 DFNWR UNIT CELL , 


F1VFR "SU_AWLOpATIO; 
ANY) DENVF	 GRAfñ r	 jy 


A 2500	 rc1	 chre of	 he minus 10 neh or 	 ws subjected t ment CO	 o tredt- rnoa,'abje to a Denver Unit Cell in the ball mi]l..&l c ircu it of a regular cornrne	 asjfier rjal opeIdtiofl	 The Unit Cell Concentrate produced assaed 645.5 ounces of silver per ton and 24.0 percent lead representing d rccover r of G5.1 percent of the total silver and 34 Derceat of the total 
III


lead.	 The Uuit Ccli tai1jns were ground to 65 mesh to cDrrepon	 to e classi ll ier overflow at 65 m T.hq. 
•


e	 grou.n 
pulp was cofliti)ned with soiin suiphide, then subjected to Denver 
"Sub-A" Flotation which produced


a concotrate assaying 378.4 ounces Of silver per ton and 4 .4	 lead percent	 re Pr€sent1ng a recovery of 27.6 percent of the total silver and 49.9 percent of the total lead. 
A SC8VCflT conceritte was fl-bate' 	 which assayed 17.2 ounces of silver	 ton per	 and 1.7 percent lead re presntng 1.3 percent of the total silver and 1.47 percent of the total , lead. it 
Tabling of the flotation tailings-or ouced	 c table concentrate assay- ing 21	 ounces or.7 of silver per t	 and 7.0 percent lead represontng 1 30 percent of the tflt'L silver and. !3.9 percent of the total lead. 
The rejected tailing 83sayed aoprox riate1y 1.37 ounces of silver per ton and 0.17 per cent lead	 Hi1 
A screen 'analysis of''the sand tailings indicated that the coarse sends contained I more SLIVer ptr ton thmn the fine sands Indicating that a slight incrcase in rec veiv may he rndde by finer grinding. 


AflDTTIONAI. FGINT'EjTG DATA. 


Grjdjnp test) conducted upon the ore when compared with grindIng tests 0 .4 standard ores indicate that the ore represented by the sample 
submitted is a "medium" ore to grind when grind 1ri	 to 65 mesh size. 
Thickener	 est	 conducted on the flotation 	 ncntrates indicate that 
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Z$7!: 
a trickenr area of 1.2.0 squire feet per ton of dry solids per. 24 


I 	 hours Is sufficient to thicken te conceitrates and rov1de storage 
II	 space in cee Of filter shutd'Wns. 


II	 Filter, tests 'O'rid 1, 	 upon the f1otat1cn concentrates indicate 
I	 that a filter havi a catacity of 65 pounds f dry solids per 
II1	 square 'Loot per 24 tours is necessr to filt€t the thickened flo- 


I


	


	


tation concentrates. Wi]ter tests were con( 1 ucted on concentrates 
at aproxi nately 4 to 1 llquio to solids ratio. The flotation con- 


III	 centrates as-..produced have a density of aprornate1y 10 percent	 II 


solids, but can 'be t1ckenec with a clear overflow to a density- of 
I


	


	 apDroxi3natelv 20 percent solids M a öensit; of 20 percent solids, 
the so11s are setbllng under compressicn sott1inan5 th a rate of 


1111	 ett]ing is slowed down considerably. 


C MAT ION 


esu1t3 of 1boratory ore tests indicate that the ore reprosentod 
bythe sample suhn'itted i amenable to concontratlon by Denver "Sub-.A 
Ftation treitment0 


Attached Bulletin 1\Tumber M7-IB1G contains t	 flowsheet which Is 
I recommended for treatment of this ore This flowsl'eet (on page 2 


SI	 of the bulletin) consists of 1) 


	


a en	 U five nit e11 in the ball mill- 
clessifier circui.t with Denver. "Sub-A" Flotition of the classifier 


it	 overflow followed by pilot tabling of the flotation tailings. Con- 
1	 ditions and . reagents recomaiended for flotation are those shown under 


1	 Test Nyl wnber 2 on Data Sheet D-5. 


I	 The Denver Unit Cell provides a means of re rioving a suiphide con 
centrate prior to suiph dization Conditioning the o1asifier over- 
f)OW with soiiuiu sulphide as tie sulphidizer makes' it possible jo 
xecover the oxide lead present by Penvor "Sub-A" liotation. A b5 
mesh grind is considered o ptimum for flotation of this .*ore Flota- 
tion of a scctvenger proti ict i recommended	 This scavener flota- 


I	 tion pioaut should be returned t t'e first rougher cell in the 
Denver "SubA't 1rlottion rnc1ine	 scavenger opciation would keep the flo- 
tatjon tailings at a miniinwri without lowering the grade of the flotation 
concentrates. 


The use 'of , a pilot table is recominiended for control]tng the flotation. 
operation.


Respectfully subn'itted, 


DF TB T1C'UIWFIT COHPANY 


.1 II
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FLOTATION TEST DATA	 DENVER EQUIPMENT COMPANY - ORE TESTING DIVISION - DENVER COLORADO 


SAWLE
IDENTIFICATION	 Combine':i 5ig iia lings & Tig Tailings froi pata Sheet :D-1	 REPORT..-NO.	 3574	 TT NO	 IA 


PRODUCT ercent 
Weight.


/	 ASSAYS Ozi ton	 jo	 Oz/toz:  
PERCENT RECOVERY 


Ag
0 


Ttl. P1 Oiid8 Insol Fe Au Ag
I
tl. Pb  


ConbinedTig	 idös & Tail; 98.11 (3.68 1.12
rD 


-- -- 1180 -- 39.78 59,39  


Saiphide Flot. Concte 1.53 443.70 41.00 .0.20 LtO.00 -- 0.04 2.77 3iL.04.  


Oxide	 1ot	 oacentrates 2'221 60 12 AO 12.20 7.00 -- 06005 3.31  
F1otaion Taili ngs . 94.36 1.95 0.20 -- -- -- -- 7.70 10.41 


Grinding and Treatment - ReagentsPounds per ton heads—(2) NOTES flotation performed in Denver SubA' 
(Fahrenwald) Laboratory flotation Machine. 


Peagets Z-5, P 0., anci A. were 
 stage added 


 Flotation 	 re subjected,' 
to Denver Grav i ty-Table  treatment: 
as shown on Data Sheet D'3. 


, r	 on Time Percent
P Z.- P.O. S. p ii . 


Grinding (1) 10 67.0 7.7  -- 
Sulphide Flotation 10 2540 7.7 0.20 0.05 


Conditoning - 0 2	 0 1•1 7 .. 


Oxide Flotation q 24.0 7.7 0.10 0.05 0.04  


GrindIng (1)	 - 
mimes	 10 


IaasIfIcatton,meeh 	 None 
Scmds rewound. ndnutft	 Tore


(2) Reagent Symbols 	 Z.-5	 'anthat,e "Z-5" 
p,Q. = Yarnor	 F" Pine 011 
S	 = Sodiui Su1fnirate 
A	 Methyl .riy1 JUcohol


• .•	 •. :PAGE NO.	 2.  
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DENVER EQUIPMENT COMPANY
ORE TESTING DIVISION 


Denver Colorado 


GRAVITY TABlE	
Report No zc-.8574 


DENVER M1w TEST DATA	 Test No 


SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION 


Flotation tailings as produced in Test IA on Data Sheet D-2. 


GRINDING None 
Preliminary grinding tune minutes 


Final grinding time minutes - - 


Percent solids 


TABLE 
IW TEST PROCEDURE The Flotation tailings produced in Test IA on Data Sheet D-2 


were subjected to Denver Gravity Table treatrnet producing a Table Concentrate and 
a Table Ta11L'1g The letter was spl,it into a sand an slime fraction as shown be- 
low.


All







-


-	 --
19 


- ORE TESTING DIVISION - DENVER COLORADO SUMMARY OF RESULTS Pest 1 , __ IA & lB DENVER EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
!


.
sAMPiE''S.	 .	 .	 .	 ..	 .. 
IDENTIFICATION.	 ip1e crushed to .	 ..	 ., 


minus
.-. 10. rrh bore .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . grinding	 • '..: . IL't	 .	 •	 - 


.	 .	 0 .


	 NO. Z	 -C574 .	 -. 


P&COflt Oz/ton Oz/ton pI	 RECOVERY 
PRODUCT Weight


Ag Tt1.Pb Yx.de P1 Insol Fa Au Ag rti. Pb  


1. Head Assay 24.50 1.90 1.10 93.85 i,8o 0.002 --	 I --
I2. Calculated Head.- Assay 100.0 23.86 1084 -- -- -- 100600 100.00  


3. 3ig Cleaner Concentrates 1.89 760.30 39.60 3040 44.72 - 0.01 60.22 40.1 


4. Sulphide Flotation Conct 1.53 A8.70 41.00 40 201 40400'.. - 0.04 28.77 34.04  


5. Oxide Flot	 Concts 2.22 35.60 i2.40 12.20 77.00 --_- 0.005 3.3 14994 


6 Table Concentrates 1.41 42.40 3,90 1.95 87.26 -- 0.09 2.51 2.98 


7. Table Sand Tailings 61.51 1.30 0.12 -- -- -- - 3.35 4.011 
8. Table Slime Tailings 3L,4 1.40 0.20


100.0 100.00 10C,00  


____ )esh  Scree-ii Analysis of T Lble Sa d Taili gs  Per Cent Disriutin 


P1s ti8 2.95 168o  4,29  ___


cinus .t8 Plus 6 io.8 1.70 ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ 14.89  


nus	 5P!us 100 16.15 1.50 ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ 19.55  


diiius 100 PLis io ) 1.60 ______ ______ ______ ______ )&3.77 


____ 3 ns 190 Pls 200 17.35 ) 
M, llus 200 3645 0.60  


REMARKS Average 100 0 1.24 100.00 - 


combine: Prod.cts 3,	 , 5, & 6 effect a recovery of 94.81 percent of.-the total Ag ana 92.57 percent of the 
total Pci ir a coiribined concentrate assaying 320.89 ounces of Ag per ton and 24.20 percent 2..ea.	 The patio 
of 'Jonceit'aton of the c'rnbined conctrate is approxiiately 14.18 to--1. 


PAGE N1-4.	 -
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"OUR 


DENVER EQUIPMENT COMPANY
ORE TESTING DIVISION 


Denver Colorado 


DENVER	 TEST DATA	


Report No	 741. 


SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION 
:Flotation* Tailings as vo1uOd in Test 2 on ata Sheet D-5. 


GRiNDING None 
Preliminary grinding time minutes 
Final grinding time minutes 
Per''ercent solids 


TABLE
TEST PROCEDURE The flotation tailings proauce in Test 2 were pass over 


te Denvel Gravit y Table in order to determine the vaJues cont3inel. in the heavy 
non-floating minerals The table products xnö ass&js f each product are shown 


below.


PRODUCT W.Igh 
Psrcsnt 1Qz/ton ASSYS 


1	 i


Insol  AC)


PERCENT RECOVERY 
. 


A Pt 1 


pottioTailiflg5_ : 93.82 1 0 71 0.29.  


Table Concentrates 1.57 21.70 Li9Q833' 1.30 .9 - -
Table Sane Tailings 61.62 


o.63
0 


O90


o.i5_L_- 
0.22


3.76 


1.05


6 
3.62 


-- - - -*


-t 







SUMMARY OF RESULTS	 eiti 2 and 2A	 DENVER EQUIPMENT COMPANY - ORE TESTING DIVISION - DENVER COLORADO 


IDENTIFICATION	 Sample Crtuthed t 	 i1nixe 10 ?aesb before grinding 	 REPORT NO	 zc-8574 


PRODUCT 1Pircint Oz/ton	 %	
ASSAYS	 %	 ozjtor  PERCENT RECOVERY 


M Pb 0x1ue :nsol Fe Au Ag	 [Ttl Pb  


I Assay 24.50 1.90 1.10 93.85 1.34) 0.002  


2. Calculatedead i.ssa; 10(l).'00 26.25 k,86 -- -- - - 130.00 l'.30  


3.
 


o'	 oncts. Un it Cell	 1	 C 2.65 645.50 24.00 15.40 66.8  6.i6 34.15  


4.  Oxide* Flot	 Concts 1.32378.40 43.401 48.20 32.96  27.68 49090  


5 . Scavenger. 'lot	 Conets 1,61 17.20 1.70 1 1.70 90.57  1.05 1.47 


6. Table Concentratcs 1.57 21.70 7.00 3.40 33.31  ______ 1.30 •90  


7. Table Sand Tailings 61.62 1.60 0.15 --  3.76 4.96  


8. Tab le Slime Tai1incs 30.63 0.90 0,22


-


--  1.05 3-62'-  


L00.00  100.00 100.00  


kiesh Scree .nal is of r able Said Tailings  Per Ce t Distrjioition  


Plus 48 1.52 2.80 2.52  


Minus	 pus 6	 - ,..8o I 24.36  


munu-Sc	 Plus 100 )5.35 2.301  21.20


Go 







UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 


FEDERAL CENTER. DENVER, COLORADO 80225 


Office of Minerals Exploration


IN REPLY REFER T0 


December 30, 1966 


roIIA 


Memorandum	 S 


To	 Chief, OME JA 


From.	 Field Officer, Region III 


Subject:


	


	 .	 . 
Anglo-Saxon Mine 
Clear Creek County, 
Colorado 


Transmitted herewith is a copy of a revised exploration program on the 


subject property. A cursory review indicates that the program is still 


too ambitious,


Q1, 


	


J. Wrl;lrHasler,	 S. 


£7 Fieler, Region III Offiinerals Exploration 


Enclosure







403 
COLO. 


2222 ARAPAHOE STREET
CRESTVIEW 9-2313


14 December 19 


Mr. Walter V. Berry, Inc. 
Anglo-Saxon Mines, Inc. 
Georgetown, Colorado 


Dear Mr. Berry: 


.
I	 0 


PAUL M. hOPKINS 
CONSULTING MINING GEOLOGIST AND ENGINEER 


REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER AND LAND SURVEYOR


The continuing evaluation and study of recommended exploration 
of the properties of the Anglo-Saxon Mines, Inc. properties have re-
sulted in a revision-of recommendations for exploration. 


These recommendations are briefly that all exploration-develop-
ment of the property be directed using the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel with 
the objective of the locale where the Anglo-Saxon, the "Tunnel" and 
Federal veins are either intersecting or are found to be intersecting 
the Saxon Saddle Fault. The elevation of this exploration is 9360 feet, 
approximately 400 feet below the previous Upper Aunt Jack tunnel that 
initially opened this area to examination. 


The secondary objectives for exploration are: The Anglo-Saxon 
Extension vein which should be found less than 100 feet south of the 
existing tunnel if a cross-cut is driven southerly at a point 340 feet 
from the portal. The Anglo-Saxon and "Tunnel" veins which should be 
found on either side of the tunnel as proposed. Diamond drill holes, 
and where values of interest are found, short cross-cuts will make these 
two veins accessible for exploitation as economically attractive. The 
Federal vein will be crossed by the tunnel. At this point, drifting will 
be determined by assays and widths of the vein as exposed. 


The estimate for the complete exploration ±5 based upon finding 
economically attractive values at all points where the secondary objec-
tives are tested. It is suggested that the secondary objectives, with the 
exception of the Anglo-Saxon Extension vein, be omitted from the planning 
of exploration. Diamond drilling only is recommended for your considera-
tion until the results of that drilling is evaluated. 


R	 fully. your s, 


Paul M. Hopkins	 - 
PMH:ri	 Mining Geologist and Engineer 


Ends: Report with maps.
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SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT


OF 


EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDED EXPLORATION


Or THE 


ANGLO—SAXON MINE AND ADJOINING PROPERTIES 


Sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 9 


Township 4 South, Range 74 West 


Clear Creek County, Colorado 


by 


Paul M. Hopkins


Consulting Mining Geologist and Engineer 
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.	 . 
PAUL M. HOPKINS 


CONSULTING MINING GEOLOGIST AND ENGINEER 


REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER AND LAND SURVEYOR 


2222 ARAPAHOE STREET 	 P. 0. BOX 403 
CRESTVIEW 9-2313
	


GOLDEN, COLO. 


SUMMARY:	 The writer re-examined the several proposals as 
delineated in the report of August 9, 1966. Recom-
mendations and the objections to the several proposals 


were examined in view of later information. The writer proposes a tunnel 
be driven to reach the major objective--the location of the intersections of 
the Federal, Anglo-Saxon and "Tunnel" veins either with one another of' with 
the Saxon Saddle Fault using the presently open and usable Lower Aunt Jack 
tunnel. The tunnel as now proposed does not attempt to"follow" veins but is 
directed strictly at this one objective. Exploration and development of the 
four principle veins is proposed at convenient locations where these veins 
may be reached by relatively short cross-cut tunnels and developed by 
drifts. All the cross-cut tunnels are to be preceded by diamond-drill holes 
to ascertain the location of the veins and prove that there is mineralization, 
although not necessarily of "ore grade. 


CONCLUSIONS:	 The Lower Aunt Jack tunnel is the better location for 
the exploration-development of the major potential 
objective. The Anglo-Saxon, Federal, Anglo-Saxon 


Extension and "Tunnel" veins are near to the centerline of the tunnel for 
major distances or will be intersected by this tunnel. The Anglo-Saxon 
Extension vein will be developed by an extension easterly from the past 
production of the late 1800's and early 1900 1 s. The Anglo-Saxon and 
"Tunnel" veins will be developed by cross-cut tunnels at 1, 000 feet to 
2, 000 feet easterly from the present heading. In the immediate area of 
the intersection of the Anglo-Saxon and "Tunnel" veins with the Saxon 
Saddle Fault, these two veins will be developed by cross-cuts and drifts 
as shown on the plan map in the pocket (Map No. 2). The Federal vein 
will be crossed by the proposed tunnel. At this location, drifting on this 
vein is proposed. The development of these veins on the 9360 elevation 
affords a more attractive tonnage potential above the development level 
as compared to the previously considered proposals on the 9754 elevation. 
This development proposal has many advantages over the prior proposal 
(No. 2 of the report of August 9, 1966), particularly from the tbtal cost 
involved in reaching the primary objective. Secondary objectives, the 
exploration-development of the four principal veins as the tunnel is driven, 
can be accomplished without interference to the major effort.







RECOMMENDATIONS:. It is recommended that the company prepare a 
detail budget for expenditures required based 
upon the "driving" of the exploration-development 


tunnel from the east heading of the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel at an elevation of 
9360 feet to the primary objective as defined. A short cross-cut tunnel to 


the Anglo-Saxon Extension vein is proposed beginning at the bend in the pres-
ent tunnel at about 340 feet from the present portal. The objective is the 
area on this vein immediately east of past production as exploited at an early 
period or about 1900. 


Where the nearly parallel veins, the Anglo-Saxon and "Tunnel" veins, 
are close to the tunnel as now proposed, these should be explored by short 
diamond drill holes to confirm the location and that there is mineralization. 
As the history of the property indicates that values are somewhat irregular 
in distribution, diamond drilling to "'block-out" ore reserves is not recom-
mended. Cross-cutting to the vein thence drifting will provide much more 
reliable sample data upon which to vase the economics and projection of the 
potential for this property. 


The alternate location on the Beaver Creek area at an elevation of 
9754 feet was studied in relation to the relative costs and potential. This 
proposal does not have the attractive tonnage potential as compared to the 
Lower Aunt Jack tunnel development at an elevation of 9360 feet. This is 
particularly true when comparing the cost estimates of the two proposals 
(Proposal No. 3--August 9, 1966) and the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel, especially 
the ratio of tonnage potential as compared to the ratio of estimated costs. 
The Beaver Creek tunnel develops a potential of less than 1 to 3 as compared 
to the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel while the estimated costs are in a 3 to 4 ratio. 


Accordingly, the Beaver Creek area as the portal for diving a cross- 
cut tunnel to reach the objective, is not recommended. 


Fatul^M. Hop ins,J 
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	 CONSULTING MINING GEOLOGIST AND ENGINEER 


REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER AND LAND SURVEYOR 


2222 ARAPAHOC STREET	 P. 0. BOX 403 
CRESTVIEW 9-2313	 GOLDEN, COLO. 


INTRODUCTION: 	 The purpose of this report is the summarizing of 


subsequent work and results obtained after August 
9, 1966 on the properties of the Anglo-Saxon Mining Company in Clear 
Creek County, Colorado. This report is a short statement of the status of 


the continuing studies of the property and its potential, particularly to re-


examine the previous recommendations, observations and conclusions as 


new information is available. This program of continuing study further 
clarifies the objectives and proposals for consideration by the company. In 


providing the basis for this report, a minimum of surveying has been ac-
complished, specifically the determination of the portal of the Lower Aunt 
Jack tunnel and its elevation and the location of the access road thereto. 
Reconnaissance evaluation was made in the area of the Beaver Creek tunnel 
portal area for alternate locations, one of which is reasonable at an elevation 
of 9754 feet. Access road lines were checked over two routes: (1) over the 
Saxon Saddle and (2) around the hill northerly from the Upper Aunt Jack 
tunnel, for feasibility and cost estimates of construction. Platting of the in-
formation was completed on the base maps for correlation of this data to 
provide the basis of recommendations to the company. 


PREVIOUS	 As this report is the continuation of the investigation 
WORK:  by Prommel and Hopkins as summarized in their re-
port of August 9, 1966, all work and records of that, date were re-examined-
in view of the additional information now available. 


RECENT DEVELOP- The company has built a road from the previously 
MENT WORK: existing access road to the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel 
on a convenient location from this prior existing road to the Lower Aunt Jack I tunnel requiring approximately 1350 feet of construction. The portal site at 
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•	 this Lower Aunt Jack tunnel was prepared for operation and a frame building 


with plywood sheeting has been erected. Equipment that the company has on 


hand has been moved to this building for protection from the weather. The 


portal of the tunnel has been cleared and re-timbered. Additional clean-up 


work in the tunnel is being done as time permits. The company has not 


hired a full crew to start the exploration-development work to date. 


ADDITIONAL	 During the building of the access road to the Lower 
GEOLOGICAL 
INFORMATION	 Aunt Jack tunnel portal, two "veins" were found; 


AND RESULTS: 	 their location and strike and dip were determined by 
survey and platted on the geologic map of the property. 


Mr.. Hudson obtained samples from these veins with results indicating less 


than one (1) ounce of silver per ton in each. A sampling program in the Lower 


Aunt Jack tunnel and at all other points were mineralization, veins, and appar -
ently barren faults are known to exist has been held in abeyance. 


The map (Map No. 2 in pocket) shows the location of the work and the 
data pertinent to the recommendations. This map further shows the projected 
location of the four principal veins, the Anglo-Saxon, the Federal, the Anglo-
Saxon Extension and the "Tunnel" veins and the Saxon Saddle Fault as related 
to the proposed exploration-development of the property at an elevation of 


9360 feet using the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel as it now exists as the starting 
point.


A reconnaissance over the projected center line and the adjacent 
ground over the sharp cliffs immediately northwest of the Saxon Saddle area 
(the discovery location of the Anglo-Saxon and Federal veins) was made to 


attempt to predict the influence of the country rock on the timbering require-
ments of this proposal as compared to Proposal No. 2 of August 9, 1966. 
This reconnaissance and study of existing platted geology notes by various 
workers indicate that the "tunnel" as now proposed should have a major dis-


tance in igneous rock with a minimum of alteration except immediately adja-
cent to the several veins. Further, this igneous rock, granitic in composi-
tion, stands well in the presently existing tunnel and should be the rock through 


which the tunnel is driven to the Saxon Saddle Fault. The granitic rock has 
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•	
been found to be the more favorable of any rock type for deposition of economic 


ore deposits in the district. This statement is based upon the observations 


recorded in Professional Papers 223 and 63 of the United States Geological 


Survey. The writer's observations in the Front Range are in accord with this 


statement. 


In summarizing all the information available, the writer prepared the 


map (see Map No. 2 in pocket) of the immediate area of interest, generally 


over and superjacent to the centerline of proposed Lower Aunt Jack tunnel de-


velopment.. This map shows the approximate contours on surface, the pro-
jected locations of the four principal veins at their discovery locations and 
their projected locations at the 9360 elevation. Longitudinal sections of the 


four veins were drawn to furnish the data for estimation of potential ore de-


posits. Cross sections to the tunnel as proposed at the diamond drill hole 


locations were drawn to delineate the objective for the individual diamond 
drill hole. A district map and longitudinal section from Waldorf on the south-
west to the Stanley Mine on the northeast delineates the depths of the past 
exploitation in Clear Creek County along the general strike of the Front Range 
Mineral Belt. Tables of potential tonnage were prepared for the several veins. 


The re-examination of the information available and study of these 
additional maps, sections -and potential tonnage developed has clearly defined 
the primary objective, i. e., the locale of the Anglo-Saxon, the "Tunnel" and 
the Federal veins in close proximity to the Saxon Saddle Fault. This study 
clearly indicated the more desirable approach is to locate a "haulage tunnel" 
to the primary objective, thence explore and develop the four major veins, 
those listed above and the Anglo-Saxon Extension vein. The previous proposal 


at this elevation, 9360 feet, was designed to follow veins en route to this ob-
jective. This previous proposal was not recommended either in August 1966 
or at this time for the reasons previously stated. 


.
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.	 BEAVER CREEK	 The Beaver Creek tunnel portal site and its relative 
TUNNEL SITE', ALTERNATE LOCA- costs were studied, particularly the influence of cost 


TION: ELEVATION	 of constructing and. maintaining a road to that area and 
9754 FEET.	 the location of an alternate site to begin the tunnel. 


The proposal, as presently considered, is discussed 


briefly for guidance. The conclusions, cost estimates and recommendations 


are made a part of the complete record of considered proposals to explore and 


develop the mineral potential of the Anglo-Saxon Mining Company's properties. 
When one evaluates the results expected and the limited potential, 


approximately one-third, being above an elevation of 9754 feet as compared to 


an elevation of 9360 feet, the desirability of this location cannot be considered 


as favorably as compared to using the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel for the principal 
exploration-development effort. These studies developed the following support-


ing data for changing the initial recommendation of August 9, 1966 from "favor -
able consideration" to an "unfavorable consideration" at this time. 


The Beaver Creek tunnel at an elevation of 9754 feet at either àf the 
locations shown on the map (Map No. 2, in pocket) requires approximately the 
same distance of cross-cutting to reach the objective. In doing so there is the 
lack of development potential on the several veins encountered except by "drift-
ing" on these veins. The potential above the 9754 feet elevation is approximately 
one-third as stated above. (See Sections 2 to 5 incl. , and Table 1.) Considera-
tion was given to the subsequent desirability of using the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel 
or a parallel tunnel such as proposal No. 4 of the August 9, 1966 report as a 
"main haulage tunnel" to the existing ore bin, at that elevation. This is to use 
such installations as presently exist at that elevation. It is doubtful that re-


habilitation of the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel is economically feasible as previously 
discussed in proposal No. 1 of August 9, 1966. The cost of driving a new tunnel 
parallel to the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel is shown in a budget estimate previously 
prepared and a part of that same report (Proposal No. 4). 


.
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	 The comparison of the cost of building a road from the present 


Upper Aunt Jack tunnel northerly to the proposed alternate site indicates 
that there is a saving of about $750 for a total estimated cost of $24, 250 as 


compared to the original $25, 000. An alternate route from the Upper Aunt 


Jack tunnel over the Saxon Saddle, the site of the discovery of the Anglo-• 
Saxon and Federal veins, thence down Beaver Creek to the proposed tunnel 


site indicates that the minimum cost would be approximately $43, 000 or an 


increased cost of about $18, 750 over the more direct route. 


LOWER AUNT JACK	 The several proposals submitted to the company 
TUNNEL, ALTERNATE 
PROPOSAL:	 in August were to delineate the several programs 


available. Discussions during the time of the 


preparation of that report indicated the desirability of the Beaver Creek tunnel 


and some further work on the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel. Subsequent field work 
as summarized above has established a more favorable proposal to recom-
mend to the company for consideration. This proposal entirely replaces all 
previous proposals for consideration. However, the company must examine 
this proposal in view of their objectives and limitations. The primary objec-
tives must be retained. Omission of secondary objectives may either be in 
part or for the whole. 


The proposal as now delineated has the premise that.the exploration-
development tunnel will be driven near to but not in a mineralized vein over 
the major portion of its length. The tunnel will reach the primary objective 
as delineated on pages 25 and 26 of the report of August 9, 1966, i. e., the 
Anglo-Saxon, the "Tunnel" and the Federal veins near their intersection with 
the Saxon Saddle Fault on and above this elevation. 


The writer prepared the plan map of the property (in pocket) showing 
the location of this proposed tunnel and the relationship to the four veins of 
known past production. This tunnel is a "straight line tunnel" to be driven 
from the present more easterly heading of the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel to the 


projected area of the intersection of the Anglo-Saxon and "Tunnel" veins with 
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the Saxon Saddle Fault. This proposal as now delineated has the advantages 


and partial correction of the criticism of the previously proposed exploration-


development at this elevation, 9360 feet. 


On page 22 of the report of August 9, 1966, the writers, Prommel 


and Hopkins, pointed out that the proposal No. 2 as then delineated utilizing 


the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel was subject to considerable criticism as follows: 


l t(a) There is not enough information about the several 
veins to make any attractive intermediate potential of interest. 
(b) The cost of maintaining the tunnel as proposed would be 
similar to the difficulties encountered in the Upper Aunt Jack 
tunnel where timbering was required for the entire length of 
the tunnel. (c) The cost of maintenance of the tunnel is over 
and above the preliminary estimates, hence are an unknown 
quantity at this time. (d) Continuity of the several veins is 
subject to question, and the depth from outcrop to tunnel after 
advancing past the immediate area of the Anglo-Saxon Exten-
sion vein rapidly approaches 900 to 1, 000 feet from surface." 


These criticisms of the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel are discussed in the 
light of subsequent information as follows: 


(a) There are four veins on the property which have produced and 
are to be found in the vicinity of this proposed development: Anglo-Saxon 


vein— $ 700 , 000 (U. S. G. S. Prof Paper 63); Federal vein—$100, 000 plus 
by local report; Tunnel vein-260 tons for which settlement sheets are 
attached; and the Anglo-Saxon Extension vein-.-.$250, 000 by local reports. 
The several other veins have been opened either by prospect pits or by short 
tunnels with limited or no known production. Grade and values are totally 
unknown. Projection of the dip and strike from these limited workings on 


other than the four principal veins, in the case of the dip often of an assumed 
value, was "not to be accepted without many reservations" (page 16, Report 
of August 9, 1966). Accordingly, the proposed tunnel avoids attempting to 
follow these several "veins" but is now directed strictly toward the primary 
obj ective.


.
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	 (b)	 The proposed "straight-line tunnel" development on the 9360 


elevation utilizing the "Lower Aunt Jack tunnel" thence driving on one bear-


ing toward the objective area as previously defined has reduced the apparent 


requirement of timbering considerably. It is expected that the granite-- 


monzonite country rock, now found in the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel along ap-


proximately 600 feet of tunnel, now open to the heading and indicated as 


being the major country rock to be found along the course of this tunnel, will 


require a minimum of timbering. The tunnel is laid out to avoid "heavy 
ground" along the veins as were expected to be encountered in Proposal No. 


2 of the August 9, 1966 report. The tunnel as now planned would intersect 


or cross a minimum of "veins" that are known to be in the mountain and have 


attitudes, when projected from their limited exposure, which indicate that 


these "veins" may be found in the tunnel. 


(c) Timbering is the proposed method of ground support as it is 
probably more familiar to the miners in the area and has been used on the 


other properties in the district. In view of the predicted stability of the rock 
as cut by the tunnel, the operator should have a minimal maintenance cost on 
the tunnel during the exploration-development program period. Provision has 
been made for timbering on crossing or intersecting veins or otherwise un-
stable ground in the first 1800 feet by providing that 200 feet of timbering be 
included in the budget on an "as needed" basis. The other timbering require-


ments are all drifts on the several veins, crossing the Anglo-Saxon vein, the 
Federal vein and the Saxon Saddle Fault. The location, and footages are given 
in detail in the proposed budget and in the description of the planned explora-
tion-development program using this Lower Aunt Jack tunnel. 


(d) A preliminary platting of the veins and the area of each vein 
which will be developed by tunnels and/or drifts driven on the 9754 feet ele-


vation as compared to the 9360 elevation indicated a ratio of potential re-


serves as follows-.(see Table lalso): 


10
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•	 Anglo-Saxon vein	 -	 1:3.34 
Federal vein	 -	 1:2. 68 
Anglo-Saxon Extension - 	 1:4. 24 
"Tunnel" vein	 -	 1:2. 95 


These ratios are determined by the relative area over the tunnels and/or 


reasonably accessible for development over the two development level ele-


vations. No mineralization was considered to occur within 100 feet of the 


surface outcrop. 


The writer makes no prediction as to the width and mineral content 


of the several veins nor as to the tonnage potential. However, he will offer 
the following tabulation as tonnages of possible ores in the several veins. In 


addition, he tabulates the tonnage potential developed if only one-fourth or 
25 per cent of the total ground above the two levels are "economic" for vein 


widths of 1, 2, 3, and 4 feet. The comparison shows that there is a much 
more favorable potential tonnage to justify the capital required when the de-
velopment is at 9360 feet elevation. 


The depth of the veins below their outcrop is shown on the section 
for each vein (see Sections Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5). There is the pattern of 


mineral deposits as shown on the section from Waldorf to the Stanley mine 
near Idaho Springs (see Section No. 1 and Map No. 1, in pocket). The min-
eralization in past commercial operations indicates that, when comparing the 
desirability of the 9360 elevation to the 9754 elevation, there is a reasonable 
premise that ore values of equivalent grades should be found above both 
levels as well as in the interval between. The upper limit of the ore will 
either be the outcrop at surface of the ground or to the lower limit of the 
leached zone, immediately subjacent to the surface cover. 


The proposed tunnel is driven from the south heading of the Lower 
Aunt Jack tunnel on an elevation of 9360 feet. The direction is N. 64 0 15 
East (grid). on a straight line, crossing the Federal vein at approximately 
2070 feet and the Anglo-Saxon vein at about 2200 feet, to the foot-wall of the 


SSaxon Saddle Fault at approximately 2650 feet. Other veins may be projected 
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TABLE 1


Potential Tonnage 


Total Exploitation 


1 ft.	 2 ft.	 3 ft.	 4 ft. 


43, 060 86, 120 1293 180 1722 240 
143,840 287,680 431,520 575,360 


Z0 9 790 41.,580 62,370 83, 160 
88, 160 176, 320 2642480 352,640


	


54 9 380	 108j760-	 163, 140	 2173 520 


	


160, 170	 320,340	 4809510	 640,680 


	


33 2 730	 67,560	 101,340	 135, 120 


	


90,390	 180,780	 271,170	 361,560


Anglo-Saxon Vein 
9754 Elev. 
9360 Elev. 


Anglo-Saxon Extension 
Vein


9754 Elev. 
9360 Elev. 


II
"Tunnel" Vein 


I	 9754 Elev. 
9360 Elev. 


Federal Vein 
9754 Elev. 
9360 Elev.


25% Exploitation 


lft.	 2ft.	 3ft.	 4ft. 


10 2 765 21,530 32.,2-95 43,060 
35 $ 960 71,920 107,880 143,840 


5, 198 10,395 15,293 20,790 
22,040 44, 080 662 120 88, 160


13 $ 595	 27, 190	 40$785	 54, 380 
40,043	 80,085	 120 9 128	 160, 170 


	


8,445	 16,890	 25,335
	


33,780 


	


22 2 598	 459 195	 67,793
	


90, 6 
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as being intersected on this level at various locations but their dip, strike 


and potential are subject to much question. It is not justifiable to project 


a vein for several hundreds to two or possibly three thousand feet based 


upon a strike and dip obtained on a limited exposure of 15 feet or less. 


Further, the potential of these several veins has-:, .'. no definition to date. 


Judging from the evidence shown by the several dumps and prospect pits, 


the potential is limited. Thus, no major potential is projected as being 


developed on these veins as now found and known. 


During the driving of the tunnel, there are a number of inter-


mediate locations where exploration-development should be done to test 


the economics of one or more of the four (4) known veins with past produc- 
tion. The proposed tunnel on the bearing of N. 64 0 15' E. makes these 
exploration-development proposals using short cross-cuts to the veins 


attractive. The projected locations of the veins and the tunnel indicate 
that the cross-cuts are less than 100 feet in distance. A contingency of 50 
feet should be provided in all cases to insure that the vein is cut prior to 
turning on the drifts along the vein of interest. 


The first secondary objective is the immediate potential at the 
limited depth of 350 feet below the apparent line of outcrop on the Anglo-


Saxon Extension vein that may be explored and developed by an estimated 
100-foot cross-cut driven on a bearing of S. 20° E. at the bend in the tunnel 


1340 feet from the present portal). This cross-cut will intersect the Anglo-
Saxon Extension. at the approximate end of the previously exploited ground 
through tunnels driven along the vein from the west. The previous produc-
tion on this vein was primarily between the "Blacksmith Shop Level" at 
9420 feet elevation and the "Seventh Level" at 9196 feet elevation. It is 
proposed to drift southwesterly on the vein to test the ground immediately 
west of pest exploitation and to drift northeasterly along the vein to find new 
potential. If, in drifting southwesterly, old stopes are encountered, any 
difference between the distance drifted and the proposed 50 feet will be used 
to continue the drifting to the northeast. 
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No diamond drilling is proposed as the location of this, the Anglo-


Saxon Extension vein, is delineated from U. S. G. S. data and the recovery 


of the 7th Level portal location by survey in 1966. It is not definite as to the 


exact footage required as no known maps of the mine are known to exist. 


Projection by straight line drawing indicates a distance of 65 feet should cut 


the vein. However, for purposes of estimating, a longer distance of 100 feet 


is suggested. Drifting on the vein is 50 feet in both the southwesterly and 


northeasterly direction. Further development on this vein would then be 


judged from the assay results and widths of the vein as found. 
The second secondary objective is at a distance of 1, 000 feet on the 


centerline of the proposed tunnel. At this point, there is a reasonable proba-
bility of testing for and locating the Anglo-Saxon and the "Tunnel" veins, one 


on either side of the tunnel within about 100 feet. (See Section No. 6.) At 


this point it is recommended that a diamond drill station be cut on the south 
side of the tunnel, a diamond drill hole be drilled on a N. 20 0 W. bearing 
200 feet at an up angle of 20°. The projected location is 100 feet north of 
the tunnel. A dip-strike projection from the outcrop to this elevation indi-
cates that the vein should have been found very near the portal of the Lower 
Aunt Jack tunnel. However, it has not been found. With this uncertainty as 
to the exact location to be determined, the writer suggests that the drill hole 
have a total length of 200 feet. 


• The diamond drill hole to the south is suggested for a bearing of 
0	 0  S. 39 E. for 200 feet at an up angle of 5 . The objective of this drill hole 


is to cut the "Tunnel" vein as found in the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel as pro-
jected to this elevation. Mineralization was found in this vein but no assays 


are known to have been made or found in the records. This statement applies 
to the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel where it first intersects and thence follows the 
"Tunnel" vein for about 800 feet. 


When driving the cross-cuts to "follow-up" on the mineralization if 
•	 shown by diamond drill holes, the budget footage is 100 feet of cross-cut with 


50 feet northeasterly and southwesterly on the vein where intersected. It may 
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•	 be found that additional footage for the cross-cut is required. The estimate 


has the proviso that additional footage as required and shown in the drill hole 


shall be a part of the exploration with not over 250 feet total footage for cross-


cut and tunnel. It is expected that about 30 feet of the cross-cut and all the 


drift footage shall be timbered, a total timber requirement of 130 feet for each 
cross-cut and drift unit. 


Drill stations are to be located at the 1500 and 2000 foot points. At 
these points the drilling of diamond drill holes is set-up as shown. (See 


Sections Nos. 6 and 7.) The same discussion applies as related to diamond 
drill holes Nos. 1 and 2 above. At the intersection of the tunnel and the 
Federal vein at the projected point of 2070 feet, a "Y" is set in the tunnel so 


as to permit the drifting on the Federal vein for 150 feet. The objective of 


this drifting is the preliminary delineation of the economic potential of the 


Federal vein. A finite point for the drifting to start is to be determined by 
mapping of the veins and geology and the confirmation of the dip-strike rela-
tion of veins as found with the predicted locations. It is only subsequent to 
this confirmation that the drift will be started. 


Diamond drill hole No. 7 (see Section No. 7) is proposed to cut the 
Federal vein about 350 feet north of the end of the above exploration-develop-
ment drift. 


After driving the tunnel to the footwafl of the Saxon Saddle Fault, at 
a predicted footage of 2650 feet, the tunnel is turned to a bearing of N. 90° 
E. thence driven across the fault until the hanging wall is penetrated and 
"solid" rock is found which requires either no or minimum support. At this 
point a diamond drill station is set to drill N. 50 E. for 300 feet and S. 50 E. 
for 300 feet. As the displacement along the Saxon Saddle Fault has an appar-


ent horizontal component of about 70 to 100 feet on the hanging or east wall at 
the 9754 elevation, it is suggested to confirm the location of the Anglo-Saxon 
and "Tunnel" veins before starting a cross-cut to intersect these veins on the 
east side of the Saxon Saddle Fault. If these locations are found to be as 
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predicted, the Saxon Saddle Fault will thus be found to have a thrust compon-


ent of about 100 to 150 feet along the plane of the fault. Verbal descriptions 


by Mr. Berry of slickensides and geologic notes by Mr. Gabelman indicate 


this is the apparent direction of movement. Accordingly, the northerly drill 


hole will find the Anglo-Saxon and "Tunnel" veins. The southerly drill hole 
will "test" for mineralized veins to the south of the tunnel and east of the 


Saxon Saddle Fault. When the distance to the Anglo-Saxon and "Tunnel" 


veins are known, the footage can be definitely stated. Based upon the pro-


jected locations of these veins, the length of this cross-cut should be 1Z5 


feet. However, additional footage should be provided in the estimate to in-


sure the cutting of these veins and the drifting thereon as recommended. 


The drifting on the Anglo-Saxon vein should be at least 500 feet. In 


the budget and for the writer's estimate purposes, he used this minimum 


figure. The Anglo-Saxon vein is the major producer of record hence should 
have the more thorough test of its potential in horizontal distance. 


The drifting on the "Tunnel" vein should be at least 300 feet. The 
writer's estimate is this minimum figure. Mineralization is indicated as 
being found on the 9754 elevation on this vein. However, due to the uncer-
tainty as to the correlation of the veins from the west or footwall side of the 
Saxon Saddle. Fault to the east or hanging wall side of the fault, on the 9754 
elevation, the writer suggests that the economics of the two veins can in 
reality be delineated only after sufficient samples are cut and assays ob-
tained to establish the true potential. It is redundant to state but he will 
again point out that there is mineralization on one of these veins known to 
occur 400 feet above and to the west on the hanging wall of the Saxon Saddle 


Fault as cut in the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel. Further as the mineralization and 
past exploitation of the Anglo-Saxon vein in the Saxon Saddle area is apparently 


related, at least casually, to this fault, certainty of location and delineation 
of the veins of interest are of primary importance. This program as outlined 


•	 thus explores and develops the indicated potential of the property as presently 
indicated from the past production and the projected location of ore values 


and tonnages in sufficient gross figures to warrant the expenditure of the 


monies required.







BUDGET	 The following budget is the proposal to implement the 
ESTIMATES:	 driving of the tunnel using the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel 


from its present heading to the primary objective, and 


at the same time insure the exploration-development, of the secondary ob-


jectives along the four principal veins where convenient and sufficiently 


close to afford attractive potential. It shall be noted that some work on 


this portal has been accomplished subsequent-to the preparation of estimates 


as submitted on August 9, 1966. 


Description of the Exploration-Development Proposal 
using the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel 


Construct 0. 25 miles road to the portal, prepare tunnel portal site 
including the surface facilities as required. Drive the tunnel from the pres-


ent heading (approximately 640 feet from portal) to the Saxon Saddle Fault 
on a bearing of N. 640 15' E. 2650 feet plus 100 feet contingency to insure 
the tunnel being driven on course to the footwall of this fault, thence N. 900 


E. 125 feet through the fault, thence N. 5 0 E. 125 feet with an additional 100 
feet contingency to insure that the tunnel can be driven to this projected loca-
tion of the Anglo-Saxon and "Tunnel" veins. Drifting and short cross-cuts to 
the Anglo-Saxon, "Tunnel," and Federal veins as described previously and 
shown on the plan map No. 2 (in pocket). 


Cost Estimate based upon a 2-year. Program: 


Overhead and Plant Equipment 


Road to portal 0. 25 miles 


Power--electricity by Public Service 
lines to the property 


Portal site 


Portal Buildings -- one shop building 
built, cap house, powder 
magazine, timber shed and 
snow-shed (75 feet required)


Cost 


presently constructed 


$10.,800 


presently usable without 
further improvement 


$ 5,250 
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Cost Estimates (Cont'd.)
	


Cost 


0
	


Expendable tools and supplies	 $ 3,000 


Engineering	 $10.,000 


Machinery- -(Adjust according to 
recent acquisitions) 


Tractor and trucks 


Management and Overhead 


TOTAL -- Installation, 
Management and Overhead 


Exploration -Development tunnel and 
drifts as per details Table No. 2: 


Tunnel -- 2, 925 feet 


Cross-cuts, drifts as indicated


$10, 000 


$222000 


$30,1000


$91,1050 


$179,625 


157,500 


r


400 feet tunnel as required to 
reach objectives 22.'000 


TOTAL -- Allurider - 
ground work $359,125 


Diamond Drilling Program: 


9 Diamond drill holes as per 
recommendations and sections 
6 to 8, incl. 
2, 050 feet @ $9. 00/ft. $18,450 


TOTAL -- Diamond 
Drilling Program $18,450 


GRAND TOTAL -- ALL ITEMS 
AS DETAILED ABOVE ................ $468, 625
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0	 Cost Estimates (Cont'd.)


	 'VAflT t- 	
Cost 


Main Tunnel (Distances are present heading plus footage)


0 to 1, 800 feet 
Driving	 1, 800 feet @ $55. 00/ft. $ 99, 000 
Timber	 ZOO feet @ $25. 00/ft. 52000 


1, 800 to 2, 000 feet 
Driving	 200 feet @ $55. 00/ft. 11, 000 


2, 000 to 2, 350 feet 
Driving	 350 feet @ $55. 00/ft. 19,250 


•	 Timber	 350 feet @ $25. 00/ft. 8, 750 


2, 350 to 2, 650 feet 
Driving	 300 feet @ $55. 00/ft. 162 500 


2, 650 to 2, 775 feet 
Driving	 125 feet @ $55. 00/ft. 6, 875 
Timber	 125 feet @ $25. 00 /ft. 32 125 


2, 775 to 2, 925 feet 
Driving	 150 feet @ $55. 00 /ft. 8,250 
Timber	 75 feet @ $25. 00/ft. 12 875 


TOTAL -- Main Tunnel Drive 


Drifts and Cross-cut Tunnel 


@ Portal plus 340 feet -- South to Anglo-Saxon 
Extension vein. 


100 feet cross-cut and 100 feet drifts 
Driving	 200 feet @ $55. 00/ft. $ 11, 000 
Timber	 130 feet @ $25. 00/ft. 32250 


Cost--Cross-Cut and Drifts $ 14 2 250 


@ Present Heading plus 1, 000 feet 
plus 1, 500 feet 


100 feet cross-cut and 100 feet drift each 
north to Anglo-Saxon vein and south to 


Tunnel" vein. 
Driving	 200 feet @ $55. 00/ft. $ 11,000 
Timber	 130 feet @ $25. 00/ft. 3,250 


Cost per Cross .-Cutand Drifts $ 14,250 


Cost of four (4) Cross-Cuts and Drifts


$179,625 


$ 57,000 
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Cost Estimates (Cont'd.)


TABLE 
(Contim .


@ Present Heading plus 2, 000 feet 


100 feet cross-cut and 50 feet drift 
on Anglo-Saxon vein only. 


Driving	 150 feet @ $55. 00/ft. 
Timber	 80 feet @ $25. 00/ft. 


Cost of Cross-Cut and Drift 


@ Present Heading plus 2, 070 feet -- 
intersection of tunnel and Federal vein 
as found. 


150 feet drift on Federal vein 
Driving	 150 feet @ $55. 00/ft. 
Timber	 150 feet @ $25. 00/ft. 


Cost of Drift 


@ Present Heading plus 2, 925 feet -- 
intersection of tunnel and Anglo-Saxon 
and "Tunnel" veins as found. 


Drift on Anglo-Saxon vein 
Driving	 500 feet@ $55. 00/ft. 
Timber	 500 feet @ $25. 00/ft. 


Drift on Anglo-Saxon Vein 


Drift on "Tunnel" vein 
Driving	 300 feet @ $55. 00/ft. 
Timber	 300 feet @ $25. 00/ft. 


Drift on "Tunnel" Vein


$ 8,250 
2, 000


$ 10,250 


$ 8,250 
3, 750


$ 12,000 


$27,500 
12, 500


$ 40,000 


$16, 500 
7, 500


$2.4, 000 


.


TOTAL -- All drifts and tunneling on 
exploration-development of veins as per above 


Cross-cutting and/or tunnel drive as 
required to insure footage as needed 
to reach the several critical points for 
turns either in main tunnel or to reach 
the veins of interest: 


Drive 400 feet @ $55. 00 


TOTAL -- Additional Footage "As needed"


$157,500 


$22,000


$ 22,000 


GRAND TOTAL -- All Underground 
Exploration-Development ..................$359, 125 
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.	 . 
BUDGET 


0
	


9360 LEVEL 


BLDG. & SITE: 
Power line installation 
24' x 40' Steel building installed less footings 
Foundations 
Labor, Track and Trestle, to dump area 
Site preparation, dozing, leveling


Total


$ . 10,500.00
3,738.00


500.00
1,200.00
1,200.00


17,138.00 


H..


MINING EQUIPMENT 


385 CFM Gardner-Denver Compressor, 8,000.00 
Gardner-Denver Mucker, rebuilt 22500.00 


Atlas 2½ Ton Motor, New 62200.00 
2 Batteries and extra box, new 31354.00 
1-Charger for motor batteries, new 570.00 
1-3/4 ton 4-wheel drive Pickup, new 	 .	 .• 42100.00 
1-Snow Plow Blade and Hoist	 .	 .	 . 12000.00 
1-300 gal water tank, new	 . 125.00 
2-Jackleg Drills, Garner-Denver, new 22840.00 
2-Stopers,	 used	 .	 . 11400.00 


•	 2-Jackhammers, used ,	 750.00 
1-Slusher, Gardner-Denver, rebuilt 19000.00 
1-Slusher bucket, used 100.00 •	
1-Double drum hoist, Garner-Denver, Rebuilt . 11000.00 
1-Air Hoist, 500 lb. capacity, rebuilt	 . 500.00 
1-Hoist bell, used 	 . 15.00 
2-Air driven chain saws - Reed Prentice, used 	 • 300.00 
1-10 KW Generator, Merritt-O'Keefe, rebuilt. .	 750.00 


VENTLINE 


4000'	 16" Metal @ 2.34/ft. new. 9,200.00 . 
213	 couplings, Metal, @ 6.25 new 19331.25 
50'	 16" canvas, new 	 . 50.00 
5	 couplings, canvas, used 20.00 


AIR LINE .	 .	 . 
4000'	 3" black pipe, new 	 •	 . 41000.00 


WATER LINE 
4000'	 2" black pipe @ .37/ft., new	 . 22000.00 
8-Miner's lamps, Minestot, @ 32.00, new 256.00 
8-Chargers for Miners lamps, @ 25.00, new 200.00 
8-Lamp belts, used 16.00 
16-Mine cars, 20 Cu. ft., 24 guage, type z, @ 441.41, new 71062.56 


200-Carbide bits, 1-3/4" @ 10.60, new 	 . 22120.00







. 	


0	


• 


6-Sets drill steel 6' hex, 4" x 1 34-" @ 22.80, new	 $ 136.86 
6-Sets drill steel, 7' hex, 4" x 1¼" @ 25.20, new 151.20 


W	 25-Tons Mine rail, 20 lb., (CF&I, FOB Pueblo, Cob.) new 49110.00 
1-Rail Bender, used 25.00 


3/4-Ton, 4½" Track Spikes @ 200.00/ton del. 150.00 
1-Track spike bar, new 10.00 


•	 1¼-Ton rail splices @ 200.00/ton del. 250.00 
2½-Kegs 2" x ½" rail splice bolts, 450 lbs., new 75.00 
50'-Jackleg water hose 39.50 
50'-Jackleg Air hose	 0 44.50 


•	 1-3' x	 8'	 Air receiver, used 872.00 
1-Cap crimper, bench type, used 15.00 
1-1 H.P. Deming force pump motor 150.00 
3-ventilating fan, Vane axial, new @ 815.00 22445.00 
2-Vane aial connectors @ 45.00 90.00 


Total 65,323.87 


TIMBER 
8" x 811 ,	 6" x 8 11 , 3" x 8", 525 Native pine, 300 sets 2,500.00 
@ 100 BF/set, 25,000 BF A 70.00/N del. 
2000-Rail Ties @ 40	 • 800.00 
3000-16' 3 11 -4" lagging @ 80 22400.00 


•
	


1000-BF 1" Native Pine for shed, etc. @ 70.00/N 	 • /	 70.00 


Total • •	 5,770.00


SHOP TOOLS 
1-8" Skill Saw, H.D., new 
l-½" Elec. Drill, H.D,, new 
1-3/8" Elec. Drill, H.D.,.new 


Mechanics tools/chest, new 
Carpenter's tools/chest, new 


1-8" Bench Grinder, H.D., new 
3-Lube guns, new 


Welding equipment, new 
Cutting torch & regulator, new 


2-3/4" - 4" chain pipe tongs @ 35.00, new 
2-36" pipe wrenches @ 19.40, new 
2-24" pipe wrenches @ 9.20, new 
2-18" pipe wrenches @ 5.80, new 
1-Pipe cutter @ 15.80, new 
1-set pipe dies 1/8" - 2 11 , new 
1-4" vice/swivel 
1-10O# Anvil 
1-2 Ton chain hoist 
6-Picks 


12-Shovels 
2-48" pipe wrenches @ 32.00 
Misc, hand tools, repairs, replacements 


•	 Total


80.00 
75.00 
65.00 


300.00 
200.00 
175.00 
40.00 


800.00 
129.50 
70.00 
38.80 
18.40 
11.60 
15.80 
96.40 
52.00 
61.05 


165.00 
24.48 
67.08 
64.00 


500.00


3,049.11 







O	 .. 
POWDER & SUPPLIES, TOTAL PROJECT 


•	 23 Ton 40% Gelex @ 500.00/T	 $	 112500.00 
227 Boxes blasting caps 	 12600.00 
45-3,000' reels fuse @ 40.00/reel 	 11800.00 


	


Total	 149900.00 


INSURANCE& SAFETY 
Workman's Compensation @ 4.321100.00 of payroll 	 32500.00 
6-15# CO2 Extinguishers	 300.00 


	


Total	 3.80000 


ENGINEERING, TOTAL PROJECT
	


10,000.00 


	


Total	 10,000.00 


ASSAYING 
•	 200 @ 7.50	 1,500.00 


	


Total	 19500.00 


FUELS, LUBRICANTS & POWER, TOTAL PROJECT 	 S 


6,000 gals gasoline @ 28	 12680.00 
Motor oils and lubricants 	 300.00 
Electricity, estimated 	 7,200.00 


	


Total	 91180.00 


•	 •	 ROAD MAINTAINANCE 
Snow removal	 S 	 •	 • •	 12200.00 
Grading	 •	 1,200.00 
Culverts	 600.00 


. Ice removal	 • 	 S •	 200.00 


	


Total	 5 	


31200.00 


CONTRACT EXPENSE 5' x 7' TUNNEL 
2925' crosscutting @ 30.00/ft., main tunnel 	 87,750.00 
500-square sets @ 40.00/set	


5 	 202000.00 
Hauling	 0 	 500.00 
1200' crosscutting & drifting to known mineralized 	 362000.00 
veins @ 30.00/ft.	 • 
2000' Diamond Drilling @ 10.00/ft. 	 209000.00 


	


• Total	 1649250.00 


.	 S 	
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•	 . 
MANAGEMENT, TOTAL PROJECT 


Salary, Manager	 $	 202000.00 
Salary, Compressor Man	 .	 122000.00 
Office supplies & clerical help 	 1,800.00 
Social Security	 12500.00 


Total	 352300.00 


9360 Level Total Project - $3332400.98 


ANGLO-SAXON MINES, INC. 
IF 
r 


• 	 • 	 • David C. Hudson 
Division Manager. 
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Mr. Frank E. Johnson 
Chief - Office of Mineral Exploration 
U. S. Department of Interior 
Room 4460 
Washington, D. C.	 20242


Subject:i4E 6570 


Dear Mr, Johnson:


September 21 9 1966 
OFF Ali 


0 r IT 711) 


F 


FF 
iiiJL2 


To assist you in evaluating the. Anglo Saxon Project I will outline 
herein my cwn personal opinions which are the result of 15 years of 
work on the property and 30 years of study. 


Since our visit to your office on the 12th, Mr. Hudson and I talked 
with Professor Goodspeed regarding the fault in questioni In his 
opinion the fault is "Post Mineral" as indicated by the striations, 
the slickensides and the abrupt cutting off of the ore along the 
west wall of t he fault. 


In checking my own field notes I found the following notations: 


1. Slickensides in fault plane from vertical to slight inclination 
to the south.	 1 


2. Movement along the fault appears to be downward and southwest with 
the southeast wall moving southwest. 


3, A block of ground is involved which is bounded on the west by. 
stations N 33-1 and N 33, and on the easy station N 36-1. The 
width of the block is 100 to 120 feet. 


A study of sheet 4 of the Geologic Mine Maps indicates - that the vein.. 
at station N 34 was displaced to the south about 25 feet aid was picked 
up at station N 33-1. This displacement is again indicated at the 
face of the tunnel at stion N 36-5. 	 . .







2. Mr. Frank B. Johnson - 9/21/1966 


I am of the opinion that - 


1 0 The Federal Vein juntioned with the Tunnel Vein in the vicinity 
of station N 31. 


2. The Anglo Sxon Vein juntioned with the Federal and Tunnel Vein 
at the face near station N 36-5 and may account - along with the 
change in wall rock - for the abrupt change in strike and dip. 
This change should aid ore deposition east of the face due to the 
fact the northeast wall of the vein moved southwest and thereby 
created openings for ore. This is particularly favorable in con-
sidering that the host rock has changed from altered schist and 
gneiss to granite; the vein is making water; and silver sulphides - 
similar to those on the west side of the fault - are beginning to 
appear. 


3. The junction of the Anglo Saxon Vein (north 70 dip) with the Federal 
Vein (south 80-85 dip) is at or near the face, George H. Garrey 
and Professor Goodspeed projjected the junction into this area. This 
is significant in that the rich silver production on surface came 
from both veins east of the junction and east of the fault. The 
downward extent on of the ore shoot is therefore expected to be 
east of the face. 


In addition to the favorable factors indicated above I am impressed with 
the teachings of Lovering, Newhouse, Vanderwilt, Del Rio, Spurr & 
Garrey, and others, that the northwesterly pre-mineral faults seem to 
be the master fissures responsible for the localization of the districts 
and are believed to be the trunk channels along which the or-forming 
solutions moved from depth. It is believed that these northwesterly 
systems are older than the northeasterly systems and formed during the 
breccia reef period of faulting. Attached sketh #1 shows a Structure 
Map of the Silver Plume-Georgetown District with the principal veins and 
faults. Displacnent along most of the vein fissures in this area 
ranges from a few feet to 15 feet. The exception is the Colorado 
Central with up to 100 feet displacement.	 The Anglo Saxon Vein 
structure and its ore is no doubt influenced by these northwest faults. 
The mp of the Tunnel Development Proposed shows one of these northwest 
faults in close proximity of the breast and another about 400 feet 
farther east. Both are expected to influence ore deposition on the 
Anglo Saxon, Federal and Tunnel Veins especially at their junctions. 


I am also impressed with the rock formations on surface, beyond the 
breast of the development tunnel. These show a preponderance of 
granite in the Idaho Springs formation and establishes excellent 
geological conditions for ore deposition.


/1
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3. Mr. Frank E. Johnson - 9/21/1966 


Another favorable factor is the vast amount of "gossan" 	 with late 
quartz - showing on all the dumps of the patented claims along the 
surface strike . of the Anglo Saxon Vein for a distance of l miles 
toward the Freeland-Lamertine areas. These dumps were created by 
the assessment and patent work done on these claims, 


The Longitudinal Cross Sectional Map prepared by Hopkins shows the 
breast of the tunnel lying beneath a gulch which, according to Spurr 
and Garrey and others, is a favorable factor for finding good ore. 
Depth below surface in this area is 489' which is within the depth at 
which the best ore is found in this district. 


According to Spurr and Garrey "a narrow northwestward trending gold 
belt runs through the silver district and includes the Central 
Colorado, Centennial, Griffith and Anglo Saxon Veins". This means 
the fissure veins were reopened for the later deposited ore minerals. 
This adds to the economic importance of the Anglo Saxon /vein system. 


A summary of the important and impressive factors that justify 
development of the Anglo Saxon vein system would include: 


1. Located in the center of a highly mineralized district bounded by 
the Colorado Central, Griffith and Silver Plume Veins on the south 
and southwest; by the Minnesota and Democrat Mountain veins on the 
west; by the Lawson-Dumont-Silver Creek Veins on the north; and by 
the Stanley, Freeland, Lamertine Veins on the east. 


2. Production of about $1 9 000,000 from very shallow workings east of 
the junction of the Anglo Saxon and Federal Veins between elevations 
10 9 372' and 10,3001. 


3. Froductioncf about $250,000 from the Anglo Saxon Extension Vein 
between elevations 9700' and 9300 1 . See news clipping from 
Georgetown Courier 2/19/1910 attached. 


4. Unknown production from the Magnet, ummit and Dunbarton Veins. 


5. Located in an area geologically favorable for ore deposition as 
specifically pointed to by Del Rio in Mineral Resources of Colorado 
(1960 p. 101) and by T. S. Lovering in Professional Paper 223 U.S.G.S. 
(1950 p. 191) who states: 


"The Lamertine and Freeland Veins a re part of a belt of strong 
fractures trending east - northeast ---, This belt probably con-
tinues west-southwest of Lamertine to Georgetown, but the interven-
ing area has not been adequately studied. The Lamertine and 
Freeland veins have had a substantial output, and the possibility 
of undiscovered ore shoots in an extension of this belt should be
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4. Mr, Frank E. Johnson	 9/21/1966 


considered, especially as the Lamertine ore body did not crop out 
and, according to report ., was discovered accidentally." 


Note: The reason the Lamertine did not crop out i the 100 feet 
of overburden covering the vein. This overburden covers the area 
referred to. This factor coupled with inaccessability has prevented 
adequate study and prospecting. It is therefore apparent that 
prospecting can best be conducted underground and that is what we 


propose doing. 


6. The finding of rich silver ore on the very edge of the area to be 
prospected. An arithmetical average of the Assay Report furnished 
you - after excluding the two high assays of 1765 oz and 1790 oz - 
shows an average ore width of 24 inches and an average silver 
content of 50.83 oz per ton. 


It is the opinion of those who examined the mineralized area that 
the ore had the appearance of being "drag" or "halo" ore indicating 
the approach to an ore shoot which should lie on the east side of 
the fault and on the east side of the vein junctions - IN VIRGIN 
GROUND.


CONCLUSION S 


Anglo Saxon Property is an unusually promising prospect. With proper 
development - god managennt - and sufficient capital - it should 
profitably produce large tonnages of rich silver ore. 


Good management is an essential pre-requisite for success in this 
Venture and especially so when tax payer money is utilized. 


Talent and ability as an executive, organizer, manager, inventor and 
salesman is indicated by the success we achieved. 


It all started in 1951 when we made an important contribution to 
National Security as indicated by the attached letters from the Munitions 
Board and the Defense Production Administration. 


This was followed by the Small Business Administration loaning us 
$40,000 to start business. The loan was repaid and the tax payers 
are receiving from Berry Metal Company and me in excess of $300,000 
annually in taxes. 


We now ask the tax payers - thru OME - to join us in an exploration 
project of outstanding metit which has an excellent geological pos-
sibility of producing large qiantities of rich silver ore that will 
be in critical short supply within the next two years.
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5. Mr. Frank E. Johnson-9/21/1966 


We are continuing preparations for startup and by the time OME 
approval is received will have upward to $30,000 invested on our 
Own aCCOUnt. 


With approaching winter in the mountains early approval will be 
helpful,


Sincerely yours, 


BERRYETALcDMPANY 


Walter V. Berry 
President
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STRUCTURE MAP OF THE SILVER PLU - GEORGETOWN DISTRICT
Showing the Principal Veins and Faults
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llClii ST]KE ON 


•	 , ThE OLD•SAXON 


ORE /N OF GOOD sz 
SEE HOPKINS' REPORT, PAGE 26	 AND C1 IN GOIIDSVR
under "RECOMMENDATIONS" (2) •	 •	 Shipments to be Started During the


Next Few Days. Operator Making 


The exploration' recommended	 Ready to Enlarge Scope of Oper-
ations at Early Date. 


is believed to be in virgin	 A bonanza, discovery was made this 
ground beyond' the area in	 •	 week on the Saxon property situated 


' •	 ,	 on Saxon mountain, and it is evident 
which this ore	 and a pro- • •	 that this rich old property will short-
duction. of $250 9 000 -' was	 ' ly again be entered among the list of 


mined -.on several levels - ".' 	 : steady shippers of the district. ' The 
ore was encountered with the inter-


at elevations between 9700'	 • secting of the vein through a new 


and 93001.'	 •	 ,• crosscut tunnel that • was started 


	


about two months ago, ' the streak	 • •	 ' 
measuring from four to eight inches 


This is the Anglo Saxon	 wide. Tests show values varying	 • 


Extension Vein.


	


	 fioni $1) t:$ 1 )O to the ton in gold
silver and lead. 


	


•	 '.	 •	 This property is being operated un-. 


Exploration is recommended 	 • der bond arid lease by Arthur Robert, 


	


•	 • a well known and successful operator	 • 
from the Lower Aunt Jack Tunnel	 of this district. Drifting has been • 
at elevation 93541	 , •	 started for the purpose of opening	 • 


ground to permit of carrying a stope 
and it is hoped to inaugurate ship- ' 
ments within the next week or two. 


There , i's at present on the dumps 


	


•	 several tons of good grade ore and 


I	 , it is estimated that the same will mill 
• ' ' • • close to $7 5 to the ton in gold and 


silver. This product will be brought 
to market during the coming week. 


•	 •	 In the meantime work will be prose-





cuted in. the drift that has been stait-
•	 .	 •	 en.  


Mr. Robert, the leaser, states that 
•	 ss soon as the workings are in con7. 


•	 ' ••	 '	 dition that he will employ a number
of miners to assist in the develop-
ment of the ground.	 There is a
great deal of activity in the Saxon 


• .	 '	 ' mountain locality and a number of
properties are making an excellen 


•	 '	 •	 • showing.	 •.	 •	 '	 .1
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MUNITIONS BOARD 
WASHINGTON 25, 0. C.


M AR 2i1 


Dear 14r 0 Berryz 


You have asked as to the policy of the Munitions Board 
concerning the conservation of tin metal, particularly as used 
in phosphor bronzes and other brass-type bearing metals. 


Let me assure you that we consider tin an important 
strategic and enticea material, and one whose conservation 
is distinctly in the interest of the national security. 


If your nBerry metal O can be successfully used in place of 
bronzes containing substantial percentages of tin, I hope you 
will endeavor to bring about such a substitution. 


Sincerely yours, 


Mr 0 Walter V0 Berry	
FRANCIS H. GRISWOLD


&jor GENERAL. US.A,F. President, Anglo Saxon	 MIL•'.	 FORMines, Inc. 
Georgetown, Colorado
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DEFENSE PRODUCTION ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON 25	 5 


January 3 1952 


;.iNDUMIO: Mr. F. H , 	 Director 
NPA Copper Division 


ATITION: Mr. illiein Meiasner 


Mr. Walter V. Berry. President, Berry Metal Conpsr 0 visited 
S	


us yesterday and presented his technical data on Berry ?total, which 
is cm alternate material for tin bronze bearing alloy. This alloy 
contninsno tin and the test data imlicate that the physical propertic 
are superior to the tin bronzes and that the wearing qualities are much 
better. J•.ntimoxy takes the place of the tin and is not particularly 


• critical. 


.?rom the evidence presented, we believe this is a very good 
conservation project, since it should save tin, and  duo to its longer 
life 0 also reduce the copper reoutrernents. We were favorably impressod 
by r. Berry and believe he should be encouracc1 to develop or tccm.ire 
facilities for the commercial production of Berry etal, Pnd should 
receive whatever allotments of cop per are necessa to get his project 
under wry. 


At a recent meeting of the Conservation Coordinating Ccmnittee0 
prior to ier. Berrys visit to us the possibilities of Berry Metal 
were presented to the Committee based on information supplied to the •	 .	 Munitions Board. The more cotrolote data now available confirmed our 
opinion of the desirable possibilities of this materiel. It may be 
of interest to note that during World War I Berry etal wao ucd 
succesful1y on a number of commercial applications, such as railroad 
car bearings and steel mill bearings,


- 
S	


Thomas Spooner 
Deputy Director	 S 


Conservation Division 


cc: Mr. Walter Berry - George Mason Hotel, Alexandria, Virginia 


-.	 0 -
	 ( • 	
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DEFENSE PRODUCTION ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON 25


October 20 1952 


4r PrQllklin P0 Hujfl 
Chief Coasermtjom Division 
UnitiOU8 Board 


Roon	 PQta,Ofl Building 
W ashington 25, D C 


Dear Mr. Huma 


'Je 1ere very p1ead. to Bee the Be'xy Itet1 test xu1t, copies of Mth you eived, reported by 1 ding laborstorj and turing	 nies 


On the basis of World liar I experionee and these recent tests,, it appera that this faloy is . at least the equal of and for m aW am"Cationa superior to 10 percaut tin brne for bering 
! turaU' the supply condition of the ubstitute materials, nickel and antiaony, have considerable bsariig on the desirability of	 in bzt	 g sitj1 quantita 'of tin. Vhile at pa ent tin is in ' fair sup.. p]	 ethac.ore favrab1e than nicke1 this ij not a1s be so' axtd it io b.alpful to know that alternate materials could be used at eny tisie whun the relative supplies of the vrious raterjaJ g involved 14-,o1 900ke such roubztitutjon de3jrthle0 


We have e ourazjd Mr. Berry to' make these aliys con 
available and hope that industry wiU investigate the possibilitieg of Berry Metal as a conaorwiLticm measure in the event of another tin 


4inciereiy yours,, 


kiOVO.Id CQOD17 
•	 Director 


Conservation Dlvi aion 


CC3	 a'. Walter V. Berry 
President, Berry Mete]. Compaiy 
Pittsburgh 32, Pa.


p







MUNITIONS BOARD 
WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


. ' 'o••-(%	
I	 16 December 192 


Dear Mr. Berry: 


This is to acknowledge your letter of U December. 


Upon receipt of your earlier letter (20 September) we 
considered what steps could properly be taken by the Munitions 
Board to make use of the fact that a successful non-tin bear-
ing metal was now available. Let me make clear at once that 
the policy or the Munitions Board stands firmly opposed to any 
sponsorship or sales encouragement of any private product. On 
the other hand, it is perfectly proper for us to bring to the 
attention of the military departments any new technological 
development in vLich they have a presumed interest. 


Accordingly, we propose to bring formally to the attention 
of the Munitions Board itself,. composed of assistant or under 
secretaries from each of the three military deparents, that 
your Berry Metal has been tested and found acceptable. This 
report, which I will not be able to make available to you because 
of its classification, will be completed and transmitted as soon 
as I receive the report of the Annapolis Engineering Experiment 
Station tests, This report has been formally requested. 


Although I cannot send you a copy or the Munitions Board 
Staff Report, I will, send you word that it has been presented 
and give you, for your on information, a suiinnary of its con-
tents0 


My cordial regards to you, and my compliments on your 
growing success with your development. 


• Sincerely yours, 


(/	 fi 
Franklin P. Huddle 
Chief, Conservation Division 
Office of Materials' 


Mr. Waiter V. Berry, Pres. 
Berry Metal Company 
6015 Fifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh. 32, Pa.
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Man with a Lance: Walter V. Berry, president of Berry Metals 


Tilter at Steel Mills 


JUNE 1964
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Berry started with open hearth lances, above, 
and grew to B OF's. He now supplies about 
65 percent of the lance requirements in the 
U. S. Berry and son (right), company vice 
president William W. Berry, discuss a BOF 
lance order. 


shoeshine stand founded when he was 12. At 18, 
he joined his father in establishing the first 
Berry Metal Co., a foundry, which was sold a 
few years later. 


In 1930, Berry went into the real estate and 
insurance business in Seattle. This move he 
credits to the inspiration of a newspaper article 
and started him on a long career of playing his 
hunches. From Seattle he went to Colorado to 
dig for "silver, fame and fortune." 


Into the Mine 


Berry bought a mining site. Experts told him 
the mine had rich potential. For 16 fruitless 
years he worked with pick and shovel, ending 
up with precious little silver but very philosoph-
ical. 


Go East Young Man 
In '51 Berry conceived the idea of tinless 


bearing bronze. The Korean War was on and 
tin was in critical supply. He researched, devel-
oped and patented just such a material and took 
it to the U. S. Navy Experimental Station for 
tests and approval. The Navy recommended 
Berry's process and the Munitions Board and the 
War Production Board encouraged production. 
Unable to raise production capital in the west, 
B'rry moved east. With $1900 in his jeans, he


w nt to Pittsburgh and reactivated the Berry 
Metal Co. Then the Korean War ended—and 
so did the demand for Berry's bronze. 


Big Brother 
What happened next is a matter of current 


history. Even though Berry's company was flirt- 
ing with financial disaster, U. S. Steel took an 
interest in it and gave Berry orders for metals he 
could farm out. Its people took him into their 
confidence on a number of matters, and when 
they began to experiment with the use of oxygen 
lances in open hearth furnaces, Berry was one of 
the foundrymen given a look at the nozzle prob-
lem. 


Before Berry,. oxygen lance nozzles were fabri-
cated in a welding shop. Berry developed and 
produced the first cast lance nozzle in America 
and supplied U. S. Steel with its lance nozzle 
requirements. 


Next, he went to the Small Business Adminis-
tration for a $40,000 loan and leased a plant in 
Harmony, Pa. With the loan and plant under 
his belt, he began to grow. 


Handy With A Lance 
Developments in lance technology credited to 


Berry include: the "elephant foot" nozzle, an 
oxygen-fuel lance and a multiorifice "elephant 
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The multihole "elephant foot" nozzle of the 
type used by Pittsburgh Steel to crack its 
shop record recently. 


foot" nozzle. 
The original "elephant foot" looked like a 


pear-shaped balloon at the end of a pipe. Ridi-
culed at first, it worked so well that it gained 
wide acceptance in open hearth practiced The 
oxygen-fuel lance combines oxygen with natural 
gas or oil without blowing up. It develops flame 
temperature of 5000 F. The multiorifice "ele-
phant foot" was developed especially for BOF's. 
Steelmakers report that it reduces sparking and 
slopping, increasing yield and promoting longer 
refractory life, and that because of the multi-
orifice design, increased efficiency with less oxy-
gen is possible. Overall, the aim is to produce 
better quality steel with increased use of scrap 
while reducing maintenance and steelmaking 
costs. 


As a direct result of these developments, Berry 
Metal. sales have increased from $50,000 to well 
over $1 million in just five years. 


Berry is still expanding. In fact, the company 
has just announced a $250,000 expansion pro-
gram which will mean a new plant and an in-
crease of from 30 to 50 employees. 


Orders in the Pot 


Orders on hand include foreign as well as 
domestic jobs. Berry now has a $20,000 order


from Spain, and Bethlehem Steel has just award- 
ed the company a contract to build all the BOF 
lances for its new Lackawanna, N. Y. installa-
tion. Other BOF installations have been made 
at U. S. Steel, Great Lakes and Pittsburgh Steel. 


Multi Product Producer 


Oxygen lances and oxygen-fuel burners are 
not the only products of Berry Metal. It also 
manufactures open hearth end burners, demoli-
tion hooks, skull hooks, ingot mold brushing 
equipment, oil atomizers, bronze oil seal rings, 
bronze bearings, blast furnace cooling copper 
and aluminum castings. Its facilities include en-
gineering, a foundry, machine shop and welding 
and fabricating shops at Harmony. Through its 
affiliate, NIB Engineering Company (Gary, 
Ind.), the company can secure additional pro-
duction capacity, and it is presently studying the 
installation of facilities at Lackawanna, N. Y. 


Message to Steelmen 


Walter Berry is a dreamer as well as a busi-
nessman. Here are a few of his "dreams." 
• An open hearth end burner using an acoustic 
nozzle which will generate sound waves for the 
atomization of any grade of fuel oil into a mist. 
This, Berry feels, should produce a hotter, clean-
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er and more efficient flame of any desired length, 
width or pattern. 


An ingot mold spray coater using an acoustic 
nozzle which will generate sound waves for 
atomizing the spray coating material. This, 
Berry thinks, will lead to ease in evenly and uni-
formly coating the molds. 


He is joined in the above two ideas by the 
firm of Astrosonics, Inc. (Syosset, Long Island) 
which specializes in sound generation and acous-
tic apparatus. 


Other ideas include adaptation of an oxygen-
fuel burner for the purpose of applying heat to 
the top of an ingot mold immediately after 
teeming and within the hot top, and an oxygen-
fuel-roof burner which will oscillate or rotate 
within the roof mounting assembly. Object of 
the rotation or oscillation would be to permit the 
melter to reach every area of a furnace filled 
with scrap. 


Borrowing Trouble 


Ideas and plans are very much a part of Wal-
ter Berry. So is the inclination to speak his 
mind. When 33 asked him about possible advice 
to steelmen planning to go out on their own into 
business, he emphatically inveighed against a 
Small Business Loan unless it is absolutely nec-
essary. Here's why.


According to Berry, you mortgage all of your 
assets when the loan is granted. You also mort-
gage all subsequent assets acquired during the 
term of the loan, which means that you lose 
complete control of your borrowing power. 


In addition, you also have to hypothecate 
accounts receivable, are limited in making fixed 
asset additions, and are limited as to the salaries 
You can pay your executives. (Salaries are lim-
ited—and fixed—by the Administration, not 
by you.) 


Considering these restrictions, Berry says, com-
mercial bank loans are almost impossible to 
secure. You cannot reward your employees with-
out prior consent. You cannot expand through 
asset additions except to the extent permitted. 
"In other words, your hands are tied," says Berry, 
and this is stultifying and not conducive to 
growth. 


Looking toward the future, Berry sees the day 
when all single orifice oxygen nozzles will be 
replaced by multiple orifice designs of 3, 4 and 
5 holes. He expects oxygen flow rates to increase 
and oxygen fuel lances to be used for scrap pre-
heating, scrap melting and furnace burn-in. 


He also believes the day is not far off when 
all electric furnaces will be on oxygen, and that 
steel making vessels utilizing lances and 1000/0 
scrap will grow in popularity. 


Berry inspecting cast blanks for six-hole nozzles at his Hamony, Pa. plant.
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World's Largest Self-Integrated 
Oxygen Lance Designers and Builders 


METAL COMPANY 
MONY, PENNSYLVANIA 16037 
452-8040 . AREA CODE 412 


Sep temb4r:1jL9 


Mr • Frank E. Johnson 
Chief - Office of Mineral Exploration 
U. S. Department of Interior 
Room 4460 
Washington, D. C. 20242


Subject: OME 6570 


Dear Mr. Johnson:


COp
•0. ;j, V. 


(1p 
22 !966 


j'iTIALICO./f 


H I(fr? 
/14 


L 
In accordance with our letter of the 13th, we enclose the 


1. An additional set of Geologic Mine Maps. Sheet 4 has been up-
dated. 


2. Two maps showing the claims. Our Magnet-Summit Group of claims 
which lie to the south are not included since developinert in 
that area is not under consideration. 


3. Two . naps showing our suggestions for the proposed Exploration 
Tunnel, Kindly note the following:: 


a) The old tunnel site is in a slide rock area. Rolling rock 
endangered the lives of miners. Heavy timbers were required 
making. such tunnel unsafe and impractical. It is caved. 


b) The new site is in a safe area. Overburden is now being 
cleared away in an effort to set the portal in solid rock. 


c) The radius from "A" to "B" is designed to stay in solid for-
mation. 


d) It is suggested that the tunnel be driven from "B", station 
N 19 wherethe Old tunnel can be utilized from station N 19 
to N 26 - a distance of 430 1 . There is little timbering in 
this portion of the tunnel.







.	 I 
2. Mr. Frank E. Johnson - 9/21/1966 


If the tunnel from station N 26 to the face can be rehabilitated 
economically it can be utilized. Iiot, the cross-cut at 
station N 29 can be extended into solid formation and new tunnel 
driven to "C" paralleling the old tunnel. 


e) The money saved under item (d) can be utilized for exploration 
in virgin ground - east of the fault	 on the Tunnel, Federal 
and Anglo Saxon veins. 


f) In the vicinity of "C" you will note a northwest trending un-
named vein which, with the Loranzie and Golddutj northwest trend-
.ing veins (not plotted), may be the master fissures or trunk 
channels responsible for localization of ore shoots. Lovering 
and others are of this opinion as stated further on. 


) We show our interpretation of the vein system at the face and 
will describe this as well as the fault later on. 


4. Abstract by John Gabelman of T.S. Lovering's Paper "Localization 
of Ore in Schists and Gneisses of the Mineral Belt of the Front 
Range, Colorado" printed in Colorado Scientific Society Proceedings 
Vol. 12, No. 7, 1930. Attached thereto is Lovering's comment on 


the Silver Plume-Georgetown district stating the significance of 
ore bodies found at the intersection of northwest fractures with 
the east-northeast fissures. These arepresent on Anglo Saxon 
property in the vicinity of -. and beyond - the breast. 


Sincerely yours, 


BERRY METAL COMPANY 


Waiter V. Berry 
President
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LOGALIZATION OF ORE IN SCIIISTS AND GNEISSS OF THE MINERAL 


BELT OF THE FRONT RANGE, COLORADO 


by


T. S. Lovering 


Colorado Scientific Society Proce&dings 
Volume 12, No.. 7 


1930 


Abstract


John W. Gableman. 


Introduction 


The mitieral belt extends from 3rec:enridge to Boulder, 
in the Front Range, Colorado. It includes the Montezuma, 
Silver Plume, Georgetown, Idaho Springs, Central City, Caribou 
Gold Hill, and Jamestown districts, 


This belt produced g,ol steadily until 1902, and silver 
until 1917, after whichrespective dates production declined. 


Although deposits are of tocene age, their distribution 
and continuity was influenced by the structural features of 
earlier periods. 


Most of Front Range consists of Pre-Cambrian, schist, gneiss, 
and granite, with small pathos of Cretaceous and Eocene por-
phyry, Southeast of mineral belt, schist and gneiss has steep 
monoclinal dip to the north or northeast. But in the mineral 
belt they are folded into sharp synclines and anticlines which 
trend northeast. 


The schists and gnelsses are cut by a eries of AJgonka: 
granite intrusions Their distribution conforms generally,  to 
the trend of the mineral belt, and the belief is that becaue 
the granite is more competent than gneiss and . schist ) it ook 
most of the fracturing in Tertiary time, and i-lance formed the 
plumbing for ore solutions. 


There are no extrusives in the mineral belt, hut Te.t:.  
intrusives are common,	 . - 


It is b1ievedby Lovering that the schistosity was deial-
o ped by intrusions of the granite frcmi the Pre--Cambrian sedi-
ments, and that most of tha metamorphism took place before th 
magma was completely consolidated. 


Earl	 rtia	 Mist or 


The earliest Tertiary intrusives are c-itemporaneous with 
the Denver Formation rhich is Eocene according to the U.SG,S., 
and Cretaceous according to Lovering. Front Range was rising 
in Denver Time, developing north and northwest trending folds3
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Continued into into Laramie time	 After formation of folds, and 
still in Eocene time, bodies of qtz. monzonite porphyry01/? 
These intrusives were localized along the zone of faulted and 
folded schists and gneisses between the Pikes Peak and Silver 
Plume granites, and around the western and northern boundaries 
of the Coal Creek Granite. Tertiary igneous rocks are rare 
elsewhere in Front FLange save for Miocene volcanic30 The 
faulting that formed the veins preceded and followed these 
intrusions. The qtz. monzonite porphyry was later cut by dikes 
of granite por phyry and basic andesie before the first wave 
of rnetallization. Emanations from the deep seated differen-
tiating porphyry furnished ore deposits in Summit, Clear Creek, 
and Gilin c reek. The deposits are classed as lower or middle 
Eocene,


Gene	 Ly of Niineral Belt 


All veins resulted from mineralization of earlier pro-
mineral faults. The faults form a definite pattern, and 
indicate a regional StiOSEJ to have existed, The trend of ti's 
veins is. parallel to the edç:es of the belt, or parallel to 
the schistosity4 Where the belt strikes northeast, all the 
veins strike northeast, arid where the belt strikes east, the 
veins strike east arid. nor1east. 


Ater the earl;:r i eriod of reverse faulting, shearing move- 
nient occurred throughout the district resulting in faults with 
large horizontal components. faults of this type have a more 
easterly strike than others. 


Shear faulting was followed by normal faulting and minor 
amounts of more reverse faultin,. Thi movement continued 
actively during mineralization, but decreased In intensity after 
metallization was complete. With respect to vertical components, 
at Idaho Springs, Georgetown, Silver Plume, and ontezuma, the 
south or southeast walls are down thrown. (This concerns L. 


shear faults mostly.) 


Veins and Ore Shoots 


Since the porphyry belt and mineral belt	 incid	 a 
genetic relation be	 the porp1yrios and vtins has hen in.. 
ferred. A local center has a group of porphyries chaacr 
istic of that .Lcality only, and. these centers also see. t') 
be centers of minealizat ion. Such antera as are marked 
an abundance of dikes and small oorhvrv masses onLain ri..he 
mineralization than do those center which contain large stc'cs 


Note	 Both Love ring. and Spurr asurae that tbe presence 
of porphyry is essential to the nresence of are but Goodauje..ad 
has proved otherwise on Saxon Mt.) 


This conforms to B. S. Butler's observation that ore deposits 
are most abundant near intrusive centers where erosion has not 
gone too deep. 


A zonal arrangement is found around the various centers, 
and in many places the outermost zones of separate centers







3 
overlap. The central area consists of pyritic gold veins0 
The intermediate zone contains pyrite-gold-silv e r veins with 
abundant lead and zinc. The outer zone contains primarily 


silver0 


According to Bastin, the paragenesis is as follows: Pyrite 
is early, followed by auriferrous, and argentiferous copper 
minerals, These were followed by argentiforous lead and zinc. 
The early pyrite solutions clogged the central channels, forcing 
later solutions to travel in concentric zones around the central 
part, except where later movement reopened some of the pyrite 
veins. 


Lovering sees a vertical de pth zone in which all the ore 
was deposited. The lowest depth to which mining was carried 
at the time of this report was 6,500 ft. above sea level at 
Boulder. This ranged up to 11,500 feet in the Argentine 
district, and droppad again to 9,350 feet in the Montezuma 
d
i strict. This gradation may be explained by the pleistocene 


arching of the zone ovor the crest of the front range. Orig- 
inally it was horizontal IoWevr, 1,1r...Collins (criticism) 
states that thereis no proof to indicate that mineralization 
may not prsist to greater depths, 


Surface enrichment is important only where the present 
surface cOincid3s with the Flattop peneplain or the Rocky Mt0 


Peneplain. 


The influence of wallrock is very important, not chemicall y ... 
but physically.. :Lrd, brittle rocks suchas, penatite, granitei 
porphyry, and gne±ss are the common wall rocks of the persistent 
ore shoots. Weak rocks such as schist are too incompetent to 
make good fissures, nd there is not much deposition in them0 


Ore solutions will follow the. most open fractures, and 
the intersection of two faults or fractures forms an ideal 
channel. Hence ore shoots are the most important  


Thee occurran:e of ore where marked changes of dip or e'I 
are found can be correlated withan ancient open space 
by movement of t	 irregular walls 01 a fault 


Channels may also be formeá i.r' a. T±n	 csus
schistosity, or passes from one type oi aock into 3..nch:r. 1 
a fault cross	 from sciist, through gnoisa,a and ntc •1is 
again, a channel	 1i be opened in the ,:nais 1arr tn a.i' 
possible in the schist because the	 is toc	 ak. 


If a fault parallels the schcsity, i me : 	 :Lts 
identity as a well defined fissura. &.nd become a sheetd: 
reticulated, shear zono. This is the case wY:1' the 	 . :m. 


Ore shoots may form in this type of vein where ever it udde)a/ 
breaks across the schistosity instead of conforming tc it. 


The chance of finding ore in a vein that has been reopen3d 
and brecciated several times is much better than in one which 
has never been reopened.
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Wall rdck alterations took placeefore, during, and after 
mineralization. Pre-mineralization alteration consisted of 
chioritization, epidotization, pyritization, and silicification. 


Garnet, maetite; hematite, treraolite, epidote, and fine- 
grained quartz (jasperoid?) formed early in mineralization, 
Soricitization accompanied mineralization., Carbonate gangue 
accompanied and succeeded mineralization. Calcite is post-
mineral and unimportant, as are the clay minerals. 


SUGGESTIONS FOR DEVELOPING AND PROSPECTING 


Eecauselarge g&n.ité masses resisted deformation, all 
fissurin.g (pre-miners.i) is confined to narrow hand of schists 
and gneisses forming the mineral belt	 Therefore, it is un-
wise to prospect o.tside of this belt 


Within the belt all faults and fissures should be mapped 
in detail. Direction and amount of faulting, with changes in 
strike  and dip should be noted. Intersections of v3lns'with 
each other, and wth different rock types should be noted. 
If geophysical methods are utilized, the steep parts of normal 
faults, and the flat portions of reverse faults should receive 
special attention 


Hydrothermal Iteration should he jioted with special 
attention to seia'ic pyritic, ankeritic : sidoritic, or silic 
alteration.
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rld's Largest Self-Integrated 
Uxygen Lance Designers and Builders 


H	 H METAL COMPANY 
/ HARMONY, PENNSYLVANIA 16037 


TEL.: 452-8040 • AREA CODE 412 


September 


Subject: OME 6570 


-


*


Mr. Frank E. Johnson 
Chief - Office of Minerals Exploration 
U. S. DEPT, OF THE INTERIOR 
Room 446o 
Washington, D. C. 20242 


Dear Mr. Johnson: 


As requested, we are enclosing one (1) complete set of maps showing 
the geological formations and the prospect tunnel driven on the 
Anglo Saxon property at elevation 9760. 


A second set will be furnished as soon as completed for your 
Denver office. 


When we send you the second set, we will also include our interpre-
tation of the faulting and formation in the last 200 ft, of tunnel. 


We take this opportunity to express our appreciation for the 
courtesies extended during our visit to your office on Sept. 12th. 


Si er ly yours, 


Walter V. Berry 
President 


WVB : lrf 


Ends,
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'orid's Largest Self-Integrated 
Uxygen Lance Designers and Builders 


METAL COMPANY 
HARMONY, PENNSYLVANIA 16037 
TEL.: 452-8040 • AREA CODE 412 


August 26, 


Mr. Frank E. Johnson 
Chief - Office of Minerals Exploration 
U • S. DEPT • OF THE INTERIOR 
Room 4460 
Washington, D. C. 20242	 Subject: OME 6570 


FICLJi 
,, COP! 


O 'L L 
.RECEIVED, 


AUG 31 1966 


Lo 


Dear Mr. Johnson: 


Thank you for your letters of August 19 and 22. 


We note in your August 19 letter that funds are not provided for 
contingencies. 


We therefore amend our request as follows: 


That all disallowed and/or deleted amounts itemized 
in our "Operational Cost Estimates" be utilized for 
additional drifting; cross-cutting; raising or 
sinking as conditions encountered in the exploratory 
tunnel warrant. 


A study of the vein maps submitted Indicate there are at least 35 
vein junctions in proximity to the proposed exploratory tunnels. 
According to the teachings of Goodspeed, Lovering, Spurr and Garrey, 
and Del Rio and others, the vein junctions in this district are 
targets for ore. That being true, as many targets aspossible 
should be explored, within the limits of the $333,333.3k exploratory 
program proposed. This definitely will increase the possibilities 
for success.


Sine.rely, 


Walter V. Berry 
President 


WVB:lrf 


cc: Mr. J. W. Hasler, Mgr. 
ONE - Denver, Colorado
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IiTIICODE,


OMPANY 
PENNSYLVANIA 16037 


40 • AREA CODE 412 


t 20, 1966 


Mr. Frank E. Johnson, Chief 
Office of Minerals Exploration 
Department of the Interior 
Room 4460 
Washington, D. C. 20242 


Subject: 


Dear Mr, Johnson:


Proposed Exploration of the 
Anglo Saxon Mine, located at 
Georgetown, Clear Creek Coutny 
Colorady 


After talking with you by telephone on Friday, August 192 
I telephoned your Denver office to inquire the reason for 
the delay in forwarding the OME Application which we filed 
on August 11. 


We were informed your Denver office is struggling under a 
heavy work load and that out application, must take its turn. 


In order to expedite this matter we are sending this extra 
copy for your attention. 


It is important we get under ground before freezing weather. 
We will, therefore, appreciate prompt action on our application. 


Kindly append our letter of August 16 to this data and make it 
a part thereof. 


To save time please te1ebone if any questions arise. If 
necessary, I will fly to Washington for a conference. p 


WALTER V. BERRY 
President
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World's Largest Self-Integrated 
Oxygen Lance Designers and Builders 


METAL COMPANY 
HARMONY, PENNSYLVANIA 16037 
TEL.: 452-8040 • AREA CODE 412 


U.S. Department of the Interior 
Office Of Minerals Exploration 
Washington 25, D. C. 


Gentlemen: 


Our application for Financial Assistance in Minerals Exploration in 
the amountof $250,000.00 is contained herein. Exploration is for 
Silver requiring a 75% government participation. 


The mining property described is owned by Idun V. and Walter V. Berry. 
It will be leased to Berry Metal Company on a standard lease - 
acceptable to OME - on a 10% royalty basis. 


.	 Upon approval by OME Berry Metal Company will immediately form a 


•	 wholly owned subsidiary company - Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. - and 
will conduct the operation through that subsidiary company. The OME 
Contract will be with Anglo SaxQiL.Mijs, Inc. 


•	 Exploration will commence immediately upon approval by OME and on 


a two shift basis. 


•	
••	 FINANCIAL STABILITY OF BERRY METAL COMPANY 


Berry Metal Company is an Horatio Alger success - one of the better 
"Mouse Trap Stories". 


It started business in 1952 with a Working Capital of $1901.87 selling 
linless Bronze - an invention of Walter V. Berry, President. 


In 1959 Berry obtained a small business administration loan of 
$40,000.00 used to provide plant, equipment, and working capital 
to produce. oxygen lances and associated equipment used in the new 
oxygen steel making processes. These were also inventions of Walter 
V. Berry who successfully pioneered in this field.







The following figures indicate not only the success of Berry, but 
also the financial benefits which are accruing to the government 
from their $40,000.00 SBA Loan. 


1961	 1963	 1965 


Sales	 $243,282	 $604,004	 $1,477,383 
Profit Before Taxes	 1,197	 112,51+9	 1+1+9,298 


TAXES (Government Benefit) 	 905	 56,585	 232,701 


Profit after Taxes	 292	 55,961+	 216,597 


The above record - with supporting Financial Statement - indicates: 


1. That Berry has established 'a reputation with the government 
for ability, financial responsibility and moral integrity. 


2. That Berry is financially able to complete the OME Project. 


3. That the government is requested to invest $250,000., a sum 
only slightly more than Berry's annual tax payment. 


STATEMENTS OF FACT 


Berry's success indicates they already have in their business a 
Gold and Silver Mine which is providing excellent profit and growth. 


Why then are they interested inexploring for Gold and Silver in 
Colorado? 


Their reasons are: 


1. Berry's Research Staff Is developing projects that will require 
millions of dollars ofcapital which they hope can be obtained 
from mineral production in Colorado. 


2. Mr. & Mrs. Berry are extremely confident in the potential of 
their mining property. Proof of that statement is the fact 
they spent 15 years of their lives and $367,702 in the develop-
ment of the property. The development did not provide mineral 
production. It did however, provide geological information 
and ore leads which amply justify further development. 


Why does not Berry provide all the required capital? 


Berry's growth necessitated - and still requires - the reinvestment of 
all profit in the business. This requirement prohibits the diversion 
of working capital into the mining project. 


The company cannot afford to invest the $333,333 capital required 
and would not undertake this exploration without OME participation.







0	 With OME participation of $250,000.00 the company will be required 
to invest $83,333. This amount is BEFORE TAX DOLLARS. 


AFTER TAX DOLLARS are $38,333, which will be spread over two years 
and average $19,166.66. each year which is an amount the company can - 
conveniently and without harm - invest in the program. 


This will be strictly a company project. It is not a promotion 
scheme. No company stock will be offered for sale. 


Our company made a sincere effort to borrow the money required from 
their own bank in Pittsburgh, Pa. (Mellon National Bank and Trust 
Co.) and a Colorado Bank (First National Bank of Golden). Both banks 
declined our application. Copies of the correspondence are attached. 


PROGRESSION OF MINE PROPERTY OWNERSHIP 


In 1866 T.J. Campbell and Dr. Darnell discovered a Mother Lode of 
rich silver ore near Georgetown, Clear Creek County, Colorado. The 
ore assayed $28,000.00 per ton. The lode - situated on Saxon Mountain - 
was named "Anglo Saxon". 


Jerome B. Chaffee - Colorado's first United States Senator -. along 
with Eben Smith - purchased the mine in 1873. Chaffee acquired 
Smith's interest in 1878. 


Henry C. Parker - former Mayor of Georgetown, Colorado - purchased 
the mine from Chaffee's heirs in 1897. An untimely death in 1900 
prevented Parker from reopening the mine. 


In 1936 the widow of Mr. Parker deeded the mine to Miss Idun M. Yeterdal 
who soon thereafter became the wife of Walter V. Berry. 


Since 1936 the mine has been the property of Mr. & Mrs. Walter V. Berry. 


HISTORY OF THE ANGLO SAXON MINE 


From 1867 to 1882 the mine produced fabulously 	 liver_ore. Pro- 
duction ceased in 1882 probably as a result of 
Professional Paper 63 of the United States Geological Survey states: 


"The financial panic of 1873 was a decided catastrophe to the mining 
industry of Clear Creek County, which consists mainly of silver 
mining, for the market for the ore mined became very irregular,. 
and prices for ore, which formerly had been fair, became excess-
ively low and only certain grades and kinds of ore were at all 
salable." 


Thedemonitization of silver further added to the economic problems 
and made a Ghost Town of Georgetown. 


The history of the mine is replete with glowing accounts of rich bonanza 
silver production from this once famous mine. Among the many historical 


references are the following:
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9	 From "The Colorado Miner" - June 27, 1867 


"Its ores are indisputably the richest of any yet found in the 
mines of Colorado, containing ores that assay from $17,000 to	 00o1,c' 


$25,000 per ton." 


From "The Colorado Miner" - October 9, 1875 


'We have examined the mill runs of ore which Woodley and Company 
have extracted and sold here. The reader will note that these, 
are not 'specimen assays' but verified returns of the value of 
different lots of ore. First class 11,300 ounces and 4,573 ounces; 
second class 1000 ounces and 2800 ounces; third class 300 ounces 
and 800 ounces.of silver per ton of 2000 pounds. If any mining 
district in the world can produce a better record of mill runs from 
one mine, we have yet to know the fact." 


From "The Colorado Directory of Mines" by Thomas B. Corbett, 1879. 


"Anglo Saxon, situated on Saxon Mountain, near Georgetown. Nature 
of ore, silver glance; average value 1,000 ounces silver per ton." 


From "Executive Document Nb. 99, page 146, 46th Congress, 3rd 
Session, House of Representatives, 1881.11 


.	 "The most extensive and valuable bill of silver fissures yet dis-
covered in Colorado is at Georgetown. On the south side of Clear 
Creek is Saxon Mountain which contains a number of good lodes, as 
the Saxon." 


From "Executive Document No. 216, page 373, 47th Congress, 1st 
Session, House of Representatives, 1882" 


"The Saxon, one of the richest mines in the County, is under lease 
and vigorously worked." 


From "Executive Document No. 1 77, page 260, 48th Congress, 1st 
Session, House of Representatives, 188411. 


"Clear Creek County. This County is a network of fissure veins, 
and while far in advance of almost any other portion of the State 
in the development of its veins, many miners think that it is still 
in the primitive running state, and that the full richness of its 
veins are yet to be disclosed. On Saxon Mountain is the Anglo 
Saxon, the Saxon Extension Group, Dunbarton, and the Summit. The 
Ahglo Saxon was not worked during 1883. The developments consist 


yof7our levels and numerous cross cuts and shafts. The ore vein 
is narrow, but rich and has yielded about $700,000 since it was 
discovered. (Note: The mines referred to are the property of 
Berry)
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oTHE INCENTIVE TO MR. & MRS. BERRY 


Authentic historical records, plus the history of the mine as related 
by Mrs. Parker (wife of the early owner) to Mr. & Mrs. Berry provided 
the incentive to reopen this famous rich producer of silver ore. 


Professor G. E. Goodspeed, Executive Officer, Department of Geology, 
University of Washington, Seattle Washington was employed to study and 
evaluate the property. 


Mr. H. R. Aldrich, Secretary of the Geological Society of America 
wrote us as follows: '9 have known Professor G. E. Goodspeed these 


35 - +O years from student days when he was a member of the teaching 
staff at M.I.T. I have had frequent personal contacts with him, 
particularly during the last 15 years and have followed his lectures 
and writings, I would like above all to say that in my best judgment 
Professor Goodspeed is a man of sterling integrity" 


After partially opening one of the old producing tunnels and shaft 
Professor Goodspeed examined the property and subsequently reported: 


"Based upon the geological evidence and a microscopic examination 
of the specimens gathered, it is not at all hard to believe - that 
Pore ore shoots may be picked up below that portion of the vein 
where mining stopped - that when you realize Anglo Saxon was mined 
to a depth believed not to exceed 120 feet, they just barely touched 
it -that production records are ample proof that a considerable 
amount was taken out - that there are several veins on the property, 
some with spectacular outcroppings of 'Gossan' which would indi-
cate they are strong fissures - that a development tunnel driven 
600 or 700 feet below surface would explore the vein where ore 
shoots of rich silver ore might be expected - that such depth is 
conservative because similar veins in the Georgetown mineral 
district have enjoyed considerable profitable production at depths 
100 to'1600 feet below surface - .andthat there is a decided run 
for your money in . the development of this mine." 


Professor Goodspeed regularly inspected the mine during development 
from 1937 to 1952 and is therefore best qualified to report on the 
geological findings and to again evau.ate its potential. 


Duri-ng the period 1937 - 1952, Mr. George H. Garrey, Co-Author with 
Spurr of Professional Paper 63, of United States Geological Survey, 
was also consulted and visited the mine. He had been in the old workings 
and established the fact that the ore shoot raked east 50 0 to 600. He 
advised that it would be necessary to drive the exploratory tunnel 
1450 to 1600 feet before the downward extension of the Anglo Saxon 
ore shoot could be intersected. He advised that the geological chance 
of finding commercial ore on the downward extension of the ore shoot 
was excellent. When mineral was encountered at about 900 feet from 
the portal, he advised us to continue on to the Anglo Saxon ore shoot.
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During the driving of the exploratory tunnel, it was decided that the 
tunnel vein was neither the Saxon nor Federal vein, the junction of 
which created the Anglo Saxon Ore Shoot. It was decided that the 
Tunnel Vein was an unknown vein whose course would bring it into the 
area where the downward extension of the Saxon Ore Shoot was expected 


•	 to be encountered, therefore Garrey and Goodspeed recommended we con-
tinue to drift on it. 


When Garrey was unavailable, H. W. C. Prornrnel, a Denver Consulting 
Geologist and Mining Engineer was consulted. He visited the mine 
in 191+8 and 1950 and reported that indications are that the tunnel 
is above the permanent water level and that "ore may well be en-
countered above as well as below the tunnel level" 


John W. Gabelman, Mining Engineer, spent the summer of 191+6 on the 
property, mapped the veins and geology of the area, and made a Self 
Potential Survey of a portion of the Anglo Saxon Extension Vein at 
elevation 9360 in the area reported on by Spurr and Garrey in 
Professional Paper 63 and'wlthin the area proposed as a secondary 
target for ore. His report Is attached. 


•	 As expected, ore was encountered 1511+ feet from portal at elevation 
9760. An Assay Map and the Assay Report is attached. As reported, 


	


• .
	 this ore was cut by a North-South Post Mineral Fault dipping 1+6 0 east. 


Several/theories were advanced concerning this' ore showing; 


1. That it represents the top of an ore shoot. 


• 2.--,That the ore is not in place and is considered to be "drag. 
ore" along the vein fault. 


3. Significantly, the most plausible and acceptable theory is 
that the ore shoot was just forming when cut by the North-


	


•	 •	 South Post Mineral Fault and therefore would continue 'to form 
on the northeast side of the fault and particularly on the 
northeast side of the junction of the Tunnel vein with the Anglo 
Saxon and Federal veins which should be in the nearby vicinity. 
This theory is given weight by the statements of Garrey and 
Goodspeed, who pointed out that the ore shoot formed by the 
junction of the Anglo Saxon with the Federal vein lies northeast 
of the junction in the old productive workings and rakes east-
erly at an angle of 500 to 600 .	 • 


Change in the wall rock from graniv to shist on the "up" side caused 
the vein to pinch to a narrow streak. The vein was not explored up-	 • 
ward to more favorable wall rock. The vein was not explored down-
ward. 


	


•	 It was concluded that the best target for ore would be within the area 
northeast of the North-South Post Mineral Fault where the Tunnel Vein 


.	 should junction with the Anglo Saxon and Federal. veins. Since no 
money was available for that exploration mining operation ceased in 
1951.	 .
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S	 With the recent announcement of the OME Program, interest was renewed 


in continuing exploration of the Anglo Saxon Mine on the east side of 
-


	


	 the North—South Fault. This became particularly interesting since
Lovering in Professional Paper 223 and Del Rio in Mineral Resources 
of Colorado pointed out that this area had not been adequately 
studied and that itwas possible that blind ore bodies, such as 
the Lamertine Lode, might be discovered in this area. 


Professor Goodspeed was recently consulted. He suggested we contact 
Prommel and have the area surveyed and engineering maps prepared for 
his study. Prommel recommended that Paul M. Hopkins be employed *to 
do the field and engineering work under his guidance. 


In discussing the proposed OME program with Goodspeed, Prommei and 
Hopkins we strongly emphasised the following: 


That, unless the geological probability of finding a significant 
body of commercial ore was present, Berry Metal Company could not 
afford to invest $83,333 from its Working Capital for exploration. 


Furthermore, that If that probability did not exist, Berry Metal 
Company could not afford to take the time required away from its 
rapidly growing business and research projects. 


Goodspeed, Prommel and Hopkins have established the fact that the 


S


	


	 .geological probabilities for finding commercial ore bodies are ex-





cellent. The Plare View Maps prepared by Prommel and Hopkins indicate - 
ias pointed out by Goodspeed - that there is a multiplecity of possible 
vein intersections which in this region are targets for ore. 


These findings, coupled with our own observations as the exploration 
tunnel followed a vein showing marked alteration'and kaolization of 
the wall rocks due presumably to ascending hydrothermal solutions and 
later oxidation effects due to downward percolating groundwater, 
indicate that the chances are good for finding rich ore bodies of 
secondary enrichment. 


We also noted within the vein zone numerous smooth surfaces or 
slickensides which were generally parallel to the dip of the vein and 
which to us indicated movement within the vein zone during formation. 
We were impressed with the possibility that the tunnel vein was a 
major fracture or shear zone which could be expected to extend 
horizontally and vertically for a considerable distance and exert a 
strong influence on ore deposition on the northeast side of the North—
South Post Mineral Fault where this shear zone or tunnel vein will 
junction with the Anglo Saxon and Federal veins. 


We are therefore convinced that our expenditure of time and money along 
with the financial assistance from OME is justified. 


Acco rd i ngly , we employed Mr. David Hudson of Georgetown, Colorado to 


S	 manage the project. Mr. Hudson is a graduate of the University of 
•	 Oklahoma and the University of Colorado. He formerly was Superintendant 


-	 •	 . • 	 .	 .	 •
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.	 of Schools and County Judge at Georgetown. During his residence 


there, he worked spare time for 11 years with U. S. ' Mineral Surveyor 
Percy P. Barber studying the mines in this area as a hobby which was 
the consequence of geology courses taken at the University. in this 
capacity he became thoroughly familiar with the Anglo Saxon Mine and 
property. 


During the past 2 years Mr. Hudson has been Director of Education 
with the armed forces in Korea. In leaving that post to become 
identified with the Anglo Saxon Mine, he sacrifices $4000.00 in 
annual income wtich he hopes to recapture in production and profit 
incentives. This indicates his faith In the project. 


Mr. Hudson is an experienced manager, organizer and civic leader. He 
has been identified with the Boy Scout Organization for many years and 
is a builder of men. 


We firmly believe that we could not select a better or more qualified 
business man for this work which will be carried on with the cooperation 
of qualified engineers and geologists such as Goodspeed, Prommel, 
Hopkins, and those of OME. 


In setting up the contract with OME, we request that itbe done on an 
actual cost basis - with some contracting - because we feel that under 
Mr. Hudson's supervision minimum costs will be secured. 


Our sincerity of purpose in the development of the Anglo Saxon Mine 
was expressed by Mrs. Goodspeed - wife of Professor Goodspeed - at 
a stockholder meeting in 1949. She stated; 


"Alot of people have come to my husband asking him to put money 
in mines or to take an interest in them. We-have never, in all 
the30 years we have been married, had anyone come to us with the 
attitude that-Walter Berry has had. He is trying to get ore out 
of this mine and he is trying to do it by telling the people the 
truth.. He has done it honestly and fairly, I have a great deal 
of admiration for the manner in which this development has been: 
handled. It has been such a pleasure to be associated with people 
like this, I have enjoyed very much meeting the rest of you people 


too, and knowing that a business like this can be conducted in 
such a fair and above board manner'. it is a contrast and a pleasant 
one." 


Note: From 1937 to 1952 of the $367,702 invested in Anglo Saxon 
Mines, only 1% was utilized for Salaries and only 4% was utilized 


- for promotional expenses. That is the ti-sign Of honest endeavor. 


This sincerity of purpose is further indicated in the following letter 
from William E. Walthers Country Judge, Clear Creek County, Colorado.
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"COUNTY COURT OF CLEAR CREEK COUNTY"


Georgetown, Colorado 
Apr i l 20th, 1949 


TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 


"I have been asked to give my honest opinion concerning the 
Mining Properties owned and controlled by the Anglo Saxon Mines In-
corporated and I do not hesitate to give such an opinion. 


"In the first place I was born and raised in this locality 
and have spent thegreater part of my life here and am familiar with 
the properties known as the Anglo Saxon Mines as well as being fam-
iliar with the surrounding properties.. Lhave more or less closely 
watched the development and production records of these various 
properties and feel very well qualified to evaluate the same. 


"The Anglo Saxon Group is located in the heart of a very rich 
Mining District and although not as fully developed and consistently 
worked as some of the surrounding Properties that have produced into 
the Millions, I feel and belived that with the, proper and necessary 
development the Anglo Saxon Group will produce equally as well as 
the surrounding properties that have been more consistently developed 


'and worked and in fact might even exceed these production Records 
by reason of the fact that the early day production Record (1860' 
and 1870') of the Anglo Saxon Group showed considerable higher Values 
in the Minerals produced than was the case i'n many of the adjoining 


•	


. 'andsurrounding Properties. 
'9 am familiar with the fact that for the past ten or twelve 


years the Anglo Saxon Mines Incorporated have been carrying on an 
extensive program of development work on their properties and I am 
also familiar with the fact that this development program has not been 
carried far enough to reach a successful conclusion whereby the 
Property would become a Producing Property and in my opinion would be 
the type of a producer that would justify most any expenditure for. 
the necessary development work. I have heard it repeated many times 
by the Old Miners in this district that the Anglo Saxon surface Ores 
were the highest grade Silver Ores ever produced in Colorado and in 
fact I have seen some of these specimens and they were practically 
pure Silver. 


"It has been my good fortune to have become acquainted with Mr. 
Walter V. Berry, President of the Anglo Saxon Mines Incorporated and 
also have been in position to know how the affairs of the Company 
have been handled as well as the affairs and detailed work at the Mine 
and I do not hesitate to say that any Mining Company that is fortunate 
enough to have him handle their affairs, is indeed fortunate. 
have also known his foreman at the Mine and they have to the best of 
my knowledge'always been very capable and reliable men. 


"The Mine is very well equipped and in fact is equipped with more 
modern Machinery than most other Mining Properties in this District. 


"It is my very honest opinion that the Anglo Saxon Group of 
Mines will with proper and necessary development become one of the 


0
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•	 great Producers for all time in this District. 


Yours very truly, 


(signed) William E. Waithers 
County Judge 
Clear Creek County, Colorado 


In order to make it possible to get underground before winter - after 
approval by OME - Berry Metal Company has recently invested in excess 
of $15,000 in slide removal, widening and grading-of existing road; 
building new road to tunnel at elevation 9360' reopening-tunnel at 
elevation 9360; attempting to reopen caved tunnel at elevation 9760; 
preparation of new tunnel site and portal at elevation 9760; surveying 
and mapping; engineering; reports and drawings; labor and salaries. 
The above investment will not be presented for OME participation. 


In order to further facilitate getting underground before winter, 
prompt action on this application by OME will be helpful and ap-
preciated. 


'Arrangements for inspection of the property can be made with David 
Hudson, Manager, who lives on Taos Street - opposite the park - in 
Georgetown, Colorado. His telephone number is Area Code 303 - 
569 - 2262.  


Enclosed is the report of Prommel and Hopkins with supporting engineering 
drawIngs.


Respectfully submitted 


BERRY METAL CO PANY 


Walter V. Berry, 
President 


S
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BERRY METAL COMPANY 


Harmony ., Pennsylvania 


REPORT OF EXANIN.ATION


October 31,.. 1965 


ROY C. IiARLY


Certified Public Accountant


PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA E:i
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ROY C. RAMERLY 


Certified. Public Accountant 


124 IVYLAI'D DRIVE - PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15235 - 241-7000 


Member, American' and. Pennsylvania Institutes 
of Certified. Public Accountants 


December 10, 1965 


Walter V. Berry, President 
Berry Metal Company 
Harmony ., Pennsylvania 


Dear Mr. Berry: 


I have examined the balance sheet of Berry Metal Company as of 


October 31, 1965 and the related statement of income and retained 


earnings for the year then ended. My examination was made in 


accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and 


accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and 


such other auditing procedures as I considered necessary in the 


circumstances. 


In my opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and statement of 


income and retained earnings present fairly the financial position 


of Berry Metal Compary at October 31, 1965, and.the results of its 


operations for the year then ended., in conformity with generally 


accepted accounting principles applied on a basis 'consistent with 


that of the preceding year.


Yours very truly, 


/s! Roy C. Hamerly


Certified Public Accountant







59,772 
1,819 
7,289 


Depreciation
To Date 


$ 12,732 
72,011.0 
52,2711-
11,008 


5,533 


$153.,587


$606,733 


Net 


$ L1.,069 
118,01I.3 


• 2,820 
17,903 


9,653 
30,799 
5,000 


$188,287


• 12,378


$807,398 
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Berry Metal Company


Balance Sheet 
As of October 31, 1965 


ASSETS 


Current Assets: 
Cash on hand and in banks 
Accounts receivable 
Merchandise inventories: 


Finished goods	 $ 14,o6o 
Work in process 	 .	 28,642 
Raw materials	 17,070


Manufacturing supplies inventory 
Prepaid expenses 


Total current assets 


Plant, Property and Equipment: 	 Cost 
Tools and small equipment 	 $ 16,801 
Machinery and equipment 	 190,083 
Leasehold improvements	 55,094 
Automobiles and trucks 	 281911 
Office equipment 	 15,186 
Payments on acquisitions in process 	 30,799 
Land	 5,000 


Totals	 $341,874 


Patents, net of amortization 


Total assets 


LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY 


Current Liabilities: 
Accounts payable, trade 
Employee tax and other deductions 
Accrued payroll 
Provision for income taxes 
Other accrued taxes and expenses 


Total current liabilities 


Stockholders' Equity: 
Class "A" shares, par value 25$; 3,707, 211.6 shares 


unissued, 2111.,322 shares issued & outstanding 
Contributions in excess of par value 
Retained earnings 


Total stockholders' equity 


Total liabilities and stockholders' equity 


Subject to footnotes on next page.
fl


$11.01, 418 
136,11.35 


$ 11-1,503 
3,l711., 


36,823 
183,817 


9,376
$2711.,693 


$53,581. 
19,302 


11.59,822
532,705 


$807,398
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Berry Metal Company 
•	 Footnotes to Accompanying Statements 


1. Berry Metal Company is committed to purchase a new plant when 


construction has been completed in the next few months, which 


will cost about $ J..00,OOO and to which all present company-


controlled operations will be transferred. Tentative commitments 


exist for 104 financing of the real estate cost. Only $18,800 


of the assets and.none of the liabilities which will be involved 


are reflected in the accompanying statements. 


2. These statements provide for the loss on abandonment of leasehold 


improvements which vrill occur within twelve months. The loss is 


estimated at $20,000, being $40,769 remaining cost of assets less • 


$20,769 of income tax reduction which will apply in the year of 


abandonment.	 •	 • 


3. The $4,128 reduction in current year Federal income tax by reason 


•	 of the investment credit provision, is used in its entirety as a 


reduction of current year income tax liability and expense.







$1,477,383	 100.0% 


$ 52,673 
27!. , 965 
227,395 
387,666 


$942,699 
59,772


882,927 59.8 


$ 594,456 40.2% 


128,686 8.7 


$ 465,770 31.5% 


3,528 0.2 


.$


 


46,28 31.7% 
20,000 1.3 


$ 1 49,298 30.4% 


232,701 15.8 


$ 216,597


21i-3,225 


$ 459,822 


W] Berry Metal Company
Statement of Income and Retained Earnings 


For the Year Ended October 31, 1965


Net Sales 


Cost of Goods Sold: 


Inventories, October 31, 1961 
Material purchases 
Labor 
Other manufacturing costs (page 5) 


Total manufacturing costs 
Less inventories, October 31, 1965 


Cost of goods sold 


Gross profit on sales 


Selling and administrative expenses (page 5) 


Net operating income 


Other income, net of expense 


Provision for abandonment loss - note 2 


Net income before income taxes 


Provision for income taxes - note 3 


Net income 


Retained Earnings: 
Balance October 31, 196+ 


'Retained earnings October 31, 1965 


Subject to footnotes on preceding page. 


W]
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Berry Metal Company. 
Details of Statement of Income


For the Year Ended October 31, 1965 


Other Manufacturing Costs 


Manufacturing supplies 
Patterns 
Manufacturing employee expense 
Labor taxes 
Subcontract work 
Rental of manufacturing machinery, equipment, 


land and building 
Heat, power and water 
Plant maintenance 
Trucking, freight and express 
Manufacturing insurance 
Patents amortization and royalties 
Product engineering 
Manufacturing depreciation 


Total other manufacturing costs


$52,911 
16,L1.97 


6,888 
10,011.3 


177,711.5 


37,323 
8,876 


ll,l9+ 
l-1, 11.59 
2,538 
2,9511-


31,755 


$387,666 


Selling and Administrative Expenses 


Officers' salaries 
Administrative salaries 
Employee expense 
Travel and entertainment 
Automobile expense 
Advertising 
Dues and subscriptions 
Charitable contributions 
Telephone and telegraph 
Office rent 
Office supplies and expenses 
Legal and accounting fees 
Fire and casualty insurance 
Life insurance 
Payroll taxes 
Other taxes except income taxes 


Total selling and administrative expenses


$511.,2l0
10,307
2,602


11,580
1+,95l
2,060


971
870 


5,265 
960 


9,555 
• 17,939 


881 
3,355 
2,675 


5C:5 


$123, 636







MME Form 40 udget Bureau No. 42-R1368 
Jan. 65 UNITED STATES 


DEPA TMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
OFFICE OF MINERALS EXPLORATION


17, 
APPLICATION FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE	 N MVNERALS 


.
'fl4


11C) 


''


 vi Li • 
Pursuant to Public Law 85-701 (72 Stat. 700; 30 U.S.C.&4t 


NAME OF APPLICANT (Full legal name andmailing address as they should 
appear on contract if one is executed.) 


ANGLO SAXON MINES, INC. 
GEORGETOWN COLORADO 
TO BE FORMED AS A SUBSIDIARY OF 
BERRY METAL COMPANY 
HARMONY, PA.


APPLICANT DO NOT USE THIS BLOCK 


DOCKET NUMBER 


DATE RECEIVED 


REGION


DIVISION CODE 


BUSINESS ORGANIZATION LIST CORPORATE OFFICERS OR PARTNERS HERE, IF APPLICABLE 
(Check one)	 NAME	 ADDRESS


	 TITLE 


WALTER V. BERRY, PRESIDENT 
WILLIAM W. BERRY, VICE PRESIDENT 
JAMES A AYERS, TREASURER 


DUN Y. . - BERRY, SECRETARY 
% BERRY METAL COMPANY 


HARMONY, PA: 


IN 0 V I DU AL 


CORPORATION 


PARTNERSHIP 


0 THE: R(Specify).	
H 


STATE IN WHICH FIRM IS 
ORGANIZED Colorado hk


FOR WHICH YOU WISH TO EXPLORE	 PROPERTY	 LOCATION 
Silver	 NAME	 COUNTY	 STATE 


ESTIMATED COST OF PROJECT	 Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. 
$	 333,334.00	 Georgetown, Clear Creek County, Colorado 


GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 


	


Before filling out this application please read the OME	 should be used to supplement narrative descriptions of the 


	


Regulations for Obtaining Federal Assistance in Financing	 property location and boundaries in item 2, existing mine 


	


Explorations for Mineral Reserves (30 CFR Chap. III). To	 workings and geology in item 3, and the proposed exploration 


	


assure prompt action, your application must provide, all	 work in item S. When this information is not too complex, 


	


applicable material and information specified on the back 	 all of it may be shown on one map or sketch. All documents 


	


of this application form. Avoid unnecessary correspondence 	 and other attachments submitted as a part of this application, 


	


and delays by submitting complete and accurate information, 	 except those in item 3(g) which you mark to be returned, 


	


Please submit two copies of this application and all accom.	 become the property of the Government and will not be re-


	


panying paper: except as otherwise. noted. Place your name 	 turned to the applicant. Send true copies', not originals, of 
and address on each sheet. Each item of information, maps, . leases, contracts, and other documents which are an essen-


	


and reports required as a part of this application is described 	 tial part of your business records. 	 File this application 


	


on the back of this form. Identify each attached statement 	 with the Office of Minerals Exploration, Department of the 


	


by the item number to which it applies. If an item does not 	 Interior, Washington 25, D. C., or with the nearest OME 


	


apply to your application, show the item number on your state-	 Field Office.	 S 


ment and after it write "not applicable." Maps or sketches 


CERTIFICATION 


	


The undersigned, whether as an individual, corporate officer,	 plete, to the best of his knowledge and belief, and that 


	


partner, or otherwise, both in his own behalf and acting	 he would not ordinarily undertake the proposed exploration 
for the applicant, certifies that the information set forth under current conditions and circumstances at his sole 


	


in this form and accompanying papers is correct and corn- 	 expense. 


August 16 2 1966	 . 


DATED	 '	 y (Signature)	 -7 
C
	 President	


TITLE 


A wilfully false statement or certification to any Department or Agency of the United States Government is a criminal offense. 
U. S. Code, Title 18, Sec. 1001. 
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World's Largest Self-Integrated 
Oxygen Lance Designers and Builders 


K E T_ A L COMPANY 
HARMONY, PENNSYLVANIA 16037 
TEL.: 452-8040 . AREA CODE 412 


July 28, .1966 


	


•	 Mr. Carl H. Kalberkamp, 
• . . .
	 Assistant Vice President 


Mellon National Bank & Trust Company 


	


•	 Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230 


Dear Mr.. Kalberkamp:	 .	 . 


We hereby makeapplication for a 10, year loan in the 
amount Of $250,000.00 for the purpose of searching 


• for new and 'unexplored mineral deposits on property 
located at Georgetown, Clear Creek County,' Colorado. 
Said loan tobe made to Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc., 
which is in process of being incorporated as a sub-' 
sidiary of Berry Metal Company. 


	


• 	 • •	 '•	 •	 •	 • • 	
•	 Sincerely	 ours 


. •	


"•	 .f	


II 
•	 •	 •	 /•.•  


• ••	 •	
'	 WALTER V BERRY	 I' 


	


•	 ' President


rA 


S	 • 







	


S	 . 
MELLON NATIONAL BANK AND 'TRUST COMPANY 


MELLON SQUARE


PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15230 


July 29, 1966 


Mr.. Walter V. Berry, President 
Berry Metal Company	 , 0 


"German Street	 - - - 
Harmony, Pennsylvania 16037 


Dear Mr. Berry:
Loan Application - Berry Metal Company 


Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. 


We have carefully considered your application for a 
ten-year term loan in the principal amount of $250,000 to be 
made to Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc., subsidiary of Berry Metal 
Company, for the purpose of searching and developing anew 


• mineral deposit in Georgetown, Colorado, and based on the 
information submitted we must regretfully decline the proposal. 
This conclusion is primarily predicated on the fact that the 
Bank would be faced with excessive and undue exposure arising 
from. the unexplored and undeveloped nature of the possible ore 


deposits.


We thank you for submitting this proposal for our 


consideration.	 0 	


'0 	 • 	


0 


	


Sincerely yours,	 •• 
• 	


0 	 • , 	 ,,--	 . 


•


	


1'
. 
C1 H. .Kalberkamp 


—Assistant Vice President.—' 


CHK:ajt 


S	
'\.
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World's Largest Self-Integrated 
Oxygen Lance Designers and Builders 


\ / METAL COMPANY 
HARMONY, PENNSYLVANIA 16037 


	


/	
TEL.: 452-8040 • AREA CODE 412 


July 28, 1966. 


First National Bank 
• Golden, Colorado 


Atten: Mr, John A. Fortune, President 
Gentlernen:	 . 


We hereby make application for a 10 year loan in the 
amount of $250,000.00 for the purpose of searching 
for new and unexplored mineral deposits on property 
located at Georgetown, Clear Creek County, Colorado. 
Said loan to be made to Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc., 
Which is in process of being incorporated as a sub-
sidiary o Berry Metal Company. 


• : •	 •	 Sincer1y yours,. 


WAL'ThR V bERRY 
President 







H -- THE II IRSFJ\IATIftNAL BA]VKJY IN  
BANKROLL	 1301 Jackson Street	 Golden, Colorado	 80402 


Telephone 
279-4563 


August 2, 1966 


•	 •	 Mr. Walter V. Berry 
Berry Metal Co. 
Harmony, Pennsylvania 16037 


/ Dear Mr. Berry:	 Re: $250, 000' loan appLication 


We regret to inform you that your request for a 
10-yr. loan in the amount of $250, 000 to the Anglo 
Saxon Mines, Inc. cannot be honored at this time. 


It has been the policy of our bank for a number of 
years not to engage in loaning on mineral exploration 
due to the speculative nature of this operation. 


We appreciate your inquiry. If we can be of other 
service to you, we shall be happy to have you 
contact us.


Very truly yours, 


p 


Frank Sweeney 
Asst. Vice President 


FS:TW 


II
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ASSAY RECORD 


ANGLO SAXON MINES,	 INC. 


COMBINED VEIN 
• Width Oz. of 


Sample Listed Corrected of Silver 


Number Location Location Sample Position	 in Vein Per Ton 


1 1514 1501+ 18" Right side of vein 52.7 
18" Center of Vein 41.7 
18" Left side of Vein 1+4.9 


2 1560 1550 21+" Right side of Vein 51.0 
24" Left side of Vein 


3 1570 1560 17" Right side of Vein 1.8 
17" Center of Vein	 . 11.2 
17" Left side of Vein 15,6 


4 1575 1565 1+2" Face of Vein	 . 24.6 
12" Right side of Vein 110.6 


5 1580 1570	 • 36" Face of Vein 129,0 


6 1585 1575 66" Right side of Vein 9.8 
18" Center of Vein 12.6 
24" Left side of Vein 70.2 


• . FEDERAL VEIN? 


7 1595 1585 30" Federal	 Vein Face at	 •	 • 


Junction 104.1 


•	 8 1600 1590 30" Face of Federal Vein 6.9 


9 1605 1595 4" Seam on Federal Vein 86.0 
•	 • 20" Face of Federal Vein 0.75 


• 10. 1612 1602 • 24" Right side of Federal	 Vein 2.7 
24" Left side of Federal Vein 17.6 


11 1615 1605 34" Face of Federal Vein	 • 22.6 


12 1618 •	 1608 28" Left side of. Federal 	 Vein 8.4 • 
• 37." Face of Federal Vein •	 3.2 


•	 14 1625 •	 1615 30" Face of Federal Vein 4.8	 • 


15 1628	 • 1618 •	 24" Face of Federal Vein 8.9	 •	 • 


•	 21 1650' 16+0	 • 36" Face of Federal Vein •	 5.5 


24 1655 1645 30" Face of Federal Vein 21.4







• Width Oz. of 


Sample Listed Corrected of Silver 


Number. Location Location_ Sample Position	 in Vein Per Ton 


CROSS CUT TO ANGLO SAXON VEIN? 


12A 1618 1608 36" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 
Branch 29.8 


LkA 1625 1615 21+" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 
Branch 15.6 


16 1630 1615 20" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 
• Branch 37.0 


17 1633 1618 36" Face Of Anglo Saxon Vein 
Branch 11+.7 


• S 18" Right side of Anglo Saxon 
Vein Branch 127.6 


18" Left side of Anglo Saxon 
Vein Branch 126.2 


18 161+1 1626 30" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 
Branch	 - 1+8.2 


19 1644 1629 21+" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 
/ Branch 53.1+ 


ANGLO SAXON VEIN? 


7A '-.	 1595 1585 18" Anglo Saxon Vein Face at 
• "•- Junction 71.1 


•	 •. 9A 1605 1595 28" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 112.2	 S 


13 1620. 1610 12" Right side of Anglo Saxon S 


Vein	 • 191.0 
12" Right side of Anglo Saxon 


Vein 1+6.1 
12" Left side of Anglo Saxon 


Vein 107.2 
12" Left side of Anglo Saxon 


-. - Vein 3.1+ 


Extra 1623 1+8" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 244.9 


20 •	 16 1+9 1631+ 16" Fce of Anglo Saxon Vein 271.2	 •. 


22 1652	 • 1637 611, Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 1767.1+	
.• 


18" Right side of Anglo Saxon 
•	 S 	 • Vein	 • 3.8 


23 165+ 1639 18" Right side ofAnglo Saxon  
•


• Vein 22.3	 • 


25 1656 161+1 20" Left side of Anglo Saxon 
• Vein 15.6 


26 1658 1643 36" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 121+.7







Width Oz.	 of 


Sample Listed Corrected of Silver 


•


Number Location Location Sample  Per Ton 


27 1660 161+5 4" Left side of Anglo Saxon 
Vein 1790.1+ 


48" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 1+5.6 


28 1675 1660 30" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 1+9.6 


• 29 1685 1670 27" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein .12.8 


30 1690 1675 20" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 31.4 


31 1695 1678 20" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 34.3 


32 •	 1696	 • 1681 20" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 130.1+ 


33 •	 1698 1683 1+0" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 188.8	 •	 • 


34	 • 1700 1685 21+" Left side of Anglo Saxon 
• Vein 6.8 


35 1707 1692 1+0" Face of Anglo Saxon Vein 0.1+
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GEOLOGIST	 PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSES AND MINING ENGINEER 	
•OLOGY.OF ORE DEPOSITS A SPECIALTY 


• G. E. GOODSPEED 


5504 TWENTY•FIRST AVENUE NORTHEAST 
SEATTLE 


August 2, '. 1966 


BERRY  METAL COMPANY 


Harmony, Pennsylvania 


Attention: Walter V. Berry, President 


REPORT 'ON ANGLO 'SAXON : GROIJP 'OF 'CLAIMS 


Introduction 


This group of claims is situated less than two miles' northeast of George-


town, Clear Creek, Colorado on the northwest slope of Saxon Mountain in a 


rugged part of the Front Range. This complex vein system' belOngs to a belt 


of strong fracti.ires trending east northeast from GeOrgetown ' to. Idaho' Springs,. 


This area has been more fully described by Spurr and Grrey in Professional 


Paper 63 and by Lovering and Goddard in Professional Paper 223, ' United States 


Geological Survey. More recently (19,) S. M. Del Rio in Mineral Resources 


of Colorado makes these statements: - ( p. 100, and 101) 


,"It is probable that. the belt of strong fractures which trend east-
northeast from the head of Silver Creek to the valley of Clear Creek 
near the mouth of Fall River, of which the Lamertine and Freeland 
veins are apart, continues southwest of Lamertine to Georgetown. 
This intervening terrain:--has not yet been adequately studied and it 
is possible that blind ore bodies, as was the' Lamertine Lode could 
be discovered in this area through proper scientific exploration." 


"Outlook - The Lamertine and Freeland veins have had a substantial out-
put and the possibility of undiscovered ore shoots in the extensi,on 
of this belt should be considered, especially as..the Lamertine ore 
body did not outcrop and was apparently discovered by accident." 


Geology 


The dominant rocks in this area are the early pre-Cambrian para schists 


and gneisses of the Idaho' Springs formation locally transected by pegmatite. 


In the mineralized vein zone both of those rocks are highly altered by vein
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S
forming solutions. Granite which is a more competant rock becomes soft and 


porous, whereas the altered schist is compressed to a nearly impervious gouge. 


The solutions penetrated along fractures and fissures forming a very complex 


vein system. This vein system was recently studied by H.W. C. Prommel and 


Paul M. Hopkins. They prepared two plan view maps showing possible vein 


trends and post mineral faulting at elevations of 9360 and 9,760 feet.Accord-


ing to Burchard, of the Mint, the production from the Anglo Saxon Mine prior 


to 1883 was about $700,000. from relatively shallow workings approximately 


72 feet below surface at point of discovery. This rich production from shallow 


workings was the incentive for the development work carried on from 1937 to 


the present, which included a small exploratory tunnel driven approximately 


1,800 feet at an elevation of 9,760.. This tunnel is now caved. A mineralized 


5	 zone was encountered 900: feet east of the portal. At 1,514 feet from the 
portal numerous irregular intersectingveinlets of . silver sulphides occurred. 


The character of both ore and gangue was similar to that of the oxidized ore 


from the dumps of the upper workings. In the tunnel from 1,50 11. to 1,683 feet 


the veinlets of high grade silver sulphides became more numerous where th.e 


wall rock was a relatively porous altered granite. 	 . 


When I visited the mine in August, 1948, the vein and ore shoot had 


been cut by a north-south post mineral fault. Before the fault was encountered 


the vein, as shownin a raise 40 feet above the tunnel level, consisted of 


about 15 Inches of hard, brownish, fine grained somewhat fractured quartz 


containing a considerable amount of disseminated silver sulphide with a wall rock 


of altered granite. As later reported to me, the wall rock - in the next 30 


feet upward in the raise - changed from granite to schist and the ore narrowed 


0
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to a streak two inches ' wide as it approached the post mineral fault zone. 


The ore encountered' in the' exploratory tunnel can be. expected to extend 


laterally and vertically upward and downward depending upon the character of 


the wall rock. 


The ore in the floor of the exploratory tunnel averaged about to feet 


in width and did not give 'any indication of narrowing downward on the west 


side of the' north-south post mineral fault zone. 


Other factors may be' involved in the formation of an ore shoot such as: 


a decrease in pressure or temperature of the vein solutions as well as the 


physical character of the wall rock and its alteration products. Several pf 


these factors may be present at the intersection of veins.--.or where a change in 


dip and strike may widen a vein channel so that mineralizing solutions become. 


•	 slow moving thus allowing more time, with a decrease in temperature, for the 


precipitation of ore minerals. One of the most striking features shown on the 


Plan View of veins recently prepared by' Prommel and Hopkins is the multiplicity 


of possible vein intersections which in this region are targets for ore. 


From my observations of the character of the ore and wall rock in the exploratory 


tunnel dating from 1937', it is my opinion that a development tunnel should be 


driven at an elevation of about 9,760 feet to provide an optimum depth of 	 S 


600 feet below surface, which is a depth.. at which the' richest and most produc-


tive ore shoots have been mined in the Georgetown-Idaho Springs area as indicated 


by the writings of Spurr and Garrey; Lovering and Goddard.  


The prime target of this development tunnel would be the area in virgin 


ground beyond the , north-south fault encountered in the old surface workings and 


in the exploratory tunnel. This is the northeasterly trending belt referred 


41 to by S. M. Del Rio in Mineral Resources of Colorado C1960,,p. 101) wherein 


"It is possible that blind ore bodies, as was the Lamertine Lode, could be







Sdiscovered." On the easterly side of the north-south. fault several vein 


extensions and junctions should be present which as previously indicated are 


targets for ore in this region. As shown on the Plan View of Veins this 


tunnel is so positioned that relatively, short cross-cuts can be driven to 


several possible vein intersections which. would provide additi.onal targets 


for ore.. 


The secondary target of the development program should include a cross-


cut from the Lower Aunt Jack 'Tunnel at an elevation of 9,360 feet to explore 


the en echelon fault zone of the Anglo Saxon Extension Vein. In additidn, 


several vein intersections can be prospected from this tunnel by diamond drilling 


or cross-cutting , which will provide aaditional targets for ore. 


It is my considered opinion that this development program has excellent 


possibilities of developing commercial ore bodies. 


Respectfully submitted, 


G. E. Goodspeed 


Geologist & Mining Engineer 


GEG:rjw 


0
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PRELIMINARY REPORT 
of .a 


•	 Self Potential Survey 
on  


Portion of theAnglo Saxon Extension Vein 


Georgetown Mining District 
Georgetown, Colorado 


Conducted under the aupice of 
The Colorado -School of Minas 


Golden, Colorado 


John VT. Gabel-man 


November 1946
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OUTLINE 


I. Location and Topography 


110 Geology 
A.	 General Geology 
B.	 Economic Geology 


1.	 Character of Veins and Country Rock 
29	 History of Mining 
3.	 kpparent relationships between !glo Saxon and 


:AJiglo Saxon Extension veins 
40	 Description of.. Surveyed .Aea 


III. Field procedure 
• 


A.	 Means of approach to Area 
B.	 Equint Used 
C.	 procedure for Surveying 


IV. Results and Interpretation 
.	 Map and Profiles 


B.	 Interpretation	 S 


19	 Features Known to Exist 
2.	 • possibilities of Positive Results 


•	 5,	 Possibil ities of Negative Results, 


V. Recommendations for Future vJork 
A.	 Geophysical 


1.	 Additional Self-potential Mapping. 
2.	 Application of other methods 


B.	 Minirg 
1.	 Opening of tunnel and shaft 


VI. Conclusions	 S
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Location and Topography 


The Anglo Saxon Extension workings are on the western slope of Saxon 


Mountain in the Georgetown mining district, Clear Creek County, Colorado. 


They arenalso refeenced as being in T-35, k.74 W, in the center of 


section 4, U.S.G .S. topographic: map of the Georgetown ' Quadrangle. Several 


old workings are found on the steep open slope •at.axiproximate elevation 


of 9,000 feet, 


At present the property is controlled. by the nglo-. , Saxon Mining 


Company, 


The west' side of Saxon Mountain forms the east side of Clear Creek 


Valley. This valley is a typical u-shaped glaciated valley :and represents 


glacial entrenchment from, a more gentle highland,. The highland may still' 


be seen above 11,000 feet. where the terrain flattens, out. At the exteision 


workings the slope varies between 30 and 40 degrees, For more detailed 


topography and for a generalized picture of the regional terrain, the 


reader is referred to the Georgetown quadrangle topographic sheet. 


There is an improved road from Georgetown to the barn insilations 


of the .nglo Saxon Company, a distance of one mile. . The area was reached 


in the past by trail from . the bottom of the valley. However, at present 


a road is under construction from the .riglo Saxon 'barn to the Anglo, Saxon 


Mine higher on the same mountain; and at the time of this survey it was 


completed to within several hundred feet of the DAension, workings. This 


made the.a'ea easily accessible. 


0
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Geology 


General Geology 


The Georgetown district lies in an area occupied by crystalline pre-


Canbrian gneisse and schists. The oldest rocks axe the schists and 


gneisses of the Idaho Springs formation, first described by S. H. Ball at 


the type locality in. 1908. These rocks are held to be the metamorphic 


derivatives of sediments, and. are termed meta-sediments". They consist of 


biotite-siflinianite schist, biotite schist, quartz gneiss, and some calcium 


silicate rocks.. 


The Idaho. Springs formation is intruded by hornblende, gneiss, quartz 


mon:zonite,'gneissiod granite, quartz monzonite porphyry, quartz diorite, 


the Rosalie granite, and the. Silver Plume granite; each representing (in 


order) a subsequently later age. all of these were then intruded with 


pegmatites, still being of pre-canibrian age. These age relationships are 


considered conclusive, but the mechanism of emplacement of many of these 


bodies is still disputed.. 


At the close of the Cretaceous the area was uplifted and much overlying 


material removed • This was. the major uplift of the Rocky 1.1ountains0 


In Tertiary time the area. was intruded by dikes, small stocks, and, 


rarely, sheets of quartz monzonité porphyry, dacite, granite porphyry, 


alaskite porphyry, bostonite, biotite latite, and syenite. These were fol-


lowed by faulting and the emplacement. of ore deposits in veins. Many of 


the above mentioned rocks are found in the vicinity of Idaho Springs and 


not in the Georgetown quadrangle0 


Economic Geolg 


The predominant rock on Saxon Mountain is that of the . Idaho Springs 


formation, with minor patches of 'gneissoid granite and Silver Plume granite. 


These have been extensively intruded by coarse grained pegmatites. No







I	 . 
Tertiary tntrusiVes are present. It was long thought that the presence of 


Tertiary porphyries was necessary for the present&of ore, but the past and 


present productivity of Saxon Mountain belies this fact. 


Character of Veins and	 Rock. 


The veins here are a11 steeply dipping, and their strikes fail into 


three general groups. .à . strike of approximately . N700E is represented by the 


.jiglo Saxon, Anglo Saxon Ext ension ., and Sally Roy Veins	 strike of N500E 


is represented by the Federal vein; and the strike of about N70°w includes 


the Gold Dug, Lorax.e, and Master Key veins,. 


Generally, the veins consist of zones of hydrothernally altered country 


rock from two to forty feet wide0 only the central. part of this, seveml 


inches to several feet wide, is mineralized In some places, as in the 


Dunbarton veins, several 6" leads of galena aggregate to form an almost 


solid 6 face of that mineral. Mineralization al ong a vein is not consistent 


in occurrence, strike, or dip 0 'It pinches and'. swells, and sometimes follows 


.a very irregular path thru the alteration. zone • '., The branching or splitting 


of leads is very comon0''Very seldom are ore minerals found concentrated, 


1jost often they are disseminated throughout .a quartz or chlorite gangue. 


The ore minerals consist of gold, silver, 'argentite, galena, chalcophyrite, 


sphalerite, and chalcocite. The gangue consists of quartz, kaolin, seicite, 


• .	 chlorite,pyrite,limonite; and orthoclase and mica from thecountry rock. A 


pegmatite dike very commonly forms the banging or footwall of a vein. 


History and Dloent 


Silver ias first discovered on the .glo Saxon lode in 1867, and by 


1883 it had produced $700,000 in silver from. the higher parts of the vein. 


Little ore has been mined since that time. The ore consisted of galena with 


disseminated 'argentite0 In 1937 the mine was reopened by the 4nglo 'Saxon 


Mining Company at a much lower level, and in 1945 the downward extension of
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the shoot that had been mined from the surface was found,, 


In about 1888 gold was discovered in the .Ang10 Saxon tension vein, 


thought to be an extension, or one of the branches of the Anglo Saxon yen, 


The production for 1889 was $2,01760; and that.fo'its total operating 


period was approximately 250,000 in gold. .According to mint rerorts, the 


ore contained gold, silver, lead and copper 0 However, the deposit is 


primarily a gold-quartz-pyite vein0 


The Extension lode was, worked from: a series of levels which-aggregate 


a. total of about 2,500 feet of drifting. The lowest and most extensive 


tunnel, 600 or 700 feet above Clear Creek was 825 feet long0 I.Rcomits 


portal an aireal tram carried ore to a mill almost on the valley bottom, 


Unfortunately, this mill', constructed for the cyahidation process, never 


milled any ore., because the .process$ was not "satisfactory for that type' of ore, 


The last att6mpt to work this vein was made in' 1935' when a tunnel was 


driven in from the gully immediately to the north of the other workings. 


whereas the :previous workings had followed the st:i1ce of the vein (N730E) 


this one was driven almost due south in an attempt to crosscut it. For 


uiown reason, then the working, was within 20 or . 30 feet of 'the vein, the 


direction was changed, 'andit was, driven away'from,the v ein. The venture 


was unsuccessful, but the tunnel.'.though the portal is caved, 'is still in 


good condition. 


At. present all of the workings .and stopes, with the exception of the 


;above mentioned tunnel are caved and their true extent, is uniQiown, 


pparent Relat-, ons ofAni crlo Saxon and -An lo Saxon EKtension veins 


Reference will be made here only to the present workings on the .glo 


.I 
•Sxon vein which is a tunnel. driven over 1600 feet into the mountain. The 


portal i not more 'than' 300 feet in' elevation above' , the surveyed 'area, but 


is about 1200 feet 'east of it... The Saxon vein has a strike of N70 0E and :a







STEEP dip to the north. The ore 'minerals are galena and argentite, 'and the 


gangue are chlorite, 'sericite, and, altered, schist and pegmatite. The ore 


is disseminated in the gangue,, 


The surface i ndications of minemli :z..,ation of the Extension vein are 


entirely different though the strike Ls almost the same, (N730E) 0 There the 


country rock is gneissoid granite consisting' primarily of quartz, and 


orthoclase with accessory biotite; the 'ga.ngue 'is 'quartz and pyrite,' and the: 


ore is gold and' copper-,sulphide,., 


These differences are striking to the eye, yet the ores should have


coniefron the 'same vein or one' of its .branches 9 The only. logical 'explenations 


this author can advance are first, that two periods :of minerali :zation are 


reresented on the same.'vein, 'the galena argentite 'association being earlier. 


Presumably, one portion as. closed while.. ore :wasbeing deposited in the' other9 


SThe second* 	 logical possibility, is that the 'two"areas are in no 


waV interconnected0' 


Description of Survyed Area. 


The survey, was ' carried 'out at a higher elevation than the main EAension 


workings. ' 	 the basis of strike and aip of both veina where exposed, each. 


had been' projected into the:,vicinity,'o the' other 0. On the nap. thesurface 


projeótion of the' Saxonvein 'appeared to be not more than 100 feet south ..of 


that of the : , Etension vein at the outcrop of the , 	 ' Neither was found


to be' exposed.:! Apoint: on the map --at the. level' of the -Extension workings 


'and' midway between the:. two veins was ".arbitrariIy,chosen 0 ' The point 


located on the ground and a 'line . originating there 'was surveyed up the hill 


on the strike of the ctension vein, (573 0E) with a Brianton Compass. " It was 


extended to the vicinity of the lower .Axiglo Saxon tunnel. The projections of 


thetwo veins intersect about haiway between the 'theision and Saxon workings. 


The surveyed area : consisted 'of :a zone 32 meters wide and 60 .metes long
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whose lower or wester n.end was .600 feet west of the supposed intersection. 


SThis was wide enough to include portions of both veins if projectionswere 


correct, 


The work was carried . out over steep rugged terrain, both bare and 


timbered,' and portions: of which were covered with several feet of snows 


Outcrops are scarce, and no hints of iminerali:zation or veins were seen 


except' for a caved shaft:..at the western end, and south of the base line, 


of the zone.	 cidized"gossi containing 'civart.z phalerite, nial'achite,and' 


linonite was found on thern dump 0 At the western 'end of the. cone where the•• 


survey, was started. 'the tVo,,,Veifl$. are thought to be 'about 75 feet apart 


Fe1d'rocedure 


.proach. to Area 


Men anduipment.were transported 1r truck from the valley bottom as 


C.	 far up 'the .Ax.glo Saxon mine road as it was completed-- a distance of 1 5/4 


miles. From hee the equipment was carried . up. a trail several hundred feet 


to the lower end' of the, zone. 'Much. -of it had been moved into position be-


fore the main., party arrived ., " and ;two ' base' lines outlining the zone had been 


surveyed. 


Equipment 


Accessory' equipment consisted of aBrun-bon compass, a 50 meter tape, 


geology' pick, shove, and wooden stakes. Geophysical equipment consisted'' 


of two porous pot electrodes filled with a saturated solution of copper 


sulfate (Leads-Northrup),. a potentiometer. with tripod, a reel with sevel 


hundred feet of insulated wire,. and salt water. 


rvy' Procedure 


The 0-c station, at the intersection of the two baselines 9 was arbitarily 


/ S	 . assumed to be zero potential, and was used as 'a datum for future measurements. 


One base line striking: N739E split. the 32 meter .ne in half lengthwise 0 The







other base line at right angles to the former, formed one end of the zone. 


One party moved ahead setting stakes that cross sectioned or gridded 


the zone into eight meter squares. See the accompanying map for designa-


tion of these stations. 


The second party was split,. into two groups: an instrument man and 


recorder9 and two men who occupied each station with' an electrode. 


The potientiometer was 'set up at station 0-C and one of two porous 


pot. electrodes burned here. The other electrode was moved to each station 


and thepotential difference between 0-C and the occupied station recorded. 


Before the survey began tand periodically thereafter ., the movable flying 


electrode was also buried at ,0-C,.anda correction factor measured. This 


factor was added algebraically , to the station potential differences. 


In practice, one of the men on the flying electrode. cleared..away the 


snow' and dug several inches into..the soil,.'.' The otherman placed U electrode, 


packed soil around it, and dampened the soil with salt water,. The potento-


meter was then read,  


.Results and Interpretation 


and Profiles 


See the accompanying map. Potential.. contours were dram and extra-


polated where indications seemed to warrant such. action, Two profiles were 


drawn ., both along the N730 strike, 'and depth calculations were made assum-


ing each large .anomaly to be caused by 'a vertically polarized sphere. The 


spherical assumDtion was made because the anomalies 'are small and the con-


tours approach circular outlines. More. than two anom4ies are, present, but 


profiles were drawn only for the most conclusive. 


•	 Features Imorin to Eist 


.lthough their exact positions 'are not iaiown, and outcrops are obscired 


by overburden, the two veins are believed to transgress the zone longitu-







'S 
dinally. As stated before, their supposed positions were projected from 


S great distances. Indications of the more exact lo,ation of the were 


expected. The only other own featureØ was the caved shaft already men-


tioned. It is also within the zone and would be expected to cause die-


turbncos. 


Pc esibilities of Positive Results 


The tension vein.seenis . to be very well delineated by the potential 


contours • The highest.. negative. potentials form a straight line with the 


strike of N730E, and just eight meters north of the lonitudinal base Line. 


No other features are known or observable which would give similar indica-


tions. It is of interest to note. that at station 2-B .a sizable anomaly of 


elongated proportions branches off to the NEwith.a strike of NlO° to 200E.. 


This might be an indication of .a mineralized stringer branching from the 


main vein. Vihen the anomaly center at station 2-D is considered with this 


one, another interpretation, sugg€ed though improbable, is.tat. another 


vein cuts the Extension vein at appioxiinately right angles, 


The Aglo Saxon vein which is supposedly in the zone south of base line 


C might be present, but its delineations are doubtful. The anomaly center 


at station 3-E is its only. indication. However, this is the largest anomaly 


present, and it is seen to line up with the collar of the caved, shaft, so 


that the . proper., strike. results. 


. fifth 'anomaly -center is noted in the vicinity of station 6-C but no 


explanation for its presence is offered. 


.Possibilities of Negative Results 


Structurally ., there is nothing present to hint that the Extension vein 


has not been delineated correctly, except that the anomaly apparently dies 


Sout to the east. This, of course, might be due to insufficient information 


at that, end, where no readings were taken on. lines 7 and 9.
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However, the presence of Saxon vein is doubtful, and it may not be there 


at all. In view of the proximity. and relation of the anomaly center at 3-E 


to the shaft collar in the vininity . of 0-E .,.it is entirely possible that this 


anomaly, approdnately 15 feet below the surfacehas another. exp1anain. It 


is reasonable to assume that; the shaft was sunk at an inclined angle straight 


into the hill. This would bring it under -E, and abandoned iron , in the 


working might cause the disturbance. 


The anomaly terminates imnieditely. to the east of 4-B, so that if 3-E is 


not economically indicative, the .xiglo Saxon vein is probably not present 


within the zone. 


It must be remembered .that.gold Itself is not sufficient to produce 


anomalies. No lead is suspected, so it is probable . that pyrite is the 


cause.. There is no way to determine whetherthe pyrite.carries.gold, except 


by actual excavation or by hazarding a guess from lmovn mineral associations 


in the district. This introduces a speculative aspect. pyrite is usually 


disseminated and very. .irregu.lar, in occurrence.. This would explain the ir-


regularity. of the::'anomalies. 'along the tensibn vein,. 


Recommendations forFuture Work 


Geophysical 


It is recommended that the present self ptentia1 survey be extended to 


the. east., at least so far. as the supposed intersection, and if, possible to the 


dump of the Lower .Ang10 Saxon Tunnel. 


The survey does not indicate, gold or silver values directly, but doe 


delineate definite conductive zones . in the subsurface possibly associated 


with economic minerals. Structure is also indicated, by the trend of the 


anomalies. The method is inexpensive to apply. 


Other geophysical methods such 'as the resistivity, potential drop ratio, 


and electromagnetic methods could be applied to advantages in obtaining
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more accurate positions of vein-walirock contacts. They would also give 


'better.indications of branching veins,. 


Mining. 


It is primarily recommended that the tunnel approaching thea'ea f'om 


the gully to the north be reopened, 'and driven ahead to intersect the 


tension vein. This should preferably be done after additional geo-


physical methods, have been applied 0 In the, .ourse.,. of the survey it was 


estimated, that the tunnel, line crossed .the zone in the vicinity of line 6, 


and roughly parallel to it. Furthermore, it may be noticed from. the map 


that the 90 rnillevolt anomaly on , the Extension vein is on line 6 


If sufficieit curiosity is aroused, and time and opportunity.present 


themselves it would be of.. interest to investigate the cause of the anomaly 


3-E0 Although there 'are. too many negative possibilities to warrant an 


"actual recommendation, it should be realized that if economical therals 


are causative, theyar.e.present ingreater quantities ,than elsewhere in the 


zone 0 Uso, the_oretically an. excavation of only 15 feet would be re-
cuired,


Conclusions 


The author, concludes- that the self potential.hod'is most practical 


for use in the Georgetown and adjacent districts. This.niethod..has been 


applied twice successfully; whereas. the resistivity, equipotential line, and 


potential drop ratio and M-scope, methods have been used with, great difficulty 


and, questionable results., 


At present there is 'an..excellent opportunity , for geophysics to be 


applied to the Colorado mining districts by interested persons with perse-


verance and resourcefulness,
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ANGLO SAXON MINE, INC. 


Operation Cost Estimate


For Total Project 


Upon approval of the exploration project by O.M.E. all items contained 
herein will be opened to competitive bidding. 


Good used equipment will be utilized where possible. 


Every effort will be made to effect substantial reduction in cost 
estimates-contained herein in order to provide as much additional 
money as possible to take care of contingencies; items overlooked; 
additional- items that might be required and other added cost. 


All excess monies will be available for additional exploration. 


^ 0
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9760 LEVEL 


/ N, / H k, 


BLDG. & SITE: ' 
Power line installation	 /	 $	 10,500.00 
24''x kO' Steel building installed less footings 	 3,738.00 
foundations	 500.00 
Labor, Track and Trestle, to dump area 	 1$200.00 
Site preparation, dozing, leveling 	 1,200.00 


Total	 179138.00 


Total 


MINING EQUIPMENT 
385 CFM Gardner—Denver Compressor, 80000.00 


Gardner—Denver Mucker,	 rebuilt 2,500.00 
Atlas 21 Ton Motor, New 69200.00 
2 Batteries and extra box, new 3,351+.00 


1-Charger for motor batteries, new 570.00 
1-3/4 ton Li—wheel	 drive Pickup, new 41,I00.00 
1—Snow PlowBlade and Hoist 1,000.00 
1-300 gal water tank, new 125.00 
2—Jackleg Drills, Garner—Denver, new 2,81+0.00 
2—Stopers, used 191+00.00 


•	 2—Jackhammers, used 750.00 
1—Slusher, Gardner—Denver, 	 rebuilt 10000.00 
1—Slusher bucket, used 100.00 
1—Double drum hoist,	 Garner—Denver,Rebuilt	 . 19000.00 
1—Air Hoist,	 500	 lb.	 capacity,	 rebuilt	 . 500.00 
1—Hoist bell,	 used 15.00 


•	 2—Air driven chain saws	 Reed Prentice, used 300.00 
1-10 KW Generator, Merritt—O'Keefe, 	 rebuilt	 . 750.00 


VENTLINE
 


31+00'	 16" Metal @2.34/ft. new 7,956.00 
213	 couplings, Metal, @6.25 new 1,331.25 
50'	 16" canvas, new 50.00 


5	 couplings, canvas, used 20.00 


AIRLINE 
31+00'	 3" black pipe, new	 • 3,500.00	 •	 . -. 


WATER LINE 
2000'	 li" black pipe @ .37/ft.	 , new	 . 71+0.00 


8—Miner's	 lamps, Minestot, @ 32.00, new 256.00 
8—Chargers for Miners lamps, @25.00, new 200.00 
8.-Lamp belts, used 16.00. 
16—Mine cars, 20 Cu.	 ft., 24 guage,	 type z, @1+1+1.41, new 7,062.56 


200—Carbide bits.,	 1	 3/1+" @10.60, new	 . 29120.00







6- Sets drill	 steel 6' hex, 4" x 1 k" @22.80, new 136.86 
6- Sets drill	 steel,	 7'	 hex,	 4" x	 1'@25.20,new 151.20 


25- Tons Mine rail, 20	 lb.,	 CF&l, FOB Pueblo,	 Cob,	 new 4,110.00 
1- Rail	 Bender,	 used 25.00 


3/4- Ton, 4-i-" Track Spikes @ 200.00/ton del. 150.00 
I- Track spike bar, new 10.00 
1- Ton rail	 splices @ 200.00/ton del. 250.00 
2- Kegs 2" x	 " rail	 splice bolts, 450 lbs., new .	 75.00 
50 1 - Jacklog water hose	 .	 . 39.50 
50 1 - Jackleg Air hose .1+4.50 


i_ 4' x 121 Air receiver,	 new 872.00 
1- Cap crimper, bench type, used 15.00 
1- 1	 H.P.	 Deming force pump motor 150.00 


•	 3- ventilating fan, Van axial, 	 new @ 815.00 2,1+45.00 
2- Vane aial connectors @ 45.00	 . 90.00 


•
Total 66,319.87


^ 0


TIMBER
8" x 811 0 6" x 811 9 3" x 8 11 , 525 Native pine, 250 sets 
@ 100 BF/set, 25,000 BF @ 70.0O/M del. 	 19750.00 
1500 - Rail Ties@40o 	 600.00 
3000 - 16' 3"-4" lagging @ 80 	 29400.00 
1000 - SF P' Native Pine for shed, etc, @ 70.00/M 	 70.00 


Total	 .	 49820.00 


SHOP TOOLS 
1- 8" Skill Saw, H.D.,new
	


80.00 
1-	 ' Elec. Drill, H.D., new
	 75.00 


1- 3/8" Elec. Drill, H.D., new
	


65.00 
Mechanics tools/ chest, new
	


300.00 
Carpenter's tools / chest, new
	


200.00 
1- 8" Bench Grinder, H.D., new
	


175.00 
3- Lube guns, new
	


40.00	 • 


Welding equipment, new
	


800.00 
Cutting torch & regulator, new
	


129.50 
2- 3/4" - 4" chain pipe tongs @ 35.00, new


	 70.00 
2- 36" pipe wrenches @ 19.40, new
	


38.80 
2- 24" pipe wrenches@ 9.20, new
	


18.40 
2- 18" pipe wrenches @ 5.80, new
	


11.60 
1- Pipe cutter @ 15.80, new
	


15.80 
1- set pipe dies 1/8" - 2 11 , new
	 96.1+0 


1- 4" vice! swivel
	


52.00 
1- 1001/ Anvil
	


61.05 
1- 2 ton chain hoist
	


165.00 
6- Picks
	 24.1+8 


12- Shovels
	


67.08 
2- 4811 pipe wrenches @ 32.00
	


64.00 
Misc. hand tools, repairs, replacements
	


500.00 


Total	 3,01+9.11 







POWDER & SUPPLIES, TOTAL PROJECT. 
23 Ton kO% Gelex @ 500.00/T $	 11,500-00 


227 Boxes blasting caps 1 ,600.00 
1+5 3,000'	 reels fuse @ 40.00/reel 1,800.00 


Total 11+,900.00 


LEGAL FEES EST. 1,500-00 


* Total 19500.001 


/ 


INSURANCE & SAFETY 
Workman's Compensation @ 1+.32/100.00 of payroll 3,500.00 
6- 15# CO2 Extinguishers 300.00


- 


Total 39800.00 


ENGINEERING, TOTAL PROJECT 97000.00 


Total 9,000.00 
ASSAYING	 S 


' 100 @ 7.50 750.00 


Total 750.00 


FUELS, LUBRICANTS & POWER, TOTAL PROJECT 
6,000 gals gasoline @28 1,680.00 
Motor oils and lubricants 300.00 
Electricity, estimated 	 5 7,200.00 


5 	 5 	


5


Total 99180.00 


ROAD MAINTAINANCE S 


Snow removal 1,200.00 


Grading 5 200.00 


Culverts 200.00 
Ice removal	


5


5


200.00 


Total 10800.00 


CONTRACT EXPENSE 5' x 7' TUNNEL 
2200' crosscutting @ 24.00/ft. 60,000.00 
1100'	 drifting @ 20.00/ft. S. 22,000.00 
250 - square sets @ 1+0.00/set 100000.00 


Hauling 500.00 


Total 929500.00


W] 
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MANAGEMENT, TOTAL PROJECT 
Salary, Manager	 209000.00 
Salary, Compressor Man 	 10,000.00 
Telephone Service	 1,200.00 
Office supplies & part time clerical help 	 1,800.00 
Administrative Expense 	 7,500.00 
Social. Security	 1,350.00 


Total	 92,500.00 


CONTINGENCY FUND*	 .	 .	 31 ,928-97 X 


Total	 311,928.97 


9760 Level Total Project $298,535.84 	 . 


NOTE: Reserves are made for contingencies such as unforseen expense, 
overlooked items, additional engineering, un—anticipated legal 
fees, etc. 
All funds not used from this item will be expended on exploration. 
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9360 LEVEL •• 


a 
BLDG.	 & SITE 


20' x 26' Wood bldg., shop '$	 1,000.00 
Dozing,	 leveling,	 grading 300.00 


Total
•, 19300.00 


MINING EQUIPMENT 
•	 1- Compressor, Gardner-Denver Gasoline 


Powered-205 CFM Portable 6,000.o0 s 


8- 16 Cu.	 ft. Mine cars,	 18 guage, used @ 75.00 600.00 
2- tons 20# Mine rail, CF]	 FOB Pueblo,	 Cob. 328.80 


Vent	 tube,	 1000' metal,	 12 11 ,	 new	 16'	 lengths 1,700.00 
•	 '50'	 canvas,	 12 11 ,	 new 50.00 


63- Ventube couplings, Metal, @5.60, new 352.80 
5- Vent tube couplings, canvas, used 15.00 


1000 1 - 2" black pipe, Air 	 line 490.00 
1000 1 -	 1" Water	 line,	 black pipe 370.00 


1- Ventilating fan,	 Buffalo,/ Gasoline motor,	 rebuilt' 1,000.00 


Total 10,906.60 


TIMBER
5,000 B.F., 50 sets ( 	 100 BF per set, @ 70.00/M • 	 • 	 350.00 


-	
•,	 500	 Rail	 Ties @	 +0	 • 	 • • •	 200.08 


• 	 , 	 500	 16'	 3" - 4" lagging @80	 " ' . 400.00 
2 9 000 BF 1" Native pine for sheds, etc. @ 70.00/M • 	 140.00 


Total ' 19090.00 


POWDER SUPPLIES TOTAL PROJECT  
2- tons 409% Gelex @500.00/ton , 1,000.00 
20- boxes blasting caps 140.00 
4- 3,000'	 reels fuse	 • 	 • 160.00 


• 	
• 	 Total 1,300.00 


LEGAL FEES EST.	 • 500.00 


•	 'Total • 500.00 


INSURANCE AND SAFETY • 


Workman's Compensation @ 4.00/100.00 of payroll 700.00 
•	 3- 15# CO2 extinguishers @ 50.00 150.00 


Total • 850.00







ROAD ttAINTAINANCE	
0 


Snow removal	 $ 300.00 
Ice removal 100.00 


Total 400.00 


CONTRACTING EXPENSE 5" x 7' TUNNEL 
300'	 Crosscutting @ 24.00/ft. 7,200.00 
100'	 drifting @ 20.00/ft. 29000.00 
700'	 Slabbing @ 7.00/ft.	 if needed 4,900.00 
50- Square sets @ 40.00/set 2,000.00 
Hauling 200.00 


0	
0	 Total 16,300.00 


MISC.	 EXPENSES 0	


0 


1- Compressor Man, 40 mo. @ 425.00/mo. 19700.00	 0 


Social	 Security 76.50	 0 


0	


0	


0	 Total 1,776.50 


TOTAL PROJECT $34,797.50	 0
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SUMMARY 


TOTAL PROJECT, 9760' level 


TOTAL PROJECT, 9360' level 


RECAPITULATION 
OME Participation 
Berry Metal Company Participation 


/ II


$ 298,535.84 


3k,797.50 


Total	 333,333.34 


250,000.00 


83,333.3k 


Total	 3339333.34 
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Mr. WsIt.rV. i.r 
fts.iOst 
lorry Mst*I. Csimy 
Eaisy,	 16031  


s: 406570 (Sitwor) 
L*1. Saaao* a.s, 10*. 
($mbsWsry of lorry fttla Oo.poay) 
Aa1s Siu*a ha. 
Cloir Crook County, Colorado 


Dear Mr. lorry 


This is to acknowledge reesipe of your latter ditted *.pr0*bu 1*, 1%$


	


. je* th stjbject *lViø1t1I* for fiMarisi	 . .. V 


As we bad ut received the additionti Wito tu g necesoar to 00. Lout 
V V V 


proessoing your appUcatiM within 30 dey. as reiseatod in our latter 
to you dated 1dy 24, 1S3, sad b05V0.* we caa.ot indefinitely pourp~ 
action on an applic*ttaa, we referred your application to our inseti*s 
files on "tomber it. 060 46d it bovin bow wltbdram * V.: 


if


 


you sLob	 im this VC500 at 6AW ti 1* the Vfeir. r-° way do, 
so by fihiag a ftw application, referring tO Wt — dsckst ou.r, 
sad furnishing information p.rd*eot to your now pr.psosl. TWO must 
submit copies of letters to banks end their r.plies dated within N 
days of the date of your nov application, and cop Las of We ow my 
*rk to be psrfouasd by indeptadest contractors. Piictnol d*ts siresdy 
outwitted any he referred to, but ass data on ths result, of the work 
per formed since the dat* of your withdrawn applic*tlae oust be furnished. 


	


V • •	 .	 $i*c.iy yours.,	 V


FRANK Ke. JOHNSON(L-) 
Frank Z. J.baso* 


/ Chief, Of fin. •f 
haste.I. Llsrstiou V V	 V	 V 


	


cc: Director's Reading File 	 •.	 V	 • 
Economic Geology File. 	 •	 .	 V 


	


Docket	 V •	 •: •	 •.	 .	 . V 
ONE Reading File . 	 •	 V	 .	 •	 • : 
Region III	 V	 .	 . .V	 •	 •	 . 
Mr. Kirkemo	 V	 •	 V	 V 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
Geological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 2022


September 10, 196 


cO? 


IV


SEP


l2 


Attention: Mr. Frank E. Johnson 
Chief, Office of Minerals Exploration 


Gentlemen: 


Re: OME -- 6570 (Silver) 
Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc.	 - 
(Subsidiary of Berry Metal Company) 
Anglo Saxon Mine 
Georgetown, Clear Creek County, Colorado 


We àckowledge your recent undated letter. - LL'4.'^L4 qH6 f " 
Please continue our application for the following reasons: 


As a consequence of your suggestions regarding our 
application and the necessity of furnishing additional 
information, we have been steadily engaged in 
exploration, road building over the top of the mountain 
into areas of primary interest, a geophysical and 
geochemical survey (just completed), and are now 
engaged in diamond core drilling which will not be 
completed until early Spring. When this work is 
complete and the data - complete with additional 
engineering - is compiled, we will then be in position 
to amend our application or file a new one for your







United States Department 
of the Interior	 September 10, 1968 


further consideration. 


Thank you for your indulgence in the matter. 


Sincerely, 


BERRY METAL COMPANY 


I )r'r'Pt4--' z — 


Walter V. Berry 
President
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September 4, 1968 


Memorandum	 S 	 S 


To:	 •	 The File 


,. ZODiLLLL JLLieL,. VLLILe of Minerals Exploration 


Subject ONE-6570 (Silver) 


Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. 


•	 (Subsidiary of Berry Metal Company) 


Anglo Saxon Mine 	 •: 
•	 Clear Creek County, Colorado 


The Applicant has not responded to our letter of July 24, 1968; 


accordingly, the application is considered withdrawn and referred 


to the inactive file.


Harold Kirkemo 


I'I'•	 rtro D,-14 y e 1-1il .L  


Economic Geo'fogy File 
ONE docket/ 
ONE Reading File 
ONE Region II] 
Mr. Kirkemo 


GLAult/a 9-4-68
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Dote Surname Code 


24/611 .120 


120 
110 


2 20


J.LWJ


Re OW-6570 (Silver) 
• Angle Saxon Mines, Inc. 


(Subsidiary' of Berry Metal Cpany) 
Angle Saxon Mine 


•	 Clear Creek County, Colorado 


Dear Mr. Berry: 


Oa February 2, 1968, we wrote you regarding your propoasL dated 
Deceuber 21, 1967, to explore the Anglo Saxon wine. We stated 
that "unless inforeation necessary to support any of your proposals 
is furnished, favorable consideration under the 01M program cannot 
be given to your mended application." 	 date we have had no reply 
to our letter, 


If you have decided not to continue with the application, please so 
micro us. We cannot keep an application in suspense indefinitely 
as unless the required Inforoation is received within 30 days irm 
the date of this letter, we will consider the application as with 
drawn and the subject docket will be referred to' our inactive file 


Sincerely yours., 


FRANK E JO1{NSON 


Prank F. Johnson. 
Chief, Office of 
Minerals p:loVatjon 


cc: Director's Reading File 	 '	 S 


Economic Geology File •	
61fE' Docket	 -	 • 
OM Reading File 
Mr. Kirkemo' •	 • 
i2T'	 •	 •	 .'	 -. 


HKirkemo/bsl	 7/24/68
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Special to The Rocky Mountain News	 Haines Jr., oil company district 


GEORGETOWN, March 24—Georgetown voters v1ll manager, and Charles C. Chris-
go to the polls Tuesday to decide whether Ernest	 . tiansen, an architect. 
Baker should be recalled as town police judge and	 The group charged Baker was 
ex-officio mayor.' 	 bearing	 77	 certified	 aigna.	 serving without a niandtae from 


Town Clerk Mrs. Nancy Send 	 tures, more than the required	 the people and that there was a 
estimated there are	 some 150	 60 needed to obtain the action. 


Recall action was 'initiated by conflict of Interest between Bak-
voters qualified to cast ballots, a group called Concerned Citi- er's	 public	 office	 and	 private 


Voting will" be conducted in the zens, 	 headed 	 by David	 T. Interests. 
Georgetown Pre sbyterian lb 	 Defeated Church for Ward I and In the 
Clear Creek County Courthouse •'	 B a k e r, an incumbent who 
for Ward U.	 S e r V e d a 2-year term, was 


110 question on the ballot	 '	 defeated in the last April'town 
Is, "Shall Ernest R. Baker be 	 election 'by Douglas Marshal, a 


recalledfrom	 the	 office	 of	 Pfllllc Service Co. employe who 
police	 judgc	 (e x -0 ff1 c i o	 .	 was elected by a write-in vote. 
mayor) of Georgetown?"	 li	 Marshall did not choose , to 
If the vote Is for recall, there 	 accept the office. Baker was 


is one candidate listed on the	 appointed by town council to 


ballot to succeed Baker. 	 of the town's 186814rritorlal 
fill the post under provisions 


He is 
inkndcnt	 of	 the	 Anglo 	 The group charged that a con 


David C. Hudson,, SUPC-	 "	 charter. 	 - 


Mine in Georgetown, who ws	 '	 mv of in t	 rest aLse whenl 
.  


nominated by friends. '	 .  B a k e r, a building contractor,1


submitted a construction bid on 
a town building project contrary 
to Colorado law.	 - 


Town Atty. William Jones said 
Baker submitt ed a b1cl to 
remodel the first floor of an bld 


fire station to convert the spice 
into town offices, but was  
low bidder and did not get' the 
contract.  


County Resident 
A resident of the 'county some 


20 years, Hudson is a graduate' 
of th'c University of Oklahoma 
and received his master's 
degree in counseling from Colo-
rado University. He wa 's super-
interidCnt of schools here until 	 .. 
reorganization when he became.  
principal of the grade school.  
lie also had served 3½ years as  


a county judge.  
The town hoard o! select. 


Illell (town eonni ' a) set the 
ti 11 1 poll a recall Petition 







k	 llc	 t[ 
GOLDEN - Pa y dirt, any- Colcrado School of Mines, one used by the U.S. Bureau ing. Coloradans are invited (niaguetite) in treani beds. 


one? licrc's a chance for a samples of placer gravel will of Mines for testing and evalu- to bring one cubic foot of The Hopkins gold saver can 
free gold test. on 100 pounds be maclilac-panned for gold aling potential geld deposits, gravel—about 100pounds—to separate pay dirt, if any, from 


the Mines Field House, 13th sand and gravel used in con- of gravel,	 dust and nuggets, with no	 'Ihe macmae was aeveloped and Illinois Sts. 	 structionprojects, As a feature of the annual charge. school officials an-. by Paul M. Hopkins of Golden, 	 As the early-day prospectors	 Interest in the yellow metal Wiiigineers Day celebration 	 iiounced Thursday. 	 a Mines graduate engineer, knew, gold usually is asso- is reviving as a result of the 
Friday and Saturda y at the	 The machine is the same who will supervise the test- ciated with "black sand" 	 gold crisis abroad. 
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NOTE TO ONE REGION III 


1. Re: Applicant's proposal November 3 6 1967, and enclosures: 
Our docket record shows that Mr. Berry forwarded a copy of 
this supplementary material to you with his letter of 
December 11, 19670 


2. Re: Applicant's proposal December 21 0 1967 (enclosing Financial Report 
year endingOàtober 31, 1967, pictorial booklet of Georgetown, cob., 
and 2 maps)


An'd	 \ 
3. Letter January 26, 1968 (5 pages) clarifying some of. the points in 


question brought up in meeting of December 18, 1967, 


there is no notation to indicate that you received the material 
numbered 2 and 3. if you did not, please, let Mrs. Ault know sometime. 
on an FTS call and we will arrange to forward same. 


There is not sufficient time today	 I 


to duplicate this material and enclose 	 .	 . 
it with this copy. 	 0 	


H. Kirkemo
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COPY 


I JAN 29 1968 
Mr. Frank E. Johnson 
Chief - Office of Minerals Exploration 
United States Department of the Interior 
Room 4460, Interior Building 
Washington, D. C. 20242 


Subject: ONE 6570 
Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc 
Georgetown, Colorado 


Dear Mr. Johnson: 


We requested Mr. Hopkins to clarify some of thepoints in 
question brought up in our meeting of December 18, 1967. We 
quote in part. from his report: 


Question - Explain why the Plan Maps excluded veins, 
vein junctions, and geology? 


Reply - "The maps show the geology as plotted to 
the scale of 1 inch to 50 feet. The facts 
as found can be verified by any interested 
person. The map drawn to the scale of 1 inch 
to 200 feet shows this geology and the inter-
pretation of the geology plotted, specifically 
as to the outcrop line of the several veins. 
I laid out the holes to find the veins near 
to - within a hundred feet generally - the 
apparent locations of interest, i.e. intersections. 
If this requirement of delineating the inter-
sections is part of the justification for each 
hole a plan map for each intersection of the 
drill hole and a vein at each elevation would 
have to be drawn. In some cases a plan map of 
this detail would have to be drawn for five (5) 
or more intersections."







0 
Mr. Frank E. Johnson	 -2-	 January 26, 1968 


Our Comment - Since it is impossible to project strike 
and dip of veins at various elevations, it would 
seem such projections could not be accurate and, 
if not, then not of justifiable expense. However, 
if desired we will request Mr. Hopkins to prepare 
them. 


Question - Explain your reason for dotted line projections 
of veins. 


Reply - "The dotted line projections are not projections 
in the usually conceived concept. These correlations 
are by tracing the gossan from prospect pits across 
the talus and/or ground cover to the next pit. A 
recent publication (U.S.G.S. Bulletin 1231) used 
the expression covered for this correlation." 


Question - Explain the red dots on mine dumps or prospect 
pits.. 


Reply - "The red dots on the mine dumps are to show that 
vein material was found there. I have used this 
symbolism many times with many people. By the. 
examination of the dump and location of the vein 
material on the dump, I believe that I made an 
intelligent interpretation as to the source location 
in the workings where the mineralization and/or 
vein material was found. Vein material was found 
between the-prospect pits as float thence by 
correlating and mapping the location of this float 
one can establish the continuity shown on the maps. 
The correlation of the field work over a couple of 
hundred feet or more will indicate a general strike. 


•	 Dips were obtained using a "three point method" 
within the limitations of the field data. In 
• preparing-the report I am confident that my approach 


has been conservative as to the projection of the 
• information. Further ., the engineering applications 
of acceptable principles of the profession have been 
guided by one basic approach. Multiple proof of 
data upon which the recommendations were made has 
been paramount."







Mr. Frank E. Johnson	 -3-	 January 26, 1968 


Question - May we have your opinion of surface drilling 
and trenching in the area of interest northeast 
of Saxon Saddle Fault versus the program you 
suggested? 


Reply - "In order to obtain finite exposures using a 
tractor dozer and/or, front end loader in many 
-areas of interest along the outcrop lines of the 
several veins, one would have to build a service 
road of sorts from the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel to 
the Saxon Saddle, thence trails to the northeast, 
east and southeast. In addition there would have 
been many cuts made either as part of the road or 
near this trail road going up the west side of the 
hill above the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel. If one 
attempts the digging out 'to solid of the several 
veins there will be a very major amount of .rock, 
talus and soil moved. The cost of this approach 
is not commensurate with the results to be obtained. 
The alternate approach would have required the use 
of diamond drill holes either at the presently 
recommended locations or nearer the veins such as 
to cut the several veins with a multitude of short 
drill holes. These short holes would have been 
100 feet to possibly 250 feet in length. The 
primary results would have been the exploration 
of shallow potential. 


Our Comment - In considering the heavy talus covering 
and probably 100 feet or more of overburden to 
be moved - plus the cost of the access road - a. 
program for surface drilling and trenching would 
probably cost $100,000.00 or more. This is neither 
sensible or justifiable when considering the best 
way of doing this exploration as outlined in our 
letter of December 21, 1967, at a cost of $129,645.00. 


We have two suggestions to offer: 


Suggestion 1 - As to the geology of the area of interest, 
it is our opinion that Mr. Hopkins' work is based 
upon and confirms the vast amount of work done in 
this area by the U.S.G.S. There should be no 
question regarding the acceptability of that data. 
Any differences of opinion are probably attributable 
to interpretation of the data furnished. In fairness 
to Mr. Hopkins we suggest a meeting be arranged in 
Mr. Hasler's office on Monday, February 26, between 
a representative from your office, Mr. Hasler, 
Mr. Hopkins, Mr. Hudson and the writer.
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Mr. Frank E. Johnson	 _4_	 January 26, 1968 


At your option we will endeavor to have present 
at the meeting the following people: 


Professor G. E. Goodspeed (retired) who did a great 
amount of work on the property during its development. 


John W. Gabelman, now chief of the Mineral Research 
Division of Atomic Energy Commission. Mr. Gabelman 
spent an entire summer on the property and plotted 
the geology-of the development tunnel. 


Mr. H. W. C. Prommel (retired) who recommended 
Mr. Hopkins and who visited the property and 
prepared two reports during its development. 
Mr. Prommel is a prominent highly regarded engineer. 


In confirming the date of the meeting proposed 
for February 26, please indicate who among the 
above three - if any - you would like present at 
the meeting. 


Suggestion 2 - Reconsider our proposal of December 21, 1967, 
and divide the suggested program covering the 
"Primary Objective" into three phases. 


Phase 1 - OME will assist in driving a cross-cut 
tunnel 800 feet to explore the Anglo Extension 
vein, tI'e Federal vein, and-veins #4 and #5 
near their intersedtions at elevation 97541. 
See Map 2, revised, with our December 21, 1967 
letter. 


Phase 2 - Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. will -at their 
expense - drive the connecting link into their 
old tunnel and retimber the old tunnel to the 
breast. 


Phase 3 - ONE will assist in drifting 600 feet or 
more northeast from the breast as shown on 
Map 2, revised, which accompanied our December 21, 
1967 proposal and also assist in the 1300 feet 
of diamond drilling proposed at the end of the 
new drift. As indicated in that proposal this 
will explore the downward extension of the rich 
ore shoots formed by the junction of the Anglo 
Saxon and Federal veins which produced an 
estimated $1,000,000.00 of bonanza silver ore 
on the north east side of Saxon Saddle fault. 
The area we propose exploring is also, northeast 
'of Saxon Saddle fault. This area begins at the 
location of the breat in the old tunnel which 
becomes the starting point for Phase 3.
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Mr. Frank E. Johnson	 -5-	 January 26, 1968 


Your further consideration of our December 21, 1967, proposal 
will be appreciated. 


If there is further mapping or data needed from Mr. Hopkins, 
please advise.


Yours truly, 


ANGLO SAXON MINES,.INC. 
Division of Berry Metal Company 


Walter V. Berry 
President 


WVB: sjw
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I	 HARMONY PENNSYLVANIA 16037 


0	
. 	 TEL.: 452-8040 • AREA CODE 412 


, j'>\\December 21, 1967
^b 


(	
DEC 271907


 


Mr. J. W. Hasler	 . 
ONE Field Officer, Region III N	 Re:. ONE 6570 
Office of Minerals Exploration	 Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. 
Room 203 - Building 53	 .	 0 Georgetown, Colorado 
Denver Federal Center 	 .	 .	 . 
Denver, Colorado 80225	 .


Ti Dear Mr. Hasler:	 .	 .. 


Enclosed is a copy of our letter to Mr. Johnson. 	 o. 
-	 0 


You will agree with the sound reasoning ..set forth in this .	 c
proposal.  


It will be hlpful if you will add your support to the proposal. 


Your cooperation will be most appreciated. . 


Best wishes for a Merry Christmas and Happy . Ne. Year to 
• 	


. and to Mr. King.	 .	 ..	 . 


• 	


. 	 S cerely, 


• 	 . 	


/ 


•	 Walter V. Berry 
President	 .	 • 	


0 


•	 WVB:sjw  


Enclosure'.	 • 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 • 


n


	


• 	 0	 . 	 • 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 0	 .
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December 11, 1967 
OFFICIAL


COPY 


0. M. E. 
RE '1T TD 


Dt.0 13 167 


Mr. Frank E.. Johnson	 UNITIALsjC:ODEJ 
Chief Office of Minerals Exploration 
United States Department of the Interior 
Room 4460, Interior Building 
Washington 25, D. C.  


Dear Mr. Johnson: 


We are sending Mr. Hasler a copy of ' the supplementary material 
sent you on November 30, 1967. This will go forward by airmail 
today. 


Thank you for confirming our date for December 18, 1967. 


Sincerely,


) 


Walter V. Berry 
President 


WVB: sjw
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Mr. Frank E. Johnson 
Chief, Office-of Minerals Exploration 
United States Department of the Interior 
Office of Minerals Exploration 
Washington 25, D. C. 


Dear Mr. Johnson:


ii 


Re OIv1E-6570 (Silver) 
Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. 
(Subsidiary of Berry Metal Company) 
Anglo Saxon Mine 
Clear Creek County, Colorado 


I recently returned from Colorado after spending three weeks with 
Mr. Hudson and Mr. Hopkins who are now compiling the data and 
doing the work requested in your letter of May 11, 1967. 


After careful consideration of all the factors, we deem it advisable 
to submit a new application when all data is at hand. We hope to 
have this ready to submit early in November. 


Si cerely,


1--f-	 - 
Walter V. Berry-
President 


WVB: s  1 


cc: Mr. David C. Hudson 


Copy to Region III
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Subject:.ONE-6570 (Silver) 
Anglo Saxon Nines, Inc 
(Subsidiary of Berry . Metal Company) 
Angl Saxon Mine 
Clear Creek Count)r, Colorado 


Mr Walter V Berry, President, Berry Metal Company, visited the 
Washington office, ONE, on August 4, 1967, to discuss with Mr Johnson 
and me the current situation regarding the Anglo Saxon mine and the ONE 
appl icat ion 


Mr Berry referred to a letter to him, dated July 30, 1967, from 
Mr. David Hudson, project manager at the mine, which reported the 
following information 


1 The Lower Aunt Jack tunnel has been extended in a southeasterly 
direction (approximately S 150 E ) to 380 feet from the portal 


2 A mineralized zone, possibly the Anglo SaxonExtension vein, is 
exposed in the.-tunnel-,'between 341 and 365 feet from theportal 	 The 
zone consists of vein stringers trending N 50.-- 75 E in broken 
country rock with clay seams 	 Surprisingly, theground is firm 
enough so that timbering is not necessary, as yet Hudson attributes 
the broken ground to its near-surface location 


Grab samples from the mineralized zone have been assayed and one 
sample from . a zone four feet wide is-'reported to indicate 547 lead, 
22 5 wV.ncesi silver, and 0.'25 ounces gold per ton, 37 zinc, and 0 57 
copper The value of this grade material was reported to be $191 85 
per ton A channel sample cut across a 4 C)-foot-wide zone when 
assayed indicated a value of $136 00 per ton 


We suggested . ,that the reported lead content be checked 


Plans are to continue the crosscut through the vein zone, and then to 
drift,.both directions on the best showing. , Possibly an exploration 
project will be proposed from the new wprkings
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3 The whole property has been restaked in a rectangular pattern 
of adjoining claims in order to claim the fractions of unclaimed 
ground .which Mr. Hasler had noted in his supplementary field report.. 


dated May 5, 1967 


4 Mr. Hudson had been advised that overburden would make surface 
diamond drilling difficult and expensive, and Mr Berry, therefore, 
was not pleased with our proposal dated May 11, 1967, to drill from 
the roads rather than from the tunnel We assured him that drilling 
through overburden presented no problem. 	 ..	 - 


5 Mr Berry	 peted his request to concentrate attention on his 
original primary target area in the east end of the Upper Aunt Jack 
tunnel. We restated our views on this, andto.ld.him that additional,:. 
favorable, and authentic information would have to be obtained to 
warrant reconsideration of this target area. Prospecting and initial 


•	 exploration ar needed to obtain data. which ppssibly could reverse 
the decision not to participate in this project 


6 We repeated our request for a map showing the surface geology in 
the area of the Lower Aunt Jacktunnel. We.suggested that the geology 
could be shown on the claim map 


Mr. Berry said he would be visiting the property sometime in the next 


month, and that we would hear 	 e from him shortly therafter 


Harold Kirkemo 


cc	 Director's Reading File 


Division File 
Economic Geology File 
OME Docket 
ONE Reading File 
ONE Region III 
Mr. Kirkemo 


6*


,,^e^ 4,h 


HKirkemo/gla 8-6-67
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**.1. $j*.	 (th. 
C1ør $*tk Ceuvit7, £o]øir&O 


*.sr *r. *sr*y: 
I 


iç; Vs bi*ø V*vt.w.4 the *fort	 70* *1ib%tt	 to rsoptn yia	 flU 
eaUs lOT Ita.aeS*I .ut.ta*ee to .xpl.,. the AngZe $5*O* Mt*s and 
hey. the teUovt*s someets to 


We hivo not r.ssived s*ough ts*tual tfor00e4 to justify the 
pr.r*.d .*pl.ratton in the vicinity ef the %W."' r Au*t Jesk ts*nsL. 
No dnbt the Vol* project Lois shown on 00 # 01 prepeasd apl.. 
retth* received April 24, 1ö7, are based o a soi.gi asp .1 the 
surfu, but this 1*lorz*ti.n has *et heart s'slai*tod. 	 We ehe%*ld 
have a	 logi* imp at the aurfese Agowles the IQ*tion of the veins, 
their strike, dip. end length and width of outcrop, *ad distrLbutie* 
of such ferimtlns.	 $ass of veins sh.ld be dscribed med maceyed 
and masays sub*Lttd in ordev to establish eligtbutty of the property 
for the 04 irOgflam with rasps*t to the eonten 09'. stgtbls m1*.rsl1s 
or metals. 


inspection of the laLn map and of thi map showing the target arm 
L*4iIS*tIs that unclaimed psuid tiøuld either be crossed by the 
preø..d drtfl helen or the tsrgst mrus border on g yound n*t t 
your central	 Ope gircuud Snists W the eros surrounded by (I) the 
MUt isek, Pirtley, and lurprisi dciii, (2) W4.r V., lull k*s, 
Sow Wilds, $iivor Iter, Angle $enon $t*mddl. 	 and pt*l. alum, 
and (3) the *uet icak, Mun Ksri, and $urptiae chins. 	 Theirs are 
ether, but mere distant, open areas proust. 	 Zn the vsnt of an 
W1 Qontrmet, your *tot* to oIl *1 the land i*va*v.d in the upte- 


vs*ine pr.3est wuid have to be established. 


Sateful study of your proposal indiestos that the four target areas 
can be rsched br diamOnd drilling fv.ei the auirf*ce at sites *lmi 
the road bati.ssn the Iwer Mutt lask tuimet and h. Upper Aunt Jack
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UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 


FEDERAL CENTER, DENVER, COLORADO 80225 


Office of Minerals Exploration


IN REPLY REFER T0 


May 25, 1967	 .	 ,. 


Memorandum 


To:	 Chief, ONE 


From:	 Field Officer, Region III 


Subject: OME-6570 (Silver) 
Berry Metal Company 
Anglo-Saxon Mine 
Clear Creek County, Colorado 


The applicant submitted a revised exploration program on April 22, 1967 
to explore the various veins in the Anglo-Saxon mine area, by drilling 
four diamond drill holes from the face of the Lower Aunt Jack Tunnel, 
at an elevation of approximately 9360, to explore four target areas, 
each containing several vein junctions. The total estimated cost of 
the exploration project is 72,556.00, of which some $40,000.00 is 
designated for the use of mine equipment, ventline, air line, water line, 
powder, fuels and oils, etc. supplies, equipment rental, timber, track, 
contract expense, insurance and safety, engineering and management, which 
would not be applicable to the rehabilitation and preparation of the Lower f 
Au'Jack tunnel for use as a drill station, as well as to crosscut and	 / > 
drift an additional 130 feet. Rehabilitation of some 600 feet of crosscut 
should not cost $40,QOO.00 or nearly 55 percent of the total estimated 
cost of the project, as submitted by the applicant. 


(f)J
A review of the applicant 's most recent proposal indicates that the four 


- ç	 target areas could more easily, and certainly less expensively, be 
explored by drilling from surface stations along the road between the 
Lower Aunt Jack tunnel and the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel. By varying the 
inclination of the holes, as shown on alternate drill holes Nos. 1 thru li, 
in the accompanying map the target areas can be elored at the depth 
calculated to be reached from the drill holes located at the face of 
the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel, Table 1. Based on the footage proposed in the 
alternate program a total estimated footage of 2,200 feet is calculated to 
explore the four target areas from the surface, thus eliminating costly 
and needless expense to explore the Anglo-Saxon and associated veins ., from
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I S	 . 
the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel. A rough cost estimate based on the applicant's 
data as well as some additional costs is as follows: 


Table 1 
BERRY METALS ALTERNATE DRILLING PROPOSAL 


Hole No	 Bearing	 Declination	 Estimated total 


1
	


S. 56 0 E.	 -30
	


500' 


Proposed alternate hole will intersect the Anglo-Saxon, Pixley 
Vein and the Zulu Vein at elevations of approximately 92001, 
which is 200 feet below the surface. 


2
	


S. 70° E.	 Horizontal	 .11 


Proposed alternate rill hole will intersect Tunnel vein and 
the Anglo Saxon Extension, as well as the Oscar Wilde Vein 
200 feet below the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel level. 


S. 77° E.	 -25
	


600' 


Proposed alternate drill hole will intersect target area 3, 
which includes the Id.um vein, two new veins and the Tunnel 
vein at an elevation of 9,400 feet. 


'I.	 S. 50° E.	 500' 


Proposed alternate hole No. 4 will intersect target area 1.i. which 
includes the projection of the Tunnel and Molly Gibson as well as 
two new veins. These veins should be intersected at an elevation 
of about 9400 feet. 


Actual Costs 


Category (1) Independent Contracts 


Site preparation 


D-6,. 10 hrs. $lli.00/hr ---------------------------------------- $
	 140.00 


Mobilization and demobilization 


One surface drill unit ----------------------------------------- 100.00 


Diamond core drilling, 2 1 200 feet 


21 200 ft. at $10.00/ft --------------------------------------- 22,000.00 


Note: The $10.00/ft. figure possibly includes lost casing, 
cement, drU mud, additives and hole plugging agents, 
cementing and redrilling, reaming and redrilling, and 
reaming and casing.







Cardboard boxes	 160 © $1.00 each	 $ 160.00 


Water truck rental and driver 


Ii. months at $300 .00/mo. plus 1,000 miles at 0.12/mile------1,320.00 
Category (2) Personal Services 


None Except 


Subcategory (a) Supervision and technical services 


1. Supervising Engineer 


4 months at $750.00 ------------------------------------- 3,000.00 


1. Workman's compensation 


$402/$100.00 for $3,750 . 00 ------ ------------------------	 162.00 


Assaying 200 samples at $5.00 per sample --------------- 1,000.00 


Transportation for supervising engineer 1,000 miles 
at 0.10/mile ---------------------------------------- 	 100.00 


Transportation for consulting geologist Denver to 
Georgetown 100 miles/day for 10 days at $0.10/mile-- 100.00 


Per diem for consulting geologist 10 days at $16.00/day- 160.00 


Total estimated actual costs (rounded) --------------------------- 28,992.00 


Total estimated cost of the project ------------------------------ 428.992.00 


Government participation at 75 percent--------------------------$21, 7144.00







.	 . 


It should be noted that there is evidently some open ground between 
the Aunt Jack 15713 claim, and the Pixley 2Q20 . claim, as well: as other 
ground, shown as unclaimed lying between the Silver Star 12111., 
Oscar Wilde 1743, Pixley 2020, Bull Doze 4765 and Walter V claim (See 
claim map, latitude 5,720,000 Departure 2,816,000 accompanying original 
application. This unprotected ground would have to be included by 
staking new claims should a contract be considered. 


There are some discrepancies between the 1" = 501 scale map containing 
the April 22, 1967 proposal and the 1" = 200' contour map accompanying 
the original application, especially insofar , as the strike of the Anglo 
Saxon Extension vein is concerned. 


I am still of the opinion that the applicant is including too many vein 
junctions based on insufficient evidence, to qualify under the OME program, 
and I still recommend that the application be denied, even though the 
estimated cost of the alternate program herein suggested is in the neighborhood 
of $30,000.00.


4Z< %;7€ 4/J. William Hasler, 
// Field Officer, Region III (I Office of Minerals Exploration
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'From:	 Assistant Chief, Office of Minerals Ixploration 


Subject 0NE-6570 (Silver) 
Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc 
(Subsidiary of Berry Metal Company) 
Anglo Saxon 1Iine 
Clear Creek County, Colorado 


Mr T alter V Berry and Hr 1Jil1iam Berry, president and vice president, 
respectively, Berry Metal Company, Mr David Huason, project manager, 
and Mr Paul H. Hopkins, consulting geologist and engineer, visited 
the Washington office, OUE, on April 19, 1967, ti discuss with 
Messrs. Johnson,- . Peterson, and Kirkemoa propossi to reopen the OME 
application to explore the Anglo Saxon property The Government on 
April 12, 1967, had denied the application without prejudice to the 
property, and had suggested that the Applicant consider limited explo-
ration in the vicinity of the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel 


After considerable discussion about various prop !osals for exploration, 
the following conclusions were reached 


The Government will reopen the application for consideration when the 
Applicant submits/project proposal complete with an exploration plan, 
maps, and cost estimates supported by bids. Hr Hopkins said he would 
prepare a map on . a scale of Pto 50' showing the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel, 
projections of nearby veins to the level of the tunrtel, and the pattern 
of diamond drill hales, crosscuts and drifts proposed from the tunnel 
tc cut and explore the target veins. 


The tentative.*entative plan which the Applicant seemed to favor is to 1) clean 
out and enlarge the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel to pethit installation af 
rail far the transport of equipment and supplies to the east end of
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the tunnel, 2) establish a drill station at that point, 3) explore
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c.


orld's Largest Self-Integrated 
uxygen Lance Designers and Builders 


METAL COMPANY 
HARMONY, PENNSYLVANIA 16037 
TEL.: 452-8040 • AREA CODE 412 


April 75 1967 


Mr. Frank E. Johnson 
Chief-Office of Minerals Exploration 
Room 4460 Department of Interior 
Washington, D. C. 20242


Subject: OME 6570 
Angle Saxon Mine 
Georgetown, Colorado 


Dear Mr. Johnson: 


I appreciate your telephone call to Mr. Hasler requesting priority,  
on the preparation of the report. 


My plans are now final for leaving April 29, for Europe on a business 
ttip of two or three months duration. For that. reason, we are 
hopeful that the matter can go to contract prior to my departure 
and thus avaid delay.. 


You will note from the attached 'Message to Steel Men' t that Uncle 
Sam picked a winner andprofitable partner when they started us 
in business with an SBA $40,000.00 loan. 


We believe our new B.O.F. steel making process to be basic - revolu-
tionary - and a new breakthrough in steel making technology. It 
is.expected to have world-wide implications. 


This is an important consideration to OME for the following reasons: 


We sincerely and confidently believe in Anglo Saxon's 
potential otherwise it would be foolhardy for us to 
take valuable time away from our business. 







o 


Mr. Frank E. Johnson	 -2-	 April 75 1967 


We do not look upon Anglo Saxon as an opportunity to 
"strike it rich". We have done that in our business. 
As a consequence, Anglo Saxon is looked upon as a 
worthy and meritorious project that will expand and 
diversify-our business and help it grow. 


From every angle, the project is worthy, of OME participation. 


Si erely, 


Walter V. Berry 
President 


WVB: s  1 


Enclosure
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'orid's Largest Self-Integrated 
Lance Designers and Builders 


COMPANY 
MONY, PENNSYLVANIA 16037 
452-8040 a AREA CODE 412 


r"014 y


tMPORTAiT SSAG MO. STEET 


We have Mw ideas to share with steel men attending the National Conference in 
St. Louis, Missouri, April 9 12. 


Stop in at our Hospitality Rooms in The Chase Park Plaza Hotel for a chat. We 
will share ideas that will help you produce better steel at lower cost, 


FOR B.O.P. OPERATORS BIG HEWS: During 1967 we will disclose information oon 
corning a new process for producing steel ma BOO.? at greatly reduced coat. 
Benefits: increased yield - less fuming longer refractory life flexible 
and continuous operational control adaptable to automatic computer control. 


OPEN HEARTH AND ELECTRIC FURNACE OPERATORS: A new combination Oxy-Gas 
lance for scrap molting-refining - and fume suppression. 


A new Top Blowing Lance: Flows 240,000 cfh. Benefits: - higher oxygen 
efficiency - increased prodution less refractory damage.	 - 


A new Immersible Lance: Flows to 240,000 cfm. Benefits: minimize fuming 
higher oxygen efficiency - increased production - less refractory damage. 


A new Oxy-Oi]. Lance for scrap preheat or melt down. 


NO! HOW AND EXPERIENCE PRODUCE PHENOMIRM4 


3.960 1964  
Sales	 $226,729.00	 $536,365.00	 81,070,827.00	 $104410092.00 


Total Assets	 $131,627.00	 $242,699.00	 $ 556,064.00	 $1,5279205.00 


What does that mean to ,steel men?	 .	 . 


It means you are doing business with a. sucoesaful, ambitious company whose services, 
ingenuity and creative talent continue to win the admiration and business of 
steel men everywhere.0	 .	 . 


Make it a point to see us in St. Louis,.


Sincerely yours 


Walter V0 Berry, PresttT 


11; ̂"y	
COi. y
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, .	 .	 .	 . . ,. : • :. : Angle $axon Mifle$, .C . !	 .	 • : .•	 :	 : •	 •. . •	 •
($ufr*idtary Of $*r*y 1st*I Company) 
Ante $*zon Ufl 
CJS*r Cek County, Cb'Lor$do 


e*t Mr. kuy: 


•sr.1i4 itudy o your *ppttc*tto* for ft*nC14I a**Lt$ItCØ In 
•xpIotifl tIiø subject preperty *ad of other tnformatIofl Avail' 
*le to us t*4*eatel that the prabOU.tty 014Pu1o*tnç 
sIgnifieselt ore reserv.S on the prop•y b y your proposed 
method of•zporat4on i* not suffii.citLy proMsing to justify'. 
$ovstnmn* parttcip*tion thtretn. Aceordin*Iy, we regret to 
inforvQ you that your application for .xploratio*i aststanCa tø 
denied, but without prejudice to the PrOpOrty. 


W note that both Paul. H. Hopkins 1*4 C. £. oodipeed in aeparsta 
reports re.een4 a 1t*itt.d siount of ticplQrltiott in the vicinity 
0 the tower Au*t J*ck Tunnel port*1 0360 3.ist). They suggest 
that the numerous vein øyst** wttt*h traveras thiii area may 
cOflt*Ln targels that warrant further testing. We would be 
pleased to consiler a proposal for work limited to this area. 


tnfort*tLon already subu4tted need net ba duplIcmttd but it wjst 
be j4ntifie4 by referring to the pra.ou$ applio*tLOfl. We 
akould be furnished a description of the proposed *)rk, india 
satia. the 4eeiuIe gtoIoie t*rgtts you wish to explore and bow 
YOU propos* to S*lOre than. A new cost setiniatC should also be 
inCluded with the prOposal. 


cc Director's Reading File	 $tteeroly You*s, 
Division Fe 
Economic'eology File 
ONE FileJ	 JT -`E. 
ONE Reading File 
ONE Region III	 Frank E. Johnson 
Mr. Peterson	 chief, Office of 
130	 Hiner*ls *xl.Or*t ion 
120M 


ECPeterson/gla 4-7-67 
Rewritten FEJohnson/gla 4-10-67
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Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc 
(Subsidiary of Berry Metal Company) 
Anglo Saxon Mine 
Clear Creek County, Colorado 


Justification for Denial 


The Applicant originally proposed to explore for silver in the 
Anglo Saxon mine by drifting and crosscutting,. from the Upper 
Aunt Jack portal on the 9754 level to reach he Saxon Saddle 
fault target area where the Saxon, Saxon Extension, Tunnel, and 
Federal vein systems are believed to intersect The work would 
be generally parallel to a 2200-foot tunnel, now caved, driven 
several years ago by the Applicant to explore the same target area 
Total estimated cost of the proposed project was $333,334 


After several revisions, the Applicant submitted an amended 
proposal which included, in addition to the crosscutting and 
drifting, some underground diamond drilling to explore the-,same 
target area Work was proposed to begin at the Lower Aunt Jack 
Portal and the tunnel to be driven on the 9360 level where the 
rock formation (Silver Plume granite? 


Y .
is reported to be more 


competent than the IdahoSprings formation on 9754 level Total 
estimated cost of the proposed work is $359,125 


Although reported past production and sampling of vein material 
has indicated high-grade silver occurrences in some areas of the 
subject property, available geologic information suggests that 
there is little possibility of discovering any significant ore 
reserves that w.uld justify the high cost, ambitious exploration 
program proposed by the Applicant 


Study, of geologic mine maps and from conversations with the 
geologist who prepared them in the late 1940's indicates that 
there is no reason for expecting geologic conditions to be more
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favorable for the occurrence of ore bodies in the Applicant's 
proposed target area than in the exist uig workings The Idaho 
Springs formation (schist and gneiss) cut in much of the present 
Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel is not conducive to ore bodies of signifi-
cant size and continuity. The geologist found that mineralized 
streaks in the tunnel are discontinuous and erratically mineralized 


Areas from which high-grade silver-bearing material was reported by 
the Applicant were resampled by the geologist at the time of his 
examination Assays 


I
obtained from the resampled material were 


disappointingly low 


I concur with the OME field examiner who recently examined the 
property, and recommend that the application for assistance be 
denied without prejudice to the property 


The Applicant is being informed that ONE might consider 'a limited 
program of exploration in the vicinity of the Lower Aunt Jack Tunnel 
portal	 Numerous vein systems which . ,traverse this area may contain 
targets that warrant further testing Perhaps, if results of this 
work are favorable, an expanded program could be developed 


Edward C Peterson 


cc Director's Reading File 
Division File 
Economic Geology File 
ONE File 
ONE Reading File 
Mr. Peterson 


ECPeterson/gla 4-7-67
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
FEDERAL CENTER, DENVER, COLORADO 80225 


Office of Minerals Exploration


IN REPLY REFER T0 


Memorandum 


To:	 Chief, OME 


From:	 Field Officer, Region III 


Subject: ONE-6570 (Silver) 
Berry Metals Company 
Anglo-Saxon Mine 
Clear Creek County, Colorado


March 31,967 


'00 M0 
r'°:	 t')	 H 


[	 . 


Transmitted herewith are the original and one copy of a report of 
examination on the above-stated property. A careful review of each 
of the applicant's proposals indicates that even though the program 
is better conceived and that the Anglo-Saxon mines have had considerable 
early day production it is still felt that the total costs of this 
proposal of some $259,000 is still possibly too much to expect for the 
potential that might come from the Anglo-Saxon vein, Ttthnel vein, Anglo Saxon 
extension, and Saddle-Saxon fault zone. It is therefore concluded that the 
application be denied without prejudice and that the applicant be advised 
to commence some of his work from the lower Aunt Jack tunnel possibly by 
extending a crosscut to intersect the Anglo-Saxon Extension vein which is 
less than 100 feet from the Lowe r Aunt .Thi,k 1'nnn1 tn t'hannA 
possibly drift on the Anglo-Saxon Extension from that elevation It is 	 - 
felt that the Anglo-Saxon vein should be intersected and explored to 	 H: 
ascertain its continuity and grade, then perhaps some definite exploration 
targets could be established and another proposal to the ONE may be made. 
Certainly more geologic data must be obtained concerning the project area. 


J. William Haslexi., 
Field Officer, Region III 


1/ Office of Minerals Exploration
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REPORT OF EXAMTh.ATION 


.a 


ONE-6570 (Silver) 


ANGLO-SAXON MINE


CLEAR CREEK COUNTY, COLORADO


T ' 


By 


J. William Hasler 


March 1967
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Introduction and Summary 


The Berry Metals Company, Harmony, Pennsylvania applied to the 


Office of Minerals Exploration to explore for silver at the Anglo-


Saxon mine and adjoining properties in sections 2,.. 3., i, 51 8 and 9 


T. Li. S. R. 74 W. in Clear Creek, Colorado at an estimated total cost 


of $574,525. 


The application was referred to the field for review and field 


examination on September 30, 1966, and the field examination was made 


by J. William Hasler November 17, 1967 in company with Mr. Walter V. 


Berry, President of the Berry Metals Company, Mr. David Hudson, the 


resident manager and Mr • Paul Hopkins, consulting mining engineer 


The applicant originally proposed five separate sites to explore a 


"multiplicity of 	 while the prime-objective was the Saddle-Saxon 


fault area where the Saxon, Saxon Extension, Tunnel and Federal veins 


essentially intersect at depth. Two subsequent exploratory programs were 


submitted, one being an gpproach to the Saddle-Saxon fault area via the 


Beaver Creek area, on property owned by the applicant, and the last 


proposal being from the Lower Aunt Jack Tunnel at an elevation of 9360 


feet, above sea level. Letters to the file dated September 14 and 


November 29, 1966 quoted in part in this report by Mr • Kirkemo and Mr. 


Peterson, pretty well reviewed the problems involved in the application. 


The field examination on September 17, 1966 essentially substantiated the 


appraisals given by Mr. Kirkemo and Mr. Peterson. It was felt that perhaps 


a less costly program might be considered by utilizing the Lower Aunt Jack 


Tunnel, however the applicant's costs on this program amount to some 1359,125.00, 
even though this proposal is a more feasible one.







.
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A careful review of each of the applicant's proposals indicates that 


even though the program is better conceived and that the Anglo-Saxon mines 


have had considerable early day production it is still felt that the total 


costs of this proposal of some $259,000 is still possibly too much to 


expect for the potential that might come from the Anglo-Saxon vein, Tunnel, 


Anglo Saxon extension, and Saddle-Saxon fault zone. It is therefore 


,
	 / concluded that the application be denied without prejudice and that the 


applicant be advised to commence some of his work from the lower Aunt Jack 
p'


tunnel possibly by extending a crosscut to intersect the Anglo-Saxon 


itension vein which is less than 100 feet from the Lower Aunt Jack 


Tunnel to the southeast and possibly drift on the Anglo-Saxon Extension 


from that elevation. It is felt that the Anglo-Saxon vein should be 


intersected and explored to ascertain its continuity and grade, then 


perhaps some definite exploration targets could be established and another 


proposal to the ONE may be made. Certainly more geologic data must be 


obtained concerning the project area. 


The Property 


The property consists of mining claims, both potential and possessory 


that lie in parts of Sections 2, 3 1 Ii. , 51 8 and 9; all in T. 4 S., 


B. 74 W., of the 6th Principal Meridian, in the Griffith Mining District, 


Clear Creek County, Colorado • The property may be reached by traveling 


west from Denver, Colorado on U. S. Highway 6 and 40 to Georgetown, Colorado 


a distance of some 11.7 miles. The mine area may be reached from Georgetown 


on a mine access road over a distance of approximately three miles south. 
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SILVER PLUME-GEORGETOWN DISTRICT, CLEAR CREEK COUNTY 


-	 Introduction 


The Silver Plume-Georgetown district occupies an area of--about 


25 square miles in the west-central part of Clear Creek County, surround-


ing the towns of Silver Plume and Georgetown. Most of the principal 


mines are on the south slope of Republican Mountain, just north of 


Silver Plume, but there are some important mines to the southwest, 


northeast and northwest of Georgetown. The district is well watered, by 


Clear Creek and its tributaries and is very rugged, ranging from 8,400 


to 12,400 feet in altitude. A paved highway down Clear Creek connects both 


towns with Idaho Springs and Denver. 


History and Production 


Precious metals were first discovered in the district in 1859, and 


the rich surface ores were worked chiefly for gold. During 1865 and 1866, 


many of the rich silver-bearing veins were discovered near Silver Plume 


and Georgetown. The most active period of silver-lead mining commenced 


in 1872, reached its peak in 1894 and gradually declined thereafter. 


During both world wars interest was aroused in the zinc and lead of the 


silver-lead deposits, and many of the old. mines were reopened and actively 


worked. During 1943-44, the Pelican-Bismark, Mendota and Smuggler Mines 


were reopened and lead-silver-zinc ore was treated in two mills at Silver 


Plume and one at Georgetown. The total value of output in the Silver 


Plume-Georgetown district has amounted to more than $30,000,000 but 


exact figures for many years are lacking. 
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Geology 


The earliest rocks of the district are the Precambrian schists and 


gneisses of the Idaho Springs formation, and these contain snii-11 widely 


scattered bodies of gneissic hornblende quartz diorite. The foliation 


of these rocks is much contorted in places; in-.general it strikes from 


north to northwest and dips 45-85 0 N.E., but in the eastern part of the 


district the strike is northeast. At the south edge of the district the 


schist is cut by a large body of quartz raonzonite gneiss, and in the 


eastern part of the district there are irregular bodies of fine-.grnéd 


granite gneiss related to a batholith of Boulder Creek granite, whose 


northern end lies just east of the district. The schists and gneisses of 


the district have been cut by irregular stock-like bodies and dikes of 


Silver Plume granite and its associated :pegmatite and aplites. This 


granite is for the most part a crosscutting intrusive, but locally it has been 


intruded parallel to the schistosity. 


The Precambrian rocks have also been cut by dikes of dacite, quartz 


monzonite porphyry, and alaskite porphyry of early Tertiary age • There 


are no early Tertiary stocks in the mineralized part of the district, but 


a large stock of quartz monzonite porphyry crops out on Lincoln Mountain 


just north of the district and a small stock of granite porphyry and one 


of the alaskite porphyry lie south of Pains Mountain, 2 to 3 miles south 


of the mineralized area. The porphyry dikes strike both northeast and 


northwest and most of them dip steeply. Several of these dikes are 


bordered by very productive veins, notably, a strong persistent dike of 


alaskite porphyry bordered by the Pelican-Bismark vein system, just north 


of Silver Plume, and a granite porphyry dike bordered by the Colorado 


Central veins, about 1-1/2 miles south of Georgetown. 
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Structure 


The ore deposits of the district are fissure veins, which belong 


to three main systems. In the area just north of Silver Plume, the 


fissures belong mainly to two systems, one having an average trend of 


N. 70 0 W • and the other an average of N. 70 0 E. (See p1. 13) . A few 


fissures in this area, and most of the fissures elsewhere in the district 


belong to a system having an average trend of N. 50 0 E. Exceptions 


include many of the veins on Democrat and Columbia Mountains, in the 


northern part of the district, which belong to the N. 70 0 W. system. 


Nearly all the vein fissures have moderately steep to vertical dips. It 


is believed that the N. 70 0 W. system was formed earliest, as the majority 


of the dikes have this trend; in fact, the Pelican-Bismark fissure of 


this system was first opened in the breccia reef period of faulting. 


This system was apparently reopened at approximately the same time that 


the N. 70° E. system was developed, as valuable silver ores were deposited 


in both systems. The N. 50 0 E. system was apparently the latest formed, 


for practically all the pyritic gold- veins have that general trend, and 


at Empire they were definitely later than the lead-zinc. veins. Displace-


ment along most of the vein fissures was small, ranging from a few feet 


to 15 feet, but on some, such as the Colorado Central vein, it was as 


much as 100 feet. In the Silver Plume region the movement was nearly 


horizontal; along the fissures 66 the N. 70° W. system the northeast 


wall moved northwest and down at a slight angle, and along those of the 


N. 70° E. system, the southeast wall moved southwest. Along the 


Colorado Central vein fissure, the northwest wall moved southwest and down 


at the average pitch of 20°. On other veins in the district grooves and 


slickensides range in pitch from ho:rizontal to vertical, but no data 
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data indicating the direction of movement are available. Along many of 


the veins in the district, there has been post -ore movement, but in most 


places it has been small and has not greatly dislocated the ore. 


Ore deposits 


The ore deposits of the Silver Plume-Georgetown district are of two 


types: (1) the silver-lead-zinc veins and (2) the pyritic gold veins. 


In the very productive area just north of Silver Plume, the veins contain 


silver, lead, and zinc almost to the exclusion of gold, and the same is 


true of the veins on Republican, and Democrat Mountains, 1-1/2 to 2-1/2 miles to 


the north-northeast. In these areas, nearly all the veins belong to either 


the N. 70 0 W. or the N. 70 0 E. system. Another important silver-mining area 


is that of the Colorado Central group, 1-1/2 to 2 miles south of Georgetown. 


The silver belt is represented farther to the northeast by the Comet-


Aetna and Mag $ veins, about one 'mile east of Georgetown. In this 


belt the predominant strike is northeast • Between the two silverbelts 


is a narrow gold belt about three-fourths of a mile wide extending from 


Leavenworth Mountain, 1-1/2 miles south of Georgetown northeastward to 


Saxon Mountain. In this belt the important veins all trend northeastward. 


On Lincoln Mountain,3-/2 miles northwest of Georgetown, both silver veins 


and pyritic gold veins are present. 


The most abundant ore minerals of the silver-lead-zinc ores are 


galena and sphalerite, with considerable pyrite in places. The galena 


and to a less extent the sphalerite are argentiferous. However, the 


chief silver minerals in the ore are polybasite, argentiferous tetrahedrite, 


argentite, pyrarrrite, and proustite, and locally native silver. The 


chief gangue mineral is quartz, but brown carbonates are abundant in places; 
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sericite, barite, cherty silica, and locally kaolinite are also common. 


The chief minerals in the pyritic gold deposits are pyrite, chalco-


pyrite, gold and small amounts of silver and quartz. Galena and 


sphalerite also are generally present in small amounts. Tetrahedrite 


and soft black chalcocite are common but not abundant. Free gold visible 


to the naked eye is found in places, but native silver is rare. The 


gangue minerals are quartz and small amounts of brown carbonates and 


barite. Fluorite is present in some of the veins of the gold. belt. 


The grade of the silver-lead ores is extremely variable. Much of 


the ore mined has commonly contained between twenty and several hundred 


ounces of silver to the ton, though some shipments have contained as 


little as 10 ounces and small streaks of unusually rich ore are reported 


to have contained more than 1,000 ounces to the ton. Some of the richest 


ore came from the Colorado Central vein, where first-class ore averaged 


700 to 800 ounces of silver to the ton and the average silver content of 


ore mined over a 16 year period is reported to have been 200 ounces to 


the ton. In some of the veins in the area just north of Silver Plume, the 


silver content seems to be decreasing with depth. For example, in the 


South Frostberg vein, the ore contained 200 - 400 ounces of silver to 


the ton on the upper levels, 40 - 50 ounces just above the Mendota tunnel 


level, and 10 - 15 ounces on the lowest levels. The base-metal content 


of the silver-lead ores is as va±iable as the silver content. Ore ship-


ments on . which data could be obtained have contained from 2 to 50 percent 


of lead and fran 1 to 40 percent of zinc. The gold content of these veins 


commonly ranges from 0.01 to 0.22 ounces of gold to the ton, and in 


places gold is absent.. Ore mined from the Pelican-Bismark vein in 1896 
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contained 150 ounces of silver and 0.1 ounces of gold to the ton, l 


percent of lead, and 20 percent of zinc; these quantities are believed 


to be fairly representative of much of the silver-lead ore mined from the 


district in the past. The pyritic gold ore has commonly contained from 


0.9 to 2 ounces of gold and from a few to-30 ounces of silver to the ton. 


In the Silver Plume-Georgetown district, as in many other localities 


of the mineral belt, the northwesterly preEmineral faults seem to the 


the master fissures responsible for the localization of the district. This 


is particularly well shown in the highly productive area just north of 


Silver Plume, where the strong, northwesterly Pelican-Bismark vein, which 


was first opened in the breccia-reef period of faulting, is believed 


to be the trunk channel along which the ore-forming solutions moved 


from depth. Most of the productive vein systems of this area either branch from 


or approach within close proximity of the Pelican-Bismark vein and. nearly 


all the output has come from within half a mile of this strong lode. 


Elsewhere in the district the control of trunk channels is not so 


well exhibited, though there is a suggestion that other strong northwesterly 


faults and veins, such as the Sunburst-Sceptre vein ., may have exercised 


a similar control. A variety of structural factors influenced the local-


ization of individual ore shoots • Some ore shoots seem related to the 


character and structure of the wall rock • The most favorable wall rock 


is granite, though porphyry is commonly favorable; schist is generally 


unfavorable • In places dikes of porphyry or of granite lying across 


the vein served to impound the solutions and cause deposition. Vein 


junctions were effective in controlling ore shoots in some parts of the 


district, but in others seem to have had little effect. Abrupt changes







strike or dip seem to have been the controlling factors in.many mines, 


and these changes were apparently influenced by the character of the 


wall rock. Veins passing from schist into granite or from granite into 


porphyry tended .to change their course abruptly. In veins of northwest trend, 


where the northeast wall moved northwest, as the Pelican-'Bismark, the 


more avorable parts are the more westerly-trending parts. On veins 


of northeast trend, like the Mendota, where the southeast wall moved 


southwest the more eastward.- .trending parts of the vein are more favorable 


than. the more northeastward-trending parts. In reverse faults like the 


Colorado Central, the flatter parts of the vein were the most favorable 


for the localization of ore, and in normal faults, the steeper parts were 


more favorable. Most of the ore shoots in the district are localized 


in places where both the wall rock and the structure of the vein were 


favorable for the formation of openings. 


Many of the ore shoots in the district are fairly large. In some 


of the larger mines, ore shoots have been followed rather continuously 


from the surface to depths between 600 and 1500 feet. Stope lengths 


of several hundred feet are not uncommon and several compound ore shoots 


have stope lengths of more than 1,000 feet. The veins, however, are 


in general narrow, and in most places the ore bodies have had a thickness 


of only 1 to 3 feet, though locally they have widened to as much as 10 


or even 15 feet. In some of the larger mines, also, there are indications 


that the ore bodies are becoming smLler and less continuous with depth 


and that the silver content is decreasing with depth. In no place, 


however, is there evidence that the lower limit of mineralization has yet 


been reached and, even in the deeper mines, future exploration seems 


warranted where structural conditions are favorable. Contrary to popular 
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belief, there are apparently no large bodies of zinc ore left in the 


stopes of the mines just north of Silver Plume, though there are still 


appreciable amounts of sphalerite in some cf the dumps, notably those 


along the MendoM vein. 


i/ Vanderwilt, John W., 1947, Mineral Resources of Colorado pp. 


302 - 306.
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Applicant's Proposed Exploration 


The applicant's original proposal consisted of five (5)-possible 


sites with which to begin their exploration program as follows:. 


1. Initially, the rehabilitation and use of the upper Jack tunnel 


was considered, but a preliminary attempt to reopen the portal of this 


tunnel proved uneconomical. The caving was a major item in the previous 


"access" to the . -area of interest. This proposed operation site was 


examined and rejected as to any. economic value during May, 1966. (Figures 


in original application). 


2. Use of the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel and thence driving easterly 


to the area of the Saxon Saddle fault -- Anglo-Saxon and tunnel veins, 


and their mutual intersection 'on the 9060 - foot elevation • The immediate 


veins near the heading of the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel contain the one which 


has had production in the past, and forms an immediate objective for 


exploration. The vein is the Anglo-Saxon Extension which has been mined 


to the west of the area of lower Aunt '-Jack tunnel. This vein can be 


intersected from the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel by driving about 200 feet from 


the present east heading.The Anglo Saxon Extension vein may also be 


intersected near the end of the previous workings and at a lower level or 


about 65 feet below the 7th level.The distance is apparently less than 


50 feet. These two tunnel drives are justifiable together, with drifting 


on the vein an additional 200 to 300 feet easterly from the more easterly 


heading. This tunnel is the only justifiable development on this level. 


The other veins in the immediate area have an unknown potential in a 


poorly defined location. The additional exploration shown on the plat 


of this level and at the 9360 elevation was designed to follow the proposed 


location of the several veins, leading toward the major objective, which 
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the intersection of the Saxon-Saddle fault, the Saxon vein and the Tunnel 


vein, and their-mutual points of intersection. (See original application). 


This proposal is subject to criticism: (a) There is not enough - 


known geologic information about the several veins to be of great 


potential value. (b) The cost of maintaining the tunnel as proposed would 


be similar to the difficulties encountered in the upper Aunt Jack tunnel 


where timbering was required for the entire length of that tunnel. (c) 


The cost of maintenance in the tunnel is over and above preliminary 


estimates hence, an unknown quantity at this time (d) The continuity of 


the several veins is subject to question and the depth from outcrop to 


the tunnel after advancing past the intermediate area of the Anglo-Saxon 


extension vein rapidly approaches 900 - 1,000 feet from the surface, 


3. The third proposed site for exploration was the adit to be driven 


southeasterly from the Beaver Creek area at an elevation of 9,757 feet at 


the portal.	 The property at the portal site lies within the limits of 


the claims composing the group af mineral survey 18737 and is not presently 


owned by the company • This property is not for sale as determined by 


a conference between the owners and Mr • Walter Berry on August 5, 1966. 


This ftite is not available for use, hence is not further considered. 


4. The fourth site considered is the 9754 Tunnel Site which is 


approximately due east of Survey Station 98 on the main road to the 


Upper Aunt Jack tunnel. This' site is also about 300 feet south and west 


of that portal and is at that same elevation that is 9754 feet. 
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The tunnel,. as proposed, is planned to avoid the known bad or, 


heavy ground as much as possible. This may be accomplished by crossing 


the veins such as the "tunnel. vein', with a minimum reasonable length of 


tunnel thence paralleling these veins as much as possible. In particular, 


in the major portion--about 1,400 feet of the tunnel -- would, be about 100 


feet southeasterly of the i ndicated heavy ground of the"Fed.eral" and "Tunnel" 


veins. This proposed tunnel is essentially parallel to the old Aunt Jack 


Tunnel which followed the "Tunnel Vein". The disadvantage is the great 


distance to be driven before reaching the objective which is the area 


of intersection of the Saxon-Saddle fault, the Anglo-Saxon vein, and the 


tunnel vein, as projected to this area at this elevation. Thtoughou 


a distance of about 1950 feet the tunnel will cross "veins" of unknown 


potential. 


5. A zhaft was considered at the location of the approximate west 


end of line of the "Motto Group" of Mineral Survey 18678. Preliminary 


estimates were prepared. These costs are considerably larger than any of 


the other examined proposed sites, hence were rejected by the company for 


that reason, but was included in the application. The company made the 


following reconimendations."These recommendations are as follows: L) 


The company expend the major funds to explore the major objective in 


sufficient detail to develop the initial potential of the Anglo-Saxon 


vein east of the Saxon-Saddle fault using the "9754 tunnel" planned for 


this program. The Tunnel vein is a secondary objective and apparently will 


be crossed in reaching this major objective, (2) The company expend the 


limited sums needed to extend the present lower Aunt Jack tunnel to inter-


sect the drift of the Anglo-Saxon extension vein on the 9360 level. 
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Of the five proposals costs estimates were proposed for proposal 


No. 2 Lower Aunt Jack tunnel which consists of constructing 0.02 miles 


of road, prepare tunnel site including surface facilities as required. 


Drive tunnel on the several courses shown on the plan map No. 1 	 to 


Anglo-Saxon vein east of the Saxon Saddle fault and explore the immediate 


area. Proposal No. 3 -- Beaver Creek tunnel site. Construct 0.08 miles 


of road, prepare portal site including surface facilities as required. 


Drive tunnel S. 310 E • to Anglo-Saxon vein and explore area generally 


east of the Saxon Saddle fault on this vein. Proposal No. 4 -- "9774 


tunnel".. Prepare portal site, reconstruct track and trestle ibo existing 


ore bin, surface facilities as required. Drive tunnel on the several 


courses as shown to the Anglo-Saxon vein east of the Saxon-Saddle fault 


and explore the immediate area. Proposal No. 7 -- shaft on west end of 


M.S. 18678 claims (Motto Group). Construct 1.7 miles road, prepare shaft 


site including buildings as required, sink shaft and explore area near 


Saxon-Saddle fault on the Anglo-Saxon vein and adjoining area on 


elevation 9,774 feet. The grand total of $774,727 is given as the 


estimated".. (See text of original application). The application was 


referred to the field with the following comments: (Memorandum of September 


lii., 1966: To the File from Ed. Peterson and Harold Kirkemo states: "that 


we are not favorably impressed by the applicant's proposal to drive a 


new tunnel on the 9754 level (Upper Aunt Jack tunnel level) to possible 


ore at or beyond the projected intersection of the Anglo Saxon and 


Federal veins east of the Saxon-Saddle fault • This tunnel would parallel 


an old inaccesible tunnel in the same target area. Geology shown on maps 
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prepared by Mr. Gabelman indicates no reason for expecting geologic 


conditions to-be more favorable for the occurrence of ore bodies in 


the applicant's proposed target area than in the existing workings. 


The Idaho Springs formation (schist and gneiss) cut in much of the 


present Upper Jack tunnel is not conducive to ore bodies of significant 


size and continuity. Mineralized streaks in the tunnel are discontinuous 


and erratically mineralized. 


The applicant is not much interested, in exploring elsewhere on the 


property and minimal amount of work was proposed from the lower Aunt 


Jack tunnel level (9360). This tunnel	 reported to be in the more
competent rock formation (Silver Plume granite?) than the Idaho Springs 


formation, and vein structures may be better developed in this type of 


rock. These workings are accessible and can be examined. 


The geologic information already available does not justify the 


applicant's major proposal. The surface above the proposed tunnel is in 


rock	 and therefore the geologic maps prepared by Mr • Gabelman


are the best sources of information , available. The possibility of 


gathering information from exposures east of the talus slope should be 


investigated. If geologic criteria are favorable perhaps a modest program 


of exploration from the lower Aunt Jack tunnel is warranted. 


An on-site field examination on the subject property was made on 


November 17, 1966. The property was adequately examined relative to the 


target areas proposed by the applicant for exploration. The applicant 


was advised that the Office of Minerals Exploration program was not designed 


to explore acreages of "virgin" ground, nor would they explore a "at•]tiplicity 


of target areas". He was also advised that ZM possible consideration 
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might be given to the proposal to explore the Anglo Saxon mine from 


the lower level of the lower Aunt Jack tunnel. 


On November 28, 1966 a meeting was held in the Office of Minerals 


Exploration in Washington, D • C • at which time Mr. Berry discussed a 


revised plan of exploration. 


The revised plan as offered by Mr. Berry would include the driving 


of an adit (in the 977 level) from the Beaver Creek area southeast for 


a distance of about 800 feet to explore the original target area in the 


vicinity of the Anglo-Saxon fault • This would also entail approximately 


25,000 of access road. construction. The work is similar to proposal 


No. 3 as suggested by Hopkins and Prommel • The only change being that all 


workings would be on property controlled. by Berry. Also included in Berryts 


revised plan is an undetermined (as yet) but presumably small amount of 


exploration from the lower Aunt Jack tunnel level. 


The applicant was- advised at the time of the field examination that 


an alternate program might be considered., one that was designed to 


explore the Anglo Saxon mine, the Saxon-Saddle fault area specifically 


and that it would not be possible to consider a program consisting of many 


multiple proposals. The consulting engineer's original report included 


these, and it was his opinion that exploratinn on several veins could be 


proposed and that one of them might be adequate for exploration. However, 


the company had hoped that the whole program as originally proposed would be 


considered by the ONE. As a result of the field examination and conference 


the applicant has submitted an alternate exploration program as 


follows: (See Revised Exploration proposal of December 14, 1966). 
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The applicant proposes to drive an exploration tunnel from the lower Aunt 


Jack tunnel (9360) near the mineralized vein over its entire length, but 


to drive far enough away from the vein structure to remain in competent rock. 


The tunnel will reach the primary objective that is the Anglo-Saxon, 


the tunnel, and the Federal veins near their intersection with the 


Saxon-Saddle fault. This tunnel is to be driven from the present more 


easterly heading of the lower Aunt Jack tunnel to the projected area of 


the intersection of the Anglo-Saxon, the Tunnel vein, and the Saddle-


Saxon fault zone. The applicant states that there are four veins on the 


property that have produced and are to be found in the vicinity of this 


proposed exploration work. The Anglo-Saxon vein has produced some $700,000 


worth of ore grade material • The Federal vein has produced $100,000 which 


is shown by a local report and the Tunnel vein has produced some 260 tons 


for which settlement sheets are attached to the supplementary report, 


and the Anglo Saxon is reported to have produced $250,000 worth ofoore. 


There are several other veins that have been opened either by 


prospect pit or by short tunnels with limited or little known production. 


According to the applicant, it is expected that the granite-monzonite 


country rock now present in the lower Aunt Jack tunnel will provide 


a more competent rock through which to penetrate and to subsequently explore 


the area of the Saxon-Saddle fault. 
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Conclusion and Recommendations 


During the processing of the present application a memorandum of 


September 14, 1966 to the file from Ed. Peterson and Harold Kirkemo 


concerning the subject property is enclosed and is pertaining to a 


conference held. on September 12, 1966 in the Washington office with 


Mr. Walter V.' Berry, Mr. David Hudson of the applicant, and Mr. Frank 


Johnson, Mr. Ed Peterson and Mr. Harold Kirkemo to discuss Mr. Berry's 


recent application for financial assistance. The meeting had been held 


and requested by the applicant in a telephone conversation with Mr. 


Kirkemo on September 7. 


The ONE officials informed Mr. Berry that a review of the material 


submitted with his application did not convince them that enough geologic 


information was known to justify this ambitious exploration project. The 


visitors believed that the past production work, exploration work and 


findings of Del Rio, Goodspeed, Lovering and Spurrwhicb they referred to 


often were sufficient justification for the project. The applicant 


displayed a number of photographs taken several years ago showing old 


exploration workings and surface features of the area. A series of 


geologic mine maps prepared by John Gabelxaan of previous underground 


workings were also shown. 


It was apparent from this conversation that the applicant believes 


strongly in the proposed work on the 9754 level (Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel) 


and feels that a limited exploration program would be unsatisfactory to 


him. Mr. Berry indicated only secondary interest in the proposed work 


on the 9360 level (Lower Aunt Jack tunnel level). The applicant's 


primary target on the 97% level is the Anglo Saxon ore shoot at the 
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intersection of the Anglo-Saxon and Saxon-Saddle fault. The target 


area is about 600 feet vertically below the surface and about 800 


feet below the near-surface mine workings on this ore shoot measured 


as slope distance parallel to the Saxon-Saddle fault • The tunnel would 


be driven about 2200 feet generally parallel to a caved tunnel in the same 


target area. Any veins that intersect cut by the tunnel en route to the 


main target would be explored by short drifts and/or drill holes. 


Work proposed on the 9360 level would consist of several hundred 


feet of crosscuts and drifts from the existing lower Aunt Jack tunnel 


to explore the Anglo Saxon extension vein and possible intersecting veins. 


The applicant I s proposed program of December lii., 1966 from the lower 


Aunt Jack tunnel consists of some 2927 feet of crosacuts and drifts as well 


as some 2,050 feet of diamond drill hole. The program itself is more 


adequately planned even though the objectives are the same • The tunnel 


is designed to remain in the more granitic rocks following an area 


between the Anglo Saxon and Tunnel Veins with periodic diamond drill 


holes from the crosscut to penetrate.-tne test the extension of the 


Anglo Saxon and Tunnel Veins and to more adequately explore the Saxon-


Saddle fault area. Even though the revised exploration program is 


better planned and that the Anglo-Saxon mines have had considerable 


early day production it is still felt that the total costs of this proposal 


of some $359,000 is still possibly too much to expect for the potential 


that might come from the Anglo-Saxon vein, Tunnel vein, Anglo-Saxon 


Extension, and Saddle-Saxon fault zone at the present time. It is 


therefore concluded that the application be denied without prejudice 
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and that the applicant be advised to commence some of his work from the 


lower Aunt Jack tunnel possibly by extending a crosscut to intersect 


the Anglo-Saxon Extension vein which is lessthan 100 feet from the Lower 


Aunt Jack tunnel to the southeast and possibly drift on the Anglo-Saxon 


Extension from that elevation. It is felt that the Anglo-Saxon 


vein should be intersected and explored to ascertain its continuity and 


grade, then perhaps some definite exploration targets could be established 


and another proposal to the 0ME may be made. Certainly more geologic data 


must be obtained concerning the project area. 
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Subject ONE-6570 (Silver) 
Anglo Saxon Mines, Inc. 
(Si,ibsidiary of Berry Metal Company) 
Anglo Saxon Mine 
Clear Creek County, Co],rado 


On November 28, 1966, a meeting was held in our offices between 
Mr. Walter V. Berry, President, Berry Metal Company, and 
Frank E, Johnson and Edward Peterson of ONE, to discuss Mr. Berry's 
application for ONE assistance. 


Mr. Berry
,
requested this meeting to discuss several proposed changes 


in his original application. He stated that he wanted to get our 
views and comments of these changes before he confers with Bill Hasler 
in Denver on December 14 


The revised plan as offered by berry would include the driving of 
an adit (9757 level), - from the Beaver Creek area southeast for a 
distance of about 800 feet to explore the original target area in 
the vicinity of the Anglo-Saxon fault. This would also entail 
approximately $25,000 of access road cons1ruction. The work is 
similar to proposal No. 3 as suggested by Hopkins and Prommel. The 
only change being that all workings would be on property controlled 
by Berry. Also included in Berry's revised plan is an undetermined 
(as yet) but presumably small amount of exploration from the Lower 
Auntz Jack tunnel level (9360 level). 


Asked if a surface drilling program would be feasible, Berry said 
"Yes." However, he believes his proposal would cost less and do a 
better, job. He stated the road construction was necessary-in-,-either 
case to gain access to the portal site or drill sites. 


Mr. Berry also inquired about conducting a geophysical survey on a 
large virgin area east of the Anglo-Saxon fault He was informed
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IN REPLY REFER TO: 


UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 


FEDERAL CENTER, DENVER, COLORADO 80225 


Office of Minerals Exploration


jI OFF1j 
Copy 


N0vei4er2&'j -, 196 


Memorandum  


To	 Chief, ONE


---	 I/1 From:	 Field Officer, Region III 


Subject: ONE-6570 (Silver) 
Berry Metals Company 
Anglo Saxon Mine 
Clear Creek County, 
Colorado 


An on-site field examination on the subject property November 17, 1966 was made by the Field Officer, Region . 111, who was accompanied 
on the. examination by Mr. R. U. King, U. S. Geological Survey, Mr. 
Walter V. Berry, President of Berry Metals Company, Mr. David Hudson 
:r'e:presenting the applicant as well as Mr. Paul Hopkins, the consulting 
engineer. 


The property was adequately examined relative to the barget areas proposed 
for exploration. Mr. Berry was advised that the Office of Minerals 
Exploration program was not designed to explore acreages of "virgin 
ground" nor would they explore a"multiplicity of target areas". He 
was also advised that possible consideration might be given toa proposal 
to explore the Anglo Saxon Mine from the lower level of the Aunt Jack 
tunnel. He was also advised that the report of examination possibly 
co uld ye-be completed or even begun for a period of 30 days and that 
all of the findings during the examination would be duly considered and 
that all of the facts available would be included in .my report to Washington 
but that it would be Washington's decision as to whether or not a contract 
might be prepared that the consideration of a contract is based largely on 
the geological data provided by the applicant. 


Considerable clarification of the target area and revision of the applicant's 
maps were discussed with the applicant, consequently we will be in touch 
with Mr. Hopkins and Mr. Hudson at a later date concerning the submittal 
of the data discussed with them.	 . 


My impressions are that the project does not appear too promising. A report 
is in preparation. .	 .


J. William Hasler, 
Field Officer, Region III, ONE
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SEP	 0 966 


Menioranduni !J^(s.c RAc wi  


Tot Field Officer, Region lit.-- 


From'	 Chief, Of f Ice of Minra1s Exploration  


Subjectz	 C .6570 (Silver) 
Anglo Saxon Min*s, Inc. 
(Subsidiary of Eerry Metal Compsny) 
Anglo Saxon Nine 
Clear Creek County, Colorado 


This application is referred to you for revioci, a field examination 
If warranted, and your recosmondattons. 


The mw *road 	 of September 14, 1966, to ths Pile from Ed Peterson 
and Harold Kirkeno states that we are not favorably Impressed, with 
the Applicant's proposal to drive a new tunnel on the 9754 level 
(Upper Aunt Jack tunnel level) to possible ore at or beyond the 
projected intersection of the Angle Saxon an, nd Federal veinø east of 
the Sawn Saddle fault.	 This tunnel would parallel an old inaccessible 
tunn,l into the same target area.	 The geology shown on maps prepared 
by Mro Cabl elmen lndtoatcs. no reason for ecpscUng geilogic conditions 
more favorable fr the occurrence of 	 bodios in the Applicant's 
proposed target area than in the existing workings. 	 The Idaho Springs 
formation (schiet and gneiss) cut in much of iho present Upper Jack 
tunnel is not conductve to ore bodies of slgt4ficant. site and con-
tinuity.	 Mineralized streaks in the tunnel aic discontinuous and 
erratically mineralized. 


The Applicant La net much interested in exploring elsewhere on the 
property.	 A minimal amount of work was prepo8ed from the Lower 
Aunt Jack tunnel level (9360. lev1),	 ThIs tunnel is reported to be 
In a more competent rock formation.. (St Ivor Piumi granite?), than the.. 
Idaho Springs formation,' and vein struàturas nay be better developed 
in this type of rock.	 These work	 a. are accosaible and Can be 
examined. 


Success attained in enterprises and professions unrelated to explo. 
ration and, mining doeS not necesøari1y•qulify either the Applicant'' 
or the project manager to supervise and manage a project in the event 
of a contract.
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.	 . 


11e requested two sets of prints of Gabelman's geologic mine maps 
3nd Mr. Hudson stated he would send them to us 


he Applicant's primary target on the 9754 level is the Anglo Saxon 
ore shoot at the intersection of the Anglo Saxon and Federal veins 
:Ln the. hanging wall of the Saxon Saddle, fault.: The target area 


j5 


about 600 feet vertically below the surface, and about"800 feet below 
Ihe near surface mine workings on this ore shoot measured as slope 
distance parallel to the Saxon Saddle fault The tunnel would be 
driven about 2,200 feet generally parallel to a caved .-tunnel into 4the 
same target area Any veins of interest cut 'by"the tunnel en route 
to the main target would be explored with short drifts and/or drill 


holes.  


Work proposed on the 9360 level would consist of several hundred feet 
of cross cuts and drifts from the existing Lower Aunt Jack tunnel level 
to explore the Anglo Saxon Extension vein and possible intersecting 
\reins.	 .	 ., 


The meeting clarified the Applicant's'--'proposal	 The maps and cross 


Eections submitted with the	 o applicatin had shown proposed tunnels 
into the Anglo Saxon target area on both levels The existence of 
detailed geologic maps 'by',Gábelman'of the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel was. •. 


6 .revealed. These will be of primary value in eY'Luating this application.': 
The discussion also included questions and answers regarding some of the 
igh cost items in the proposal l'i 


Edward Peterson 


pt4 CvOX s 


Harold KLrkemo 


Peterson/HKirkemo/gla 9-14-66 


cc	 Director's Reading File 
Division File 
Economic 'eo1ogy File 
ONE Filef 
01€ Region III 
ONE Reading File 


1	 Mr Peterson 
Mr. Kirkemo
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terry $.tal CO pany 
Maraony, Pmnsy4xonia, 16037 


Pair Mr. 1*T7 


U. hive your , letter of 'August 16, 1966, concerning your appitci' 
tion Eor esattt*nCe to	 xploce the Angle Saxfl mine at Georgetown. 
Colorado, which we	 ftled with our Denver of fiei. 


!eur , oom#uts regarding your proposal have been notid.	 Vi do not 
p roidi fUniS. undt *xplor*tton contracts for continienctes. 	 The 


eun; of a Contract may b	 increased within tho maximum allowed 
for * single Controt at any. ;lae by an SoondaWat. to provide for 
additional work if justified. 


As eO.n as we receive your applation from the field we will 
review it and notify you if any additional information is needed. 
Although it is not necessary for you to cow* to Washington vs shall 
be glad to discuss the application here with you at a øutu*Zly 
onvsnLeflt time.


Sincerely yours, 


1EANK E JOHNSON 


tr*nk E. Johneon 
Chief, Office of 
$tner*le Lcplorition 


cc	 Director. s reading file 
Division file 
Economic Geology Lile 


.Mt1E file 
ONE reading file 


FEJohnson/bih	 8/19/66
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Mr. Frank E. Johnson, Chief 
Office of Minerals Exploration 
Department of the Interior 
Room 4460 
Washington, D. C. 20242


World's Largest Self-Integrated 
ii Lance Designers and Builders


	


j&	 COp•' METAL COMPANY "-•._.	 ( 
I4ARMONY, PENNSYLVANIA 16037 


• TEL.: 452-8040 • AREA CODE 412 


	


-	 August 16, 196,6 L 
JT- U k ç(4LJ


ell,
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Subject:: Proposed Exploration of the 
Anglo Saxon Mine, located at 
Georgetn, Clear Creek County 
Colorado 


Dear Mx. Johnson: 


On August 11 we delivered an Application for Financial Assistance 
in Minerals Exploration of the Anglo Saxon Mine, to Mr. J. W. Hasler, 
Manager of.your Denver office, The application was dated August 9, 
1966. 


You will recall we discussed this matter in your office on April 27, 
1966.	 it! 


In conjunction with this application, we request that::
Al 


j7 	 &' 


All unallowed deleted amounts itemized in our "Operation Cost 
Estimates" be ransferred to the Contingency Funds for ad-
ditional exploration. 


You will note in Professor Goodspeed's Report these statements: 


P. 3 - "One of the most striking features shown on the Plan View of 
Veins recently prepared by Prommel and Hopkins is the multi-
plicity of possible vein intersections which in this region 
are targets for ore." 


P. 4 - "As shown on the Plan View of Veins this tunnel is so po-
sitioned that relatively short cross-cuts can be driven to 
several vein intersections which provide additional targets• 
for ore."







2. Mr. Frank E. Johnson, Chief - 8/16/1966 


P. 4 "In addition, several vein intersections can be prospected from 
this tunnel by diamond drilling or cross-cutting which will 
Provide additional targets for ore." 


Professor Goodspeed"s teaching corresponds with the findings of Spurr 
and Garrey in Professional Paper 63 and Lovering in Professional Paper 
223. Since vein junctions are targets for ore it is imperative that 
every vein junction in close proximity to the exploratory tunnels be 
explored. 


The Contingency Fund can be wisely utilied for exploring this 
TTmultjpljcity ?? of vein junctions. 


Del Rio' :in Mineral Resources of Colorado (1960 P. 100-101) and Lovering 
in Professional Paper 223 of the U. S. Geological Survey (1950 p. 191) 
specifically point to the virgin area we propose to explore, i.e. the 
area between the Frieland-Lamertine area and Georgetown, as having pos-
sibilities of finding undiscovered ore shoots. 


Their statements - together with the reports - our financial and 
moral standing - prior work - and the authentic reports of past rich 
silver production - make this a meritorious project. It could revive 
interest in silver mining throughout Colorado. 


You will find our Application complete. The only item missing is the 
estimate of production. This cannot be honestly given for virgin and 
unexplored ground. In considering the acreage involved, together with 
all other factors, it would be reasonable to say that sufficient ton-
nage to repay the loan is an excellent probability. 


You will possibly want to ask some questions regarding our Application. 
Since we are close by 'we will appreciate a telephone call to set a day 
and time for a discussion in your office.


Yours very truly, 


J^O 


MPANY 


e	 , r sident 
WVB:IY 


cc Mr. J. W. Hasler, Manager, Denver Office
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PAUL M. HOPKINS 


CONSULTING MINING GEOLOGIST AND ENGINEER


REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER AND LAND SURVEYOR 


2222 ARAPAHOC STREET	 P. 0. BOX 403 
CRESTVIEW 9-2313	 GOLDEN, COLO. 


August 9, 1966 


Mr. Walter V. Berry, President 
Anglo-Saxon Mines, Inc.	 S 


Georgetown, Colorado 


Dear Mr. Berry: 


The evaluation and recommended exploration program proposals 
for the Anglo-Saxon group of properties in Clear Creek County, Colorado, 
are found on the subsequent pages of this report. 


Preliminary estimates and total costs for the several proposed 
programs for exploration of the properties are given. These costs are 
for the complete proposal as described. These costs are given as a 
guide and are not to be accepted as final. It is the understanding of the 
writers that you will choose such parts of the several programs as de-
sired, make your budget estimates accordingly, and detail these cost 
estimates in sufficient detail for action by the Office , of Mineral Explora- 
tion,' United States Geological Survey, as required by that office. 


The writers definitely recommend that the primary objective be 
given first priority in all considerations, i. e., the area where the Anglo-
Saxon vein intersects and crosses the Saxon Saddle Fault, particularly the 
continuation of that vein to the east of the fault. 


Respectfully yours, 


larald W. C. Prommel S ' 	 Paul M. tHop ns
Consulting Mining Geologists and Engineers 


PMH:ri	 S 	 ' 


Ends: Report with Maps	 S 	 , 	 S







PAUL M. HOPKINS 
CONSULTING MINING GEOLOGIST AND ENGINEER


REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER AND LAND SURVEYOR


P. 0. BOX 403 
CRCSTVIEW 9-2313	 GOLDEN,COLO. 


PRELIMINARY EVALUATION , AND RECOMMENDED EXPLORATION 


OF THE	 - 


•	 ANGLO—SAXON MINE AND ADJOINING PROPERTIES 


• •


	


	 Sections Z,. 3, 4, 5, 8, and 9 


Township 4 South, Range 74 West 


Clear Creek County,- Colorado 


•	 •	 '.	 by	 • 


• •	 Harald W. C. Prommel 


• and 


Paul M. Hopkins 


Consulting Mining Geologists and Engineers
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PAUL M. HOPKINS 
-	 CONSULTING MINING GEOLOGIST AND ENGINEER 


REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER AND LAND SURVEYOR 


2222 ARAPAHOE STREET	 P. 0. 00* 403 
CRCSTVICW 9-2313	 .	 GOLDN,COLO. 


INTRODUCTION :	 The purpose of the investigation was to evaluate 


the potential and the location of that potential for 


mineral production on the several claims, both .patented and possessory 


which are the property of Anglo-Saxon Mines Inc. of Georgetown, Colorado. 


The company is now in the process of formation and registration with the 


Secretary of State, State of Colorado,. Denver, Colorado. The company 


will be a wholly-owned subsidiary of Berry Metal Company of Harmony, 


Pennsylvania.  


PROPERTY	 The property consists of the several mining claims, 


both patented and possessory as listed below. The 


claims: are to be found in parts of Sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9; all in 


Township 4 South, Range 74 West of the 6th Principal Meridian, Clear 


Creek County, Colorado. The ãlaims generally are in the Griffith Mining 


District. Their location together with adjoining claims of other ownership 


are shown on the several maps drawn to the scale of 1 inch equals 200 feet. 


The patented claims are as follows: 


I.
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Name Mineral Survey No. 


Anglo -Saxon '• 82 


Pixley 2020 


Aunt Jack 15713 
•	 ,	 Zulu '	 1742 


Surprise 19736 
•	 'Oscar Wilde 1743 


•	 Dunbarton 1664 


Federal '	 120 


Florida	 ' '.	 1697 


Magnet 80 


Summit	 , . '	 456 


•	 Port Jervis '	 457' 


Silver Star ,	 1214 


'Master Key	 ' '	 1467	 ,	 • 


• :	 Anglo Saxon Extension ,	 4765 
•	 , Water Lily '	 1780 


•	 eight to Seven	 . 4765' 
•	 ,


 


Bull Doze •	 4765 


Rich Hill 18709' 


•	 Algonquin 977 


'Dig	 •	 •	 ',	 '	 ' •	 •	 18678 


Produce	 '	 '.	 •	 . '	 18678 


Abundantly. ' 	 ' '	 18678 


In	 :	 •,	 • ,	 18678 


•	 '.	 Gold	 .	 •	 •,	 ,'	 '	 •'	 ,•• '	 18678 


Silver	 ' 18678	 • 


Copper	 ,	 '	 •' ,	 18678 


•	 '	 Lead	 ' '•	 '	 •	 18678 
•	


,


 


All	 "	 ' '	 ' 18678 


•	 Flora	 •'	 '	 ' '	 18678 


•	 K.P.	 ,	 •	 .	 ''	 • '	 '.	 18678	 •	 ' 


O.K. , 18678 


Rocky	 "	 " '	 •	 '	 18678 '
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The below possessory claims are listed	 together with the book 


and pages as recorded in the County Clerk's office, Clear Creek County, 


Colorado: 


Name Book Pages 


Seattle	 0 294 343344 


Prof. G. 294 345-346 


Paul W.	 0 294 347-348 


Eureka	 0 294 349-350 


Washington 294 351-352 


Anglo-Saxon Straddler 294 353-354	
0 


Johnny G. 294 355-356 


Walter V.. 294 357-358 


0 	


Idun Marie 294 359-3,60 


Billy B.	 0 294 361-362 


0 	 Jopn 294 363-364	
0 	


0 


0 	 Sally Roy	 0 294 365-366 


ErnyL.	
0


294 367-368	
0 


Dr Jim 294 369-370


0
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LOCATION,	 The mining property is located generally from the 
ACCESSIBILITY 
AND POWER	 west base of Saxon Mountain in the valley of Clear 


Creek northeast of Georgetown, Colorado about 1 mile,thence generally in 


an easterly direction across Sections 9, 8, 5, 4, 3, and 2, Township 4 


South, Range 74 West, to the ridge upon which U. S. G. S. Triangulation 


Station Silver 1 is located and about 1-1/2 miles southwesterly from 


Lawson, Colorado. 


The nearest major city is Denver, Colorado, about 45 miles 


from the property by paved,-.all-weather. road over U. S. Highways-6 & 40. 


Local towns, the nearest supply points for the property, are Georgetown, 


about 1 mile south, and Idaho Springs, about 12 miles northeasterly. 


The western portion of the property is accessible by a well-


• constructed road built and maintained by the previous operator to the area 


of the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel (Anglo-Saxon Mine on the U. S. G. S. 7-1/2 


minute Georgetown Quadrangle map). This road is shown on sheets for. 


the property enclosed in the pocket. 	 This road is three (3) miles in 


length with a maximum grade of approximately 10 per cent. The road will 


be reasonable to maintain access to the property and the areas of interest 


during all months of the year. 


The east portion of the property is accessible from a road be-


ginning at the western limits of Idaho Springs, also on U. S. Highways 6 


and 40, thence by county -maintained . road up Trail Creek past the abandoned 


0
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townsite of Freeland, thence to the abandoned townSite of Lamartine and 


the inactive "Lamartine Shaft." At this point maintenance by the county 


usually stops. One then proceeds westerly to the southeast side of an un-


named mountain upon which the U. S. G. S. Triangulation Station "UTE" is 


located to a fork in the road. The lower or left fork leads southwesterly 


to Highland Park and the area south of Saxon Mountain. The right-hand 


fork leads northerly up and over the east end of this un-named mountain, 


thence southwesterly to the east slope of Saxon Mountain. These roads, 


are poorly maintained and usually are accessible only after the snow melts 


in the early summer. At the east end of Saxon Mountain one may find dim 


trails which lead northerly and westerly to the middle and easterly part of 


the property of the Company. 


The property of the Company near or immediately west of the 


summit of Saxon Mountain can be reached from either Highland Park or 


from the last described road. It may also be reached from the old workings 


at the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel by walking southeasterly. 


Power is available, in Georgetown. The company is investigating 


the cost of building the power line to the location of the proposed explora-


tion tunnel and the costs will be included in the budget. 


• PREVIOUS REPORTS	 The district has been the subject of reports by 


•	 the United States Geological Survey with the two 


•	
• major dissertations being Professional Paper 63, "Geology of the George-


town Quadrangle, Colorado" by Spurr, Garrey and Ball in 1908 and Profes-


sional Paper 223, "Geology of the Front Range" by Lovering in 1950.
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Private reports to the previous operator have been prepared by 


Mr. G. E. Goodspeed, Consulting Geologist,' 5504 Twenty-First Avenue 


Northeast, Seattle, Washington, at different times during the period 1937 


to 1951. These previous reports are summarized in his recent discussion 


report which is attached. 


Mr. Harald W. C. Prommel, Consulting Geologist, 730 South 


Downing Street, Denver, Colorado, and co-author of this present report, 


made two short-letter reports during July . 1948 and August 1950. These 


short-letter reports are not included but are the basis for his judgment 


and recommendations included in this report. 


Mr. John Gabeirnan, a geologist, was employed by the Company 


to do field work during the 'Summer of 1946. He mapped the Upper Aunt Jack 


Tunnel as then existing and contributed some other notes which are found in 


the Company files. The Colorado School of Mines, Geology Summer Camp, 


mapped portions of the surface generally On the west slope of Saxon Moun-


tain during that same year. These notes ar,e also available and were studied. 


Unfortunately, the work is incomplete, and covers only limited 


portions of the Company properties. 


During the present investigation in 1966, horizontal and vertical 


control was established for the major points from the west base of Saxon 


Mountain to the discovery location of the Anglo-Saxon vein recovering monu-


ments ,,' previous survey points as found, and other pertinent information as 


•	 ' observed. The survey confirmed the elevations given on previous maps and 


located the major workings of past years on the maps. (See Pocket.)
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• REGIONAL •	 The regional geology is discussed together with the 
GEOLOGY


local area geology in both the Professional Papers 


of the U. S. G. S. previously cited. A very preliminary reconnaissance 


over the entire property has confirmed in a general way this published in-


formation. The area is in the middle portion of the "Front Range Mineral 


Belt" lying between .the Georgetown and Silver Plume districts on the 


southwest and the Lamartine, Lawson, .Dumont and Idaho Springs districts 


on the northeast. At this time the property has characteristics apparently 


found in all these districts, hence as a guide the regional geology is 


reasonable.	 • 


The geology is summarized briefly as consisting of the pre- • 	 • 


Cambrian Idaho Springs formation consisting of schistà and associated 	 • 


types, into which subsequent pre-Cambrian intrusives generally granitic 


and/or monzonitic were intruded. Local pegamatites of-the same period 


were the last major intrusive rock units injected. Metamorphism occurred 


prior to the close of this period. 	 • 


Orogenic activity forming geoanticlines, geosynclines, and 	 • 


deposition occurred during the Paleozoic and Mesozoic times. 


The Laramide orogeny closed this interval of no local sede-


mentary formations or other aids for this study, with the formation of the 


• °•	 present Rocky Mountains marked by repeated uplift, injection of magmas, 


periods of erosion and including the multiple phases of mineralization parti-


cularly well discussed in Professional Paper 223. The mineralization
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^ - 9	 • found on the property is all related to this time of mineralization, but 


the. specifics of type, dating of inplacement and subsequent supergene 


V enrichment are left for further development of information as to the details. 


• LOCAL	 The property is located in an area with a complex V V
	 V 


GEOLOGY	 V V	
V 


V	 of granite -monzonite gneisses injected into the pre- V 


Cambrian Idaho Springs schists. Some pegmatite dikes are noted, gener-


ally along faults and/or forming side walls of some of the veins in the area. V 


Tertiary magmatic material is difficult to determine due to the extremely 	 V 


limited area of exposures as most of the property is covered with talus, 


deep residual soil, or rock slide material; all of which thoroughly mask 


the local rock units making talus and/or soil material components as a 


guide to the solid rock in place difficult to interpret and probably unreliable. 


Gossan is found but has not been mapped by any previous effort, particular-


ly from the Saxon Saddle eastward. This talus cover and-gossan mapping 


V must be completed to correlate the various veins and prove the continuity 


V to the Trail Creek and/or Silver Creek areas to the northeast. 


V 	


V A preliminary reconnaissance generally following the center 


V line of the Mineral Survey group No. 18678--the so-called "Motto Group," 


has disclosed gossan outcrops'and some apparent continuity of structures 


• V	


• to the northeast of Saxon Saddle--the location of the original discovery of 


V the Anglo-Saxon vein and the early production. Detailed location of these 


.	 several areas were not made as there has been no survey control run into V 


V 	 V 	 that part of the property.	
V 


V 	


V 	


V 	


V 	


V 	


V 	


V 	


V 	


V
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^ 0 A corallary of the above observations is that as part of the 


proposed exploration program, the geology of the property should be 


mapped both in the underground workings as opened and above and to 


both sides of the line of the proposed development, as well as to the 


east, and west of the project areas on surface.	 . 


The writers have confirmed the general geology as mapped 


and shown in Professional Paper 63 by a preliminary reconnaissance 


over the area of interest. 	 .	 S 


Continuity of the several veins is not to be accepted as factual 


without proof over a measurable distance and then only for that proven 


distance. Instead, the writers suggest that the veins will be found to 


have an en echelon arrangement across the property; i. e.., with parallel 


veins found on either side 'of the vein as being followed at an offset of a few 


tens of feet' either to the right or left as one comes to the apparent end of 


the vein of specific knowledge as found either on surface or in the under-. 


ground workings. Another possible and entirely plausible explanation of . 


this discontinuity of veins is that the schists, will be found to be areas of 


ttpinch_outstt or "horsetailing" 'of the vein with the vein reappearing after 


going through these schist areas and again entering the more competent 


igneous rock and the metamorphosed forms thereof, such as the gneisses, 


granite-monzonites, the pegmatite dikes, 'and the tertiary igneous rocks 


if any.	 .5 	 ' 	 ' 	


' :' 	 ' 	


•' 	 . 	 . 	 , 


9
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The three Plan Maps (Nos. 1, 2, and 3, enclosed in the pocket) 


with geology correlated at the Lower. Aunt Jack Tunnel level (9360 eleva-


tion) and at the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel level (9754 elevation) to the sur-


face are annotated as to the location of known information about the several 


veins.


The Saxon Saddle fault is shown by the brecciation and very 


loose slide rock and/or cliffs just to the north of the Saxon Saddle. It is 


from this surface exposure that the authors. propose the name for this 


fault zone. In the underground, as exposed in the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel, 


it was found to consist of a number of essentially parallel fault planes with 


intra-fault plane breccia. The post mineral character of the fault is shown 


by the sharp "cut-off" of the ore and/or mineralization in the footwall when 


encountered in that tunnel. 


A tentative correlation of the veins found on the two sides of the 


Saxon Saddle fault zone, i. e., hanging and footwalls, in the Upper Aunt 


Jack Tunnel indicates an apparent horizontal displacement of approximately 


70 feet. Drag structures in the veins indicate that there is a possible 


additional 20 to 30 feet of horizontal displacement. The vertical component 


is strictly an unknown factor. This ..structural feature has a most positive 


influence on continuity of the ore and the location of the disconnected parts 


of the several veins. 	 .,	 .	 .
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S The veins are discussed using the name of the claim where 


they were "discovered" and are without absolute correlation of continuity 


of these veins over any major distance. 


The known features of the Anglo-Saxon vein are: There is a 


total of four (4) levels, with any one level having a maximum length of 


200 feet according to drawings on file. These tunnels are immediately 


•	 subjacent to the Saxon Saddle and under the discovery outcrop of that vein. 


Three of these levels and possibly the fourth level are connected to the 


•	 Discovery Shaft and/or the Cribbed Shaft. The strike and dip of the 


•	 vein is described in U. S. G. S. Professional Paper 63 as North 700 East 
•	 and "vertical to a slight inclination toward the north. Mr. Goodspeed, 


after the Anglo-Saxon Co. opened one of the levels of these early workings 


for a short distance, found the same strike but a 'north dip of 70 0 North. 


This later figure is the only positive dip recorded in any of the notes and 


•	 observations searched by the writers. The elevation for this data is about 


10, 400 feet.	 S •	 S 


Any north dip other than vertical will displace this vein north of 


the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel. The decreasing dip will show a corresponding 


displacement of this vein to the north which, if the figure of 70 0 is accepted, 


•	 would locate thç vein as indicated on the level map of that area at the Upper 


• Aunt Jack Tunnel (elevation 9754). • Further, this dip figure would indicate 


that the Anglo-Saxon vein should be found near the present heading of the 


5	 •	 Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel (9754 elevation) as,driven in 1951. The vein has
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not been found to date and the platted field notes of the tunnel show no vein 


entering from the northwest side, crossing.nor.leavi.ng  the tunnel on the 


southeast side in about 1, 200 feet. This observation lends credence to 


this dip figure as being the minimum value. The district as a whole has 


steep dips and generally in the range of 600_700, so the observations by 


Mr. Goodspeed are in the proper area for acceptability. 


For this reason, the writers contend that the Anglo-Saxon vein 


is north of the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel and has not been explored at any 


time at that level, i. e., 9754 elevation. 	 . 


The Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel was first driven on random courses 


for approximately 600 feet before finally, getting onto a "vein" which strikes 


from N.52° E. to N. 63 0 E. with a north dip. The writers cannot find in 


any of the recorded notes, dips taken for-this "Tunnel vein" except at the 


extreme northeast end where both North and South dip of the order of 800 


are noted. The writers doubt that there is any feasible and reasonable 


càrrelation of this vein to any known vein on the surface at this time. For 


the purposes of this report, 'the vein is referred to as the "Tunnel vein." 


Verbal information given by Mr. Berry indicates that he remembers the 


dip figures as about 70° north. As this is different from the other values 


indicated above, all figures are subject to question. For purposes of pro-


jection and study, however, the writers used the 70° North value. The 


basis of this is that the Anglo-Saxon vein, if at some value greater than
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S70° North, the vein would have been intersected somewhere during the 


driving of the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel which it apparently did not. Also, 


if this vein had an essentially vertical dip, it should have been noted in or 


near the Saxon Saddle area or on the slope to the southwest. This has not 


been found to be the case. Further, the Tunnel vein appears to be a breccia 


reef zone into which metallization has been "injected" irregularly along 


subordinate fault planes and/or slips. This observation by Mr. Prommel 


is further confirmed by the geologic map notes of Mr. Gabelman. 


The Federal vein is exposed on surface and in the caved workings 


immediately north of the Anglo-Saxon vein and in the Saxon Saddle or imme-


diately subjacent to the outcrop. The Saxon Saddle elevation is about 10,400 


feet. The workings on this vein, approximately. 10, 300 to 10, 400 feet ele-


vation, are unknown as to extent but there are indications that some several 


• tens of feet and possibly 200 feet were driven on the lower of the two drifts. 


These drifts are both above the point of intersection of the Anglo-Saxon and 


Federal vein, however the lower is only a few feet above that intersection 


•	 as exposed on surface. 	 .	 . 


An interesting speculation, particularly as to the continuity of 


this Federal vein to the northeast, is the relationship of the Woodley Tunnel 


and its reported. "high-grade" production to this vein. The Woodley Tunnel •, 


is caved and the extent of workings are totally unknown to the writers. The 
•	


location of the Woodley Tunnel is indicated on the older maps, but is not
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included on the present maps (in pocket) as no survey tie has been run. 


This tunnel is northwest of the strike line of the Federal vein about 400 


feet. From the indicated direction at the portal, toward the southeast, 


this tunnel would intersect the Federal vein northeast of the known work-


ings which are found in the area of the Saxon Saddle. 


•


	


	 The strike of the Federal vein is indicated as being N. 42 0 E. 


and the dip is nearly or is strictly vertical. For purposes of study, the 


strike is assumed as right with a vertical dip. Briefly we have approxi-


mately 200 feet of vein with an apparently reliable strike and dip. In 


addition there is the possibility of further extension of this distance to 


•	 the northeast if the Woodley Tunnel-'did in fact produce ore from the 


•	 Federal vein. 


The last known vein about which there is any measured length 


of exposure and upon which there are definite values given for strike and 


dip is the "Anglo-Saxon Extension vein" generally at elevations from 


9, 700 down to 9, 300 feet. U. S. G. S. Professional Pater 63 gives 2.500 


feet of workings and the principal production at or above the level noted on 


the enclosed maps as the Anglo-Saxon Extension Tunnel about 9, 424 feet 


elevation. By correlation with the surface and the apparent location of the 


several levels as mentioned in Professional Paper 63, the ores occurred 


principally between 9, 425 and 9, 650 feet elevation. The lowest level of 
• •	 written descriptions as indicated is apparently the old diggings about 100 


feet below the Anglo-Saxon Extension as labeled on the maps (in pocket) 


and from which no production of interest was found. •
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The above summary is the total known and apparently consis-


tently provable information from the many sources available about the 


several veins in the area. Other veins are known or indicated by the 


several patented claims in the area. Some of these veins are obscured 


by being behind caved workings with no access and no written records 


available. Other veins are only reported as the result of the gossan and 


•


	


	 float in pits or other 'Shallow workings. Generally, there can be no proof 


of continuity and/or attitudes for these several veins. However, the 


writers included these veins for the sake of argument and/or study. 	 0 


Strikes as used are the center lines of the several claims with the dip 


• assumed to be 70 0 North, or the same as the Tunnel vein and/or the 	 • 


Anglo-Saxon vein on surface. The point of discovery on the several 


claims is used as the point for elevation for projection. 


Accordingly, the following is the assessment of the information 


available. In spite of the time spent trying to assemble the complete in-


formation, the writers are very much limited by the lack of factual in- • 


formation from reliable observers.. Briefly this information is summar-


ized above.


Accordingly, thewriters sugges t ono targets for exploration of 


immediate interest other than at the elevations proposed and shown in-the 


proposals as drawn on the maps (in pocket). Further, the writers suggest
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Sthat all exploration be directed toward the veins upon which the data 


available gives measurable distances, apparently reliable strike and 


dip values, and upon which there has been some production. These veins 


are: The Anglo-Saxon Extension, the Federal, the Anglo-Saxon, and the 


"Tunnel" veins. It shall be noted that the writers do not make any pre-


diction of tonnages and grade. The writers make the delineation of the 


"objective areas" for exploration based upon the projection of structure, 


a pitch direction and the geologic factors involved. These areas thus 


delineated are: (1) The Anglo-Saxon vein in the area of that vein's inter-


section with the Saxon Saddle Fault, , and (2) the continuation to the east 


of the Anglo-Saxon Extension vein past the old workings. 


RESULTS	 The several.plan maps and the section through the 


Saxon Saddle Fault at the Saxon Saddle showing the 


relationship between the Saxon Saddle Fault and the several veins, summar-


ize the information and correlations to the proposed elevation of exploration 


to that information and data as available. In doing so, 'the writers did' 


project from the apparent outcrop in the case of several "veins" in an 


attempt to arrive at this correlation of information. These straight-line 0 


projections of the veins in the area are not to be, accepted without many 


• reservations. The one vein about which the most data is known, i. e., the 


"Tunnel" vein as exposed in the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel for a distance of
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to
	


about 1, 000 feet on the 9754 elevation level, shows a swing in strike of 


some 11 degrees in that distance. The strike of the several other veins 


should be expected to show corresponding changes, if in fact there are not 


larger changes in direction in strike in the same distance. Dip values 


should be expected to show a corresponding variation. Accordingly, the 


writers offer the level maps with the proposed development plans thereon 


with this reservation- -the distances to and between the several veins is 


subject to further proof and serious question as to absolute values as indi-


cated above. 


In contrast, the only area , about which there is any major in-


formation is that locale establishing the relationship of the SaxonSaddle 


Fault, the Tunnel vein, the Anglo-Saxon vein, and the Federal vein. The 


Saxon Saddle Fault, the Anglo-Saxon vein and the Federal vein are related 


and their physical relationships are shown by their respective outcrops on 


surface. In the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel at 9754 elevation, we have informa-


tion on the Saxon Saddle Fault, the Tunnel vein and its apparent continuity 


to the east of the fault. which has displaced the vein an apparent 70 feet 


north on the hanging wall or , east side. Some drag structure is possible on 


the footwall and hanging wall sides of the fault vhich would increase this 


distance possibly by another 30 feet. 


The several level plats and their proposed exploration indicate 


that there is one major objective for exploration, i. e., the area east of the 


..0
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Saxon Saddle Fault on these veins. Preliminary estimates for the ' ex-





ploration are attached for comparison. (See Appendix.) 


The, examination of the information of the several projected 


locations of the veins and the fault and the interpretation of the structures 


as found, indicated the following findings for consideration: 


1. The Anglo-Saxon or Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel , did not follow 


the Anglo-Saxon vein as developed and worked in the Saxon Saddle area, 


the site of the early production. Rather, the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel 


followed a nearlyparallel vein to the Anglo-Saxon vein and which. intersects 


the latter at a very acute angle, apparently about 100. The Anglo-Saxon 


vein would have been encountered in the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel in another 


hundred feet or so if no disturbing factors had entered the picture, i. e., 


the Saxon Saddle Fault. Further, the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel vein, the 


"Tunnel vein" of this report, is not correlative at present to any vein pres-


ently exposed on the surface and known as to its location and attitudes. 


Further exploration and study should disclose this correlation at a future 


date, at least as to the upward extension and where the "Tunnel vein" will 


be found and exposed on the surface. 


2. The Saxon Saddle Fault exercised a definite influence upon 


the several veins in the area. The strike was found to be N. 40 E. and dip 


H .


	


	 of 460 E. in the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel, at an elevation of 9754 feet. The


last operationsin the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel penetrated the fault and 


found the indicated location of a vein at the very breast of the tunnel. The
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• .	 exposure of the vein in the breast is less than 10 feet. The character of 


the vein as exposed is not disclosed as to the values contained nor the 


•	 strike and dip, of that vein over any appreciable distance. 


The upward projection of this Saxon Saddle Fault from 


the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel indicated that it outcropped in the area just to 


the west of Saxon Saddle and in general aoincides with the area where the 


early tunnels were driven on the Anglo-Saxon and Federalveins, just west 


of and subjacent to their discovery locations. The extreme brecciation of 


the rock in this area is also suggestive of this fault and the character 


thereof. If the writers correctly interpreted the information of Mr. 


Goodspeed and Mr. Prommel's notes.of 1950, this fault is post-mineral. 


The observations of Mr. Goodspeed were in the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel. 


However, the writers can definitely state that the brecci-


ation area as exposed on the west side of Saxon Saddle is definitely post-


mineral. The true nature of this brecciation and its significance were 


only appreciated after the correlation with the underground workings in 


the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel as mapped and plotted from information in the 


Company files.	 • 


•


	


	 At this time there is no provable direction and magnitude. 


of movement on this fault. • The apparent horizontal component as shown, 


the ,Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel at 9754 feet elevation, is about 70 feet north 


•	 on the hanging or east wall as referred to the foot or west wall of the fault 


•	 ••	 •	 ..
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•	 zone. This fault is, a zone about 100 feet in horizontal measurement 


across its width. The initial impression is that the rock has been brec-


dated, thence "shook loose" into a very porous and unconsolidated mass.' 


Openings between the breccia fragments are large on the surface, some-


times several inches across. Openings, if observed, were not indicated 


in the underground workings on the notes made there. 


3. The district has a general pattern 'of production of com-


mercial ores generally limited to about 600 or 700 feet below the surface 


outcrop of the individual vein. After referring to the prepared long 


	


•	 section showing the Anglo-Saxon vein and its relation to surface (in 


pocket), the areas of interest and economic potential are limited to the 


• • follow'ing areas in relation'to the proposed exploration tunnels, as dis-


cussed below and form part of the basis for the recommended exploration 


as discussed in a subsequent section. 


PROPOSED ,	 Five (5) possible sites for the beginning of explora-
EXPLORATION


tion have been considered and anä.lyzed including 


the preliminary estimates of costs of the several proposals. The results 


are given below.	 • 


1. ' Initially, the rehabilitation and use of the Upper Aunt Jack 


• • Tunnel was considered, but a preliminary attempt to reopen the portal of 


	


•	 this tunnel proved uneconomical. , The caving was a major item in the 


.	 ••	 ''•	 ''
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'previous "access" to the area of interest. This proposed operation site 


was examined and rejected as to any economic value during May, 1966. 


	


2.	 Use of the Lower Aunt Jack Tunnel and thence driving 


easterly to the area of the Saxon Saddle Fault- -Anglo-Saxon and Tunnel 


veins and their mutual inte'rsectiois on the 9, 360 elevation. The imme-


diate veins near the heading of the L'ower Aunt Jack Tunnel contain one 


which has had production in the past and forms an immediate objective 


for exploration. This vein is the Anglo-Saxon Extension which has been 


, mined as previously described to the west of the area of this Lower Aunt' 


	


Jack Tunnel.	 This vein can be intersected by driving about 200 feet 


from the present east heading of this tunnel. This vein may also be inter-


sected near the end of the previous workings and at a lower level or about 


65 feet below the 7th level as described previously. The distance is appar-


ently less than 50 feet. These two tunnel 'drives are justifiable together 


with drifting on the vein an additional 200 to 300 feet easterly from the 


more easterly heading. This tunnel "drive and drifting" is the only justi-


fiable development on this level. The other veins in the immediate 'area 


have an unknown potential and poorly defined location. The additional ex-


ploration as delineated on the plat of this level at the 9, 360 elevation was 


delineated to follow the projected location of the several veins leading 


toward the major objective, the intersection of the' Saxon Saddle Fault, 


the Saxon vein and the Tunnel ' vein, and their mutual points of intersection.
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This proposal is subject to criticism: (a) There is not 


enough information about the several veins to make any attractive inter-


mediate potential of interest. (b) The cost of maintaining the tunnel as 


proposed would be similar to the difficulties encountered in the Upper 


Aunt Jack Tunnel where timbering was required for the entire length of 


that tunnel. (c) The cost of maintenance of the tunnel is over and above 


• the preliminary estimates, hence are an unknown quantity at this time. 


(d) Continuity of the several veins is subject to question, and the depth 


from outcrop to the tunnel after advancing past the immediate area of the 


• Anglo-Saxon Extension vein rapidly approaches 900 to 1, 000 feet from 


surface.


3.	 The third proposed site for exploration was the adit to be 


driven southeasterly from the Beaver Creek area at an elevation of 9, 757 


feet at the portal. The property requirements for the portalsite, in fact 


the only reasonable location for that portal location, are found to be within 


the limits of the claims composing the group of, Mineral Survey 18737.. 


This property is not for sale as determined by a conference between the 


owners and Mr. Walter Berry on August 5, 1966. However, estimates' • 


having, been previously prepared, are made a part of the appendix for . 


consideration. This site is not available for use, hence is not further 


considered.	 .	 .	 .	 •


• I; 


/
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•	 4.	 The fourth considered site is the 11 9754 Tunnel Site," 


which is approximately due east of Survey Station 98 and on the main 


road to the previously considered Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel. This site 


is also about 300 feet south and west of that portal and is at the same 


elevation, i. e., 9754 feet. Site preparation and other delays in getting 


started on the driving of the tunnel would be reduced to a minimum as 


• the semi-developed area as now found adjacent to the Upper Aunt Jack• 


Tunnel including a previously constructed "ore house" would be imme-


diately available. The tunnel, as proposed, is laid out to avoid the 


known bad or heavy ground as much as possible as found in the prior 


existing Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel. This was done by crossing the areas 


of the veins, and/or vein reefs, such as the "Tunnel vein, I! with a mini-


mum reasonable length of tunnel, thence paralleling these veins as much 


as possible. In particular, the major portion--about 1, 400 feet of the 


tunnel--would be about 100 feet southeasterly of the indicated heavy 


ground of the Federal and Tunnel veins. This proposed tunnel is essen-


tially parallel to the ld Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel which followed the .-..-•...-...-  


"Tunnel vein" as_previously discussed. The disadvantages are the rather 


considerable distance to be driven prior to the approach to the objective--


the area of the intersection of the Saxon Saddle Fault, the Anglo-Saxon 


vein and the Tunnel vein, as found on this elevation by projection from 


•	 their several outcrops or known locations.' During this major distance,


:50
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about 1, 950 feet, the tunnel will cross ttveinstf of unknown potential, but 


judging from the lack of major effort on these veins, there is a question-


able potential to be expected when these veins are encountered during the 


tunnel drive as proposed and labeled the 11 9754 Tunnel. 11 The tunnel will 


go through an area about which we know the most by extrapolation from 


•	 the niap of the underground geology of the Upper Aunt Jack Tunnel and the 


conditions there encountered. It is further recommended that if heavy 


ground is encountered at the proposed turn, i. e., portal plus 550 feet, 


an additional 100 feet be driven on the initial direction to clear this condi-


tion; thence turn northeasterly for the courses and distances as needed to 


reach the initial objective or the point now determined as the intersection 


of the Anglo-Saxon vein east of the Saxon Saddle Fault at an estimated total 


•	 tunnel drive distance of 2200 feet and at a point about 100 feet east of that 


fault.


5.	 A shaft was considered at.the location of the approximate 


west end line of the "Motto Group" of Mineral Survey 18678. Preliminary 


estimates were prepared. These costs are considerably larger than any • 


• •	 of the other examined proposed sites, hence were rejected for thatreason. 


• F	 The cost figures are made a part of the appendix for comparison. 	 S 


• 	


:
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•	 CONCLUSIONS	 The property has a totally untested potential in the 


unexplored area east of the Saxon Saddle Fault on 


the several veins.. Some production may be expected west of this fault on 


or above the 9754 level on the presently known and partially explored 


•


	


	 "Tinel vein." Further, there. is the area above the Lower Aunt Jack 


Tunnel (9, 360 elevation) twhich is the. easterly continuation of the past 


production on the Anglo-Saxon Extension vein. The values and conditions 


•


	


	 to be encountered are unknown as no previously existing workings on this 


vein are accessible. Two major veins which have produced on the east 


or hanging wall side of the Saxon Saddle Fault have not been explored. 


However, these two veins, the Anglo-Saxon and the Federal, should be	 • 


found on the west side of the fault. As the result of the proposed explora- 


tiort, the first of these veins, the Ango-Saxon, will be explored in the area 


of known past production at depth. 	 • 


	


It is the opinion of the writers that the major objective will be	 • 


found to the east of the Saxon Saddle Fault on the Anglo-Saxon vein. With 


• this objective in mind, the writers studied the various proposals for ex-


ploration as summarized previously, and make their recommendations 


accordingly.
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RECOMMENDATIONS These recommendations are as follows: (1) The 


Company expend the needed funds to explore the 


- m aj.o:r, objective in sufficient detail to develop the initial potential of the 


Anglo-Saxon vein east of the Saxon Saddle Fault, using the "9754 Tunnel" 


plan for this program. The "Tunnel vein" is a secondary objective and 


appa:'ently will be crossed in reaching this major objective. (2) The 


Company expend the limited sums needed to extend the present Lower Aunt 


Jack Tunnel to intersect and drift on the Anglo-Saxon Extension vein on the 


9360 elevation. 


The details of these two exploration programs and their estimated 


preliminary costs are viven in the appendix. Mr. Berry, the President, 


and Mr. Hudson, the Manager of the Company, are developing the cost dis-


tribution in detail and will be made a part of the proposal for exploration. 


The writers definitely state that if there is any question as to the. 


use of any monies, the first and foremost consideration must be given to 


driving of the recommended exploration of the 11 9754 Tunnel" to the major 


• objective--the Anglo-Saxon vein adjacent to, and particularly east of, the. 


• Saxon Saddle Fault at this elevation. 


•	 •	 /2	 •	 Respectfully submitted 
S	 •,


	


Harald W. C. Prommel • ) 	 Paul M. Hop s. 
Consulting Mining Geologists and Engineers 0	 • 


• 	 •-	 0	 0	 • 	 0	 • - 
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GEOLOGIST	
PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSES AND 


MINING ENGINEER	 GEOLOGY OF ORE DEPOSITS A SPECIALTY 


G. E. GOODSPEED 
5504 TWENTY • F1RSTAVENUE NORTHEAST


SEATTLE 


August 2,1966 


BERRY METAL COMPANY	 S 


Harmony, Pennsylvania 


Attention: Walter V. Berry, President 


REPORT ON ANGLO SAXON GROUP OF CLAIMS 


Introd.udtion 


Th:Ls group of claims is situated less than two miles north.e.st  of George-


town, Clear Creek, Colorado on the northwest slope of Saxon Mountain in a 


rugged part of the Front Range. This complex vein system belOngs to a belt 


of strong fractures trending east northeast from Georgetown "to Idaho' Spriigs.5. 


This area has been more fully described by Spurr and Gorrey in Professional 


Paper 63 and by Lovering and Goddard in Professional Paper 223, United States 


Geological Survey. More recently (1960.) S. M. Del Rio in Mineral Resurces 


of Colorado makes these statements: - ( p. 100. and 101) 


"It is probable that. the belt of strong fractures which trend east-
northeast from the head of Silver Creek to the valley of Clear Creek 
near the mouth of Fall River, of which the Lanertine and Freeland 
veins are a part,. continues southwest of Lamertine to Georgetown. 
This intervening terrain has not yet been adeqj.iately studied and it 
is possible that blind ore bodies, as was the Lamertine Lode could 
be discovered in this area through proper.scientific exploration." 


"Outlook - The Lamertine and Freeland veins have had a substantial out-. 
put and the possibility of undiscovered ore shoots in the extension 
of this belt should be considered, especially as. the Lamertine ore 
body did not outcrop and was apparently discovered by accident." 


Geology 


The dominant rocks in this area are the early pre-Cambrian para schists 


and gneisses of-the Idaho Springs formation locally transected by pegmatite. 


In the mineralized vein zone both of those rocks are highly altered by vein
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forming solutions. Granite which is a more competant rock becomes soft and 


porous, whereas the altered schist is compressed to a nearly impervious gouge. 


The solutions penetrated along fractures and fissures forming a very complex 


vein system. This vein system was recently studied by H.W. C. Prommel and 


Paul M. Hopkins. They prepared two plan view maps showing possible vein 


trends and post mineral faulting at elevations of 9,360 and 9,760 feet.Accord-


ing to B'urchard, of the Mint, the production from the Anglo Saxon Mine prior 


to 1883 was about $700,000. from relatively shallow workings approximately 


72 feet below surface at point of discovery. This rich production from shallow 


workings was the incentive for the development work carried on from 1937 to 


the present, which included a small exploratory tunnel driven approximately, 


1,800 feet at an elevation of 9,- . 76o. This tunnel is now' caved. A mineralized 


zone was encountered 900 feet east of the portal. At 1,514 feet from the 


portal numerous irregular intersecting veinlets of . silver sulphides occurred. 


The character of both ore and gangue was similar to that of the oxidized ore 


from the dumps of the upper workings. In the tunnel from 1,50 )4 to 1,683 feet 


the veinlets of high grade silver sulphides became more numerous where the 


wall rock was a relatively porous altered granite. 


When I visited the mine in August, 1948, the vein and ore shoot had 


been cut by a north-south post mineral fault. Before the fault was encountered 


the vein, as shon'in a raise 40 feet above the tunnel leveJ.consis ,ted of 


about 15 Inches of hard, brownish, fine grained somewhat fractured quartz 


containing a considerable amount of disseminated silver sulphide with a wall rock 


of altered granite. As later reported to me, .the wall rock - in the next 30 


feet upward in the raise - changed from granite to schist and the ore narrowed


.
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40	 to a streak two inches wide as it approached the post mineral fault zone. 


The ore encountered in the exploratory tunnel can be ex p ected to extend 


laterally and vertically upward and downward depending upon the' character of 


the wall rock. 


The ore in the floor of the exploratory tunnel averaged about two. feet 


in width and did not give any indication of narrowing downward on the west 


side of the north-south post mineral fault zone. 


Other factors nlay be involved in the formation of an ore shoot such, as: 


a decrease in pressure or temperature of the vein solutions as well as the 


physical character of the wall rock and its alteration products. Several of 


these factors may be present at the intersection of veins.--,or where a change in 


dip and strike may widen a.vein channel so that mineralizing solutions become 


slow moving thus allowing more time, with a decrease in temperature, for the 


precipitation of ore minerals. One of the most striking features shown on the 


Plan View of veins recently prepared by' Promniel and Hopkins is the multiplicity 


of possible vein intersections which in this region are targets for ore. 


From my observations of the character of the ore and wall rock in the exploratory 


tunnel dating from 1931, it is my opinion that a development tunnel should be 


driven at an elevation of about 9,760 feet to provide an optimum depth-of 


600 feet below surface, which is a depth .at which the richest and most produc-


tive ore shoots have been mined in the Georgetown-Idaho Springs area' as indicated 


by the iritings of Spurr and Garrey; Lovering and Goddard. 


The-prime target of this development tunnel would be the area in virgin 


ground beyond,the north-south fault encountered in the old surface workings and 


in the exploratory tunnel. This is the northeasterly .trending belt referred 


0 to by S. M. Del Rio in Mineral Resources of Colorado (l960,p. 101), wherein 


"It is possible that blind ore bodies, as was the Lamertine Lode, could be
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discovered." On the easterly side of the north-south. fault several vein 


extensions and junctions should be, present which as previously indicated are 


targets for ore in this region. As shown on the Plan View of Veins this 


tunnel is so positioned that relatively. sh.ort cross-cuts can be driven to 


several possible vein intersections which. would provide additional targets 


for ore.. 


The secondary target of the development program should include a cross-


cut from the Lower Aunt Jack Tunnel at an elevation of 9,60 feet tá explore 


the en echelon fault zone of the Anglo Saxon Extension Vein. In addition, 


several vein intersections can be prospected from this tunnel by diamond drilling 


or cross-cutting which will provide additional targets for ore. 


It is my considered opinion that this development program has excellent 


possibilities of developing commercial ore bodies. 


Respectfully submitted, 


G. E. Goodspeed' 


Geologist & Mining Engineer 


GEG: rjw 


^ 9
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PROPOSAL NO. 2 


LOWER AUNT JACK TUNNEL 


DESCRIPTION:	 Construct 0. 2 miles road, prepare tunnel site 


including surface facilities as required.	 Drive 


tunnel on the several courses as shown on Plan Map No. 1 to Anglo-


Saxon vein east of Saxon Saddle Fault and explore immediate area. 


(Plan Map No. 1.)	 . 


Cost Estimates - (Two-year 'program): 


Road	 .	 '	 . $	 2,000 
Power (Electric)	 ' 10"000 
Portal Site	 , ,	 is 000	 . 
Portal Buildings (Minimum) 10S,000 


• Expendable Supplies 	 .	 ' 3,000 
• .	 Engineering	 '. 10,000 


•	 Machinery 102000 
Trucks and Tractor	 •, 22,9000 
Management and Overhead 	 •	 . 300000 


Tunnel and Exploration: 	 ':	 '"	 • .	 • 


•	 Tunnel drive and drifts - 3,730 feet at • 
$55. 00 per foot 205, 700 


No estimate i:s. included for timbering •	 •	 :	 '	 • 
•	 requirements which are expected to be 


rather extensive.	 Possibly 1, 000 feet 
• •	 minimum @ $40. 00 per foot.. •	 •	 • 


(40,000) 


contingency - 1516 of all items except 	 •. .	 •	 •	 • 
Management and Overhead 	 .	 • • , •	 419055 


•	 Grand	 Total	 .	 ..	 .	 .	 .	 .	 0	 IN	 0	 0 0	 • 	 0	 11	 $3449755
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	 PROPOSAL NO. 3 


BEAVER CREEK TUNNEL SITE 


DESCRIPTION:	 Construct 0. 8 mile road, prepare portal site including 


surface facilities as required. Drive tunnel South 310 


East to Anglo-Saxon vein and explore area generally east of the Saxon 


Saddle Fault on this vein. 	 (Plan Map No. 2). 


Cost Estimates --(Two-year period for program): 


Road	 $ 25,000 
Power (Electric) 15,000 
Portal Site 1,9000 
Portal Buildings (Minimum) 109000 
Expendable Supplies 30000 


•	 Engineering 159000 
Machinery 109000 


•	 Management and Overhead 30,000 
Trucks and Tractor 22, 000 


•	 Tunnel and Exploration:	 • 


1, 850 feet Crosscut and/or Drifting •	 @ $55. 00 per foot 101, 500 
•	 200 feet Raise @ $110.00 per foot 	 • 22, 000 


•	 500 feet Drifting (9960 elevation) •	 • •	
•	 @ $60. 00 per foot	 •	 • 30s,000 


•	 Contingency - 1576 all items, except Management	 • •	 • 
•	 •	 •	 •	 •	 • and Overhead	 •	 • 38s,175 


Grand Total , $3229675
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PROPOSAL NO. 4 


"9754 TUNNEL"	 - 


DESCRIPTION:	 Prepare portal site, reconstruct track and trestle to 


existing ore bin, surface facilities as required. Drive 


tunnel on the several courses as shown to Anglo-Saxon vein east of Saxon 


Saddle Fault and explore immediate area. 


Tunnel drive:	 Courses and distances--as proposed: 


South 89° East 550 feet 
•	 North 43 0 31East. 700 feet 


North 600 East 700 feet 
•	 North 5 0 East 250 feet 


Drifts and crosscuts--1050 feet as • 
shown on the several veins. Total 3, 230 feet 


Cost Estimates:	 0


0 


Road	 0 No cost 
Power $	 10, 000 
Portal Site •	 2,197 
Portal Buildings	 ••- 10,, 000 
Trestle to Ore Bin 19500 
Expendable Supplies 39 000 
Engineering •	 15,000	 0 


Machinery 10, 000 
•	 Trucks and Tractor •	 221,000	 - 


•	 Management and Overhead 	 0 30.9000 


Tunnel Drive and Exploration: 


3, 230 feet:	 $55. 00 per foot •	 •	 177,650	 •	 • 
•	 Timbering as required at faults and veins •	 •	 • 


750 feet @ $40. 00 per foot 30,000 •	 • 


Contingency - 1576 of all items except 
•	 •	 S 	 Management and Overhead • .429202  


Grand	 Total.	 .	 I.	 •• ..	 .	 ••.	 .	 .$353,549
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PROPOSAL NO.-5. 0	 SHAFT ON WEST END OF M. 


..0,


S. 18678 CLAIMS 
("MOTTO GROUP") 


DESCRIPTION:	 Construct 1. 5 miles road, prepare shaft site including 


buildings as required. Sink shaft and explore area 


near Saxon Saddle Fault on the Anglo-Saxon vein and adjoining area on ele-


vation 9, 754 feet. 


Cost estimates - (Two-year program): 


Road $ 65,000 
Shaft Site 3,000 
Power 15,000 
Shaft Equipment	 S 40,000 
Portal Buildings 151000 
Trucks and Tractor 222 000 
Expendable supplies 32000 
Engineering 20,000 
Machinery 10, 000 
Management and Overhead 30,000 


Shaft and Exploration: 


Shaft sinking 3 compartment 	 S 


7' x 18' - $170. 00 per foot 
650 feet 110,500 
Stations at 300, 400, 500, and 
600 feet - $10, 000 each 40j000 
Tail shaft and ore pocket on 600 level 400000 
Drifts - 1, 500 feet @ $60. 00 per foot 902000 


Contingency - 157o of all items except S 


Management and Overhead 71,025. 


Grand	 Total	 .	 ..........	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 . $5749525
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PAUL M. HOPKINS 
CONSULTING MINING GEOLOGIST AND ENGINEER 


o


REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER AND LAND SURVEYOR 


•	 2222 ARAPAHOE STREET	 '	 P. 0. BOX 403 
CRCSTVIEW 9-2313	 ....:	 GOLDEN, COLO. 


November 25, 1967 


Mr. Walter Berry 
Anglo-Saxon Mines	


0 


•	 Georgetown, Colorado 


Dear Mr. Berry; 


The enclosed report is the result of the field work and correlationof the 
• many sources of information to delineate major objectives for exploration 


•	 by Anglo-Saxon Mines, Inc. of Georgeto*n, Colorado. 	 .	 . .. 


• The .-report is. .a partial re-evaluation of the previous reports by the several 
writers and the recommendations contained. The report does not attempt the 
evaluation point by point of the several reports but uses such information 
as contained and extends this data in the view of recent work by the writer 
on the property and the data of the U.S.G.S., particularly as reported in 


• .	 Bulletin 1231 of 1967 publication date.	 .	 '• 


• '. The objectives delineated are the locations for initial efforts to develop.' 
the . -potential of the property and the . -economics' of the metal deposits found. 
These recommendations-do not exclude either alternate techniques of determi-' 
nation or the inclusion of other attractive objectives by the 'management. 


•	 Initial,efforts on.the property and work on some of the adjoiningareas, 


•	 ' though' not mapped in detail, show that there is the continuity of vein 
•	 structure in some cases and the general lithology of the area. There are 


• .	 additional areas that have apparently attractive objectives but definite 
recommendations are held in abeyance, pending detail work in those areas. 
In many cases, these 'objectives will prove to be either the direc,t extension 


•	 '	 . , of' known' veins that'., are the subject of the recommended exploration or a 
genetically related 'and parallel vein,.,  


In view of this relationship, the writer has suggested exploration-in and 
east of the 'area of past exploration and exploitation. Thence, depending 	 • 
upon the results obtained, additional exploration may be recommended 	 In
each case specific objectives are to be explored and delineated 


Res ectfully yours, 


•


	


	 '	 ' •	 '	 '	 Paul M. Hopkins 


PMH m
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PAUL M. HOPKINS 


CONSULTING MINING GEOLOGIST AND ENGINEER


REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER AND LAND SURVEYOR 


2222 ARAPAHOE STREET 
CRESTVIEW 9-23i3 P. 0. BOX 403 


GOLDEN, COLO. 
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EVALUATION AND REVISION OF RECOMMENDED I(PLORATION 


FOR THE 


ANGLO-SAXON MINE AND ADJOINING PROPERTIES 


PURPOSE:	 The purpose of the present study is the definition and 


delineation of exploration areas and potential for the 


• several vins as found on the property. This study was undertaken to 


delineate by field evidence the potential for future exploration and 


development. As a result, the revision of the previous recomrnendaions 


•	 for exploration and development is made. 


PROGRAM:	 The program to implement the above study included the 


study of previous records, maps and then the extension 


• of this data by field mapping of the property in the area of present 


effort and in the area of the principle past exploitation, i.e., the 


Anglo-Saxon Extension and Anglo-Saxon mines. The extension of the area 


• from the Anglo-Saxon mine to the east was thence undertaken to delineate 


an initial area for exploration based upon the past information and the 


extension of this otential.	 •	 •	 • 


The results of this work are supplementary to, clarification of and 


• extension of data contained in the previous reports.	 . 


The previous reports are the U.S.G.S. Professional Paper 63 


lbGeology of the Georgetown Quadrangle--' Spurr, Garrey and Ball, various
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reports by Wr. Goodspoed for the company, field mapping by various 


students of the Colorado School of Mines in 1947, Reconnaissance reports 


by-H. W. C. Prommel to: 1950, discussion of previous information and 


delineation of objectives by Prommel aid Hopkins August 9, 1966, Hopkins, 


Dec'rnbe'r 14, 1966 and April . 22, 1967.	 .	 H 


Additional sources of information include the writer's file for 


properties to the east and south, U.S.G.s. Bulletin 1032-B and Bulletin 


1231. These sources of data were useful only when the later bulletin 


was available inNovember' , '1967.	 . 


GEOLOGY:	 The geology of the property was discussed , by Promméland 


Hopkins in their report of August 9, 1966. The recent 


field work by the writer and the information contained in the recent 


publication of the United States Geological Survey Bulletin 1231 'Geology 


of the Lawson-Dumont, Fall' River Area, Clear Creek County Colorado". 1967 


has clarified and made possible the extension of the'information from the 


Lamartine 'Area, the Lawson-Dumont area, the writer's work for other 


parties and'the preliminary reconnaissance of the property to a total 


view Of the. area and the apparent potential. 


'The work of. Spurr, Garrey and-Ball 'indicates that the area near and 


west of Saxon Saddle consists of the roof remnants of the Idaho Springs 


• formation that has:not been removed by erosion above a granite or	 .. 


granitic intrusive ,bod,r identified as the , Silver Plume granite. This 


early me.pping also indicates a number of elongate intrusions cons±sting' 


of grani.tic material'in this Idaho Springs formation, These elongate' 


intrusive, bodies are generally in conformity with the schistosity of
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the Idaho Springs fo'mation, henc	 have the structural relationship of 


D sills". of very steep dip.	 Recent work ind ic a to s that there are , locally 


•	 . intrusivos of. this type that have relativoly'flat dips, about 15 0 in 


• .


	


s oii,,u cases.	 Dikes are found along 'the fissures that may or may not be 


mineralized.	 The composition of these dikes and sills is highly 'variable, 


alaskite, 'granite, granite porphyry, granitic pegmatites, monzonite and 


diorite and,	 in a few cases, as basic .s 'hornblendite. 	 . 


The Cicid work of the several workers in the area has shown a 


consistent correlation between the wall rock material and the apparent 	 .	 . 


width of the fissure zone which was mineralized, even though leached , of 


all sulphide minerals on outcrop. 	 The granite and granite porphyry shows 


a generaLy definable wall to the fissure relationship reflective of the 


re lative ly sharp fissure characteristics to be expected in these brittle 


rocks.	 La contrast the pegmatites quite often show a brecciation into 


the crystal grain or smaller size material. 	 In one case the limits of 


this hreciation was observed to be the boundary of the pegmatite as 


injected..	 The gneiss shows"breaking-' into a multitude of schistose 


plto, Easily cruupled and. generally forming a massthrough which the 


continuiy of a fissure 'is very difficult to trace either by structure 


•	 ' ..	 or by iniaeralizing solutions forming alteration minerals that can be 


identified.  


A study of the early work in the underground as mapped on the Upper 


Aunt Jack tunnel level indicates that mineralization as found there 


followed the general rule of being found 'where the more competent or 


brittle rocks,'e.g., acid intrusive rocks-- granite, monzonite, diorite 


were no:e.d as the wall rock.
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The surface correlation and location of the "'Tunnel Vein" is not 


.
made at this	 time.	 .	 .	 . 


Surface mapping in the area east of the Saxon Saddle and a reconnais-


sance further to the north and east, inçlicates. that the granite intrusive 


body of th	 "'Silver PlumO granite"' and other intrusive material including. 


• '	 tertiary porphyries should be or are formed at. the surface or 	 hal-low 


depths.	 Accordingly, this area is considered as the more favorable area 


for the development-of major ore bodies when compared to the potential for 


development at relatively shallow depths west of the same Saxon.Saddle 


where the lithology is . a mixture of granite, granite porphyry, granite' 


•
.	 gneiss, pogmatitos and biotite gneiss.  


Projection of exposed rock lithology from exposures immediately to 


the northwest of the Saxon Saddle ' to the Anglo-Saxon and Federal workings 


of the 1870-1890 period indicate that,the ore production there was 


apparently at least in' 'part controlled by the litholo'gy.	 The early produc-'. 


tion apparently came from the granite and porphyry rock as distinguished 


from the 'b'iotite gneiss: . of 1967 nomenclature of U.S.G.S. Bulletin 1231. 


FIELD	 OIK	 This report is based upon the field work of mapping the 


geology on surface in the area of immediate Interest and 


the 	 of. the Lower 'Aunt Jack tunnel where work is presently being 


purued by the company.,  


The present exploration work in the Lower Aunt. Jack tunnel i's the 


partial. :Lmplemontatiôn of the recommendations of the writer in his report 


dated Deoembor 14, 1966 beginning on page 19 as follows: 


The first secondary objective is the immediate potential at 
the limited depth of 350 feet below the apparent line of outcrop on 
the Anglo-Saxon Extension vein which may be explored and developed 
by an estimated 100 'foot cross-cut driven on a bearing of S. 20 0 E.	 '	 ,
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at the bend in the 'tunru1 (340 feet from the present portal). 
This cross-cut will intersectthe Anglo-Saxon Extension at the 


•	 approximate end of the pr-iviousl exploited ground through tunnels 
driven 'along the vein from the west.----'  


Full implementation of the proposed and recommended exploration as •. 


•	
contained in that report has not beon'unde'rtaken at this time. 


The geologic mapping of the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel was in 1947. 


1 hnimal adcitions to these notes were made up to 1950 


During 1966 and 1967 a transit and chain traverse has been made from 


a bnch mark on the Interstate Highway 70 right-of-way to the area of the 


original Aiigio-Saxon workings in Saxon Saddle, thence continued northerly 


and easterly on two traverses. This survey and its several stations were 


recovered and used as the base control for the "Brunton and tape traverses 


use.d'for the field mapping of geology. Vertical angles were recorded hence 


elevations are carried to any point of interest. All mapping was done in 


the field on work sheets', thence the results platted by super-position of 


the "linen base map" and tracing the results so obtained. Copies' of these 


annotated maps at the scale of l to 0" are enclosed without' interpreta-


tion in the pocket in the back. 


•	 For purposes of this report, the results were plotted on the base 


maps which are on the scale of 1T,b equals 200 1 , a scale that has been used 


for the major property delineation and correlation during the previous 


work.by P:omne1 and/or Hopkins.' Interpretation and location fo the several 


veins 'have been indicated on these maps. 	 ' • 


STATUS OF	 '	 '	 .•	 ''''	 '	 ' 
•	 ' EXPLORATION: • The cross-cut to' the Anglo-Saxon Extension vein has' 'been 


I •	 ' driven and a drift turned east. The work in this east 


drift on the Anglo-Saxon Extension is continuing. This cross-cut has also
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been extended south an additional 55 feet without encountering any 


major vein.	 .	 .	 . ..	 .	 . 


DISCUSSION OF	 The field work and the limited exploration in the -Lower 
R[S1JLTS OF	 .	 .	 . 
'F'IELD- 17ORK ANr Aunt Jack tunnel and the correlation of the previous work 
EXPLORATION:	 ,. S 


by the various parties beginning with the work of Spurr, 


Garrey and l3aJ.l reported in U.S.G.S. Professional Paper 63 Geology of the 


George town . Quadrang1e	 has lead to the following conclusions. . 


The projection of veins following the center line of claims as'was 


followed during the previous work has proven to be inerror. Named veins 


are retained in the caseof the Anglo-Saxon, Federal, Anglo-Saxon T!xten-


sion, AlgonquLn and Molly Gibson.'..These names are retained but with the 


proviso that the veins do not necessarily follow the centerline of the 


named claim for any distance. 


During the field work, seven (7) veins were found in the 'Saxon Saddle 


area. If one numbered from north to south, numbers 1, 2 and 3 would corres-


pond to the Federal, Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Saxon Extension veins as 


presently laicwn. Veins numbered 4to7 are parallel veins with a north-


easterly strike and apparently. steep portherly dip. Veins numbered 8 and 


9 are the Algonquin and Molly Gibson respectively. These veins are north'' 


westerly strke direction and steep dips, apparently north in the-case of 


•	 the Molly Gibson.	 •,.	 •	 H 


Anglo-Saxon glo-Saxon and the Anglo-Saxon Extension veins are two finite 


and separate veins having a .o.ommon area where they outcrop in the Saxon 


Saddle area. Even there, they are separated by a distance of abdü 100' 


foot. This statement is made upon the correlation of the ' several adits,, 


now caved, on the Anglo-Saxon Extension in the area of 807900 to 808100 E.
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and 719200 NiThe projection from those working adits to the Lower Aunt 


•


	


	 Jack tunnel gave a predicted location that is found to be within 20 foot


of the "as found" location, i.e., 50 feet south of the turn in the tunnel. 


The strike and dip is indefinite being in a brecciation zone. The general. 


trend is abou.; N. 750 E. and 750 N. dip. The mineral found in this zone 


shows that tho'movement is post-mineral as the mineral is "'tight tk to the 


wall rock which is in turn separated into finite pieces of various size by 


• gouge, and small breccia.	 .	 . .	 .	 . 


The Anglo-Saxon vein as defined and exploited during the 1870-1890 


period is evidently north of the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel as driven between 


1935 and 1950 


The premise stated in the report of August 9, 1966, that the Anglo-


Saxon vein was not found in the Upper Au n' Jack tunnel is further supported 


• by the absence of any major vein being recognized in the 350 feet from the 


portal of the. Lower Aunt . Jack tunnel to the intersection with the 'Anglo- 


Saxon Extension vein. It is an open ques- tion at this time as to the 


location of the Anglo-Saxon Cxtension vein on the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel 


level


&n interpretation based upon the field work and projection of the known 


• information indicate that the Anglo-Saxon Txtensionvein should have been 


found near the intersection of . the'Upper Aunt Jack tunnel with the 'Tunnè1 


vein". The notes indicate that if such is the case, it was not recognized.. 


•	 Hence,, it is. postulated .thathe Anglo-Saxon Extension is near to but south 	 '. 


of this point in the tunnel as driven', and should be found on its general 


trend to strike and dip to the northeast. It is further entirely possible, 
• 


and apparent:.y a fact, that the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel followed the 


"Tunnel vein", in a block of ground that lies between the Anglo-Saxon 'vein 


-	 --	 ---	 -	 ---	 -
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as.delino.ted from the surface in Saxon Saddle and the Anglo-Saxon Exten-


sion, vein as found and knom to the southwest in the several workings there. 


The Anglo-Saxon vein ' was not found 'in eithei the Upper or. Lower Aunt 


Jack tunnels. IL small prospect pit at station B 70 at the switchback 


slightly north of west from the Upper Aunt Jack portal about '700. feet shows. 


vein material. If the Anglo-Saxon vein is consistent in the dip and strike 


to the west from the working g in the Saxon Saddle area, as previously 


•	 . reported, then the vein would be found in or near this pit. Slide rock 


cover over this entire area prevents any proof of the continuity from 


surface mapping. However, this correlation is made based upon the above 


limitations s.nd the Thc'k of finding the vein in the two adits driven. 


During the surface mapping, .a shallow prospect pit was found that had, 


sulphide ore in place. ' Subsequent exploration disclosed that this pit was 


the ,to'p of an old working where stoping had removed several tons, or a few'' 


hundred tons of ore by a party or parties unknown. , The surface outcrop 'on 


the narrow show of sulphide 'ore minerals indicated a"'S..85 0 E. strike, 


dip 85°: N. The;old stope indicates the vein as striking N. 76 0 E. dipping 


,75 0 "N. This stopeis 'oi"vein No.' 11.  


A trench cut has been made from the last switchback in the road near 


station 92 southerly and easterly'to the outcrop of the vein found at 


station 163. This trench' cut, together with the other workings along the 


strike line' of the vein and the topographic expression to thenórthéast 


indicates that the principle vein is the Federal vein as exploited in the 


Saxoii Saddlo area during the'1870-1890 period.  


Loaching of the 'outcrops as found has removed any sulphide minerals 


formerly pront; hence no assays have "been made of the presently exposed 


material.
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•	 The data on the small parallel vain about 30 feet northwest Of the 


Federal vain does not show any major continuity or physical expression 


•	 to the northeast. This vein may be a split 'following a parallel strike 


with horses of barren rock between or a narrow vein without major expres-


sion as to its continuity and mineralization. '. 	 0 


Other veins are found on the road between 718500 to . 719400' N. and 


808000 E. These veins' find little expression in' float and small, prospect 


• , pits. An initial interpretation has been made . as to the strike line of 


their outcrop continuity to the northeast.:  


A general exception to the general northeasterly strike of the' 


majority of veins found is the Molly Gibson and the Algonquin. Gosn 


and leached vein material was followed to ' delineate the strike line on 


surfact of the Molly Gibson. The limited - workings on the Algonquin mdi- 	 '. 


cated' its strike particularly where caved. •'These two veins have ' a N. 550 


LI 


to 70° 111. , strike with unknown dip. Other veins have still other strikes 


as found on their limited outcrop as noted on the map.  


Beginning at the' level of the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel (9,760 1 ), thence 


following the trails toward the Saxon Saddle and the Anglo-Saxon and 


Federal outcrops therein, one generally encounters a heavily covered talus 


slopewith only sparse outcrops ofdefinable rock 'units in place '.' Some' ' • 


float was found in limited areas	 Several short adits, now caved, were 


'driven. These ad its were platted as found. Early maps in . -the company file 


• indicate that some of 'these crosscuts after entering the hill a short 	 • 


distance, turned to a northeasterly direction. Correlation with the 


general strike of and location found for the several veins-to the south 


and ,west indicates that these adits 'apparently found veins as shallow 


depths which they followed for snort distances. 


777 TT
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The correlation of the field work thus indicates that there are a 


number of veins to be found either ' in the Sax= Saddle or to the south. 


Continuity of the veins is indicated by the 'number of apparently related 


P 	 pits and adits driven along their strike lines, a distance of 


• 1200 to 1500 fact' in several cases. 	 . 


Mapping from the Saxdn Saddle north, east and south into the area 


of. Beaver . Creak and farther,' projected the location of the iglo-Saxoi 


vein to the shaft found at 720,390 N.. and'8l1,030 E. Further continuity 


•	 of the vein to the northeast is indicated by some float and the surface 


expression of 'a "trench. This trench is postulated as the surface expres 


sioriof the erosion in the altered zone above and immediately adjacent to 


a vein. A second vein and possibly ' a third vein are 'found about 75 and 


150 feet north of the outcrop of the Anglo-Saxon vein. These 'veins have 


not been prospected to this time. One' must qualify the correlation as 


there is a distance of about 400 feet between station 1'70a 'and the shaft 


where the slope of the hill is heavily covered with talus and rock slide 


material. ' The proof of this statement 'by continuous outcrop was not to 


be made in th3 field.' With, the above qualifications, the vein as described 


is considered, to be the 'Anglo-Saxon vein in this area. 


During' the field work, other mineralization or indications of minerali-


zatiori. were found in this 'general 'area, i.e., eas ,t of Saxon Saddle. The 


location of these veins are indicated by float or dump inaterial'found at 


the several prospect pits or tunnels. These have been platted and thus 


define.a's'ubordinate objective for exploration in the area after penetrating 


the Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Saxon.ctension veins d'uring'a diamond -drilling 


• . program. 'The dump material is leached, 'hence not indicative of values to 


S'	 ' be encountered at depth. However, the dump material is vein breccia, 	 '
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resilicii'iod withpseudomorphs of sulphides (Galena ?, Pyrite?) n the 


quartz. Jeconnaissanco to the east has' shown gossán areas that indicate 


vein structur'3 or structures are to be expected in this area. 


In the area of 722,500 N., 811,600 E. two veins cross. Continuity of 


the vein with the N.,70 0
 E. strike has not been established as to a finite 


relationship to the several veins in the Saxon Saddle area 720,000 N. and 


•	 810,000 E. The N. 300 E. striking vein may have an expression fuxther. to 


the southwest, particularly near the top of Saxon mountain. This correla-


tion is also open to further proof. The major point to be gained from the 


•	
inconclusive data on these two veins is that there is a continuity of 


opening by fa'lting other than in the Saxon Saddle, Lamartine and Lawson-


Dumont areas. In this area there is apparently little or no past produc-


tion of mineral found or known.. The correlation of the outcrops is diffi-


•	 cult.as slide rock and heavy talus material covers most of the area. 


•	
Further east in the area between U.S.G.S. triangulation stations 'UTE' and 


IDSILVER 2, detailed exploration should-,'also show these structures or 


•	
parallel veins. The northeasterly continuity of the veins in the Saxon 


Saddle area apparently is toward the upper or south part of Silver Gulch 


•	 • about a mile south of the town of Lawson.  


A general statement is made that with diligent search in the area 


sho'tvn on the map at the scale of l to 2,000' many additional veins 


containing metallization ,should be found	 The correlation and continuity 


Of the veins Crom outcrop to outcrop may be difficult if not impossible 


• to follow unless using some • technique of "Geophysics, when studying. 
• 	 S 


• •
	 the area from the surface. 	 •	 •	 S 	 • 	


• 


This evidence of mineralization indicates that exploration in the 


area should not be confined to the tw major areas of production on the 


property, the Anglo-Saxon and Federal in Saxon Saddle and the 	 glo-Saxon
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ILi
Extension further to the southwest. The location and the strike and dip 


of the Federal vein takes it out of the area of consideration' being. 


several hundred feet to the northwest. This area - on the east side of 


Beaver Creek has four veins of. 'major continuity by correlation of field 


information and additional veins possibly as many as four more) that are 


found in the area considered. 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 


In view of the above the major objective of a drilling program such 


as is recommended below should be to test this area vith sufficient 


drilling to define the relatively shallow potential for exploitation,,. 


This potential is not limited to thi area nor does the recommended program 


.limit the objBct-Lves to this area near to or east of the Saxon Saddle 


after co:isideration of the, field evidence assembled to date and the 


physical limitations of' the terrain, the writer suggests that the 'company 


begin exploration adjacent to or immediately east of past efforts. The . 


area of search., is. thus defined 'as from 808000 E. to 812,000 E. along the 


line of the A.glo-Saxon Extension vein 'and the Anglo-Saxon vein with a 


north or south liinitof 500 ft. 'to 750 ft. from the above-named line of 


vein outcrop. The continuity, of' this defined objective has been delineated 


by mapping of outcrops or the underground workings and their correlation. 


The area is accessible 'in part by the present road. Additional con-


struction is required- from the elevation of 9760 ft. on the present access 


road' to the Upper Aunt Jack tunnel to the Saxon Saddle, thence eastward to 


the' proposed drill sites. A preliminary estimate of the cost of this road 


is ;25,000 if constructed by company personnel.' This cost-is commensurate 


with the tota '. funds required to implement the diamond drilling program 


and the objectives to be explored. 	 H	 . ' 


ILI
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Drill sites can be developed and serviced at reasonable locations to 


define and evaluate the potential in a preliminary manner, thus proving 


or disproving the mineralization content of the veins of moderate depths. 


The correlation of results will indicate the areas for future exploration 


and/or. exploitation. . 


S1J4,21ARY;	 There are three definable areas for exploration where there 


is a. potential for development of mineral resources of major 


contained values • These are as follows: .	 . 


(1) Anglo-Saxon Extension vein and parallel veins using the present 


Lower aunt Jack tunnel. .	 .	 . 


(2) The nglo-Sáxon,Federal, Anglo-Saxon Extension and other veins 


in the vicinity of the Saxon Saddle. This exploration is below the 


Previous workings where the production of the 1870-1890 period occurred, 


and below the breccia zone that is found in the Upper aunt Jack tunnel and 


in the Saddle d yet above this tunnel elevation - . as shown in cross section. 


(3) The area, at present totally undeveloped and unexplored in any 


reasonable mariner, east of Beaver Creek on the continuity of the several 


veins found in the Saxon Saddle and east of Beaver Creek as ell as those 


foundto the south. Those veins include the Anglo-Saxon.- Anglo-Saxon 


Extension and others as yet not possible to prove as to the name of the . 


claim and the prior name that should be given thereto. This areá of 


exploration is generally east of the north-south line of 811,000 E. 


CONCLUSIONS: 	 The first of these obj@ctive areas can be tested by drifting 


on the present heading in the Anglo-Saxon Extenion vein 


toward the northeast following the vein and its mineralization. The drift 


on this vein saould be at least 500 feet. 	 .	 .
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Tho alternate me thod of exploration on the Anglo-Saxon Extension 


vein is by diamond drilling, using the present Lower Annt Jack tunnel 


for: drill locations.'	 In addition, the veins to the south can be tested. 


In view of the additional objective shown by mineralization and some pro-


duction, this later approach is the more favorable to delineate potential 


This program is delineated on maps and cross sections. 


The second objective should be tested from a diamond drill station 


:location in the vicinity of the old working found at coordinates 720,150.N. 


and . 809,900 E.	 The drilling program is as shown on the enclosed cross-


section with direction and footage asplatted. 


The third objective is the diamond drilling program for the area east 


of Beaver Creek.	 Two proposed drill site locations are suggested: 	 720,675 


N. and 810,775 B. as the first location and in the vicinity of 720,675 N 


and 811 0 400 B.  


REC0iiENDATIONS:	 The diamond drilling program is recommended for all explor-


ation as the method. of testing and delineating the potential 


of the several veins in the vicinity of the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel, the 


Anglo-Saxon workings in Saxon Saddle and in the area to the east of Beaver 


Creek.	 This program is recommended as obtaining the maximum information 


with minirnI expenditure of monies. 	 This program will also test the several 


veins, thus partially delineating a. potential sufficient to plan development 


using either the Lower Aunt Jack tunnel and its extension to the east or a. 


tunnel driven from the Beaver Crock area such as was proposed in the report 


of December l, 1966 


The diamcnd drilling in the area of the Lower Annt Jack tuinel is 


primarily underground	 One drill site, near station 98, is suggested for
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surface drilling drilling to test further the area near to the intersections of 


the Molly Gibson vein with the several northeastorly trending veins 


To irnplerront the diamond drilling pro g ram in the area of the Saxon 


Saddle and to the east of Beaver Creek, an access road of minimum width 


was recommended	 This road has been located beginning near the Upper Aunt 


Jack tunnel, thence eastwarc toward the anglo Saxon workings in the Saxon 


Saddle using present trails and the area gendrlly on the southeast of the 


main existing trail in this area.	 As the company has a tractor dozer and 


portable equipment for use in drilling of boulders and the minimal cliff 


and/or solid rock to be expected using this route, major additional equio-


ment should no	 be required. 


As the	 axon Saddle route is followed, the drill site, near to but 


north of the Saxon. Saddle, is close to the road, thus requiring a minimum 


of additional road work-- possibly 200 ft. 	 The road from the Saxon Saddle 


to the east should follow the trail past the Woodley tunnel to station 171, 


thence northeasterly along a trail that leads to the Loronzie Tunnel where 


water is available for, the drilling program.	 Continuation of this road 


would lead to the third drill s'ite'rëcomrriended above.  


•	 This road as suggested over the Saxon Saddle will define some of the 


vein'correlations in a much more satisfactory manner than is presently 


possible, due to removal of slide rock over the strike line projetions of 


the outcrop of'the several veins to the south of,tho Anglo-Saxon vein. 


Shelter should be provided at the surface drill site 	 or sites as used	 • 


to permit implementation of the program without. waiting' for the mild 


weather of late spring or summer in 1968. 	 ,•	 ' 


•
•	 In 'conclusion, the implementation of this program will define the 


Tbposs ible ?b potential of the property along the major productive vein or
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Proposed Diamond Drilling Program 
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Proposed Diamond Drilling Program 
at 719,390N, 808,345 E, 9360' Elev. S 60 E. 
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Proposed Diamond Drilling Program
of 719,295N, 808,360E, 9360' Elev., S. 15° E 
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Proposed Diamond Drilling Program 


at 719,510 N O 808,630E. 9360 Elev., S20°E. 
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Proposed Diamond Drilling Program 
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Proposed Diamond Drilling Progrom
at 719,510 N, 808,630E, 9,360 Elev.S.80°E. 
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Proposed Diamond Drilling Program 


at 719,410 N, 809,060 E,. 9760 Elev., S. 50° E. 
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Proposed	 Diamond Drilling Program 
at 72C, 425 N, 810,775 E. I0,240' Elev. South 25° East 
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Proposed Diamond Drilling Program 
at 720,425N, 810,775E, 10,240' Elev, South 70° East 
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